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INTRODUCTION
The thirty-ninth session of the WMO Executive Council in 1987 approved
the proposal of the president of CIMO to organize in 1988 the WMO Technical
Conference
on
Instruments
and
Methods
of
Observation
(TEC0-1988).
The German Democratic Republic kindly offered to host the Conference in Leipzig.
An
International Organizing Committee was established under the
Chairmanship of the Scientific Director of TEC0-1988, Dr. E. Peters (see
Appendix).
The Committee held a meeting in Potsdam, in December 1987 to
consider the programme and proceedings of the Conference.

The topics of TEC0-1988 were selected to cover many areas of instrument
meteorology such as improvements in automation and remote sensing, sensor
developments, instrument intercomparisons, observing methods and data quality.
All these areas are of continuous significance to CIMO and are dealt with in
each of the technical conferences. Training, maintenance and network aspects
must always be taken seriously, in both developed and developing countries, to
ensure a high quality of observational data as a solid foundation for
meteorological research and services.
I should like to express my deep gratitude to the Government and the
Meteorological Service of the German Democratic Republic, to the International
Organizing Committee and to the Secretary-General of WMO for the arrangements
made for TEC0-1988.

Seppo Huovila
President of CIMO

Session I

OPENING OF TEC0-1988

(Reference I.l)

ORGANIZATION OF AND RESIJLTS FROM
THE WMO INTERNATIONAL CEILOMETER INTERCOMPARISON: UNITED KINGDOM 1986
MOuldridge, 0 WJones and 0 J Painting
United Kingdom Meteorological Office
INTRODUCTION
Following a decision of the Executive Council at its 37~h session, The first WMO International
Intercomparison of ceilometers was organized by the Commission for Instruments and Methods of
Observation, and held from February to July 1986 at the United Kingdom Meteorological Office
experimental site near Bracknell, England,
The objectives of the Intercomparison were:
a, To record Level 2 data from production ceilometers together with simultaneous measurements
and observations of relevant meteorological variables and 111hen feasible to make independent
estimates of cloud base using alternative techniques,
b, To publish analyses of recorded ceilometer data, ·classified according to related
meteorological variables, and comparisons against independent <or reference) measurements.
c, To make recommendations concerning definitions for cloud base measurement identifying, as
appropriate, the needs for further studies and further practical experiments,
d, To assemble inforMation on the operational aspects of the ceilometers used in the
Intercomparison,
The present paper Is a summary of the conduct and results of the Intercomparlson, and is therefore
concerned mainly with the first two objectives,
DESCRIPTION OF INSTRUMENTS STUDIED
A total of 11 ceilometers, comprising seven different types, were eventually deployed, A list of
their characteristics appears in Table I.

Finland
Federal
Republ le
of Germany
Netherlands
Sweden
USA

Kanufacturer Kodel

Type

Vaisala
hlpulsphysik
Iapulsphysik
Iapulsphysik
Crouse/Hinds
ASEA
Bel fort

Laser
Laser
Laser
Triang"
Triang"
Laser
Laser

CT12K
LD-WHX
LD-WHL
Ceilograph II
TXJ-2
QL1212

7013

Nuaber
entered

Kaxi111um
range (m)

2
2

3600
3600
1500
900
1500
3000
5000

1
1

1
2

.2

Soundings Levels per Vertical
per 111in sounding
vis ?
2
2

2
3

4

2

2

1

1
l

1
2

1

1

Yes
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes

Abbrevn

Vl/V2
11/12
13
I4

K1

AI/A2
81/82

TABLE I: Characteristics of the ceilometers deployed in the Intercomparison,
Four of the five laser types were represented by two instruments each, which enabled conclusions to
be drawn not only about the consistency of ftlanufacture, but also about the degree to which the
ceilometer performance varied according to exposure, The instrument sponsored by the Netherlands 111as
an old design, producing analogue chart output, which had been modified for the Intercomparison to
produce, in addition, digital messages via a rnicrocompute1•, The remaining systems were all in
production or under development at the time of the Intercomparison.
Several of the instruments were capable of reporting more than one cloud base height on a given

- 4 sounding; the maximum number for each is given in Table I under 'Levels per sounding', The final
column of Table I lists the abbreviations that will be used to identify individual instruments in the
remainder of the paper,
The Intercomparison commenced on 3 February 1986, although the Belfort instruments <Bl/2) were
not available until 22 May, The KNMI instrument IKl) failed for periods in February and April, and
the Impulsphysik Ceilograph II (14) was not repaired following a failure early in June, 81 &82 both
developed hardware faults causing 26~ and 17~ loss of data, respectively, but the remaining seven
systems had l•:~st little data when the Interco:>mparison was terminated on 17 July 1986,

CEILOMETER DEPLOYMENT
The laser instruments were deployed in a circle of approximately 60 mdiameter, with examples of
the same model separated diametrically, Neighbouring instruments were about 20 m apart, Because of
the needs of the triangulation systems for stable foundations a fixed distance apart, it was
necessary to site these some distance from the rest; their sampling columns were thus about 100 m
CI4) and 350 m <Kl) from the centre of the circle, No discernible bias was noted as a result of these
separations,

OTHER MEASUREMENTS
Measut'ements of ten1perature, humidity, horizontal visibility, global irradiance, presence and
rate of rainfall, wind speed and direction were made automatically at one-minute intervals throughout
the Intercomparison, with daily manual checks, In addition, special hourly observations were made
between 0600 and 2100 UTC daily by experienced staff not otherwise participating in the study,
Alternative estimates of cl•)Ud base height were obtained on an opportunity basis by doubletheod•:;,lite tracking of pilot-balloons, Effort was concentrated on occasions of relatively rare
weather phenomena, and was confined to daylight,

HIGH SPEED
LINK .

LOGGING
COMPUTER# 2

IBM COMPATIBLE 1--------r.:::=:-:::::=~;-:-J.--.-,-J
TAPE DRIVE
LOGGING COMPUTER #1
(10M BYTE WINCHESTER
& TWIN FLOPPY l
PRINTER

0/P

MONITOR

CARTRIDGE REC.

FIGURE 1: SIMPLIFIED SCHEMATIC FOR DATA LOGGING EQUIPMENT

- 5 DATA RECORDING
The data logging scheme is depicted in Figure 1, The serial data from each ceilometer and a
short-baseline transmissometer were separately buffered and then accepted at one-minute intervals by
a central logging computer controlling a local-area network, Analogue data from the automatic
meteorological sensors ~ere sampled at the same rate by a second computer to produce a composite
digital message, which was then passed to the main compute!', The resulting composite data-stream was
recorded on three independent and different media,
Visual displays allowed the operator to monitor the status of the network and logger, as·well as
the operation of all automatic sensors, In addition, an automatic monitor was included which forced a
cold start of the logging system if it detected a fault,
The primary record was kept on half-inch ISM-compatible tape, These data were then transferred
at weekly intervals to the central mainframe computing facilities of the Meteorological Office, where
the bulk of the analysis was performed, Redundancy was afforded by a Winchester hard disk, and also
by a cartridge data-recorder whose tapes were replayed daily to check on instrument and data-logger
operation,
PRINCIPLES AND METHODS OF ANALYSIS
The principles for analysis of the data were agreed by the International Organizing Committee;
the most important of these was that no single instrument would be used or appear to be used as a
standard against which others were judged, Thus, in the analysis, the median of the heights from the
seven types of ceilometer was selected for each minute as a representative value of cloud base
height, Where two instruments of the same type were available, only one of them was used in the
calculation; a median was not defined when fewer than five types had reported cloud within range,
It was also agreed that analyses would be performed at the shortest common time-interval, namely
one minute, and on the lowest cloud base reported by a given instrument,
Cloud base height is very variable in space and time, and often clouds of widely differing
height are present simultaneously, Minute-by-minute comparisons of reported heights therefore reveal
little useful information, and much more may be obtained from comparisons of height-distributions,
The main tool chosen for the assessment of reported heights is the Empirical Quantile-Quantile <EQQ)
Plot, [lJ, in which two cumulative distributions are compared di1•ectly in a compact format, Each
point on the plot defines a pair of heights corresponding to a common cumulative frequency of the two
height-distributions, Interpretation of the resulting plot is not always straightforward, but in
general if the curve lies predominantly above the line of equality, then the instrument featured on
the ordinate produced heights which were on average greater than those from the instrument on the
abscissa, and vice-versa, <Interpretation of the EQQ Plot has been discussed more fully in [21),
Each EQQ plot compares data at one-minute resolution, either from two ceilometers, or from one
ceilometer and the median height <MEDIAN), In either case, data are included in the distributions
only if both sources agreed that cloud was present simultaneously within range of both, thus ensuring
that both distributions resulted from the same underlying meteor•:>logical conditions,
No numerical analysis was perforn1ed on reported heights of higher cloud layers, penetration
distances or vertical visibilities, although it was noted that vertical visibility reports were
frequently misleading,
RESULTS OF ANALYSIS
Figures 2 and 3 show EQQ plots derived from all qualifying available data, Each curve is plotted
at 1~ resolution and symbols appear at 5% intervals, The digits 1-9 mark the deciles,
In Figure 2 are comparisons between ceilometers of the same type, <Note that the curves for
A1/A2, V1/V2 and Bl/82 are offset along the y-axis for clarity), It is clear from these that
manufacturers of the modern laser-based systems have achieved a high degree of consistency of
performance, No effect which might be due to the spatial separation of the ceilometers <approximately
60 mbetween 'twins') is discernible in the distribution of cloud heights sampled,
Figure 3 shows a representative of each type compared with the MEDIAN, and illustrates many of
the features characteristic of each' type, For heights up to about 600 m, the 14 triangulation system
produced results very much in agreement with those from the laser types, although it did display a
slight tendency to overread relative to the others at the upper end of its distribution, This problem
was even more pronounced in the reports from the other triangulation system <K1) above about 600 m,
lit is possible that a mis-alignment of the sensitive triangulation system could have contributed
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Figure 5.
Figure S shows a time-height plot of results from the hour 0800 to 0859 UTC on 21 May 1986,
Precipitation was detected at the surface from 0822 onwards and the independent observation at
0845 UTC reported intermittent slight rain with a cloud base (marked '0') at 420 m, Four pilotballoons ( 1 8') were tracked by theodolites, and were judged to have entered cloud at heights of 400
to 450 m, Most of the ceilometer reports lay between 400 and 700 m1 with large minute-to-minute
fluctuations; however 1 I3 consistently reported cloud ('Cl'> around 200 mwith only occasional heights
agreeing with those from the other instruments,
Results in snow were broadly similar to those in rain, with the exception that both
triangulation-based instruments occasionally reported extremely low cloud bases, All ceilometers
except Kl consistently responded to fog 1 although n1ost reported cloud base heights which were much
lower than estimates of vertical visibility made by timing pilot-balloons to the point of
disappearance,
CLOUD-STRIKE STATISTICS
The EQQ plot compares distributions of r~ported cloud base heights but contains no information
on the reliability with which clouds were detected, An assessment of relative reliability may be
obtained from Table Il 1 which shows the proportion of minutes for various weather categories for
which each ceilometer type reported cloud below 900 m,
It was important to compare instruments under the same set of meteorological conditions, and
therefore to select for analysis only those minutes for which correctly-formatted data were received
from all ceilometers, Owing to the late arrival of Bl &B2 and the almost simultaneous failure of !4,
however, this proved impossible, Entries in Table II for Bl/2 are therefore estimates which preserve
the relationships observed in the periods when all the laser ceilometers were operational,
The percentages in Table II are dependent on meteorological conditions as well as instrument
imperfections 1 and indicate the relative performance of each instrument in the same weather
conditions,
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Vis ~ .SOOOm
No ppn
8112

Mod/heavy ppn
IO,.S mmlhr

·818 cloud
-~ 1700 H

61

·£0

$3

71

eo

eo

89
99
98

76

90

90

95

l4

£4

'62

99
B9

l.6

6'£

.S.2

81

17
23
23
21
22

Vl/2
1112

Al/2
13
Kl
14

SLight ppn
f0,5 mm/hr

'83

Snow

Fog

TABLE li: Cloud-reporting rates, Pe-rnnta:ge of mim.l'tes ln each w.e,ather .categ.ory ior whi. eh ,uch
'J.:e:tlo-me·ter type N~:por•ted ,cloud ·below 900 m,
Note that the consistency of results from :examples of the -same type of instrument was very high,
and therefore they ·have .been combined ln Ta-ble 11,
In genera1, the two triangulation •systems exhibited low,er reporting rates than did the laserbased instruments, and in fact b~haved similarly to each other in all situations except fog, Bl & 82
consistently r.eported less cloud than the other la-ser devi-ces, producing many 'nil returns' instead,
The Vatsala and ASEA instruments all tended to report vertical visibility estimates in
precipitatb:m; the Vaisalas particularly in heavy rain, and the ASEAs particularly in snow, The
values given were usually much too great, and in fact both ASEA ceilometers always produced the value
4200 ft for vertical visibility, Of all the instruments capable of reporting vertical visibility,
only the ASEAs did so in fog (on 2-3% of soundings),
None of the Impulsphysik instruments had the option to report vertical visibility, and the laser
systems, particularly 13, maintained very high cloud-reporting rates in most conditions,
CONCLIJSIONS
V1 & V2 lost a neglb~ible amount of data through faults, and maintained a high cloud-detection
rate in all conditions except moderate-to-heavy rain, Cloud heights were greater than the MEDIAN, but
corresponded well with estimates from pilot-balloons, 11 I I2 were also very reliable, with a high
cloud-detection rate in all conditions, Reported heights were on average slightly lower than the
MEDIAN, 13 was v.ery reliable mechanically and exhibited the highest detection-rate in many
situations, However, it consistently reported anomalously low cloud bases in precipitation, Al &A2
suffered minor hardware faults resulting in the loss of a few data, Cloud detection was mainly good,
except in snow; reported heights were close to the MEDIAN, 81 &B2 were still under development at
the time and suffered from hardware faults which contributed to lower cloud-detection rates, Cloud
heights, when reported, were close to the MEDIAN, The K1 system suffered greatly from hardware
faults, and the software written to digitize the output proved inadequate in some situations, 14 had
worked 'llithout loss of data unt.il its failure late in the Intercomparison, Its height-reports
compared well with the MEDIAN, but detection rates were modest, particularly in sno'll,
The Intercomparison has shown that modern laser-based ceilometers are technically reliable, and
perform significantly better than earlier designs, However, problems remain with the performance of
all systems in some situations, particularly in adverse '1/eather conditions which can have a
significant impact on aviation,
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MANAGEMENT OF METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS NIETWORK
IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES
S.M. KULSHRESTHA
India Meteorological Department
New Delhi, INDIA
1

o

INTRODUCTION!

Management of meteorological observations network poses problems, so me
of which assume difficult propcrtions in the context of a large majority of
developing countries. Demands) national and international, are growing for
significant improvements in quantity and quality of meteorological data,
especially fro m data sparse regions. This adds to the existing strain on scarce
resources of developing countries. While each developing country has its own
peculiar problems in the context of its state of development and its socioeconomic environment, most of the meteorological services in developing countries
face serious problems such as severe financial constraints, rising costs of capital
investment and subsequent maintenance, lack of adequate infrastructure to support
increasing sophistication and auto mat ion in meteorological instruments, quicker
obsolescence, lack of training facilities, non-availability of suitable technical
personnel, and their subsequent mcbility. For many developing countries, the
international requirements of G OS/G TS are more demanding than their present
national needs. We in CIMO need to take a serious review of the current scene
in the context of the Instruments & Methods of Observation Programme (IMOP) of
WMO's Second Long Term Plan (SLTP).
2.

DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

There seems to be no precise definition of a developing country.
Economic analysts appear to have started referring to "developed" and "developing"
countries a few decades ago. The membership of the so called "Group of 77"
established in 1964, now exceeds 120. The following seem to be some of the
broad criteria for the classification

*
*

*
*

Gross National Product
Level of Industrialization
Structural diversification of national economy
Acceptance of aid fro m U NDP

From these criteria, it is evident that some of the countries with the highest
per capita incomes would also count themselves among developing countries. For
them, finance may be no problem in the management or expansion of their
meteorological observations net work; yet they would have other problems to
contend with.
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3.

GOOD MANAGEMENT

All would agree that we should ensure good management of our meteorological observations net work. What is good management in practical terms? Good
management means optimum utilization of resources which in turn means costeffectiveness.
Cost-effectiveness

i

Optimum utilization of resources
GOOD MANAGEMENT
Thus cost-effectiveness is basic to good managemmt.
Cost-effectiveness has two important aspects, viz., productivity and
value for money.
Cost-effectiveness

I

Productivity
Increase in quantity and/or
quality of meteorological
data at the sa me or reduced
cost.

Value for rroney
Significant increase in quantity
and/or quality of meteorological
data for an incrementa 1 increase
in cost.

L : T o get the maximum out of 1i m i ted resourceY
Cost-effectiveness is important to all but it is more so to a large number of
developing countries where, genera 11 y speaking, cost-effectiveness is low because
of major infrastructural and attitudinal problems apart from the scarcity of
resources .•

4.

MAJOR PROBLEMS

In a large number of developing countries, the following are the major
problem areas :

*
*

*
*
*
*
*
-*

*
-*

Limited financial resources
Decreasing allocations to meteorological services and to
meteorological instruments and observations
Difficulties in making long term commitments and consequent
lack of perspective planning
Multiplicity of types of instruments in the existing network
High (and rising) cost of maintenance spares and servicing
Obsolescence and long periods of unserviceabili ty
New demands for increased quantity and quality of meteorological data
Non-availability or shortage of installation and maintenance personnel
Increasing mobility of trained personnel
Lack of adequate technological infrastructure and support services
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5.

CHANCES OF REALIZATION OF 'IMOP/SLTP
IJNI DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

What are the chances of realization of .the Instruments & Methods of
Observation Programme (I MOP) of the Second Long Term Plan (SLTP)? Without
doubt, this is the most pertinent quest ion before C I MO at present. The subject
assumes importance because GOS would not be able to achieve its goals if
developing countries are not able to implement IMOP/SL TP.
The present trend indicates that the gap between the developing and
developed countries will continue to widen both in terms of technology and
financial resources. This has been accepted and stated explicitly in the
IMOP/SLTP document.
At present, it would appear uncertain if a large majority of developing
countries would be able to establish or sustain the meteorological observations
at the level desired by the international meteorological community. The scaling
down of international assistance programmes, such as UNDP, has further
aggravated the situation.
Decision makers in many developing countries are asking specifically
whether the need for additional quantity or quality of data from their territory
is dictated by immediate national needs.

6.

A FEW QUESTIONS
This situation raises the following quest ions :

*

Should the international agencies, like WMO, go operational
in certain sectors?

*

Should the affluent or the technologically advanced countries
subsidize (financially and technologically) meteorological
observations in other areas of the world?

*

Does the situation call for a more realistic redefining
of requirements based on actual user needs and not
necessarily dictated by technological advancement and
novelty?

*

Could we sett le for the time being for two types
of observational net work with higher and lower
levels of performance either on area basis or on
gap-filler basis?
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7.

MEANWHILE A FEW SUGGESTIONS FOR DEVELOPING
COUNTRIES

Obviously, the subject needs a wide debate in which developing
countries should participate in large number. While the international
meteorological community in general, and the WMO bodies in particular,
consider the matter and come up with long term solutions, the following
suggestions would be helpful for better management of meteorological
observations networks in developing countries.

*

Ensure uniformity of equipment in national
meteorological observations networks to the mc:ximum
possible extent

*

Decide the extent of sophistication and auto mat ion
in relation to the available and anticipated
infrastructure

*

Induct only the standard field proven equipment in- the
network

*

Introduce standardization at an early stage

*

Purchase instruments fro m those who would stay as
suppliers of spares

*

Have good bilateral arrangements, especially with
neighbours, to share facilities or to plan joint
projects

*

Make adequate arrangements for training and continuing
education.

(Reference !.3)

THE WIND PROFILER DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM
Donald T. Acheson
National Weather Service
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
United States Department of Commerce
Introduction
In 1989 the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA) plans to begin operating a network of 31 wind Profilers to
provide frequent wind observations from near ground level to
about the 100 hPa surface. This data will be vertically averaged
over 250 and 1000 meter thicknesses and will have an accuracy of
1 to 2 meters per second. 60 minute averages will be available
once each hour. 30 minute averages updated each 12 minutes and 1
minute averages updated each 6 minutes may eventually become
available. Similar observations are currently made by a few
research Profilers operated in eastern Colorado by NOAA and in
central Pennsylvania by the Pennsylvania State University.
Wind Profilers
A wind Profiler is a pulsed Doppler radar. In contrast to a
conventional weather radar, signal is backscattered from refractive index variations associated with turbulent fluctuations of
temperature and humidity in the clear air instead of hydrometeors.
A Profiler beam need point only in a few near vertical
directions instead of scanning over the full range of azimuth and
elevation angles. lrofilers operate at much longer wavelengths,
0.75 to 7.5 meters
instead of 5 or 10 centimeters.
Profiler
signals are averaged over returns from hundreds of thousands of
pulses instead of a few.
On the other hand, because wind Pro filers and convent ion a 1
weather radars share many characteristics, one does find some
similarities in performance. For example, the new weather radars
(NEXRADs) now being procured in the United States will be capable
of detecting scatter from the clear air in the planetary boundary
layer where the turbulent fluctations of temperature and humidity
are both especially intense and rich in energy at 5 centimeters,
the effective turbulent wavelength for scattering by a 10 centimeter radar. Although wind Profilers are not very sensitive to
precipitation, particularly at the longer wavelengths or to dry
snow, its signals are scatterSd by rain and wind measurements in
convective precipitation are difficult to make.
1. One wind Profiler operates outside of this range. A system
in Denver, Colorado functions at 33 centimeters (915 megaHertz). Its wind profiling capability is limited to about
the lowest 8 kilometers of the atmosphere.

- 14 The Demonstration Network will include 31 404.37 MHz, or
0. 74 meter wavelength, Profilers. Each will form 3 beams ·· one
directed vertically, a second directed northward 16 degrees from
the zenith, and the third directed eastward 16 degrees from the
zenith as shown in Figure 1. The beams will be used successively, not concurrently.
Table 1 gives the important operating
parameters of these Profi lers. In the low mode, sho.rt transmitted
pulses yield high resolution winds. In the high mode, long pulses
are needed to produce acceptable signal-to-noise ratios when
probing the upper heights.
north

Figure 1
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16.~" I 1
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RADIAL VELOCITIES E, N, V:
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sin(16.3) + w cos(l6.3)
v sin(16.3) + w cos(l6.3)

V :::. w

(u, v, w :::. wind components)
phased array antenna
10 X 1.0 m

Table 1

Frequency
Height Range
Number of Range Gates
Resolution
Pulse Length
Pulse Compression Ratio
Pulse Repetition Frequency
Peak Power (selectable)
Average Power

LOW Mode

High Mode

404.37 MHz
0.5 - 9.25 km
36
250 m
3.33 us
2:1
10.1 KHz
161814 KW
54012701135 w

404.37 MHz
7.5 - 16.25 km
36
1000 m
20.0 us
3:1
6.6 KHZ
16 KW
2100 w

- 15 Other important features of wind Profilers include antenna
size, power, and site requirements. To obtain the needed beamwidths, Profiler antennas are large. At 404 MHz, a 10 x 10 meter
antenna is required. Fortunately, it need not be fully steerable.
The design incorporates a fixed, horizontal phased array with
switching to point the beam in three directions.
Demonstration
Network Profilers, radiating only 16 kilowatts peak, will not be
powerful by radar standards. Because Profilers use such long
integration times to extract signal from noise, they are very
susceptible to interference. As a result, sites must be remote
from radio frequency noise and objects which offer good radar
targets to
antenna sidelobes. In selecting the 31 sites,
airports and major highways were avoided and detailed radio
frequency surveys consulted.
Both a dedicated communications channel and the GOES Data
Collection System (DCS) will connect each Profiler in the Demonstration Network to a central facility, called the Hub, in
Boulder, Colorado.
The dedicated communications channel, which may be either a
landline or commercial communications satellite link, will serve
as the principal source of data to the Hub. Each 6 minutes, the
information shown in Table 2 will be sent to the Hub from each
Profiler. Some information will also flow in the opposite
direction on this channel. Because the Profiler points upward
and is near in frequency to receivers of an international searchand-rescue system carried on polar orbitting satellites, NOAA has
made provisions to interrupt the 404 MHz radiation of each
Profiler whenever a satellite is nearly overhead. This will be
accomplished by downloading a schedule from the Hub about once
per week which contains turn-off times and durations 2 for the
next few weeks. As a fail-safe provision, the last duration is
always unlimited in length. This communications channel is also
used to execute system diagnostics remotely from the Hub so
failed subsystems can be identified before sending a technician
to the site to repair the radar.
Table 2
General information
site identifier
time and date
site elevation
system parameters
Observed Data
system parameters
backscattered power (3 beams X 72 range gates)
radial velocity (3 X 72)
radial velocity variance (3 X 72)
Diagnostic data
Subsystem functional status information
2. Totalling about 10 minutes per day for each Profiler

- 16 The GOES DCS will backup the dedicated channel. Since it is
narrow band (75 bits per second) and time shared (1 minute per
hour), the data sent each hour will be limited to a few hundred
bytes. The information shown in Table 3 will be transmitted each
hour from each Profiler to the Hub. Since this is not a bidirectional channel, schedules to turn off radars cannot be downloaded
nor can radar system diagnostics be remotely executed by this
path.
Table 3
Observed data
1 hour averaged low mode radial velocity (3 X 36)
1 hour and range gate pair averaged high mode radial velocity
(3 X 18)

1 hour and 3 beam averaged low mode backscattered power
(1 X 36)
Diagnostic data
Subsystem functional status information
The Hub
The Hub will be located in Boulder, Colorado. In addition to
receiving both 6 minute and hourly messages from 31 Profilers,
downloading turn-off schedules about once per week, and executing
radar system diagnostics as needed~ the Hub will execute data
quality control routines, compute wind speed and direction
profiles, accumulate operating statistics for the Network, and
disseminate processed data to users. The detailed content and
format of the Hub output has not been finalized yet, but initially will consist of one transmission per hour per Profiler. Aside
from certain unchanging Network and site-specific parameters;
the output will include hourly averaged wind speed and direction,
vertical wind velocity, backscattered power, and velocity
variance in each of the 72 range gates.
Profiler Locations
The approximate locations of the Wind Profiler Demonstration
Network sites are shown in Figure 2.
Responsible Organizations
The acquistion, installation, operation, and maintenance of
the Wind Profiler Demonstration Network is the responsibility of
the Profiler Program Office in the Environmental Systems Group of
the Environmental Research Laboratories (ERL) located in Boulder,
Colorado. Other organizational elements of NOAA are assisting ERL
in carrying out its responsibilities. The acquisition of the
Profilers is being managed by the National Data Buoy Center of
the National Weather Service (NWS). NOAA's Central Administrative
Support Center is selecting, acquiring, and preparing Profiler
sites for radar installation. The Southern and Central Regions of
the NWS will perform on-site radar maintenance and the NWS Office

- 17 of Systems Operations may provide logistics support during the
demonstration phase (1989 - 1992).
The NWS has the responsibility to assess the wind Profiler.
Assessment has two parts - engineering and meteorological.
Engineering assessment will seek the information and experience
needed to design, acquire, operate, and maintain a national
network of wind Profilers.
Meteorological assessment, recognizing the fact that meteorologists have never had information of
the quality and temporal and vertical resolution available from
the Demonstration Network, will seek to learn to use the network
data. This activity, under the direction of the Office of Meteorology, will encompass both local forecasting activities at
selected field stations and central guidance provided by NMC.
Important results are also expected from the meteorological
research community.
Figure 2
PROFILER

NETWORK

SITES

•

•

Current Schedules
A contract for the design, fabrication, and installation of
the 31 404 MHz radars was awarded to Sperry (now Unisys) on June
18, 1986. The first prototype was installed near the manufacturing site in Connecticut in December 1987 and the second in
Colorado in March 1988. The first first production unit will be
installed in late 1988 or early 1989 and the last about 16 months

- 18 later. At that time, the Demonstration Network should be fully
functional.
The Demonstration Network will operate as such, unde.r the
control of ERL, until October, 1992. At that time, the NWS
anticipates assuming full responsibility for its operation, maintenance, and possible augmentation as a fully operational,
national netwozk.

Session II
SENSORS DEVELOPMENTS

(Reference II.l)

SUNPHOTOMETER BAS/ABAS FOR ATr10SPHERIC RESEARCH
Lei terer, U. and Pi. \"Jeller
Meteorologischer Dienst der Deutschen Demokratischen Republik
Aerologisches Observatorium
DDR - 1231 Lindenberg
1 • Introduction

Climate and w·eather strongly depend on the radiation transfer
processes influenced by clouds, minor gaseous constituents (water
vapour,
ozone,
carbondioxi de) and aerosols. Esp ecia.lly water
vapour and aerosols are very nonuniformly distributed over the
globe. Up tp day the meteorologists have large gaps in their
global aerosol monitoring network. Ground based monitoring by sunphotometers is suited to fill these gaps and to ret~ieve the
aerosol optic~l thickness. But some problems still remain:
sufficiently precise sunphotometers, simple methods of. calibration, regularly control and verification of sunphbtometer measurements by the user and comparison of different sunphotometers.
These aspects were taken into consideration, when the BAS and ABAS
sunphotorneters for aerosol moni taring were constructed /2/.

2. 'Technical parameters and properties of the BAS sunphotometer
S pe ctre,l region:
-VIS, EIR (0~38-1.1 em) in about 40 channels vlith half-widths of
10 to 15 nm
Detector:
- Si-photodiode
Filters:
- graded interference filters of Carl-Zeiss-Jena
Modes of operation:
- rnicroporcessor mode; 3s for 40 channels
- step by step for manual operation (both by remote control gear)
Measured quantities:
- irradiance s---of punctifo rrn (sun) and spatial radiating sources up
to 2lt'sr
- radiances of different objects under viewing angles between 0.,3°
and 17° (convertible objectives)
Measuring range:
- irradiances: 1 - 200 ~Jllcrn- 2 nm_..., (range of global radiation)
- radiances:10- 2 pvlcm- 2 nrri- 1sr_.., up to 10 6 ~:Hcm- 2 nm-"'sr_.., (sun disk)
The amplifier stage is automatically selected
Accuracy
- about 0.5 % for sun irradiance measurements
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~ 2, 5
% for radiance measurements with reference to a given
spectral solar energy distribution /5/
Working temperatures:
- without heating +40c C up to -10° C
- with heating +40c C up to -40° C
C~libration factors are temperature compensated.
Available by software menue:
- amplifier voltages, ·atmospheric trq,nsmiss·ion, Rayl.eigh-corrected
optical thickness,
global irradiance·; radiances {in partieulare
aureole and sky radiances),
bidirectional.· ref·lectivi ty, albedo 1
simple statistic
·
·
Pov1er supply:
- 220 V/AC or 24 V/DC
Output:
- digital cassette, display, thermoprinter h.ri th overlook-graphic)

-

3. Technical parameters and properties of the ABAS sunphotometer
The ABAS surrphotometer is the light handling ~-~ :-· .
vari&.nt
of the BAB,
exclusive for·measuririg the optical thickness of the
atmospheric aerosols. Its 1°-suriobjective ( 2.3 • 10- 4 sr),
the
detector (Si....:photodiode) and the amplifier are quite the same like
BAS'. Also th~ same parallactic mounting can be used to direct the
device toward the sun.
Spectral region:
-VIS, NIR (0.38- 1.02 pm) in 8 channels with half widths of 3 to
12 nm
Filters:
- 8 interference filters (15 mm diameters) of Carl Zeiss Jena in
the absorption free region of the spectrum
Modes of operation:
- manual operation
- automatically up to 4 tim~s per second in each channel choosen
by hand
~1easured quantity:
- irradiances of the sun with a viewing angle of about 2. 3 · 1 o-"sr
The amplifier stages can be selected manual.
Accuracy:
- about 0.5 % related to the extraterrestrial solar irradiance
Working temperatures:
40 o C up to - 20° C without heating
Temperature compensated calibration factors have to be taken
into consideration by the data processing.
Power supply:
- 220 V/AC or 15 V/DC by rechargeable batteries
Output:
- digitalmultimeter
- digitalmultimeter coupled with a strip printer
In the standard version the optical thickness will be comp~ted
with pocket calculators. A computer linked version and a special one-chip microprocessor are under development.
4. Calibration of the BAS and ABAS sunphotometers
The exact calibration procedure is described in /2/ and /3/.
Here we give the main steps only. Thereby only the two first steps

- 23 are necessary for the BAPriOH variant 11 ABAS".
- determ~nation of the extraterrestrial voltages for each channel
by the Langley method under high mountain conditions and constant temperature (20.0°~0,5° C)
Assignment of this voltages to the s~ectral irradiances E0A
tabulated in /5 I ~ives th~ calibration factor for irradiances
KGJA (p\'lcm- 1 nm- 1 v- 1 ) measured with the 1° sun-objective
determination of the objectives effective solid angles w
for each channel
determination of the calibration factor for radianc.es f<(w)= I<0A"w- 1
cal~bration of the other objectives by comparing the sunphoto~
meter . output measured from the homogeneous
(better 1 , 5 %)
radiating AOL-BaS04 standard
calibration
for irradiances from the half-sphere
(global
radiation) by relating the ~olar irradiance (measured with 1°
objective) to the differences of the sunphotometer output whic·h
results when the 21t sr milk-glass attachment is used with and
without shaded sun.
5. Calibration control of the BAS and ABAS sunphotometers
Triples of halogen lamps which illuminate a BaSO~ -standard
are usefull,
to correct calibration values unprecisely retrieved
by the Langley method in absorption bands (03,
02,
HzO) and to
proof the stability of the calibration parameters in time.
Comparisons
of the BaSO~-radiation distributions retrieved by the
Langley method and by the Panck' s law are the basis for the calibration cont~oll.
When these Langley calibration values satisfy
radiances according to Planck's law (for given temperature
depending tungsten emission and glass absorption of the operating
lamps) they can be used in practice.
(The differences in the
irradiances spectra of the sun and the lamps in respect to the
filter curves must be considered.)
6. Control of sunphotometers
Experiences of more than 10 years field measurements make
evident,
that the most serious problems arise from the instabilities of the glass filters and the differences in calibration when
applying different devices or irradiance standards without repeated measurements in nature and laboratory. Therefore the necessity for intercalibrations is unavoidable, all the more since the
worldwide use of
only one sunphotometer type seems to be not
realistically.

7.

Examples of spectral aerosol optical thickness measured.by
the BAS and the ABAS sunphotometers

A typical example of optical thickness measurement is demonstrated in Figure 1 . One gets the desired aerosol optical thickness ~A (dashed line) by connection of the absorber-free points of
the (t"T -1:R) - curve .
('t·r : total; ·t:R. : Rayleigh optical thickness). The correct-values for the region of the Chappius-band (0.5
to 0,7 pm) one obtains by using the total ozone. optical thickness
(e.g.
Dobson-measurements)
or - if these data are absent - by a
method using the spectral information of the ("t"; - r:R. )-curve
themselves /4/.
For evalution the accuracy of the aerosol optical

- 24 thickness errors are designed for different sun elevations h (a
calibration-error of ± 1 % with respect to the extraterrestrial
voltage-values U 0 is supposed).
Statistical investigations of
short time fluctuations of 't"T in different geographical regions of
the world /1/ ;/4/ have brought standard deviations of 5 to 10 % in
the aerosol thickness within some minutes.
Because data of
spectral aerosol optical thickness have. been rarely published we
present
some results which are based on 600 spectra measured in
Central Europe,
Central Asia,
at the Black Sea coast'al. zone;
on
the Baltic ·sea, on the Atlantic, Tndian Ozean, ·south China Sea and
in Antarctica including the Antarctic inland station Vostok /6/.
Figure 2 represents spectra which can be approximated
Angstrom exponential. law (AEL)
t"A CA) :: TA (-t:o,Pm}• (Affim} '7" ~

by

the

Such curves 'exist for both high and low turbidity: Spectra 1a - 1d
measured on the Baltic Sea;
2 at the Crimea Black Sea coast;
3
east of Berlin and 7a in Central Asia, Mongolia. All these spectra
are typically for aerosol distributions prevailing in continental
·and anthropogeneous influenced regions between 30 ° und 60° N.
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Figure 1: Example of optical thickness measurements with sunphotometer BAS (40 channels) and ABAS (8 channels)
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Figure 2: Aerosol spectra ~A
which can be aproximated by the
Angstrom exponential law, Baltic Sea: 1a - 1d;
Crimea Black Sea coast: 2; Middle Europe, east of
Berlin: 3b; Central Asia, Mongolia ?a

Spectra diverging from the AEL type (Figure 3) have been found in
the North Atlantic trade wind region (curves 4,
5a,
5b),
on the
Indian Ocean outside of the ITC (curve 8),
in Antarctica (curve
10). Also in cases of advection of very clear polar air spectra
like curve 6 (Baltic Sea) and 7b (Fichtelberg,
south of GDR, 1200
m height above an inversion) have been measured.
All these examples are characterized by an low level of small particles and a
relative higher amount of coarse mode particles.
Such aerosol
seems to occur worldwide in regions unaffected by mankind or
continents.
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3: Aerosol spectra LA diverging from Angstrom exponential law. North Atlantic trade wind region: 4, 5a,
5b; Indian Ocean, outside of the ITC: 8; Antarctica:
10; Baltic Sea: 6, Fichtelberg 1200 m heigth: 7b

- 26 Conclusions
The BAS and ABAS sunphotometers are well suited for atmospheric research in the VIS and VIR due tu accurate calibration
procedure and simple handling.
The more comfortable BAS should be
prefered when global irradiances and radiances of the aureole, the
sky or natural objects will be determ~ned besid.e aerosol optical
thicknesses.
The simple ABAS is intended for the background air
pollution monitoring system.
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PROBLEMS AND ACCURACY OF CALIBRATION OF THE AGA THV 782
INFRARED SCANNER
Fritz Wilmers
Institute for Meteorology and Climatology
University of Hannover
Federal Republik of Germany

The AGA THV 782 shortwave infrared-scanner is a handheld measuring system.
It can produce infrared-scans of surfaces in the microscale. Dependent on the
used lense the field of the object has a diameter of 7 or 40 degree. The scanning modes get 64 lines with 64 or 128 pixels each. They are stored by a 5 1/4"
floppy of the connected computer GESOTEC BMC 800 if. The spectral range of the
InSb-detector is limitated by 3,300 nm and 5,600 nm with a maximum peak at 4,800
nm.
At numerous scans from surfaces with constant temperature a discrete diversion of surface temperature was evaluated with a concentric temperature-scan.
Therefore the Institute for Electroheat which is the twin owner of the scanner
built a black slab with constant temperature for calibration. The correction of
infrared scans is possible by two ways. The reference scans of the black plate
were subtracted from the original infrared-scan by the computer program or a
reference picture is made from the neutral temperated background behind the
measured object. Later on the scan is corected by it. By this method the
infrared scans of surfaces can be meliorated. As the deviation of temperature is
an additive constant the evaluated correction is valid in all measuring ranges.

1.1 The Infrared Scanner
The AGA 782 THV Shortwave-Infrared-Scanner gives the opportunity of scanning the temperature of surfaces in the microscale. The measured field is dependent on the angle of the lense. We take lenses with an aperture of 7 and 40
degree. Wth a distance of 10 m a field of 1.2 or 7.3 m to a square is taken. The
geometrical resolution is given by 1.1 and 5.8 mrad <1>. The scanner takes two
running prismas which scan the incoming rays focussed by the special lense. So
the signal is scannd and mirror.ed in lines onto a fast responsing detector. The
number of scanned fields is 25 per second.
The principle of measurement of the detectors for the IR-thermography is
the sensibility of doted photoresistors sensible for discrete wavelengths of the
electromagnetic spectrum. Cooling by liquid nitrogene is necessary. The relative
sensitivity of the used InSb-detector is shown in Fig. 1. Its main part is
between 3,300 to 5,600 nm. It covers also parts of C02- H20- and 03-bands. These

- 28 absorption are to be obeyed when greater distances are measured. A small peak at
1,700 nm covers solar radiation and can give wrong measurements with direct
s:olar beam~ To avoid those effects a filter can be used which truncs .off the
radiation helow 3,000 nm. Therefore this problem may not be pointed out here.
The detector 9ives 'a signilll of"·0~1 Kat 3D C <1>. The relationof the iso- ·.
therm.es givtm in the display according to the real surface t.emperatur.e are·
calibrated individually fo.r the whole system of scanner + detector + lense +
filter 'by the factory <2>. Fig, ·2 shows .calibration curves for the 4Cl 0 1ense
for normal t'.emp:erature ·conditions. The 1ense is built as a ·system of Germanium
{Gej or Silicium (Si). According to the :t:Ji.g:h reflecti~ity they .are coated with
ant.ire:fl:ex :coating. The transmissivity ·of the lense is called h~ 100 % <5>.:

°

The diff·erent angles .of the used lenses gfv,e .at the o'i1e hand a £ihe ~esolu
tion of ·a scanned surface· with :a relatively long measuring distance. ;On the
nther hand a relatively w.i:de a1:1ea can be measured. The ·geometrical aberr,;:;~tions
need further st'B,ps which .play a part ;with ;scanni:ng ,of surfaces :othe.rthan from
the vertical sight. So as measur:ementis done from :a tall building or a dyke <tO>..
For·sm:all objects :the distanc·e can diminished up~ to the scale 1 : 1.

· 1_.:?_ !!i;!li'ta! ~c~n!!ing
The system TWiT 7H2 takes 25 'fi:eld" scans per second -which ar:e displayd at
a screen of 5fl x 50 mm .by .25£ .gray steps (:8 bit.~. For the transformation of the
isothermes into values of temperature there are some mathem atioal prooedures
available <::1>. By the combination with a computer - in our case a BMC if 80:0 by
GESOTEC -the ;opportunity of a·digital scanning, storing and evaluation of the
scans is gi·ven. The standard functions for the destination of temperature,
calibration constants, computing :of transmission depending on .distance, air
temperature and temperature of envirrmment are included into the program. The
scans are stored with all .informations which are given by the scanner, including
aperture, range and level. There are two modes of getting scans, 'field. and
'frame' which have a different number of pix.els. Tere ,are 64 lines with 64
pixles at each field., four of them perfomring nne ·frame·. Therefore the storage
capacity uf the 5 1/4 " floppy ;disk is .38 or 1'8 scans. The computer is not able
to take all scans, made by the system which is giv•en by a latter system 87'0 by
AGEMA in ,connection with a IBM-PC <3> but either it takes singl-e scans by a
given command ur it takes a m:ean out of 5 s·cans per second up to a choosen
number after a special command. This method can meliorize the quality of the
picture fmr the diminuation nf the noise <B>.
Hauser <5> rjj.efined · th.e fO:ilnwing s:e:ntenc:es for the ;quantitative 'dig ita le
evaluation of IR-scans;
·
1. t'ne ·capt,ure "Of the thermal radiation outgoing from each p.art of the
m~easwred · ·obj:ect without any gap;
2. changing uf the ,(l.etBctur signal int:o a visible infrared-picture
conpensat.ing the geometri:c and thermi:c :aberrations;
3. :quantitative analyse ·of the signal outgoing from the detector, i.:e..
measur,ement of the radiation .flux off the ·cibje,ct, taking the failures of
measurements as small as possibl.e;
4. nominatioh of absolute ;or relative temperatures for e;a·ch pai't of the
infrared scan ;obeying all reasorrable parameters.
2. Infrared measurements
2.1 Base of Measurements
Measure·mt of surface temperature by infrared radiation is based on the

- 29 Stefan-Boltzmann-Law. The emissivity of the measured surface can have important
deviations from the black body radiation which must be taken into account. Other
values which influence the infrared-measurements are the temperature of the
environment and the temperature of the air between scanner and object and the
distance. The computer is computing the transmission according to distance and
temperature of the atmosphere <5>. Measurements in longer distances can give
important deviations from the real temperature. therefore in all cases the best
values are given by reference radiators in the scanned surfaces or by measurements of 'ground truth'. Measurements within a distance smaller than 10 m have
less problems with transmission.

The objects in natural or urban environments normally measured by us have
inhomogeneous surfaces. Therefore deviations of surface temperature by wrong
measurements as shown above can hardly been detected <9>. But at the Institute
for Elektroheat of the University of Hannover there ideal isotherme surfaces are
detected such as walls, heated or cooled bodies and black radiators. With these
measurements two phenomena are pointed out which possibly are common but not to
be seen in the normally inhomogeneous surface temperature <6>. At the centre of
Fig. 3 a spot with lower temperature is seen, and at the left and right hand
side of the scan are higher temperatures. The cool part in the centre is made by
a specular picture of the detector, and the fringes right and left are made by
the line scanning (for this effect the special signed part left cannot be
evaluated). For the better evaluation of these phenomena and for calibration
purposes the Inst. for Electroheat has built a black slab with constant temperature of 1x1 m. It is made of aluminium, insulated on the backside and the
fringes and cooled by streaming water. The scan of the black plate shows the
called diversion of temperature, Fig. 3. Similar temperature fields are shown
with a scan of the slab with two water pipes before it, Fig. 4. The centre of
the plate is cooler, and the pipe above it shows lower temperature than the
other one. The steps of temperature are 0.1 to 0.2 K, the higher temperature at
the fringes 0.2 to 0.3 K.
For the correction of the temperature deviation a part of the program
parcel Disco 3.0 is used <5>. By this subtraction program Fig. 3 is subtracted
from Fig. 4, and the result is demonstrated in steps of 0.1 K, Fig. 5. Now the
homogeneous slab is isotherme, and the water pipes have a temperature which is
0.3 to 0.4 K higher. This may be true for it is the same diference as in the
Fig. 4.
3. Evaluation
Some infrared-scanner which are suitable for measurements in micrometeorology are offered by the industry. They have a high standard in handling and
evaluation of scanned data. After <7> there are several systems available which
are mainly to differ into the group of fast scanning systems - with typical scan
time of 1/25 seconds - and the slowly scanning systems - with a tygical scan time
of 1 to 2 seconds. The thermal resolution is normally 0.1 K at 30
C; the
optical resolution is dependent on the lense system and has 1 to 2 mrad normally. The geometrical resolution which is given by the number of pixels per line
and the number of lines per scan has in the digital way 256 to 512 (TV norm)
pixels per line with the slowly scanning systems. On the other hand our system
has only 64 lines with 64 pixels in the 'tield' mode. But this system has the
opportunity of better handling by its low weight and a connection between
scanner and the other equipment up to 40 m.
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For the infrared-scanner should be a prec1s1on instrument the research
should point out i f the resolution of temperature of 0.1 K is to realize. The
meas.urernents shown above let see that a deviation of 0.1 to 0.3 K on the fringe
lays in theborders of the normal accuracy. Further the measurements and evaluations show the possibility by the correction procedure to give an isotherme
surface really isotherm. So the it is shown that the accuracy of 0.1 K is real
possible.
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Fig. 1. Sensivity curve of the In-Sb-Detector <1>
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Fig. 4. Infrared-scan of two water pipes in front of an isothermic slab <6>

Fig. 5. Subtraction of Fig. 4 minus Fig. 3 <6>

(Reference II.3)

New Types of Rain-Snow Gauge in China
Institute of Atmospheric Sounding Techniques
1. A Dual-Float Rain-Snow Gauge
Li Ming-qin

An Wu-zheng

1. General description

The construction of the instrument is shown in Fig. 1. The main container (3) is
communicated with the measuring container (10) by a communicating pipe. There
are some antifreeze in these containers. The receiving rain-snow float (2) is
supported by the antifreeze. The centering device (5) is suspended at the bottom
of the receiving rain-snow float. The temperature compensation float (9} is
supported too in the measuring container. There are some electric conduction
liquid (7) in the box situated at the top of the temperature compensation float.
The level of the antifreeze rises when rain-snow is introduced from a collector
into the rece1v1ng rain-snow float. As the antifreeze level rises, the
temperature compensation float is lifted up. Once the contact pin of the level
measuring device (6} contact with the electric conduction liquid, a pulse signal
is given out by an oscillator and then the contact pin separates with electric
conduction liquid immediately. At the same time, the contact signal is sent to a
recorder to produce a record consisting of discontinuous steps.

1. Collector

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Receiving rain-snow float
Main container
Antifreeze
Centering device
Level measuring device
Electric conduction liquid
Evaporation suppressant
Temperature compensation float
10. Measuring container

Fig.1. Dual-float rain-snow gauge

·- 34 The relation between the level increment of antifreeze and the weight of
snow fallen into the gauge can be expressed as follows:

rain-

Ah _ w --L..
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er· .SrtS
w

Where

2

s1-rsd-s3

.o h:z=a-·c.s
t.s )·53 f
' I ~
Ah 1 = 1evel 1ncrement
o ant1'f reeze

(1)

Ah~ = height variation of the receiving rain-snow float with repect
the main container
S1 = cross-sectional area of the main container
= cross-sectional area of the measuring container
s3 = cross-sectional area of the rece1v1ng rain-snow float
w. weight of rain-snow received by the gauge
· d = specific gravity of antifreeze

to

s,.

=

Actually, specific gravity of antifreeze and the size of the container ·is . a
function of temperature. Moreover, the level fluctuation of liquid may be
occurred in strong wind conditions, ·so it is of great importance to the
measuring accuracy of this unit to reduce or eliminate the influence of
temperature and wind.
2. Reduce the influence of temperature to accuracy
2.1. Select a sort of proper antifreeze
It is important that the antifreeze remains dispersed in severe winter and
thermal-expansion coefficient should be as small as possible.

i~'s

Vt;/u~t~e ,;,c'Yelll~,t~

l!J

2X

4D

SfJ

L

ie,peYature [f:J

Fig.2. Relation between the volume increment of some
Fig. 3.
salt solutions and temperature
Fig.2. shows the relation between the volume increment of some salt solutions
and temperature. Alcoholizations and oils aren't involved in the figure because
of larger thermal-expansion coefficient they have.
From Fig. 2, it is seen that the thermal-expansion coefficient of MgC12 is
smaller than Ca.Cl..zand that of NaCl is the largest. But the condensation point of
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CaC~

is lower than Mgcl2 •

2.2. Add a temperature compensation float
In Fig. 3, the level increment of antifreeze is determined by:

AL :::.::(~ -1). L

Where

d1 and

d~=

(2)
specific gravity of the antifreeze at temperature t 1 and t 2 ,
respectively

The increment of the float height of the lower surface is determined by:

.ttlL'=(-1;- t J · L,

( 3)

If the expansion coefficient of material used for the float is very much smaller
than that of antifreeze, the increment of the float height of the lower surface
will be equal to that of the upper surface actually. Therefore the temperature
influence with upper surface of the float which is selected to measuring surface
is smaller than the surface of antifreeze.
2.3. Lengthen the lower part of measuring container
If the length of measuring container is lengthened (see Fig.
of the float height of upper surface can be determined by:

AL'= (d.'
-I). [L -( L-h). s, J
d2
,
s,+ s~

4),

the increment
(4)

Where L, hand L1 as shown in Fig. 4.
From equation(4), it is clear that the
height of the float rises with increase of temperature when 11 > (1-h)·~,.{~+S.z} and
the height reduces when 11 < ( L - h ) •S1,1s,+S.a)·
The absolute value of temperature error can be reduced by one half because of
the temperature error distribution of the float changes from one side to two
sides.

h

Fig. 4
3. Eliminate influence of liquid level fluctuation on readings
The instantaneous value of the height of float is unsatisfactary on readings for
it is oscillated in strong winds. Although evaluating mean value is feasible on
readings to overcome the present difficulties, but this method is rather complex

~
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for application.
A method introduced here is discriminated by circuit. The criterion of
discrimination is that the liquid level disturbed by wind produces wave motion
at the both sides of the still liquid surface. And so the liquid level
fluctuation caused by wind belongs to a sort of two-way motion; while the liquid
motion caused by rain occurs above the still surface, so it belongs to a sort of
one-way motion.
Provided the one-way motion or the two-way motion can be discriminated,
cause for the level fluctuation can consequently be identified.

the

According to our experiments, all the level fluctuation periods caused by wind
are less than 10S. We can consequently take this fluctuation period as a
criterion
for
discriminating
the
cause
of
the
level
fluctuation
conveniently,i.e., if the period is < 10S, the fluctuation is caused by wind;
otherwise, caused by precipitation.
There are only interval time of 1.5S betweem two measurings with resolution of
0.1 mm when precipitation is 4mm/min. We should get a distortional record of
intensity if we measure precipitation with interval time of 10S. In order to
eliminate influence of winding and distortional record, when the pin comes into
contact with electric conduction liquid, the discrimination is that whether the
contact duration time is lOS or not. If it has, the oscillator gives pulse
signal and the pin is rised quickly step by step with interval time of 1.5S
until the pin is separated with conduction liquid. Then a new discrimination
begins again.
4. Add receiving rain-snow float
In order to keep the specific gravity of antifreeze unchanging and to receive
and drain the rain-snow to be measured, it is necessary to add a receiving rainsnow float in the main container. A sort of anti-freeze solution may be placed
in the float to convert snow which falls into the float to a liquid state.
5. Methods of acquiring resolution of 0.1 mm
Resolution of the apparatus may be affected by adhesion between the contact
and the electric conduction liquid. On' the one hand, the distance between
pin and electric conduction liquid is expanded by a escapement when the pin
lifting so that adhesion is cutted off to avoid adhesion influence
resolution, then the pin falls onto original state; on the other hand
diameter of the pin which made of platinum is smalle.r than 0. 05 mm.
6. specifications
Orifice: 200 mm
Resolution: 0.1 mm
Accuracy: < + ( 0.3 + 1% H ) mm
Static power consumption: < 0.1 mA
Dynamic power consumption: < 0.5 AH I 1000 mm precipitation

pin
the
is
on
the
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2. Design of Bucket Raingauge with High Accuracy and Resolution

1. The measuring principle
triggering accuracy

of

tilting

bucket

and

the

factors

affecting

Principle of bucket

raingauge

1.1. Principle

In Fig. 1,
e = rotary axis of bucket
o = gravity centre of bucket
D = gravity centre of water in the bucket
m1 = weight of bucket
m0 = weight of water at the moment the
bucket starts to tip over
B = width of bucket
a 0 = rotary angle at the moment the bucket
starts to tip over
a = rotary angle
Fig.1.
~

, the moment of bucket inertia, is
W
1 = m1 H1 = m1 ( h + ho) sinae~

(1)

If the specific gravity of water equals 1, thus
m.,=
pbB
Where p and b as shown in Fig.l.
From the principle of gravity centre and Fig. 1, we obtain

f

a

=r

tga

==

plb

= 2 mo tga
2
b = 2 mo I (
2
~

I B

B t~a

De'= f (p + b.a)~
~ )2
Ho = De' cos ( aD+ ro) - hosinao~~= 3 me:r J

1 t9tt+ I)~

B(

tga.()

cos2ao- h(jSt'r1Cl(J

Therefore, W
0 , the moment of water inertia, is

m
u _g mJtz _L(tfq"+ 1)J2/' s2a -m h 'Sin a
Wo- ono- 3
o rs
tjao
LO
o

\ . 1-

D

"

D

(2)

Under the ideal conditions the equation for bucket tipping over is
w,~

W0

(3)

On combinig Eqs. (1), (2),

(J),

it is found that

IB m,h- JBho(mD+rn,)~Cmo 3/.z
Where

2

12 tj ao+
( tga()

C:::: 3

(4)

'J J/2.Co5.2ao4ma"
·

h1 and h0 as shown in Fig. 1.
a

c

15
3.15

20
25
1.86
1.16
Table 1.

30
0.72

- 38 The value of C is given in Table 1. From Eq. (4), it will be seen that there is
a unitaty correspoding relation between the rotary angle a and weight of water
m after some structure parameters of bucket are determined, therefore, weight of
water needed to trigger the tip can be changed through adjusting rotary angle a
1.2. The factor affecting triggering accuracy
Under the natural conditions, the equation for bucket tipping over is given by
(5)
W1 + W2 + w,+ W4 + W
5 + W6 + .. · · · • ,::W0
Where W% = moment of touch force at the area where the rotary angle is limited
w_, = moment of "V7ater-drop at the bottom of bucket
W4 = moment of force between the reed switch and the magnet
W~= moment of water-droplets or mud on the wall of bucket
W;;= moment of journal rubbing against bearing surface
Except for ~, all moments aren't constant in Eq. (5). As the prec1s1on of
intrument has nothing to do with the constant moment, we will concentrate on the
effects of variable moment on triggering accuracy and how to reduce or eliminate
this effects.
eyyt)y [Y/.J

eYYoYfY%]

toz

8%

0.5

f

1.5
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Fig.2. Effect of touch force at
the area where the rotary
angle is limited
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Fig.3. Effect of water-drop
at bottom of bucket

1.2.1. The effect of touch force (see Fig. 2)
In high moisture, when two bodies which are surrounded by water-drops will
seperate, a negative pressure occurs between the two bodies. A negative pressure
prevents the bucket from tipping over completely.
The theoretical calculation indicates when touch force is equal to 0.0188g, the
error is about 1%. On the basis of experiments, when a cup of boiling water is
placed into the raingauge, whose resolution is 0.1 mm and diameter of touch
surface is 2 mm, then the error will be from 10% to 20%. If we hope to m1n1m1ze
the error to less than 0.5%, the diameter of touch surface must be less than 0.3
mm.
Error due to touch force is a important source of error, it is
reasons why accuracy of apparatus indoor is higher than outside.
1.2.2. The effect of water-drop at bottom of bucket ( see Fig. 3)

one

of

the
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In hight moisture, water-drops will suspend from the bottom of the lower bucket
after operating for a while. This causes error to measurement. Water-drop move
from one end of the bucket bottom to the other as the bucket tipping over, the
error will be even greater. The theoretical calculation indicates error ( about
5% -10% ) occures when a water-drop ( about 0.06 - 0.1 g ) is suspended.
Suspended water-drop can be avoided by putting up a triangle plate under the
bottom of the bucket which is used to keep-off the water-drop.
1.2.3. The effect of water-droplets of mud on the wall of bucket (see Fig. 4 }.
From Fig. 4, the influence of water-droplets or mud on the wall is far smaller
than water-drop at the bottom because the moment of water-droplets or mud is
nearly balanced. In order to reduce this effect, reducing h~ ( see Fig. 1 ) is
necessary in the design structure, the smaller it is, the better.
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Fig.4. Effect of water-droplets or
mud on the wall of bucket
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Fig.5. Effect of journal rubbing
against bearing surface

1.2.4. The effect of journal rubbing against bearing surface (see Fig. 5}.
Obviously , the effect of variable moment of journal rubbing is reduced by
reducing the frictional force. Therefore, the bucket should be made of light
material, the small journal should be designed, semi-spherical surface should be
provided for the end of axis, and the width of bucket B and rotary angle ~
shouldn't be too large. The theoretical calculation indicates that the influence
of variable journal rubbing is less than 0.5% with reasonable design.
2. Reduce the effect of rainfall intensity on accuracy
2.1. Reduce the moment of bucket inertia as far as possible
The choice of the small moment of bucket inertia is important, because the
increase of rotational speed caused by reducing the moment of bucket inertia can
minimize the effect of rainfall intensity.
In order to reduce the moment of inertia, the bucket should be made of light
material, thin wall, besides, B and a 0 • shouldn't be too small, reducing h.,is
necessary too.
2.2 Add upper bucket (see Fig. 6)
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The prons10n of upper bucket which is placed above the.measuring . bucket is
necessary for reducing the effect of rainfall. intensity. The principle is that
the upper . bucket could pour the rain water into the measuring bucket with an
approximate same heavy precipitation intensity while the latter tips over.
3. Eliminate the effect of magnetic force
Magnetic force between magnet which is placed on the measuring bucket and reed
switch various with the range variation of these two objects. Moreover, it
drifts along with time. The accuracy of the raingauge is sensitive to the
variable magnetic force. After the removal of magnet frolll the measuring bucket,
a synchronous bucket or counting bucket which is placed below the measuring
bucket is necessary to serve the counting purpose (see Fig. 6).
4. The effect of the surface condition of the internal wall of bucket
The surface condition of the internal wall is important to the accuracy of
measurement. The accuracy will not. be stable if the internal wall is not under
soak. condition. .The · g:auge will ente.r into satisfactory mode afte·r being ·used
under natural conditions for some time, because at. that time, the internal wall
will be under soak condition.

Fig.6. Tipping bucket raingauge

(Reference II.4)

PERFORMANCE OF A CANADIAN AUTOMATIC SNOW DEPTH SENSOR
B.E. Goodison, J.R. Metcalfe and R.A. Wilson
Atmospheric Environment Service,
Downsview, Ontario, Canada
INTRODUCTION
Snow depth data are important in many climatological, hydrological,
agricultural and forestry applications. They are often used as a substitute for
snow water equivalent data when these are unavailable. Snow depth on the ground
is routinely measured at all manned synoptic and principal observing stations in
Canada at 1200Z and transmitted as part of the 7 group (i.e. 7RRRts, where s is
the total accumulated depth of snow on the ground at the time of observation WMO code 485 modified). Since 1980, all climatological stations have been asked
to measure and record snow depth daily as a standard observation. Snow depth
measurements are made manually with a snow ruler. The observer uses his own
judgement in obtaining a representative areal measurement at the station. The
Canadian Manual of Surface Weather Observations states that, 11 the total depth of
snow on the ground at the time of the observation shall be determined (in whole
centimetres) by making a series of measurements and taking the average. The area
selected for the measurement shall be chosen with a view to avoiding drifts.
Care shall be taken to ensure that the total depth is measured including the
depth of any layers of ice which are present. 11
With automation of Canadian Atmospheric Environment Service (AES) observing
stations and establishment of unmanned stations at remote locations, there is a
requirement for an inexpensive automatic snow depth sensor, if snow depth
observations are to be available. In response to this requirement, AES has
developed and tested an acoustic ranging device as an inexpensive automatic snow
depth sensor which could be used at manned or remote stations (3,4). The current
sensor has recently been redesigned and now has a 1.0 mm resolution.
SENSOR CONFIGURATION AND OPERATION
The primary components of the AES acoustic snow depth sensor are Polaroid
Corporation's ultrasonic transducer (electro-static microphone) and Texas
Instruments Sonar Ranging Module. These parts are combined with microprocessor
based electronics to measure the distance from the sensor to the snow surface by
timing the flight of an acoustic pulse from the transducer to the target and
back again (5). Since the speed of sound in air is highly temperature dependent,
a correction must be applied in the calculation of target distance to compensate
for changes in speed related to changes in ambient air temperature.
The AES sensor consists of one box which houses the transducer, sonar
module and microprocessor board and has a solid state temperature sensor
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enclosed in a flat plate shield on its outside bottom. The box is clamped to a
boom arm with the transducer pointed downward to the ground. The distance from
bare ground to the sensor is manually measured in centimetres to establish the
no-snow bas,eline distance and is entered into a user selectable switch in the
sensor as a three digit decimal number (e.g. 300). The sensor operates in an
interactive mode which allows a remote data logger to request a measur·ement via
a poll command, The output is available as a digital pulse train where 1 pulse=l
mm. The resolution of ·the sensor is·· 1.0 mm. This· improvement was achieved by
simple modifications to the time base oscillator ;.and microprocessor software
upgrade. The sensor is capable of measuring a "target" from 48-1000 cm from the
transducer. Correction of the speed of sound for temperature is done by
measuring the air temperature at the sensor height and using this in a look-up
table in memory to determine the factor ;which is used to correct the distance to
target measur.ement. Snow depth is then calculated and sent over respective
output lines. Watch-dog timer electronics ensure recovery of the microprocessor
from power interruptions which tend to.hang-up proper program execution. Automatic recovery after such interruptions greatly enhances performance and
reliability at unattendedsites. The :.sensor operates on 12VDC (at 200 mA).
The acoustic snow depth sensor designed and tested by AES has recently been
licensed for commercial manufacture.
Gampbe11 Scientific Canada (Edmonton,
Alberta) will manufacture and distribute a sensor bas·ed on the AES design.
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The testing of a prototype ultrasonic snow depth measurement system
developed by AES began during the 1982-83 winter season (2). Subsequent
modifications and improvements produced a sensor that provided reliable and
reasonably accurate measurements (3). Ten AES acoustic sensors, with different
output configurations, have been installed and operated at various sites across
Canada. Other commercial snow depth sensors were also tested (4). The purpose of
these tests was to verify that the performance of acoustic sensors met the AES
needs for snow depth measurements over a wide range of operating conditions.
Comparison of automatic sensors and standard ruler measurements varied
depending on the site. At some sites, daily ruler measurements at a eo-located
climate station could be compared to hourly acoustic sensor measurements. At
other sites, a single daily measurement from the auto-station was compared to
station observations taken several kilometres away. In most cases the ruler
measurement was the average of several snow depth readings, whereas the acoustic
sensor depth was that of a "point" measurement (e.g. a sensor mounted 300 cm
above the snowpack integrates over a 45 cm diameter area).
Figure 1 shows that the automatic snow depth sensor does replicate daily
climate ruler measurements with few inconsistencies. Data collected over several
years and at various sites indicate that acoustic depth measurements are
accurate to +/- 2.5 cm of independent ruler values at a climate station (Fig. 2
and 3). Anomalous measurements by the automatic sensor can occur during periods
of snowfall and/or drifting or blowing snow events; however, these data were
easily quality controlled using hourly trends and snowfall precipitation data.
Dorset Snow Depth Data 1987
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An AES acoustic sensor has been installed and operated at a remote
automatic unmanned station located 16 km southeast of Norman Wells, N. W. T. to
collect snow depth data as part of a long-term permafrost and climate monitoring
program in northern Canada. Snow depth sensor measurements were taken daily at
midnight. Coincident ruler data were not available on a regular basis during the
season; however occasional ruler measurements made at the site during the winter
were within 1. 0 cm of those of the auto sensor. Figure 4 compares the AES
acoustic sensor measurements before (SDS Raw) and after (SDS Cor) their quality

- 44 control with daily snow depth measured at the Norman Wells airport station (NW).
Altl:iough the snow accumulation follows a similar seasonal pattern at the two
sites, the airport s,i t.e recorded only 30% of the maximum snow depth measured at
the permafrost study site. This is to be expected when comparing snow cover at
an open airport site to' that in a sheltered forest e.nvironment. Figure 4 also
shows that the occurrence. o.f erroneous snow depth measurements from the acous.tic
sensor generally cufncide with snowfall e:vents ..
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remote site before and after quality control and, Norman Wells, N.W.T., Canada
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during the winter season 1986-87
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Operation of a snow depth sensor in conjunction with a recording
precipitation gauge can provide users with important information on the timing
and type of precipitation. Figure 5 shows a precipitation event changing from
rain to snow. Accumulated hourly precipitation measured by a' weighing gauge
(with large Nipher shield) is shown starting early on March 30 and ending near
midnight tl'te next day. Air temperature measured at the site indicated that the
temperature was at or near freezing for most of March 30, dropping to below
freezing ne.ar midnight. With only the accumulated precipitation and air
temperature data, it would: be d.ifficult to ascertain whether all of the
precipitation was snow·, some· was rain, if there was a change in type and when it
occurred. The acoustic snow depth sensor provided this additional information;
it· showed no snow accumulation during most of the first day but snow depth
increased beginning at 2100 hours. This combination of acoustic snow depth and
snowfall precipitation data facilitates quality control of both data sets. For
example, in Fig. 5, total accumulated precipitation at the end of the storm was
52.5 mm and snow depth on the ground measured 28' cm. If the change from rain to
snow occurred at 2100 hours, then 19.8 mm fell as rain and 32.7 mm fell as snow.
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Dorset Precipitation
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Assuming an average density of lOO kg/m-3 the 28 cm of snow on the ground
equals 28.0 mm of snowfall water equivalent;
the gau~e, however measured 32.7
mm, suggesting the actual mean density was 117 kg/m- . This is comparable to
mean densities reported by Goodison et al. (1) for such conditions. This example
points out the assumptions that one might have to make if he only had a
precipitation gauge or a snow depth gauge. It clearly shows the benefits of
having these complimentary data sets for real-time and climatological analyses.
DISCUSSION
Performance trials have demonstrated that
to measure snow depth at a site, under a
root-mean-square error of less than 2.0 cm
accuracy of measurement include nature of the
fluffy snow vs. ice), correction procedure for
at the time of the measurement.

the acoustic sensor can be used
variety of conditions with a
(4). Factors which affect the
snow surface (e.g. low density,
air temperature and falling snow

Nature of the snow surface is nearly impossible to assess, let alone make a
correction for its effect. Analysis of data collected to date indicates that
snow depth measurements from an acoustic sensor mounted at a height of 150 cm
over a stable snow pack (cloudy, light wind, and no precipitation) can vary by
up to 1.0 cm during the day. This variation is approximately twice that observed
in a laboratory environment using a hard surface (e.g. wall) as a target instead
of snow. It appears that such variation may be related to the temperature
correction procedure rather than just the nature of the surface. A 2°C
difference in air temperature betwaen true and measured will result in a 1.0 cm
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error in measurement of snow depth for a sensor mounted 300 cm above the ground
surface. In the current design, the air temperature sensor measures to the
nearest whole degree. Improving the resolution of the temperature sensor may improve the temperature correction algorithm. However, the real temperature is the
average temperature of the air between the sensor and the target. In the case of
snow, steep temperature gradients may exist near the ground a.t certain times,
resulting in the nreal"-temperature deviating from that measured at the sensor.
Alternatively, local solar heating may affect the temperature measurement during
sunny, light wind conditions. :From a practical stand point, any temperature
correction device has to be loca.ted" well above the ground especially in high
snowfall areas so that it will always be above the maximum expected snow depth.
Improved accuracy of a point air temperature measurement would not necessarily
define the tempe.ratur.e of the column of air through which the ultrasonic pulses
must pass.
, Scattering of the acoustic s.ignal as. a result of falling or blowing snow is
a problelll which was observed during the performance trials (e.g. Fig~ 4).
Because of th.e nature of acoustic devices~ this is a problem which is difficult
to solve. Software on.:.board the AES acoustic sensor attempts to compensate for
some ninvalid" measurements·; For real-time or operational snow depth monitoring,
data should be collected as frequently as feasible (e.g. hourly) to allow for
interpolation between erroneous data points.
Due to the inherent difficulties in using ultrasonics in a snow
environment, it is doubtful that a 1.0 mm resolution is practical with this type
of sensor. The present AES requirement is for snow depth on the ground to be
measured to the nearest whole centimetre. An accuracy of + j-2. 5 cm over a snow
surface can be expected using an acoustic ranging device. Although the AES
acoustic sensor represents a "point" snow depth, as opposed to a series of ruler
measurements, in most cases, with proper siting, it provides a reasonable and
accurate measurement of snow depth. In addition, use of an acoustic sensor in
conjunction with a recording precipitation gauge will provide even more accurate
precipitation data useful for both real-time and climatological applications.
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ISOBARIC DEW-POINT HYGROMETERS FOR MEASUREMENT IN METEOROLOGY
AND INDUSTRY
D. Heinze

A. Ka3bohm

Ilmenau Institute of Technology
1. Introduction
For measuring humidity, a multiplicity of physical relations has
been applied to the construction of hygrometers ever since the
invention of the hair-hygrometer by H.B. de Saussure in 1775.
Figure 1 offers a survey of methods for measuring humidity easpecially of those that proved useful for various industrial applications.

Fig. 1

Scheme for hygrometers /1/

The requirements concerning the accuracy of measurements have
been raised continually and some methods for measuring humidity
have proved to be of special significance dependent, of course,
on the respective form of application. Here mention must be made
above all of psychrometers, but also of LiCl dew-point hygrometers of special design.
The basic physical operations of these kinds of hygrometers
are depicted in Figure 2.
During the last few years a number of publications on dewpoint hygrometers have appeared. Various instrument concepts have
been presented.
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Fig. 2

Operations of diverse hygrometers /1/

It can be stated generally that the dew-point hygrometers presented reflect the effort to.·make use of these accurate measuring
systems also for process-oriented measuring methods. The main obstacle up to the pre~ent was the impurity of the dew-point mirror
areas and the appearance of inadmissibly large measuring errors
connected with this.
In the following an instrciment family uf isobaric dew-point hygrometers will be presented applicable to high, medium and lower
dew-point temperatures.
2. Design and operation
The basic design of a dew-point hygrometer is shown in Fig.

optical sensing
Leds

Tt>mpera-

tureSt>nsor

Fig. 3

Design of a dew-point hygrometer /1/

3.

- 49 A dew-point hygrometer consists of the components dew-point mirror,
indication system, controller and cooling section. With the switching on of the dew-point hygrometer the cooling section begins to
cool the dew-point mirror, the cooling section mostly consisting
of the Peltier cooling or heat dissipating element. After reaching
the dew-point temperature td (s. Fig. 2) water vapour will condense
on the mirror 6ausing the light beam reflected by the mirror to
have a decreased intensity and by this, the cooling performance of
the heat dissipating Peltier element decreases also via the cnntroller. During this process a stationary state occurs characterized by the vapour pressure equilibrium e = ep, as shown in.the
mathematical model of the dew-point hygrometer (Fig. 4).

s

Fig. 4

Mathematical model of the dew-point hygrometer /1/

Through the transfer elements 1-8 of the model the following physical conditions are described:
1

superimposed heat and material transport between dew mirror
and environment

2

condensation and vaporization heat, respectively, of the capacitor

3

heat storage of the dew-point mirror and of assembles thermally coupled with it

4

heat transport from the measuring medium to the dew mirror

5

vapour pressure curve (Magnus formula)

6

set point for the thickness of the condensate layer

7

electronic analogue or digital controller

8

power amplifier with Peltier battery

The transfer functions that can be derived from the model are
computed in /1/.
In the case of the vapour pressure equilibrium e = eF the system
has reached the stationary state of equilib~ium and the temperature tF(p) shown in the model equals the dew-point temperature td.

- 50 Thus it becomes clear that the theoretically possible measuring
accuracy of a dew-p·oint hygrometer is just only dependent on the
accuracy at which the vapour pressur·e curve (UG 5) is known.

3. Dew-point hygrometers Df the instrument family IB
On the basis of the physical principles mentioned above the
following dew'-point hygrometers have been developed for use at
high., medium and lower temperatures /2/:
IB-140 (measuring range fro1Tl 0 to 140. oc tav)
IB-75

(measuring range from 0 to

oc

)
av
and the dew-point hygrometer IB-75 OE (measuring range -20 oc to
+75 oc tav)•
Instead of an optical condensate indication sy!3tem, the dewpoint hygrometers IB-140 and IB-75 incorporate a ceramic sensor
made in hybrid technol·ogy and passivated".:with, a glass cover layer
(Fig. 5).
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/ / (10,:1Jm thickness)
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--...__ Temperature-
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Fig. 5

Glass layer

-~Heating- resisu~lance

layer
Glass layer

Back

Ceramic dew-point sensor /3/

Dew-point hygrometers constructed with such ceramic dew-point
sensors are to a large extent insensitive ~gainst contaminition and
permit their use over prolinged periods urtder industrial conditions,
as can be concluded from a multiplicity of industrial applications
over several years.
·
+ The measuring errors abtainable with these hygrometers lie below
- 1 K dew-point temperature.
The capacitive method of the condensate indication can be applied
most favourably above zero degree centigrade because of the high
dielectric constant of the water (around 81). For the indication of
ice (dielectric constant about 2) the capacitive method proves unsuited.
For this reason the optical dew-point hygrometer IB-75 OE has
been developed for the temperature range below zero degree centigrade, containing a chromeplated Cu mirror. The contamination of

- 51 this mirror area is limited by filters series-connected to the
measuring cell. By evaluation of extensive tests of dew-point hygrometers in industrial processes and for climatic control an optimum concept for the dew-point hygrometer IB-75 OE was developed
and implemented.
4. The

dew~point

hygrometer IB-75 OED

The block diagram of the dew-point hygrometer IB-75 OED is shown
in Fig. 6.
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Block diagram of IB-75 OED

The principal part of this dew-point hygrometer is a micro controller which takes care both of the operation sequencing and of
the computation of various thermodynamic v~lues, as e.g., relative
humidity U, vapour pressure e, absolute humidity d , from the meav
sured temperatures td and tav·
A silicon dew-point sensor is being cooled by a single-stage
Peltier cascade which allows a temperature decrease of about 50 K.
By means of the silicon sensor (Fig. 7) the surface of which has
reflecting properties the dew condensation can be identified in a
capacitive as well as in an optical way.
The optical method of indication is used for the operation sequencing of the dew-point hygrometer and at the same time, for the
idenfification of impurities of the silicon sensor. The capacitance
present on the silicon sensor serves for the water-ice differentiation in the temperature range below zero degree centigrade. By
means of the temperature sensor the respective temperature of the
silicon sensor is measured which in the equilibrium state corresponds to the dew-point hygrometer IB-75 OED is shown in Fig. 8.
After switching on the instrument there follows a functional
test of various components and for the state identification of
the dew-point sensors.
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Siliconr:hip
Trm~atu""

Gtmsor

Fig. 1

Silicon dew-point sensor

After the tes.t the sensor c:oo:tl.ng is .i.nitl.aliz'ed. The dew-point
sensor is. cooled to dew-point temperature and the . temperature .·
value reached is stored and :i,.ndica:t;ed arid tl;le cooli.ng, process is
terminated. The sensor warms· up throu;gh the m'easur,ing medium until
the condensate has completely di.sappeared. After this a new cooling
c.yc:le of the sensor starts.
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Operation sequencing of the IB-75 OED

By means of the dew-point hygrometer IB-75 OED measuring errors of
about; ~ 0 .. 5 K can be obtained.
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Symbols
AF

surface

CF

heat capacitance

D

diffusion coefficient

FR(p)-

transfer function

PK

convectiv performance

pp

cooling performance

PS

stored capacity per second

Pv

evaporation performance

Pw

total heat efficiency

a

thermal conductivity

a
b

c

w
w

pa

t

d

0

dew-point temperature at the first
iteration

o<k

constant
constant
heat capacitance of dry air
vapour pressure of water

e

vapour pressure of the sensor
saturation vapour pressure of water
e

Wo

enthalpy

h

l

saturation at zero degree

V

evaporation heat

m

body of water

m
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On the Need of Appropriate
to be Considered
using Electrical Humidity Sensors.
Filter~echniques

Jitze P. van der Meulen
Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute
Instrumentation Division
Wilhelminalaan 10
3732 GK de Bilt, Netherlands

1. Introduction
Since electrical humidity sensors (e.g. Rotronic C-80, Vaisalahumicap, etc.) are accurate, rather maintenance free and user
friendly, these sensors have become a real competitor of the
traditional psychrometer. However, these sensors are sensitive to
soil and pollution, especially in the case of stimalted ventilation.
Non-agressive chemicals (e.g. seasalt) can affect the measurements
strongly (about 20% at high humidity rates), or even worse, agressive
chemicals cab drop down the estimated life span of a sensor seriously.
Therefore the use of filters is recommended.
Nevertheless the use of filters implies the introduction of
unexpected phenomenae, mainly caused by the fact that the sensor is
now placed within a microclimate, specially conditioned by the filter.
Investigations on several types of filters have proved that the choise
and use of filters must be considered very well. Even more, for each
calibration the filter in use has to be involved in the calibrati6n
procedure. Non appropriate filters, or filters ~hich are only slightly
soiled (e.g. by fingerprinting) may influence the measurements by
delay in time (about one houre) or by a non-linear behaviour of the
sensor-output.
2. Some general remarks on the techniques of measure~ent
The principle of measurement is based on the unique rel~tion between
the electrical capacitance of the sensor and its environmental relative
humidity RH ~ U. We take for granted that the response time of the sensor
is simply related to the change of Rg by a .linear reldxation equation,
with a RH-independent response time (T ). Placing a filter around the
sensor will introduce delay, i.e. it wlll increase the total response
time. Not only because it takes time to pass a filter, but also because a
filter can buffer the water, especially when U = 100%RH. Moreover after a
long period with U = 100%RH (e.g. some hours with fog) it will take time
to get loss of condensation. Other effects to ~ake into account ar& the
influences of chemicals (like salts, industrial pollutions) deposed on
the filter. Non-linearity and excess delay (because of buffering effects,
e.g. by NaCl) will give rise to the main problems. Such influences are

- 56 expected since the present of chemicals will reduce the vapor pressure of
water and hence of the relative humidity.
In order to get a brief idea about the benefits and disadvantages of
filters it is necessary to test the sensors by comparing them with and
without different fil·ters, which will be appropriate to be used for RHmeasurements. The goal of such a study is to learn about 1) the increase
of the response time of the sensor in relation to the type of
filtermaterial used, and 2) the influence on the linearity and off-set of
the sensor output. Although the latter can simply be arrived with
calibration techniques, the first effect is slightly difficult to
determine since the excess response time has to be compared with the
response time of each sensor individually. Moreover determination of
response time~ requires a. test facility in which the relative humidity
can be·varyed rapidly. The response time of the test facility needs to be
much shorter than the delay of time introduced by the filter. (In fact,
the best method will be using a climat chamber in which the relative
humidity can .be regulated like a real step function. However we are not
acquainted with t·he exi stance of such a climate chamber.)
.The delay (Td).can be calculated when we measure simultaneously· the
response times of a sensor with and a sensor without a filter. This·.
yields however i f the response times (Tr) of both sensors (both measured
without any filter) are equal, which has to be controled in advance.
Calculations of 'd from. the respons"es of the sensors are based on the
following relation, which we take for granted:
(1)

where Uin and Uout are relative humidities inside and outside the· filter
respectively. The dot above U denot.es time deriative of U. Td represents·
the typi.cal delay time constant of any filter.· The relation between the
relative humidity (Urn); as is indicat.ed by the ·sensor and the real·U can···
be written in the same way:
=

u( t)

-

um (t) ,

(2)

where _'tr 1·s ·the typical response time constant of the sensor. If U is
constant -then off course Um = U. By writing eq. (1) and (2)·into the
integral form we get:

-oo

-oo

for a system using a filter and

f um (t) ]without filter

<•r)-1

~dt'

=

Uout<t+t')et?Tr

-00

for a system without a filter.
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Thence:

[Um(t)lwithout- [Um(t)lwith·

(3)

When using an appropriate fit procedure on the data of [Um(t)]with and
[Um(t)]without one can determine 'ct· We must note however, that 'd can be
determined with a reasonable accuracy only if Td > 'r·

3. Test procedures
We have investigated the influence of several types of filtermaterial under lab-conditions. By placing two sensors with different but
typical types of filtermaterial and a psychrometer together at a weather
station, information was achieved about the behaviour of these filters
under atmospherical conditions. The RH-sensors used are from Rotronic
(Hygromer I-240 series). We used filters as delivered by Rotronic: a
standard dust filter (sintered metal, pore size 8 microns), a filter made
of very finely-woven metal gauze and a teflon (polytetrafluorethene,
abbr. PTFE) filter with micron size pores. Other filtermaterials we used
were PTFE-membranes placed on a backing (e.g. Gore-tex/PTFE on PP-Delnet,
or PTFE on polyester, manufactured by Schleicher & Schuell), with pore
sizes from 0.2- 10 microns. We choose for PTFE laminates because of the
advantages of membrane and hydrophobic filters and because PTFE is
chemical stable. One of the advantages of membrane filters is that the
amount of absorbtion is much less then when using depth and/or
hydrophilic filters (nylon, cellulose). The filters obtained from
Rotronic are all tube-sized to be placed directly around the humidity
sensor. The other filter materials are flat laminates. Therefore we
placed these filters in the window of a small teflon box in which the
sensor was mounted.
We measured 'ct by varying the RH rapidly from 20%RH to about 100%RH
and then, after stabilization of the sensor output, back to about 20%RH.
The wetting track took for about one minute to get 100%RH using an
atomizing technique. Drying was established with the help of dryed
silicagel, which took for about one to two minutes. The effect of
response-delay after a long period with fog was performed by keeping the
sensors (with filter) in a climate chamber with 100%RH for about two
days. The temperature was kept rather constant at room temperature (20
0 c), so only a slight form of condensation took place. After that period
the chamber was dryed to approximately 40%RH.
4. Results
a. Lab.-tests.
Results of td for the various filters are presented in table 1. An
example of the result of a measurement where the relative humidity was
increased very rapidly is shown in fig. 1. This figure gives a brief
impression of the differences of response time for sensors with and without
a filter. Using eq. 3 the response delays caused by the filters, i.e. tct,
where extracted from figures like fig. 1.
Considering these data we must conclude that there are no remarkable
differences between the various types of filters studied. On the other hand
we must note that the assumption that Td is a constant is not completely
correct. I t turned out that for 95%RH < U < 100%RH td is approximately a
factor of 1.5 to 2 larger than indicated in table 1.
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Table 1. Results: 'ct' calculated from the measured sensor-responses .•
filters

delay

PTFE

1. 00 11m

0.45
o. 20

~m

30 s
40 s

]lm

60 s

Sintered metal
Teflon
Gauze

38 s.
40 s
24 s
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/
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I

I
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I
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I
I
I
I
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um
20
0

1

2

3

time
Fig L

PTFE

0.2

4

6

5

]liD

7

8

9

(min)

Response of a sensor without ( - - - ) and with a 0. 2 micron PTFE
filter ( - - -).

t. In-situ tests.
In order to learn about what filter will be the most appropriat.e one
to be used under tricky circumstances, like in weather stations situated
within a stone's throw of the sea, we placed two Hygromer transmitters at
Flushing meteorological coastal station. One Hygromer was provided with a
sintered metal filter (the standard one), while the other Hygromer had
got a PTFE-filter (Gore-tex 0.2 Pm). The test took for about eight
months. Data from both Hygromers are compared with a aspirated
psychrometer. Fig. 2 demonstrates the typical output of these sens;0rs
after a long period of fog (note the typical shift of the Hygromer with
the metal filter caused by salt deposition). The figure shows the
remarkable delay of response time of the sensor with the metal filter,
which i.s 30 to 90 minutes after a period of fog. Comparing the results of
both Hygromers with the psychrometer data we must ,conclude that the use
of PTFE (or Teflon)-filters is recommended above sintered metal filters.
Moreover, when using metal filters, cleaning these filters regularly
within six months is necessary in order to meet the WMO~requirements.
Typical effects caused by soil deposition are shown by the figs. 3
and 4. A plot with Urn , with filter versus Urn , without filter (= RH as
calibrated) will give us a brief impression of the influence of any
pollution. Not only the amount of deviation from the Uwith = Uwithout-
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Fig. 2. Response of a psychrometer (------), a Hygromer with sintered
metal filter (---------- ) and a Hygromer with a Gore-tex 1 ~m filter
( - - ) after a period of fog.

curve will give us information about the measure of inaccuracy to be
expected, but also the region of RH in which the deviation is
significant, can be extracted from such figures. Fig. 3 shows the
significant effect of salt pollution due to deposition of salty aerosols.
A lab-test where we deposed only a slight amount of NaCl on a metal
filter supported this assumption: Some sensors even did not indicate more
than 90%RH, even after a long period with U = 100%RH. Another interesting
effect is demonstrated in fig. 4. In this figure a clean metal filter was
placed, but only touched by the fingers. Obviously fingerprints will give
rise to a deviation at U ~ 70%RH, caused by buffering of some water in
the salt, left after touching the filter.
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Figs. 3 and 4. Examples of Um,with filter versus um,without filter

5. Conclusions
We may conclude from the above that the use of filters, necessary to
protect humidity sensors will introduce unpredicticable effects on RHdata. The two main effects are 1) excess delay (due to evaporation of
condensed water or of water buffered by salty pollution) and 2) deviation
from the calibration curve (due to pollution and especially for U >

- 60 90%RH). Although the construction of a filter itself may affect the delay
(e.g. with "depth" filters), we are convinced that many effects are
caused by chemical deposition. Coastal stations are affected by
deposition of salty aerosols, while at airports for instance airpollution will be the wrong-doer. We recommend the use of PTFE (or
Teflon)-filters above e.g. sintered metal filters because with PTFE theEe
effects are less significant.
It is strongly recommended to be aware of these effects, especially
at automatic stations where the data cannot be controled by comparing
them with the environmental atmospheric circumstances. One should also be
aware that fingerprints on the filter will contribute (in a minor way) to
these effects~ Therefore touching of filters must be avoided.
_ Rotronic and Hygromer: are registered trademarks of Rotronic A.G, ZUrich,S.wit.zerland.
Gore.,-tex is a registered trademark of W.L. Gore & Co. GmbH, ,Putzbrunn, ·
W:.-Germany.
Schleicher & Schlll'l or S&S filters are from. Schleicher & Se hUll GmbH,
Dassel, W.-Germany.
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MEASUREMENT OF WIND SPEED AND WIND DIRECTION
WITH A
DYNAMIC PRESSURE SENSOR

TIEFENAU, H.K.E.
ALBIN SPRENGER KG GMBH & CO
Federal Republic of Germany

ABSTRACT
A new WIND SENSOR was developed on base of dynamic pressure and its angle-dependence in respect to a bore in a
spheric surface. The sensor is self-calibrating. Its dynamic
range covers wind speeds from 50 cm/s up to more than 200
m/s. Due to its solid construction, it even resists hurricanes, provided that it is mounted onto a solid base. The
sensor is water-tight up to a depth of 10 m and provides
exact measuring data immediately after emerging out of water. Maintenance is not required, since no moving parts were
used in the construction.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Dynamic pressure was used for wind measurements already
in the ancient world, i.e. waves on ocean or moving leaves
on trees. The exact correlation between wind speed and pressure at a given surface was studied by Prantel (1). Wuest
(2) has extended this research for spheric surfaces. Sommerfeld (3) developed the formulas for high wind speed, where
air becomes significantly compressible. Sensors for wind
speed are being built since the thirties, using a Pitot tube
at the head of a wind vane. The high accuracy and reproducibility of dynamic pressure as a function of wind speed today
is used for measurements of one-dimensional air movement in
wind channels.

2. THE NEW WIND SENSOR - MECHANICAL CONSTRUCTION
Pressure within bores as function of wind speed and
direction are known for spheric and cylindrical bodies, as
shown in chapter 3.
Since the pressure is given as a function of wind speed to
the power square connected to the power square of the sine
of the angle between wind direction and bore on a spheric
surface, mechanical solutions to evaluate wind speed and
direction are practically impossible. The use of a micro
processor system for this task is reasonable, since processor systems are available at low cost level.

a) Theory

b) Measurement

Figure 1 Angle dependence of static pressure

- 63 Figure 1 shows the angle dependence from static pressure
within bores arranged at 40 degrees from each other, corresponding to 9 pressure sensors along a meridian on a sphere
or a cylinder. The wind direction can be calculated from the
measured pressure within the two bores on the right and left
side of the hole with maximum pressure since their pressure
is a steep function of angle. From principle it is possible
to measure all three components of wind if a spheric sensor
head is used with a number of bores for pressure measurement
distribution over the total surface.
But all principles of operation can be shown with a model
for two dimensional or horizontal wind like given in the
following. To e~timate the range of pressure in the wind
speed of interest there
is
l
the dynamic pressure on an area ortho(1) Pq : i V • ~
genal to the wind speed with~ = Pressure in Pa,) = air
density in kg m-3 and v = wind velocity in ms-" .
To get the exact speed, the air density has to be measured
in addition to the pressure within the bores at the sensor
head. Table 1 shows the calculated pressure at an air density of 1. 29 kg m- 3 on an area vertical to the wind speed.
wind speed
ms- 1
0.1
0.5
0.8
1.0
1.245
2
3
5
8
9

10
20
30
50
60

lOO
200
300

~

Pa

0.00645
0.1613
0.4128
0.645
1.0
2.58
3.744
16.125
41.28
52.245
64.5
258.0
580.5
1612.5
2322.0
6450.0
25800.0
58050.0

As wind speed is linear to the power
square of pressure the wind speed
range from 0. 1 ms- 1 to 100 ms--1 corresponds to a pressure variation of 10 6 •
To get a resolution of 0. 1 ms-" at
0.1 ms~ ,the pressure sensor must
have a resolution of 6.45 • 10- 3 Pa.
Since this pressure has to be measured at 1nine positions, it would
become very expensive if sensors with
an adequate accuracy would have been
used. Cheap sensors drift with temperature and power supply far beyond
allowed tolerance.
Therefore, another solution was used.
This solution is a self-calibration
of the system.

The main error of the differential pressure sensors is
the temperature shift of these sensors while the sensitivity
change with temperature is of second-rate interest. The ADconverter of the processor has auto zero. Now, to eliminate
zero drift of the pressure sensors, approximately once every
five minutes the differential pressure sensors are exposed
to the same pressure on both inputs by electro-magnetic
two/three way valves to measure the zero drift and to take
it into account while calculating wind speed and direction.
After zero drift check of the pressure sensors, they are
switched to the corresponding bores again and are requested
approximately once every 0.1 s.

- 64 Due to
pressure,
s.ing wind
thermore,
mometers.
to 0 .. 1 m.s
speeds.

the power square relation between wind speed and
the resolution and accuracy increase with increaspeed - contrary to head flux anemometers. Fur...:
there is no overspeeding like known from cup aneFrom the used display we have confined the output
in accordance with the resolution at very low

a) Spheric sensor head
Fig. 2

·h) Cylindrical: sensor

h~ad

Mechanical construction

Figure 2 shows hm possible solutions for ·the mechanical
construction. Along a horizontal meridian we have nine bores
which are connected via tubes and two/three-way;...valves to
differential·pressure sensors. A block diagram is given in
Figure 3. ·
Analog 1 Digital • Conv~rtrr

ADC

Figure 3

Block diagramof dynamic pressure wind sensor

During normal operation, the P-sensors are connected to
their corresponding bores. The different pressures are sampled by the ADC. ·For self-calibration
approximately
every 5 minutes
the 2/3 way-valves are switched to the
same pressure as the reference pressure of the
P-sensors. ·
Furthermore, the actual absolute pressure is measured. Thes.e
values are stored by the micro-processor and are used to
calculate exact wind speed and direction until the next calibration period.
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Life time or MTBF are given by the following components:
a) Electro-mechanical valves with guaranteed 10 Mio cycles,
which is 5 minutes x 10.000.000 = 50 Mio minutes = 34~722
days = 95 years.
b) ADC micro processor system (CMOS), which have a life time
of more than 10 years after burn in.
c) Pressure sensors life time is not known exactly but from
long-time use in other systems it should be more than 5
years. On the other hand, defective pressure sensors can
be detected by the micro-processor system during the calibration cycle, which will produce a message or ;-arning
on the display.
As conclusion, a life-time of mere than 5 years may be
assumed without any maintenance. This is hardly reached by
any other anemometer system.
3. Theory uf operation
Figure

~

shows the transverse stream around a cylinder

a) theoretically
Figure 4.

b) measurement

Air streaming transverse around a cylinder

If there would be an ideal gas streaming laminarily
around the cylinder, the described principle of operation
would not work. Without any friction, the circle integral
around a meridian of the cylinder will give pressure P = 0.
There should not be any force to the cylinder. This would
mean: A cylinder set into a stream of ideal transverse fluid
has to remain in its position!
But everyone knows from experience that there is a force if
a cylinder is held in a streaming medium.
This is known as the "Hydrodynamic or D'Alembert or Dirichlet Paradoxon", Budo (4). The according formula is

where ~is the pressure far from the cylinder, P the pressure at the surface, V 0 the velocity far from the cylinder,
f the density of the streaming medium and ~ the angle like
given in Fig. 4.

- 66 Since there is friction involved in our system and the
energy is transported from the cylinder into the streaming
medium, we have higher pressure at point A than B, Fig. 4.
(see also Fig. 1). By this, we are able to measure the side
onto which our air is streaming to. Formula (2) is valid for
ideal incompressible medium only.
Sommerfeld (3) gives for compressible media and polytrope
conditions

where C0 is the speed of sound far from the cylinder.
1
For adiabatic conditions we get Co
332 msunder respect
of the power square therm only an error of 1% for ~
0.2 C0
which is~ = 66.4 ms· 1 • With an error of 10%, we get
v 0 = 0.63 Cc, which is V 0 = 209 ms-".
For this deviation can be respected if a micro-processor
system is used to calculate wind speed the total error can
be reduced to very small values.

=

=

4. Final remarks
The dynamic pressure wind sensor will give wrong results
if one or more bores are closed completely, for example by a
wet leaf. But this can be seen by the micro-processor system
if the pressure at a single bore is not logical correlated
with the measured pressures in the bores at its right and
left side.
On the other hand, even dust, sand or water inside the
holes will not influence the accuracy of the measurement.
Only the time constant will increase corresponding to the
volume inside the tube which connects the bore hole and
pressure sensor and the free bore diameter.
The sensor can be built to be submerged, i. e. on tanks
which can pass rivers on the ground. For this, the electronics and pressure sensors have to be mounted in a tube above
the bores. This tube has to be open at its lower end and air
tight at its upper end. The sensor will operate as soon as
the water is pressed out of the internal tubes by its one
over pressure after leaving the water. To prevent ice and
snow from obstructing the bores, the sensor should be heated
in winter time. Heating the system with a thermostat regulation also will reduce thermical drift of the pressure sensors.
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TRANSMETTEUR ANEMOMETRE ET GIROUETTE A DEGIVRAGE
par COUDERT G. - THEPAUT J.N. - GREGOIRE P.
(Service des Equipements et des Techniques Instrumentales de la
Meteorologie Nationale Fran9aise)

Afin de permettre la mesure de la vitesse et de la direction du vent dans
les stations meteorologiques de montagne avec presence de fort givrage, le
Service des Equipements et des Techniques Instrumentales de la Meteorologie
Nationale Fran9aise) a developpe un nouvel ensemble de transmetteurs
anemometre et girouette a desivrage.
La fiabilite et le cout des deux transmetteurs etant consideres comme des
elements primordiaux de ce developpement, des principes de mesures classiques, mais ayant deja fait leurs preuves, ont ete retenus. Ce document
decrit succinctement leurs conceptions et leurs performances.
A - Description du transmetteur anemometre a degivrage
Pour des raisons de fiabilite (un anemometre de ce type ayant fonctionne
sans defaillance pendant plusieurs annees dans des conditions climatiques
tres severes avec fort givrage a la station meteorologique du Mont Aigual
-1560 m-) mais egalement afin de s'affranchir des derives de reglages dans
le temps et pour assurer une parfaite compatibilite avec les systemes de
mesure actuels, le principe de la turbine entrainant en rotation un disque
crenele avec detecteur optoelectrique a ete utilisee. Cette turbine,
portion de cylindre creux a 3 coupelles, utilisee en position verticale,
presente une vitesse de rotation qui est une fonction lineaire de la
vitesse du vent. Le transducteur delivre comme signal, une frequence qui
peut aisement etre traitee. Plusieurs formes et dimensions de turbine ont
ete realisees sur le modele actuellement adopte. Ce modele offre une
garantie de degivrage correct dans toutes les situations meteorologiques,
un seuil de demarrage acceptable, et un couple d'entrainement important. La
forme de la turbine est simple a realiser et parfaitement reproductible,
pour un cout de revient acceptable. Cette turbineest actuellement realisee
a partir d'elements en alliage duralinox de 8/10 mm d'epaisseur decoupes,
formes et assembles par soudure, un gabarit d'usinage facilite sa realisation et assure une reproductibilite des formes. La turbine est rendue
solidaire d'un axe monte sur roulements a hilles a tres faible frottement
graisses a vis d'assurer une bonne reproductibilite des mesures dans le
temps. A l'autre extremite de l'axe est monte le disque crenele (50
creneaux) qui defile dans la fourche d'un detecteur optoelectrique. Le
transducteur est place a l'interieur d'un carter cylindrique qui assure sa
protection.
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Le d~sivrage de !'ensemble est actuellement r~alis~ par deux r~sistances
chauffantes aliment~es en 220 V de puissances respectives 500 et 40 VA et
placees l'une dans la turbine et l'autre dans le carter. Le circuit de
chauffage est commande par deux thermostats mont~s en serie. L'un des
thermostats est place a l'exterieur du transmetteur et met en service le
chauffate lorsque la temperature de l'air est inferieure a 0°C et l'autre
place a l'interieur du transmetteur coupe le chauffage lorsque la temp~ra
ture est superieure a 60° C. Ce systeme simple permet d'assurer le fonctionnement du capteur dans la gamme de temperature -30 a +40° c et un
degivrage correct comme les essais ont pu le montrer. Il est a noter que
des precautions ont et~ prises pour proteger efficacement le transmetteur
contre la foudre.
Etalonnage du transmetteur

an~mometre.

La determination de la courbe d'etalonnage du capteur a ete r~alis~e en
soufflerie par comparaison aux mesures effectuees par un tube de pitot dans
le domaine des vitesse 0-55 m/s. Cet etalonnage a permis de d~terminer le
seuil de demarrage (2,40 m/s} et une reponse du transmetteur au-dela de ce
seuil exprime sous la forme
V

=

0.540 F - 0.822

F
V

= frequence de rotation
= vitesse du vent

Etant donne la reproductibilite des formes
sera utilisee pour !'ensemble des capteurs.
B - Description du transmetteur girouette

et des

en Hz
mesures cette fonction

a degivrage

Pour les raisons citees precedemment la girouette utilise de fa9on classique un drapeau qui entraine en rotation un axe vertical lui-meme
solidaire a son extremite d'un systeme porte-balais qui se deplacent sur un
circuit collecteur a plots d~pos~s sur une plaquette en r~sine epoxy. La
resolution angulaire du systeme est actuellement de 20°. Le transducteur
est place dans un carter identique a celui du transmetteur anemometre.
Comme precedemment, le systeme de degivrage est constitue par deux resistances chauffantes de puissances respectives 300 et 40 VA placees l'une au
niveau de l'axe support du drappeau, l'autre a l'interieur du carter. La
commande du chauffage est identique a celle de l'anemometre?
Ces deux prototypes de transmetteurs devraient
le courant 1988.

etre industrialisables dans
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INTELLIGENT ANEMOGRAPH BASED ON A CMOS POCKET COMPUTER

M. Me:zi:i~s:l,
Meteorological Service cf the
Hungarian People's Republic
H-1525 BUDAPEST, P.O.B. 38.

L. Pr.!\l<::>!!S,
Research Center for Water
Resources Development
H-1435 BUDAPEST, P.O.B. 27.

Abstract
An intelligent wind recorder, based on the commerci~l
SHARP PC-15@@ pocket computer, is described by the p~per.
The portable, easy-to-inst~ll device is able to provide all
sorts of data one can evaluate from the record of a
conventional anemograph, e.g. the FUESS 82a type. The unit
features a storage capacity for one-month of hourly data in
the PC's CHOS memory, both an ~nalogous record & a digital
printout by the built-in microprinter, non-volatile calendar
& clock, minute-values of wind shown on LCD display, RS-232
interface to connect other computer for further processing.
The paper is dealing Nith det~ils of h~rdNare & softNare,
method of recording and other possible instrumental applic~tion of commercial CHOS pocket computers.
INTRODUCTION
Since 1935 in the Hungarian observing network FUESS-type
mechanical anemographs have been used as standard instruments.
Considering the drawbacks of the traditional mechanical
anemographs <heavy weight, difficult installation, problems
with the Pitot-tube system), several attempts were done to
substitute these obsolete anemographs in the network with
modern electric instruments. The basic requirement of such
a complete change of instrumentation in the national weather
service is to fulfil the following conditions, [5J:
a/ compa·tibi.lity c::>·f c:jc:':'d~<Jt r£·:?c::<::wde~d by ·t~hr.~ 11 C::Jld 11 a~. the
11
11
rHIIIW
i nr•.;t.r·t.lment:at:.:l. cm, ·t.t·~«::d:. :i. s by m€'~c::h.r:\ni cr.:\l 8t. c0!l f.·»c::t:.J•"i c::<~l
~,i;f.\?n&c::lr!!ii;

b/ supply of ~11 kind of d~t~ <or even mere)
which
were available with the obsolete device, by the new sensor;
c/ achievement of at. least the same reli~bility, as
it was provided earlier.
We have to admit that until 1987 none of our attempts were
really successful in this field:
either the compatibility of
sensors or the form of registration were insufficient or the
reliability of the new technology did not match with that of
the old, mechanical counterparts. Early 1987 a new attempt was
mad& tc design a multipurpose wind recording system,
consisting of - with one exception - commercially available,
11
c:)f ·f ···t:hfi?'""1Sht:l-f 1' f?l ~~~1Tlf:~nt~1, ~RLIC:h .a~s ~se~nscr, mr.:\'.~"11i~ur· i nq 8t. pr<:lc::~:~~'ll!Si n<~
elactronics, recorder, etc.
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DESIGN PHILOSOPHY
The~ t.tSEW' ma1y r.jbt:.ai n 11 eH f fr.":)n;mt.: t:yp£:?S of de':\ tal fr-c)m the
c:c:Hwent:i cm<.Al FUESS !32ca anemoqr-aph.
I '1: is ob vi c:)US that not all
L.t5~1'"~n:; f"f.:?qu:i.r-fl? r:;uc::h det..ailed inftll"'m.::lticms, £·:?.g.
fc.1r- .:lir"
pollution L tur-bulence studies scientists pr-efer- to have ver-y
shor-t samples of wind speed together- with stC:\ndar-d deviation L
other- statistics instead of dealing with hourly wind r-uns and
thti? t.:itmw C)·f oc::c::ur'l'"e:mc::£;; o·f cl\ ~Jug:;t.
It i=~ a1lso evident tha1t one
par-ticular- type of an~~om~ter system cannot cover the ver-y
differ-ent demands of all users.
Our- design goal was to have
one an~mometer, connected to a simple but flexible,
intelligent processor unit, which is C:\ble to serve differ-ent
users, like synoptic stations, stor-m warninq centres or- even
the meteorological suppor-t of glider-s championship. The
flexibility of processing is ensur-ed by programming the
poc::kr.~?t c:c:;)mputer· in f.i\t::c::c:w·d.::mc::e with the t.t5>c1r·'s:; spec:i~:ic:: need.

HARDWARE
The block diagr-am of the hardware is shown in Fiq.l.
'fhfl? wi nd·-s:;ensor· if::; C::o\ ver·y dur...~~bh~, hi ~Jh quality commer·c::i al
il:'me;;rmc:Hne!tf~r·, mE~m.tf C:lc::t:ur·£;!d by GAMMA WOR~~S, BudE1p&1st:, wi tt"l
tachometer-type speed tr-f.i'insduc::er and potentiometric: direction
s£msc:w.
Its st:al··tinc;:J ~;;peed is~ l€f!SS the:\n 0.4 m/s, while the 90

GAMMA
ANEMOMETER

INTERFACE

SHARP
PC-1500

CE-1611l
PRINTER

RS-232
(CE-158)

to

IBM XT/AT
Fig.L Simplified block diagram of the anemograph

- 73 % response time is 4 s at a sudden change of speed from 0 to
20 m/s. The interface is the only unit which is net an
"of ·F .... tl1e···shel f" mcdul.
It pnwi dfi~!:s thr'!i?e . ··stag£~ transi ant
protection and optocoupling of the anemometer to the PC as wall
as U/f conversion for the direction sensor.
In order to achieve a real umultipurposeu anemometer
and to fulfil the above conditions, a commercial CMOS pocket
,'c:c:Hnputer·, i nt.fsmdec:l ·few· pr"Clfti.~E:>!:si <:H'lal e":\ppl i c::ati cm, was>
chosen as measuring & local data processing unit. The
prototype was constructed with a SHARP PC-1511, incl. the
CE-151 color printer, LCD display, non volatile CMOS memory
with clock & calendar, RS-232 & Centronics interfaces
<Hodul CE-158) as standard outfits.
<Similar PCs from
other makers are also available, like Hewlett-Packard, Casio,
Ep~;;cm, &?tc. >.
The CMOS memory of the pocket computer is able to store
about one month of hourly data, which can be read out either to
a casette or directly - via the RS-232 - to an IBM XT/AT for
further processing, printing & archiving.
ALGORITHM

The flow-chart of the main program and one part of its
processing segment is shown by Fig.2. The PC is sampling
the wind speed every 6 seconds with 3 s long speed-samples, in
accordance with our earlier tests that this particular
anemometer can provide the best compatibility with the
Pitot-tube gust recorder, used in the national network, with 3
s long samples; [1]. From the speed samples 1-, 10- and
60-minute & daily averages are computed, while from the wind
direction only 1- L 10-minute data are produced.
The processing of samples includes also the simultaneous
search for extreme values together with the direction & time of
10-minute, hourly as well as daily maximum gusts. By the
synoptical version of this anemograph all the above data are
either printed in numerical form or represented in graphics.
Additionally the PC's own LCD display shows the following
parameters: time, 1-minute direction and speed, maximum gust
in the current hour, finally the value of the last sample.
The algorithm includes the semantical & syntactical check
of measured values, toe, in order to eliminate the eventual
spurious errors from the processing chain.
METHOD OF RECORDING

The built-in microprinter supplies two kinds cf records:
an analogous (for the convenience of users who are accustomed
to the conventional time diagrams) and an hourly digital
printout, giving both the average wind data and the gust
together with its direction & time of occurrence.
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Fig.2. Flow-chart of the main program
and its data processing segment !below)
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- 75 A B & W sample of the original colour record is shown in
Fiq.J. The analogous record is a little different from that
we are accustomed; C6J.
Every 10 minutes a straight line is
drawn, the starting point of which represents the 10-minute
average wind speed, while its ether end corresponds to the
maximum gust during that period.
In the right quartal of the
diagram the direction is recorded.
The whole scale of the
diagram is drawn also by the printer, including a daily
heading:
name of station, date, daily average and maximum.
Both the recording paper and the colour pens have to be
replaced once per month.
If a more detailed record is wanted
then a matrix printer should be connected to the PC.

TEST RESULTS
The feasibility model was put into operation in August
1987; since then it has been working perfectly, without any
failure.
The observers quickly learnt how to interpret the
"minir·e<:cwd 11 •

CONCLUDING REMARKS
a/ The design of a multipurpose, intelligent, but still
relatively cheap anemograph is feasible, by applying commercial
microcomputers with programs tailored to the specific needs of
the user community;
b/ The application of CMOS pocket computers for the
implementation of the #intelligent sensorN conception
offers several advantages, e.g.:
- Easy programming (in higher level language than machine
code), by making use of the PC's own BASIC interpreter,
- Economic implementation of LAN (Local Area NetNorkJ
method as multiplexer & connection for sensors in the
development of the new generation of AWSs, presenting a much
higher degree of flexibility than before, C2J;
c/ The availability of the internal bus-structure on a
60-pole connector, makes the PC-1500 possible to use it in
wide variety of instrumental applic~tions.
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A DROPSONDE

FOR

CLOUD

SOUNDINGS

Dimiter E. Gaytandjiev
Institute of Hydrology and Meteorology,
Hydrometeorological Service, blvd.Lenin 66,
Sofia 1184, Bulgaria
INTRODUCTION
The measurements "in si tu" are very important for the field
experiments in clouds. At present, aircraft methods are mostly
used for direct measurements of the microphysical and dynamical
atmospheric parameters inside the clouds. However, laboratory ai~
craft flights in mature convective clouds are limited and even im·
possible to carry out because of danger of aircraft damageG One
should admit, that the manufacturing, equipping and operating a
laboratory aircraft is an expensive solution for operative measurements. For the purpose of the analysis, in particular of the
processes in convective clouds, it is often more useful to know
the vertical profile of an atmosphere parameter, instead of its
distribution along an aircraft trajectory.
Considering these problems and the observations of clouds»
provided by the Bulgarian Meteorological facilities .under some
hail suppression a.nd precipitation enhancement projects 11 a new
dropsonde has been designed for measuring the air temperature,
liquid wa.ter content (LWC) and airflow velocity in different types
of clouds.
Some results of the development and the laboratory and
flight tests of the dropsonde are discussed in the paper.
GENERAL DESIGN AND DROPSONDE LAUNCHING
The sonde is designed for measurements along only its des~.
cent trajectory, after having been carried aloft in a predeter•.
mined part of the cloud on the base of a radar diagnosiso It is
possible to carry the sonde aloft with a balloon, but the use of
~:ln a.ircraft above the top cloud la.yer or a modified antihail
rocket a.s e. carrier makes possible the access to a selected cloud
zone for the purpose of observat·ions. After carrier separation,
the appr. 1 kg weight sonde is dropped inside the cloud and carried downwards by mea.ns of a specially designed parachute with a
rele.tive-to-ambient air fallspeed varying from 25 m/s at altitude
9 km to 15.5 m/s at SL.
The sonde dia.meter is 72 mm when the drag canopy is folded,
e.nd the tota.l length is appr. 40 cm. Two types of antihail rockets
available in Bulgaria, a.re useful as a sonde carrier .. These are
the soviet rockets "Oblako" (calibre 125 mm, service ceiling 8 km,
apP.r. · ra.dius of operation 6 km at altitude 6.5 km) and '1liazhan" 2M
- ( 83 mm, 9.5 km end 6 km respectively).

- 78 A sta.ndard MARS-type transmitter, miniaturized in Central
Aerological Observatory, USSR, is used in the dropsonde for tracking by an ordinary, 1782 MHz METEORITE-2 aerological radar. The
signals from the air temperature and LWC transducers are teleme..,··
tered to the ground via such radar channel. The subsequence positions of the dropsonde are registered once per every 5 s on the
basis of a transponder method. All dropsonde tracking and telemetring circuits are supplied by an 9/28 V-100 m.Ah nickel-cadmium
rechargeable battery with a combined weight 200 g.
The use of an ordina.ry radar constrains that no more than
one dropsonde could be tracked at once, as well as some limitations of the time step between the dropsonde readings, unlike the
Bushnell et al. I11 tracking system, especially designed for similar purposes.

AIR TEN~ERATURE MEASUREMENT
The provided analysis h~:;,s shown that the thermometer inertia
end the cloud wet er phase tra.nsi tions on its surface introduce the
m~:dn inaccura,cy in the temperature measurements with the dr-opson.de
a.nd the sensor has been designed to decrease their influence.
A reverse airflow temperature probe has been used in the
dropsonde. The efficiency of such devices for separation of large
droplets is rt=~ther good. An additional oil protection has been
used to avoid the influence of sensors wetting by smaller cloud
r!roplets. Two resistance wires (nickel and tungsten) and one glazing thermistor have been tested as a temperature sensor.
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Ji1ig. ·1 Extreme magni tu des of "thermo.. where~= 1 s (typical for
rneter/arnbient air" temperature dif ....
MARS-NffiTEORITE aerological
~erence in case of dropsonding as a.
system) is a period of a
function of thermometer time conspreaveraging sonde reading
ta.nt a.nd temperA.ture pulsations emand <t is the time.
plitude.
The estimations, presented on Fig.1 have been ca.lculated
considering the ma:x sonde fallspeed \J-z. =25 m/s, "'{ = 0.9 °C/100 m
es a yerticel temperature gradient of the averaged temperature
in convective clouds up to f-l.ltitudes \i = 8- 9 km andt..t.f= ~3.5 °C
AS A .rn"'Y ~- emr)erA'tu:re pulsntion ampl.ttu.de , cheracteri.stiG o:f ther~
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mel spatial non-uniformities of sizes up to 300 m in clouds.
Temperature measurements errors, shown on Fig.1, are the extreme ones in the conditions indicatedo The obtained temperature
differences have been ce.lculated at the simultaneous influence of
the indicated parameters on the air temperature change around the
sonde, resulting in a max of its values, e .. g. positive temperature pulsations and dropsonde falling at a max speed in atmosphere,
stratified with the max temperature gradient .. However, in actual
soundings. when such extreme values of the parameters do not always coincide in time end phase, the actual measurement "inertia
errors" will be smaller.
According to these results, the time constant of the dropsonde thermometer should not exceed 0.3 - 0 .. 5 s, corresponding to
the WMO requirements for the accuracy of aerological temperature
measurements. The total time constant of the thermometer probe
(sensing element e.nd housing) is less than 1 s for the typical
sonde fallspeeds.
Our experiments in a mountain region (2360 m over SL), as
well as the flight tests of a similar probe I 51 11 showed that the
separation of the icing from the house nose is not followed by
changes of the termometer readings. That allows us to expect representative temperature measurements in cloud media with the
sonde.
A temperature profile, obtained
6 ~
etandard aerological
with
a
dropsonde in Sofia, is shown on
ondo
Fig.2 in comparisson with the standard
]
5
aerological sounding data (obtained 20
..H
min before dropsounding). The diffe rence of about 2 °C in the inversion
~ 4
layer is caused mostly by the greater
time constant of the standart sonde I>
(8 s at speed 5 m/s).
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Fig.2 Temperature sounding, Sofia,
October 28 1982

AIRFLOW VELOCITY DETERMINATION
The determination of the wind vector is done by tracki.ng
with an ordinary radar system, available in Bulgaria, to simplify
the sonde construction, as well as to reduce its size and total
mass. The velocity vector components are obtained from the sonde
co-ordina.tes variations during the radar tracking :

\1.1-

=\11-'j

'

\j\1-::

\Jz. -\j"

(2)

where \J 1-, \1" are the horizontal and vertical components of the
a.irflow velocity vector; \/'1-:s , \J2 - the horizontal and vertical
components of the relative-to-ground resultant sonde speed ; and
\J" - the reletive-to-a.mbient air sonde fallspeed (at an al ti tude \-\ ) •
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The condition tha.t \J" variations with the altitude should
depend only on air density ~"is essential for providing the dropsonde measurements:
~
.
,
l\'YI~~ -.~ Cov,-,\
( 3)
\j" l

~ \'\) =

Q." t

l.

er'p

-

~ ~"

where rn~is dropsonde total mass; ~z- sonde parachute frontal air
drag coefficient; ~ P - drag cross-sectional area of pa.ra.chute canopy e.nd ~ - a.ccelere.tion due to gravity.
The correct solution of eq.(2) and (3) and consequently airflow velocity correct measurement is possible, when the following
requirements for the sonde-para.chute system are met;
a.) Conserving c,_6't~ ~ const along the sonde total trajectory ..
A similar requirement is set forth to the parachute side air drago
b) No parachute side slip.
c) Stability of the parachute ... sonde system, i.e. rapidly restored equilibrium after swinging.
d) Yns~ const, i.e. negligible changes of the sonde total
mass due to wetting or icing ..
The dropsonde parachute has been designed with a "disk...gapband" canopy, strained on a retractable plastic carcass. The parachute, included a modified corner reflector, made of metallized
mylar, i.s connected "rigidly" with the sonde body., The power
supply and the radiotelemetric unit are placed in the lowest position in the sonde body to acquire the lowest center of gravity.
All stream-lined surfaces of the parachute and the sonde body are
covered with a hydrophobe material. In addition, antifreezing measures have been taken to protect the surfaces, subject to the most
intensive depositing a.nd water icing.
The dropsonde aerodynamic behavi.our has been tested in the
wind tunnel of the Bulgarian Hydromet Service at air speeds up to
24 m/s. The sonde parachute drag coefficient, obtained experimenta.lly is about· 1 .2 and in these tests changed less than 7 % for
air speeds 10 - 20 m/s.
The WMO requirements for wind sounding accuracy impose moving averaging (within a period of more than 15 s) of airflow velocity data, obtained by dropsonde radar tracki:n.g.
LWC MEASUREMENT
A variation of the "hot-wire" method has been used to determine the water content, using a dropsonde( 2 1. The basic construction of the prototype-dropsonde LWC measuring device is shown on
Fig.J. It contains two identical, electrically equally heated and
equally ventilated collectors 1 and 2, made of profiled kanthal
band, with an exposure width 0.6 mm.., On each collector an area
thermometer 3 is cemented. Both collectors are energized by a 3 V12 Ah silver-zink battery 11. The weight of the battery is 390 g.
The supplied power is a.bout 13 W/s. The open collector 1 is mounted on a collapsible bracket 5 and evaporates the water elements,
collected by its surface. The screened collector 2 is located in
the screen 4e The airflow around collector 2 is caused by the Ven·
turi tube G suction effect through the hole 7. The cloud elements
in. airflow inside the screen 4 are inertially separated through
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the inlet hole 10. The measuring transdueer 8 transforms the collectors temperature difference ~~-\~, wich is transmitted via
rede.r che.nnel. The whole device is mounted rigidly on the parachute 9.
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Some of the distinctive peculie.rities of this device are
the identity of both collectors a.nd the e"erodynamic method of bala.nced ventilation of the compensation wire. On :B'ig. 4 is shown
the result of screened wire ventilation adjustment. The disadve.ntageous necessity for deicing heating of Venturi~s tube orifices
is avoided in the latest dropsonde version.
In sufficiently rapid evaporation of cloud droplets by the
open wire, the LWC can be determined in a simple way as e. linear
function (4) of dropsonde collectors difference\~-\~, depending
implicitly on the altitude of the measurement point H above MSL:
'W =_l_

in which

~"becomes

t. s"'

~"\_\~-\\(') ~ (i"l\',..,-\v..).c.o,"~\

-

~~= J.."
\)"\_"

(4)

(5),

where \N is the LWC; S - collector wire surface area, subject to
convective heat exchange; s~- collector wire exposure area;~
integral collection effi.Q.iency;\~,"\~ - screened and open collectors tempera.tures ( °K); o{." - collector wire mean convective exche.nge coefficient; L" - latent evaporation heat at mean pressure
at altitude H.
In cAse of stationary heat exchange conditions, the transfer equa.tion for the screened collector temperature I'~ (or for
the open collector temperature \ '< in absence of a water phase)
is :
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where 1 is the current intensity and ~ is the collector kanthal
band (wire) resista:nce (practicaly constant).
From (4) and (6) because of the equal beating and vemti.lation of both collectors, the LWC equation becomes
\N

\). \t
=----

1'~-\\{

(7)

t ~:/'V. . '-" ·1~- ~
In October 1986 the dropsonde collectors were calibrated at
Riga 's (USSR) wet wind tunnel I 4 1. Measurements were conducted at
LWC values ranging from 0.06 to 2.17 g/mj, at atmospheric pressure
1026.6 hPa. and temperature 12 °C with airspeed 65 m/s. The water
droplet spectrum hasn't been controlled in the experiments and the
tota.l LWC - WTC!D was measured by a.n Tunnel Control Device. On the
basis of this E:!mpirical ce,libration -w ' c=r~~\\()' equation (7)
a.nd an extrapola.tion for the typical d~8Fsonde fallspeed at MSL,
a linear dependance 'vJ-=~v.-:.o\'~-\~t) ,like eq.(4),has been obtained.
Considering all the parameters in A"- ( 5) and their pos~
sible variations in an actual
dropsonding: I) at fixed level H as well as II) with the
altitude H, it is possible to
find the ~""relative deviations: I) from an average value ~~ for the level H and
,..
f;
II) of ~~with the altitude.
...:: D. e
The dependence of 'H"t./ ~'t on
the altitude coincide with
the dependence of ~"'/'\o on H,
which is a result, to a great
extent, of dropsonde fall10
20
JO
40
5o
6o
10
eo
speed depen.dence on air denWires tE>rnperatu:re difference, T}: - Tk, °K
( 3) • On the basis
8 i ty . ~"
of A~i A! ratio, the total
Fig. 5 Tentative LWC ca.libration
LWC calibration graph of the
graph of the dropsonde
sonde has been determined.
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RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN METEOROLOGICAL INSTRUMENTATION IN INDIA
S.M.KULSHRESTHA, N.SESHAORI AND C.R.SREEDHARAN
India Meteorological Department
1.

INTRODUCTION

T-he India Meteorological Department (I MD), having been formally established
in 1875, is one of the oldest national weather services. All along, IMD has
followed a deliberate policy of self-reliance in the field of meteorological
instruments. Today it is perhaps the only national weather service in the
world that manufactures all the conventional meteorological instruments in
house in addition to items such as radiosondes, radiation measuring instruments
including radiometersondes, surface ozone measuring instruments, ozonesondes,
APT equipment, and current weather instruments systems for airports. For
equipment that IMD cannot build in house, it actively collaborates with other
premier organizations in lhdia for conceptualizing, design reviews and test
& evaluation. Such collaborations have resulted in items such as data collection
platforms, radio-theodolites and X-band and S-band meteorological radars.
Installation,operation, maintenance and training are always taken care of by IMD.
This paper describes briefly a few of the meteorological instruments
developed and operationalized in India in recent years.
2.

CURRENT WEATHER INSTRUMENT SYSTEM

The current weather instruments system (CWIS) has been developed in IMD
to meet the demands of real time weather observations near the touch down/take
off areas of runways at airports. Meteorological sensors are installed near
the touch down/take off area and the outputs are displayed/recorded in control
tower/briefing room through underground cables. The sensors and their accuracies
are indicated below:.
Variable
Temperature
Dew Point
Wind speed

Sensor

Accuracy

Wind direction
Pressure

Thermistor
Dew Cell
Cup generator
Anemometer
Electrical windvane
Aneroid barometer

2 knots upto 20 kt
thereafter -+ 1m~
-+ 10°
+ 0.5 mb

Visibility

Transmissometer

As per ICAO

Cloud height

Ceilometer

As per ICAO

+
+

1° c
1° c

&

'
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The instrument is available
in analog and digital versions.
It can take two parallel displays
in addition to the main console
which is shown alongside.

3.

AUDIO FREQUENCY MODULATED RADIOSONDE GROUND EQUIPMENT

The 401 MHz ground equipment, for audio frequency modulated radiosondes
of IMD, was developed in IMD and has been productionized by the Electronics
Corporation of India Ltd. These are now in regular use in the national upper
air network. This system consists of a UHF receiver with pre-amplifier,
frequency converter-recorder, frequency standard, timer and a helical antenna
with a remote control drive. Brief specifications are indicated.below:
frequency range

395-407 MHz

Type of reception

AM/FM

Sensivity

2 Microvolts

Antenna gain/beam width

4 db/120° symmetrical

Antenna Drive

Remote control with analog display

Frequency-voltage conversion

0-10 mV

Conversion accuracy

Better than 0.1%

Data recording

250 mm potentiometric strip chart
recorder

Linearity

0. 2~~ (FS)

Recorder calibration

In-built frequency standard with
0-200 Hz at steps of 10/20 Hz,
5 volt pulse output

Elapsed Timer

999.9 minutes LED display with
start/stop/reset

Power

220 V, 50Hz, 0.3 KVA
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The system configuration is shown in the diagram.
Radiosonde Ground Equipment
UHF Receiver

Freq, Std.

Timer

Antenna with
Drive

li:\
&:1

f;

"i ilL

1

Frequency Converter

Recorder

Remote Control

4.

LTJEEJ

- -

-

401 MHz RADIOTHEODOLITE

"'-

..

fl" •
V

In this equipment, a remote controlled antenna, with sequential lobe
switching, is used for wind finding purposes. Azimuth and elevation of the
balloon borne radiosonde are displayed and printed. Radiosonde data are
recorded on a strip chart recorder. The equipment is mad~ by the Society
for Applied Microwave Electronics Engineering and Research (SAMEER).
Schematic Diagram
Specifications
180 km
Range
: 34 db
Antenna Gain
Beam width
: 18°
(Half-power points)
Tracking
+ 0.1°in Az.
Accuracy
0.1°in El.
6°/second
Tracking speed
Operating
397-407 MHz
frequency
2.5 microvolts
Sensitivity
Better than 6 db
Noise figure

+

...10-

oo ...

AZIMUTH AND
ELEVATION
ANTENNA DRIVE

Type of Reception: AM-FM
Survival wind
90 kmph
Capacity
Power Input

5.

...........

c((!)
RADIOSONDE
oz
DATA
---il
fie(!)
RECEPTION
oo::z

ANTENNA AND
PHASING CONTROL

'------

F=<(=

TRACKING
DATA
DISPLAY

Q:la.IZ
oa:::~

...ILl et~
---.... ::Eo

ILl !Cl:

a.

ANTENNA
CONTROL
(REMOTE)

: 220V ,50 Hz, 2KW

MULTIPURPOSE METEOROLOGICAL RADAR

A multipurpose system of X-band weather and windfinding meteorological
radar with adjunct 401 MHz radiosonde equipment was conceptualized by IMD in
the late 1970's and was productionized by Bharat Electronics Limited. A semiautomatic computational facility has resulted in reduction of computational
time and preparation of TEMP messages. The system incorporates memory tracking
for continuous tracking of the target in ~indfinding mode and has both PPI

- 86 and RHI displays on the same scope in weather detection mode.
Main Specifications
Antenna beam width
Peak power of transmitter
Frequency of transmitter
Receiver sensitivity

6.

1.2 degrees
200 KW
9375 MHz (3 cm)

Better than minus 97 dbm

CYCLONE DETECTION RADAR

Bharat Electronics Limited, in close cooperation with IMD, has developed
a new generation of sophisticated cyclone detection radars in the 10 cm band.
This radar employs the latest state of art technology. Co-axial magnetron is
used for stable performance over long periods combined with frequency stability.
A microprocessor device has been used for facilitating constant altitude PPI
scanning in steps as an improvement of the earlier version of the radars.
Different rainfall rates are displayed as contoured video (C-log) in
different shades on a digital video integrator and processor with six
programmable levels.
In order to conduct quick performance checks of the various sub-systems
for calibration/maintenance/servicing of the radar, built-in test equipment
and test circuits have been provided at the transmitter and receiver stages.
Main Specifications
Antenna beam width

1.6 degrees

Rated power output

750 KW

Transmitter frequency

2.7 to 2.9 GHz (using tunable
co-axial magnetron)

Receiver sensitivity

Better than minus 110 dbm

Maximum range

500 km

The radar is housed in a geodesic metal space frame FRP radome capable
of withstanding maximum wind speed of 300 kmph .

. 1.
IMD has an established Radiometeorological Training Centre at New Delhi
which conducts regular courses (through English medium) in theory, operation
and maintenance of meteorological instruments at operational (4 months) and
senior maintenance (10 months) levels. Specialized courses and refresher
courses are also conducted. The Centre takes trainees from other countries as
well under WMO fellowships or bilateral arrangements.
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A GOES RECEPTION AND PROCESSING FACILITY FOR PERU

P. D. Erickson, L. Laba, and L.

w.

Diehl

MacDonald Dettwiler
3751 Shell Road, Richmond B.C.
Canada V6X 2Z9
1.

INTRODUCTION

A satellite data reception and processing ground station installed at the
Ancon Observatory of the Geophysical
Institute of Peru (IGP), began
operations on November 2, 1987.
This new installation is available for
multi-agency use
in operational
environmental observation programmes
supporting Peruvian interests
in meteorology, hydrology, oceanography,
agriculture and the fisheries industry.
This paper summarizes the requirements of this new Peruvian system, the
hardware and software architectures used to satisfy those requirements, and
its man-machine interface design.
Operational system use and the types of
applications supported are also described.
2•

BACKGROUND

Peru has challenging
requirements
for
environmental information
collection and analysis.
Firstly, the country has increased need to
establish cost-effective programmes to monitor and manage its natural
resources.
Secondly, Peru is striving to improve its technical and
scientific capabilities through its national agencies and universities.
Finally, Peru is committed to participating in a responsive and creative role
with the rest of the international scientific community.
Under a joint Canadian-Peruvian plan, designated PERCEP-II, the Canadian
International Development Agency (CIDA) has participated in an initiative to
substantially increase Peru's remote sensing capabilities. Funded by CIDA,
the agreement called for the acquisition and installation of GOES receiving
and processing station and a test Data Collection Platform (DCP). MacDonald
Dettwiler was retained to supply the system, provide the necessary training
to Peruvian technicians, and ensure
continued system support over a
The system provided is based on MacDonald
subsequent two year period.
Dettwiler's operationally proven Meteorological Data Analysis System (METDAS)
product family,
3.

SYSTEM OVERVIEW

The prime requisites
processing and analysis

of the new ground station are the reception,
of data from the Geostationary Operational
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Environmental Satellite (GOES).
The system accommodates the GOES satellite
in NOM's Mode AAA format.
Both stretched Visible/Infrared Spin-Scan
Radiometer (VISSR) imagery and DCP reports are available as system outputs.
The system also forwards pertinent information to other agencies in Peru
remote from the main reception site.
All on-line satellite data
collection, storage, and preprocessing
functions are performed automatically and executed in real_ctime. Generation
and dissemination of satellite products to sources both internal and external
to the system are performed in near-real time using automated and interactive
procedures. Automatic operations are either scheduled, or triggered by some
event such .as satellite data
reception.
Interactive operations are
associated with systemworkstations.
The system includes off-the-shelf hardware and operating system software
that offers multi-tasking capability~ established compilers, and demonstrated
reliability. The application software employs a structured modular design to
facilitate maintenance and modification and is written in PASCAL and FORTRAN
high level languages.
4,.

'HARDWARE

ARCHITECTURE

The hardware architecture for the Peruvian £atellite reception system is
illustrated .in Figure L
OUtdoor equipment includes a 5-meter satellite
antenna and a Radio Frequency (RF) ·feed assembly with low-noise amplifier.

·M"""'m

_

·WND DIREtmoH

:i.

::~~:WATY
_,
now
AT.I'ftESS.

• s.>AAr UODUL.E: 'OR -UNIT REQUIRED

Figure 1 - Hardware Architecture

- 91 The incoming DCP and VISSR satellite data signals are separated in a
single receiver and passed to their respective demodulators and processing
equipment chains. The reception system components are physically housed in
two chassis.
One contains the receiver, two DCP demodulators and DCP
multiplexer. The second houses the VISSR demodulator, bit synchronizer and
frame synchronizer. Both chassis are mounted in a single cabinet and can
easily be removed for maintenance.
The VISSR image data pass from the reception chain equipment to a Digital
Equipment Corporation (DEC) MicroVAX-II 32-bit computer via a special
interface. This computer runs the DEC VAX/VMS operating system and the
METDAS application software.
The
computer
is
equipped with two
Winchester-type hard disks, each capable of holding 70 MBytes of data. The
disks are used in a cyclic manner to accommodate the real-time storage of raw
VISSR data from successive satellite receptions.
Processed VISSR imagery is stored on a hard disk drive with 456 Mbytes of
formatted storage.
This capacity is used to retain processed multi-band
image sectors requiring approximately 1 Mbyte of storage per sector file.
The disk also accomodates the VAX/VMS operating system, METDAS application
software, library files, and
reserve
file space for future program
development.
The VAX computer is also equipped with a 9-track magnetic tape drive.
The tape drive is used for archiving (or restoring) data to (or from) a
Computer Compatible Tape (CCT) medium.
Two hard copy terminals are provided with the VAX processor to serve as
the system console and report printer.
A dual floppy disk drive is used for
system rebooting and running diagnostics.
Satellite image products are requested, displayed, and manipulated using
MacDonald Dettwiler's METstation 100 workstation. The workstation utilizes a
PC-AT compatible computer equipped with a display controller for image
processing and mouse device for operator input, a video terminal with
alphanumeric keyboard, a high precision colour monitor for image display and
manipulation, and a Calcomp Plotmaster colour printer for hard copy image
printouts.
The DCP data processing, and local and remote report generation are
performed using an IBM Personal Computer, PC-XT.
Connection between the
Ancon installation and a remote DCP hard copy terminal is maintained using a
government-furnished communication line.
A trial DCP was provided as part of the installation. Although installed
at Ancon for test purposes, the platform will be relocated to a permanent
remote site. The DCP has sensors to measure wind speed, wind direction,
atmospheric pressure, temperature and relative humidity, precipitation and
river flow. Power is provided by a 12 volt battery charged by a solar panel.
5.

SOF'IWARE ARCHITECTURE

At the first level of decomposition, the software architecture is as
shown in Figure 2. The design is modular, functionally cohesive, and allows
for straightforward verification of the functionality allocated to each
The architecture is easily configurable or expandable to
subsystem.
accommodate additional or new workstations, varying input data types, and
user developed software application packages.
The METDAS executive subsystem provides overall control over system
startup and shutdown, furnishes uniform log message facilities for components
across the system and supports the operator interface at the METstation 100.
It offers a set of communication, timing and resource arbitration services
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for the control of initiation and termination of METDAS activities and allows
for multi-tasking at the application level.
The subsystem also supports
dialogue and status monitoring and reporting at the system level. The
executive portion of the data base contains defined system connnands and
functions, menus and reports, and other system configuration information.

GOES
MODE AAA
DATA RX

'
VAX
VMS

METDAS
APPLICATION·
EXECUTIVE ; DEVELOPMENT:
AND
KIT
DATA BASE

]

DCD
DATA
RX

I

SATELLITE
DATA RECEPTION

PRODUCT :GENERATION

PRODUCT DISPLAY
{WORKSTAJtON
SOFTWARE)

lI

DATA
ARCHIVE

'
DIGITAL
TX

COLOUR
PRINTER
TX

PRODUCT
DISTRIBUTION

99-3283-01 R3/EM

Figure 2 - Software Architecture

The satellite data subsystem provides functions and services specific to
the reception of GOES data.
These include reception scheduling, capture and
storage of data, satellite data post-processing, services for performing
geographic transforms~ and satellite-specific support functions.
The product generation subsystem provides facilities for defining and
generating multi-band image sector products.
Sectors are geographic regions
of interest in latitude and longitude coordinates.
Each sector is named,
such as "Lima", and sector coverage is independent of any other sector,
meaning sectors can overlap. Resampling of the input VISSR data to match the
output sector resolution while preventing distortion of the image by
maintaining a 1:1 pixel-aspect ratio is performed automatically. These
products are generated according to an operator defined schedule, or in
response to a specific user request.
The product distribution subsystem supplies services for disseminating
image products. This includes routing products to the display terminal and
colour printer, archiving products to CCT, or restoring those products from
CCT.
The archive operation allows both raw VISSR data and processed
image-sector products to be written to tape.
Necessary ancillary data are
archived with the satellite data so that when/if a restore is performed, all
METDAS ope.rations will work exactly as they would with data received under
normal direct reception.
The product display subsystem provides the interactive workstation
display functions. The types of image display and manipulation applications
supported are highlighted in the description of user activities.
6.

MAN-MACHINE INTERFACE

The METstation 100 man-machine interface has optional features that the
new operator may ignore but which the experienced workstation operator will
find effective in planning and controlling his work session.
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lower portion of the screen, called the dialogue area, is used to show
messages, command prompt outputs, user options and command inputs. The upper
portion of the screen, referred to as the display area, is used for viewing
reports, status information, on-line help information, and menus. Separating
the dialogue and display screen areas is a single line, shown in reverse
video, that provides information on what applications are currently active at
the workstation.
The terminal keyboard includes a separate keypad area. Individual keys
within this area are defined to execute many of the workstation activities
with a single keystroke.
Menus aid the operator in choosing an option from a list of possible
choices.
They govern function selection, workstation activities, video
display controls, and data base entry.
The more experienced operator can
also store a sequence of commands as a command file. These files can then be
run as a single instruction.
Alphanumeric information in the form of
reports, statistical summaries, and on-line help instructions can also be
generated in hard copy printout form.
Image and graphic displays at the METstation 100 are provided using a
high resolution RGB colour monitor.
The video display processor can display
three 8-bit deep images and four independent 1-bit deep graphic overlays.
Four additional 1-bit planes are reserved for showing annotation and
displaying independent cursors.
Images are displayed at 512 by 512
resolution. Look-up tables (LUT's) are used to modify output imagery, and
assign individual colours to each of the graphic overlay planes.
A
relative-position mouse is used as an x-y positioning device for controlling
the location of cursors on the display, or for interactively manipulating the
displayed imagery. Hard copy of METstation 100 image displays are handled by
the local high resolution colour printer.
7.

USER ACTIVITIES

The METstation 100 operator can govern what satellite data are received,
how multi-band images are to be generated, displayed and manipulated, and
when satellite information is to be archived or restored via magnetic tape.
The operator is able to switch connection from one application to
another, and hence can run several concurrently.
By viewing the central
status line on the terminal screen, the operator can monitor the status of
all applications running at the workstation.
Connection to a particular
application immediately causes its last interaction to be shown in the
dialogue portion of the terminal screen and, if appropriate, the applicable
menu selection is shown in the display portion of the terminal screen.
Imagery reception and product generation control is provided to the
METstation operator through a number of schedulers. These include:
GOES reception scheduler
image sectorizing scheduler
archiving scheduler.
Each scheduler refers to a data structure, its schedule, to know when to
initiate the associated automatic tasks.
The operator edit a schedule to
create, modify, or delete individual schedule entries as desired.
Multi-band VISSR images and basemaps are automatically created and saved
for only those geographic areas named in the image sectorizing schedule.
However, the workstation operator may have more geographic sectors defined
than there are schedule entries.
Imagery for sectors not automatically
generated, can be be interactively requested following GOES reception.
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addition to those products already scheduled.
However, restoration of
satellite data from CCT is only supported on an interactive basis.
Interactive .manipulation of image and graphic displays includes:
contrast enhancing imagery
pseudocolouring imagery
false colouring imagery
image roatn, zoom, and pan.
Image display LUT's can be created or modified using the mouse device and an
x-y graphical representation of the table.
Alternatively, the operato.r can
define a new LUT by entering a series of numerical input to output breakpoint
values via the alphanumeric keyboard.
ME'IDA:S applications support a large number of reports to assist the
METstation operator. Special keypad function keys allow the operator to
quickly page through any report currently shown in the display area of the
terminal screen.
Both the local and remote DCP :workstations can display lists of any
received DCP platform and its sensor characteristics. Compiled reports on
platform sensor measurements can be requested and catalogued by time of day
or by platform identification code.

8.

SUMMARY

In Peru, the objective was to integrate, test, and commission a GOES
ground station facility at a existing technical center and train local
professional and technical staff in the theory, operation and maintenance of
all supplied equipment.
The main receiving and processing equipment are
located at Ancon, a satellite tracking site approximately 30 kilometers from
the capital city of Lima.
Funding for this project has been provided by the Canadian International
Development Agency. CIDA exists to share technology and expertise with other
countries through programs aimed at supporting and improving the local
economy. Emphasis is placed on transferring overall responsibility of the
technology to the designated country.
In the short time since its installation, the Peru METDAS has become a
important tool for tracking cloud weather systems and highlighting offshore
ocean surface
current
features.
This
improved description of
ocean-atmosphere time-dependent processes will allow Peruvian scientists to
determine the extent to which regional climatic conditions are predictable on
a time-scale of several months or longer.
Such knowledge is required by
hydrologists for better water management and by the agriculture industry when
determining whether rice or cotton acreage should predominate at crop
planting time.
Of special interest to Peru are efforts to provide early detection of the
ocean surface warming phenomenon known as El Nino. As witnessed in 1982, El
Nino can be accompanied by severe economic losses in the local fishing
industry and unprecedented agricultural and landscape devastation brought on
by dramatic changes in regional precipitation patterns.
An additional benefit of this system is the capability to received data
from automatic self-sustained data collection platform stations.
When
located in Peru's remote and uninhabited areas, these platforms will be able
to provide essential environmental information previously not obtainable. It
is also expected that Peruvian scientists will be interested in monitoring
DCP channels used in the ongoing Tropical Ocean and Global Atmosphere (TOGA)
programme.

(Reference III.2)

MODULAR WEATHER IMAGE RECEIVING STATION WES-3 FOR METEOROLOGICAL
SATELLITES -RECEIVING PART WES-3/E
Bettac,H.-D.; Klahn,D.; Landrock,R·.; Skottke,H.-J.; Schwarz.J.;
Vogei,G.
Academy of Sciences of the GDR; Institute for Space Research.
Satellite Ground Station Neustrel itz
The modular Weather Image Receiving Station WES-3 has been developed for reception of the digital transmitted HRPT-signals from
meteorological Sate I I ites METEOSAT and NOAA. A modular concept
was chosen for effective adaptation of the receiving part WES-3/E
to different sate I I ite systems and user requirements concerning
performance and costs.
A specific variant WES-3/1 has been derived and implemented for
the reception of analogous APT-data from METEOSAT (SOUS) /2/.
Fig. 1 shows the fixed antenna
system, the APT and time base
re c e i v e r s as we I I a s t he ha r d
copy device BAG-1. An interface
for interactive communication
with a colour display unit is
included. The station WES-3/1
is specifically qua I if ied for
smal I or mobile services and
low cost standby or emergency
versions for central national
services. The development of
the receiving part WES-3/E is
based on the 1,7 GHz-Experimentai-Stat ion /3/ designed in the
late 70th in co-operation with
the Technical University of
Fig. 1 WES-3/1 station
Budapest (Hungary).
1. Link calculation
Fundamentals for I ink calculations are the technical parameters
presented in the documentation /1 ,4.5/. The resulting values in
paragraph 3 refer to a 5°-elevation angle. All fractions of
safety margin resulting from geographic location are included in
M. Optimization for the required signal to noise ratio and
G9TA has been carried out for different IF-filter types at the_
given principle of demodulation and a bit error rate of BER=10 6
/6/. The demodulation loss has been determined on the basis of
the above procedure and power spectrum analysis for PSK/Bi~-L
with 1,2 rad phase deviation as carried out in /7/.
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2. Receiving Part WES-3/E- Structure design
As shown in Fig. 2 the VVES-3/E consists of an outdoor and an indoor unit (ESB). The maximum al:lowed distance between them is
300 m. Some of the electronic and electrical subassemblies are
mounted directly at the antenna to guarantee the required system
parameters. The sensitive components are covered by temperature
stabi I ized container·s to protect against environmental influence.
The outdoor unit consfsts of the antenna system, AZ/EL-pedestal,
down converter, autotrack receiver, AZ/EL-drives as well as a
posit ion information system (Fig. 3).

TV -CAMERA
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COMPUTER

CONTRINF.

CABLE -INTfRF
POWER SUPPLY' f=.,.,..,~.,-,-:::-1
SERVICE UNITS

Al

Fi'g. 2

WES-3/E Functional Block Diagram

Fig. 4 shows the indoor-unit with the fuction racks power supply
(+5 V, +12 V), telemetry receiver E 13? AD-2, plug.-in unit 11 control signals", position display and manual steering, trackingprocessor and AZ/EL electrical drive block.
2.1. Antenna
In order to reduce the pointing loss an antenna with an amplitude
monopulse system has been chosen /10/. The primary feed consists
of five ha If-wave dipoles. The centra I element DREF is placed
directly at the parabol focus to generate the meah characteristics
in boreslde direct ion. The other four dipols are mounted on the
same plane primary reflector in suitable distance to DREF' They
are used for forming the horizontal and vertical difference cha-racteristics. In order to reduce the polarization loss to a minimum the feeder is adjustable by a ring holdering. The antenna as
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Fig. 3 Outdoor unit

Fig. 4 Indoor unit

a whole is mounted on a AZ/EL-pedestal allowing a mechanical 0,1°
pointing accuracy.
2.2. Down converter
The three-channel down converter provides the required internal
noise figure and transforms the RF-input signals to the first IF
of 137,5 MHz. Each channel consists of a low noise two-stage transistor LNA, a preselect ion three-pole comb I ine band pass fl Iter,
a double-balanced diode mixer as we I I as an IF-amp I if ier /8/. The
I o c a I os c i I I a t o r s i g n a I i s de r i ve d f r o m a p r o g r a mmab I e f i v e - c ha n ne I
crystal-controlled mother osci llator/mult ipl ier chain (Sampling
PLL, multiply-factor of 20) with Included search loop. The converter is mounted directly behind the focus plane.
2.3. Telemetry receiver E 137 AD-2
The receiver has been developed spec if ical ly for digital signals
from METEOSAT and NOAA satel I ites (PSK/Bi~-L; 166,6 kBit/s and
665,4 kBit/s respectively). Based on the modular structure bandwidth and demodulator plug-ins can be changed for reception of different modulation and bit rates. In case of PSK-signals a modified
Costas-loop with decision feedback is used at 10,7 MHz for demodulation and bit regeneration /9/. The regenerated bit stream is fed
together with clock information in NRZ-L code (or inverted) to the
receiver output specified for both the IFSS, 23 mA or TTL-transmission. An interface bus allows receiver remote control by the
tracking processor in connect ion with the central station computer.
2.4. Tracking processor
The main part of the tracking processor TP is a K 1520 microcomputer /11/. The TP is the central control and monitoring unit for
the WES-3/E reception part and carries out:
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antenna control in the operating modes
TRACK
(auto and program-track)
METEOSAT (system preparation for METEOSAT reception)
PRESET
(posit ion to a nominal value)
DYNAtviiC (dynamic test for drive unit}
HOME
(position to the "zero" point)
-actuation and display of time base information
- data exchange with the station computer in the "COUPL ING"-mode
- V\/ES-3/E function check (TEST-Mode), check of 48 analogue testvoltages (16 for ESB, 32 for outdo~r unit)
The antenna position information stored by the TP in the autotrack
mode are used for correction purposes of the calculated orbital
elements in the station computer.
3.
Technical characteristics
3.1. System characteristics:
Center frequency
Input bandwidth
Programmable input channels
Polarization
System-sensitivity G/T
Safety margin (MET; NOAA) MG
Bitrate (MET; NOAA)
IF-frequencies
System control and test
3 .. 2. Antenna
Reflector
Primary feed
Antenna gain
Beam width

1695 MHz
30 MHz
5 (2xMETEOSAT; 3xNOAA)
I inear, adjustable
+10,4 dB/K
+1 ,9 dB; +2,8 dB
166,66 kBit/s; 665,4 kBit/s
137,5 MHz; 10,7 MHz
automatically; computer
controlled
4 m-parabolic B4-type,
Robotron
five half-wave dipols
+34 dB
3~0° horizontal;
3,25° vertical

3.3. Down converter

Bandwidth, input/output
Noise figure (Ref;
-channels)
Gain (Ref;
-channels)
3.4. Telemetry receiver E 137 AD-2
Input frequency
Noise figure
AGC (coherent and incoherent)
AFC
Output signals (clock and
INFORM)
3.5. Antenna control
EL/AZ electrical range
Max angular speed
Pointing accuracy
Pointing operation modes

6 0 MH z ; 1 1 MH z

+1 ,8 dB; +3,9 dB
+67 dB; +46 dB
137,5 ~~Hz
+5 dB
+60 dB
+ 125 kHz
NRZ-L; TTL or
IFSS with 23mA/5V
0° to 180°; 0° to 540°
11,5°/s
0 1°
autotrack, program track,
manual
1
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3.6. Tracking processor
Operational memory
Input/output ports
Analogue test voltages
Switch functions

16 KByte EPROM; 16 KByte RAM
5.

X

p IQ

16 indoor; 32 outdoor
6; 5 x local osci I lator;
1 x receiver
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MODULAR WEATHER IMAGE RECEIVING STATION WES-3 FOR METEOROLOGICAL
SATELLITES -PROCESSING PART WES-3/V
Lieckfeldt P. 1 Arnold H.-P., Grundmann H.-J. 1 Guder H.-G.,
GUnther A., Mif31 ing K. -D., Pannowi tsch H. -J., Re imer R., Tusche S.,
Vajen H.-H., Wolf H.-J.
Academy of Sciences of the GDR
Institute for Space Research
Sate 11 ite Ground Station Neustre I itz
1. Introduction
This paper gives a short survey of the architecture and software
characteristics of the WES-3 type weather Image receiving stationprocessing part WES-3/V. The WES-3 station has been developed by
the Institute for Space Research, Sate I I ite Ground Station Neustrelitz. Its application goals are the reception and processing
of weather images in operational meteorological services. The station Is fitted out for exploitation of data from both the METEOSATsatel I ites (PDUS channel) and the TIROS-N type NOAA-series sate I I ites (HRPT -channe I) /1, 12/.
2. Hardware Architecture
The hardware block diagram of the \J\ES-3 processing part is shown in
Fig. 1. For the execution of genera I image processing tasks an interactive image processing system typ A 6472 of Robotron (GDR) including a 16-bit minicomputer K 1630, a display processor working
a t v I de o c I o c k r a t e o f 12 , 5 MH z and 8 i mage memo r i e s each wi t h a
cap a c i t y o f 5 12 x 5 12 8 b i t p i x e I s i s i n s t a I I e d . Fo r b u I k i mage
storage 4 hard disk drives and for off-1 ine data input/output a
magnetic tape drive are available. The K 1630 minicomputer is also
used as the host computer of the WES-3 station, implementing the
user interface and all the general control and diagnosis functions
both in the receJving part as we I I as in the processing part. For
user communication with the WES-3 station there are the operator's
terminal and the interpreter's terminal. The operator's terminal
con t a I n s an i n t e I I i g en t h os t c o mp u t e r t e r mi n a I , a p r i n t e r , t he c o lour display unit of the quick look visualisation subsystem and
the TV display in order to monitor the antenna operations. All the
management tasks to exploit the performance characteri.stics of the
station in operational service are feasible directly from the operator's terminal. The interpreter's terminal includes an intell igent host computer terminal, a graphic printer and a colour disp I ay a s we I I a s a t r a c kB a I I u n i t o f t he i mage p r o c e ss i n g s y s t em .
This terminal can be installed in some distance from the station.
lt offers the user a set of tools to manage and process weather
images very eff lcient ly.
The systems philosophy consists in implementing the bulk data processing characterized by simple algorithms but near real time execution requirements using a specific dedicated preprocessing hard-
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ware. The weather images in our station are preprocessed in real
time during the receiving period. That means that the fol lowlng
bulk processing operations decommutation of the spectral channels
(for METEOSAT and NOAA), geometrical correction of earth curvature
and earth rotation effects /13/ and gray scale transform for histogram mod if !cat ion or for IR-radiation temperature presentation
according to /8/ (for NOAA) are executed by the dedicated preprocessor VVP (Fig. 2). Because of this real time bulk processing a
high degree of operat ivity for image interpretation has been achieved.
Frame synchronization is performed using a new kind of extremely
noise resistent frame s~nchronlzer which operates rei iably up to
a bit error rate of 10- /9/.
The preprocessed Images are arranged Into the operational data
base of the statlon via the ~torage processor SPP (Fig. 3). Fragmentation of a ful 1-size image into 512 x 512 pixel sublmages Is
performed jointly by the preprocessor VVP and the SPP during the
receiving period. This kind of fragmentation provides a considerable advantage as far as access time for image retrieval operations from the data base is concerned /10/. The physical storage
of subimages is performed on one of 4 hard disk drives Typ K 5501
(35 MB) or Typ K 5502 (140MB).
One spectral channel of the received image data can directly be
monitored in real time on the colour display of the quick-look subsystem during the receiving period. The processing operations necessary for this procedure are executed by the quick-look processor
OLP /3/. The quick-look subsystem is developed for monitoring
image data acquisition during the receiving period. However in case
of hardware failure of the host, in the preprocessing- or in the
storage equipment this subsystem can be used as an autonomous subs.t itute to continue weather image presentation to the meteorolo-.
gist.
3. Software overview
The operating system of the A 6472 image processing system Js the
real time-capable MOOS 1600 which is simHar to the RSX 11 M. In
order to drive the dedicated processors VVP, SPP and OLP a special
set of memory-resident control routines has been developed. Both
the supply of these processors with the necessary control data,
transform tables etc. and the overal 1 system Inspection and diagnosis is enabled by linking the microcomputers which are integrated in the VVP, in the SPP, in the OLP as we 11 as in the tracking
processor of the receiving part with the host.
For the important first steps of processing and interpreting
weather images in near rea I time a set of thematic image processing
routines has been developed which are for execution on the host and
on the high speed display processor respectively /2,5,6,7,11,14/.
The fast access to an image to be processed is organized by a simple image data base management system ( IDBMS) /4/. With each rec e i v i n g p e r i o d t he i mage d a t a b a se ( 10 8 ) i s up d a t e d a u t o ma t i c a l I y
by the host. An access to any image by the IDBMS is possible both
by the assigned number of the subimages covering this image and by
attributes assigned to the images by the user. Up to 16 numerical
and up to 16 string attributes can be defined. A user can apply
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the fol lowfng as data base commands: SELECT, STORE, RETRIEVE, SORT,
UPDATE, DELETE, DEFINE ATTRIBUTE and CONTENTS OF IDB.
Using logical operators and the attributes complex requirements to
the IDBMS can be formulated in a dialogue form.
Further important tasks of operational weather image processing
can be called up in a simple way by auxi I iary commands, such as:
a) Evaluation of a METEOSAT image or a geometrically corrected NOAA
image in each spectral band for overal I visualization with reduced geometrical resolution and completed by annotation and
grid overlay
b) Handling the window function by trackbal I, retrieving some
window from the ful !-size image in ful 1-scale resolution completed by annotation and grid
c) Arrangement to include the most recent METEOSAT image into the
animation sequence
d) Presentation of the animation sequence
Task a) can be finished within 30 s after the end of the receiving
period.
For each receiving period the WES-3 station is control led by an
automatic executive schedule program running in a 24 h-time basis
on the host. Once per day the whole station has to be tested. If
necessary, operational parameters have to be updated and the automatic executive scheduler has to be started again for the planned
receiving periods in the following 24 h-time interval. Of course,
operator-control led interactive executive scheduling is possible,
too.
The first WE6-3 weather image receiving and processing station
is in operation for about 2 years now at the Sate 11 i te Ground Station Neustrel itz. A second system is used for more than half 1 a
year now successfully under operational conditions of the meteorological service.
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THE UPPER-AIR SOUNDING SYSTEM IN CHINA
Liang Qixian

Huang Bingxun

Ya Lianghe

Institute of Atmospheric Sounding Techniques, AMS

1.

INTRODUCTION

The operational upper-air sounding system type 59-701 has been
used in China for more than 20 years. Early in the 1980 1 s microcomputers began to be used in semi-automatic data processing in the
upper-air stations. The measurement by the system basically meets
the requirments of the synoptic predication and of WMO. For the
balloon and radiosonde are spending items, the cost-effectiveness
very important consideration paticularly for our country. This
system of type 59-701 costs very low, so it may continue to be used
for several years. However, to improve the performances of the
system new technology development had been done so that solid state
technique and real time processing method could be used. Besides of
this, a new system applied more accurate microcomputer such as IBM
PC/XT is developing.
In the system a new radiosounding method with
pressure sensor or no pressure sensor is used.
In this case the
values of correction for atmospheric refraction, solar radiation and
long wave radiation are calculated using actual data of atmospheric
variables measured by the radiosonde. A reference sonde has also
been developed and a comparison test is planned to identify the
radiation correction of the operational sondes.
2. THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE OPERATIONAL SYSTEM
The operational system is a single channel transponder one
measuring the elevation, azimuth and range for wind calculation. The
radiosonde of the system is a code type measuring T, P and U of the
atmosphere and the signals of the sonde are transmitted by the same
transistorized transponder of 403~Hz. In order to increase the range
of detection a solid state supplementary oscillator is used. We have
already d~eloped the equipment with a preprocessing microcomputer
for
real-time processing the radar
variables via A/D and the
digitized signals of P, T and U. After smoothing and primary quality
control all of the data is transferred to the host microcomputer,
now we use IBM PC/XT. By this computer the corrections such as
atmospheric refraction, curvature of the earth and radiation error
correction,
the computing of the standard levels, the selecting of
the significant levels and the editing of the TEMP and PILOT
messages are completed automatically. All of these can also be done
by man-machine mode in chinese or english.
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THE NEW UPPER-AIR SYSTEM

Due to the requirment of the synoptic and research user and the
development of the new technology the project of the new upper-air
system is now in implementation. The main parts of the system are as
follows:
(a) A solid state radiosonde with
sensors (can also add pressure sensor).

temperature

and

humidity

0
(b)
A primary radar with higher accuracy, 0.06 for angle and 15m
for range,
and then with higher accuracy of wind and height
detection. For its microwave band,
then it can be used for the
monitoring of the weather.

A
processing.
(c)

more

powerful

microcomputer

system

for

real-time

The sensors of temperature and humidity have more perfect
performances. We use a new procedure of radiation error correction
by calculating fluxes of radiation and ventilation in real-time.
Now we have developed a temperature reference sonde with which
the correction estimates of the operational radiosonde will be
identified. A summary of the technical characteristics of the
temperature sensor applied by the reference sonde and of the
reference sonde system itself is given in the Table 1. For the
comparison the technical characteristics of other reference sonde
made in Finland, Germany{FDR),
Japan and U.S.S.R are also showed
in the table.
The temperature sensor
is a thin goldplated
tungsten-rhenium (W-Re) wire of 12 fl diameter with high linear
relationship
between
its
resistance
and
temperature.
The
characteristics of high linearity is kept throughout the measuring
circuit constituted by a DC unbalanced bridge, a operational
amplifier and a V/F converter, so the air temperature range from
40°C to -90~c could be mearsured in accuracy within ±0.1°C using two
reference resistors of high accuracy.
The transmitter frequence is
403 MHz.
The weight of the sonde is lkg and its cost is only twice
or three times higher than the operational radiosonde. The data
acquisition and processing are by microcomputer.
The mainpoints of the system program applied by the
air system are as follows:

new

upper

(a) Calculating of wind in each minute from signals of radar via
smoothing and quality control.
(b)

Interpolating of wind, as a vector, for standard levels.

(c)
Calculating of geopotential from radar measurements
refraction correction based on real timeT, (P), U.

with

(d)
Calculating
of
standard levels including
temperature
correction for solar and long wave radiation by considering the
fluxes both upward and donward and balloon ascend rate.
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(e)
Selecting of the significant layers,
and maximum wind.
(f)
Displaying of the profiles of T,
direction in colour as shown in Fig.l.

0°C

layer, trapopause

P, U and wind velocity and

(g)
Editing and printing out of the TEMP message and PILOT
message and the summary of the upper-air records in chinese or
english as shown in Table 2.
4.

Conclusion

Due to the use of microcomputer, the systematic error of the
upper-air measurement can be reduced as small as posible. The
technical modification of the operational system type 59-701 and the
development of the new upper-air system are concentrate on both
calculating method and cost-effectiveness.
(a)
The operational and the new upper-air system will be
network simultaneously within some period.

in

the

(b)
The measurement of the new system will be more accurate than
that of the old one and the data processing method and the algorithm
would meet the requirments of the synoptic application and Guide of
WMO.
(c)
Because we belong to the developing counties
both costeffectiveness and accuracy are important. Such as no pressure sensor
and combining the wind measurement and the wearther monitoring it
would be used in north-west part of China.
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Technical Characteristics of Temperature Reference Sondes
CHINA

JAPAN

U.S.S.R

GERMANY

FINLAND

(FDR)

Type

TungstenRhenlum

FerroNickel

Platinum

Platinum

Aluminium
Alloy

Length

48 cm

120 cm

110 cm

20 cm

13 cm

Diameter

12 Jlm

20 )lm

15

15-20 ym

130 pm

Surface

Goldplated Bare

Bare

Bare

Polished

Resistance

280 ohms

800 ohms

500 ohms

78 ohms

0.03°c

0.04°C

Maximum
SelfHeating
Error

pm

Time
Constant
at 10 hpa
Ventilation
5 m/s

0.02 s

0.04 s

0.03 s

Solar
Radiation
Error
at 10 hpa

<0. 2° c

0.2"c

<0.5 c

0.5"c

Reading
Resolution

0.02°c
=1Hz

o.04"c
=1Hz

0.03°c
=1Hz

0.1°c
=0.10.3 mm

Caliblation
Range

in baths
40Gic to
-90"c

in baths
40"c to

in baths
40"c to
-80°c

in baths
-30"c to
-70"c

in air
35"c
-65°c

Measuring
Interval

6 s

Continuous

27 s

20 s

1 s

Modulation

F.M

F.M

F.M

A.M

F.M

Carrier
Frequency

403 MHz

1680 MHz

1700 MHz

27.57 MHz

403 MHz

Weight of
Sonde

1 kg

1.9 kg

3.4 kg

2.0 kg

0.46 kg

-ao"c

0.04 s

()

0.85 s
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AUTOMATED RADAR METEOROlOGICAL SYSTEM - ARMS

D.Podhorsky, J.Nemec, P.Stefanka

Slovak Hydrometeorological Institute

Summary: Development of the multi-purpose radar meteorological network with automated regime, including remote control, requires specific approach to realization of contr9l microcomputer
system. The system ARMS which was developed in CSSR is described
in the contribution.
Complex processing of separate sources of hydrological and
meteorological information, namely of ground I 1 I, satellite
I 2 I and radar I 3 I data demands cybernetic and systematic
access. Automated systems of air traffic, the securing of hydrological prognostic data models about the square spread of preci~
pitation intensities, the nowcasting for the needs of road, rail
and waterborne transport as well as for agriculture and building
industry necessitates for existence of automated radar meteorologic~! network (ARMN).
Meteorological radar network is being built up in the countries of COMECON on the base of the dual-waves'radar MRL-5 (made
in USSR). The Czechoslovak ARMS provides the following functions:
1. remote control of MRL-5 via telephone lines, switchingin, control of radar functions, testing of a videosignal, selection of a working regime, switching off.
Z. each MRL-5 connected to ARMS provides

- 116 a) in a local regime of the users near by MRL station
(every 5-7 minutes) processed measuring with the possibility of
display of:
horizontal sections of radar reflectivity in selected height levels, with resolution 4 x 4 km from 75 up to 300 km
and 2 x 2 km up to 75 km
- arbitrary vertical sections in the direction NorthSouth and West-East
the value of maximum radar reflecti~ity
- the height top of radioecho
- recognition of cloud types and phenomena connected
with it.
b) within the framework of automated MRL network every
ARMS can overtake the function of the central control workpace
for combining of processed radar data from MRL network in 10-15
minutes'frequency.
3. automated processing of videosignal in the rated unified
cartographic network and this way forming in operation memory of
a three-dimensional spatial matrix of radar ref1ectivities in the
shape of rotary cylinder to the 20 km height.
4. synchronous measuring and automated processing of videosignal in both MRL-5 channels.
5. determination of tendency of cloud fields'and dangerous
weather phenomena development.
6. computation of METEOTREND model (very short-range weather
forecast- up to 2 hours) in 10 minutes'time interval.
7. possibility of working with MRL-5 in semi-automated operation, i.e. to disconnect the antenna system MRL from the microcomputer controls and afterwards by manual antenna regulation to
process automatically the videosignal from selected radar space,
i.e. by arbitrary elevation and azimuth.
Videosignal Processing
ARMS works in such a way that MRL-5 antenna starts to rotate
on the zero elevation bank and after crossing the North sign it
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starts up to the elevation angle determined in advance. During
the following thirty antenna speeds (300 seconds) it scans the
whole radar horizon. The input videosignal is conveyed from both
re~eivers to the sampler of the unit of primary hardware videosignal processing. The input sampler integrators realize the computation of stochastic integral of videosignal in the time interval T = 1,667 us, which corresponds to the radial sample in the
Tc
space
= 250 m
~R
=
2

where c stands for the velocity light. To the samples of videosignal, the values of which keep within 72 dB by the wavelenght
A 1 = 3, 2 cm and 78 dB by A2 = 10,0 cm the analogue-digital
classes 7 bite values of the numbers within the interval from
0 to 127. Numerical averaging in radial direction is realized
by means of the numerical filter which simulates the relation

=

X

n-k

(1)

where N5 = 2i and i = 2,3,4,5. The videosignal samples Xn-k
are gained from mutually not overlapping spaces, e.g. from meteorological objects, and they are ~tatistically independent. The
resolution n can be chosen either as 75 or 150 and according to
the chosen i the one of possible MRL-5 resolutions is appointed,
namely: 37,5 km, 75 km, 150 km and 300 km. By the time-azimuthal
aver-aging the recursive filter is used, which realizes averaging
of the first grade in azimuthal direction according to the differential equation:
(2)

where an, bn are n samples of videosignal,

fi, 13 = 1 +d... are constants.
Recursive filter works interruptedly with an auxiliary memory
and the eligible time constant 13 = 2 -i , 1. = 2,3,4,5.
After processing of a single shot in both MRL-5 channels, when

- 118 every sample has passed both ways of averaging, the value on antenna position in the time of the shot is classed with 75 and
150 values 61 samples. from further processing the samples are
set aside, the value of which is under the threshold level of
responce of both radar receivers. By transformation of radar
reflectivities it is possible to modify the values of primary
processed samples and that is done in dependence on the develdpment weather situation. For example, by occurrence of convective
cloudiness with isolated Cb, the value of isoecho is modified
by means of the member. l/R 4 ; if the development of stormy cloudi~
ness it is l/R 2 , where R sta~ds for the distance of the meteorological object from the radar.
The basis of transformation into unified cartographic network is equivalently equiplanary projection, which is defined
in that way, so the linear deformation in the area of Europe
(between 60° and 35° of North latitude) would be the smallest
one. Access of this kind is fixed directly in ARMS and this allows
for minimalization of inaccuracies in combining of primary data
from various radars, which are projected in the local Carthesian
coordinates.
On the base of the high frequencies of separate radar characteristic measurements of ARMS we accede to the solution of pattern
recognition in accordance with the model with time axis, e.g. we
apply the dynamic pattern recognition. We issue from the assumption, that such radar meteorological objects are studied, the
features xt = ( xlt' ... ' xnt) of which could be done in every

r

.

time t' t E teA., t
Further more we presuppose that the meteorological object characterized by radar parameters in both
MRL-5 channels, could be in the time t in the s~age, which
corresponds classing with one W j class to Wj Jl.
={w1 , ... , wn}.
If we observe by radar the meteorological object in the times
t 1 , ... , tT, to(_-< tK

<:

t

T

then it could be written in the

sequence:

(3)
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We presuppose that behinds the lines of learning we have at
our disposal three-dimensional radar observations with N such
objects. The variable time t gives .a guarantee of certain syn·chronization of the measurings, i.e. we can define to( as a
relative beginning of the time intervak for every object and in
this way to secure time comparability of various objects'measurings. Then we can lay out the learning sequence

T

{{< t Ki '

N

XKi ' W Ki )} K_ }.
1

1=1

(4)

nevertheless we presuppose neither that tK.
1

T.

1

=

il

=

tK. nor that
12

T.

2'
It is sufficient to assume that tK are dense enough in the whole
1

1

interval < tol '

t

r .

In the learning sequence, defined in this way, the acquaintance with WK in the times tK of features'measurings Xk is
needed. It is not necessary to call for the acquaintance with
6JK every time in all tK points.
Behinds the lines of classification we require the acquaintance with
T
{ tK,

X.} K=l

(5)

At the same time tK are the selected values from the interval
< tJ. , tf3 >in which we have measured features XK and the given
time tp which could be from the whole interval <to( ' t
It means, that behinds the lines of learning, the parameters
of identification rule are set up in a time-feature space and the
courses of feature values are estimated as the time functions.
behinds the lines of classification, on the base of feature courses are estimated values of features in the time tp at first.
And on their basis in a time-feature space there is defined the
class which would an object in the time tp belong to. The new
aspect of pattern recognition in the model with time axis is the
estimation of feature courses as the functions of time. Owing

r>·
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By setting up the parameters of an identification rule in
the time~feature space X the learning sequence is interpreted
T.

XKi'WKi}

l}

N

k=l 1=
. 1

(6)

N

as
where

{cxi,
N, =

·1i=l

1

(7)

N

Li=l

Ti,

f""J

x. =(t.
1

1 '

X.)
1

(B)

it means we don't take into account the association of separate
,...,
points (Xi, Wi) in sequencies describibg "moving" of objects.
At the same time, in the selection of characteristic courses we
can principally use both methods of recognition - controlled
and uncontrolled learning. By controlled lea~ning there must be
developed the learning sequence, the feature courses of which
are classified with separate classes; on this basis the parameters of discrimination functions in space of coefficients by means
of the polynomial R+. I 4 I This access however presupposes rather
appreciable a priori information on the stage of development.
By uncontrolled learning we use the cluster analysis applied in
the space R+. Inasmuch as this does not require any a priori
information on the features course, this one is given precedence.
great importance in estimation of features courses has the expression of dependence between features'course in separate time
intervals.
the above mentioned scheme of dynamical recognition depends
a great deal of the representativeness of statistical matetial
and of the frequency of automated observation of meteorological
objects by ARMS.
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AUTOMATED HYDROMETEOROLOGICAL INFORMATION SYSTEM

Ing. Michal Ruzicka
Slovak Hydrometeorological Institute
833 15 Bratislava, Czechoslovakia

In accordance to higher requirements of Slovac Economy and
Environmental Control the Slovac Hydrometeorological Institute
(SHMI) is introducing a higher degree of its services using new
methods of automation. The project is called Cybernetic Information System of Monitoring the Environmental Data. The solution of the Project was determined for 1987-1990. The main
parts of the Project are:
- Automated Data Transfer System
- Central Computing Equipment
- Field Data Acquisition
The Automated Data Transfer System is oriented to computer network technology. The representation of the computer network is on Fig. 1. The network consists of two main parts:
- of a cabel oriented network
- of a radio network
Both networks are interconnected and oriented to X.25 LAPB
Protokol.
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The cabel oriented network is using a special designed
packet level of network protokol according to the requirement
of hydrometeorological data transfer. The nods of the network
are Dual Processor, microcomputers designed at SHMI and interconnected with transmission speed 9600 bit/s. The users are
linked to the nods via star networks.
The main sense of the radio network is collection of the
data from automated field stations. The transfer from this station is performed via special dual tone modulation, interconnection of the radio relays points is via half~d~plex_version
of~X-25 p~otokol with 1200 bit/s speed. The radio relay points
are actually the sets of Motorola Radio Stations linked to the
microcomputer. All received data are written into a memory and
the microcomputer forms transmission fronts. An alternative
link to the maiM network is the other function of the radio
transmission. To thin the hardware requirements a special protokol allows cyclic transmission from one relay station to ten
users with time or packet switching.
Functions of the whole network are limited due to Project
requirements. The mutual transfer between users is disallowed.
The network is oriented to communication with central computers.
The central computing power consists of two dual processor systems - from EC 1011 (licence of MITRA firm) for WMO Data Communication and from EC 1055 (IBM compatibile Mainfraim)
for central data bank applications.

•
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EC 1011 is connected to GTS and performs recording of re. ceived data to the data bank. SHMI has worked out the program
which has performed all the functions recommended by WMO. Beside these functions computer performs a special program for
computing the temperature and wind forecast in any fly channel
in the world. This system increases the economy of the Czechoslovak airlines flights from Prague airport. Data produced by
EC 1011 are transferred to the Mainfraim EC 1055. The inputs
of the computer are connected to the control programs. The
proper data are recorded to the main data bank. This data bank
METEOSYS DB was designed at SHMI by means of IDMS - a software
of the firm Cullinet. This data base allows data access of time
and for territoria criteria and allows extremely simple introduc±ton of new record types. The library of application programmes supports operations on hydrological, meteorological,
climatological and environmental data. The accessing of data
on territorial area allows computing both point and space data.
This criteria can work with three types of geographical coordinates. So the data from satellite or radar sources can
be simply computed. The data are accessible from individual
territory shapes.
The users can communicate with both computers via microcomputer connected to the network nod. The MC software performs
different support and code-transfer functions. The basic means
are VDU and the printer permanently connected with the communication computer EC 1011 via network virtual channels. There
is a similar way of terminal connection with EC 1055. A user
can also operate the personal computer which can via the asynchrone protokol to the nod adcess both EC 1011 and EC 1055 for
local computing of data from central storage.
A special technology is used for the distribution of gra-

- 126 phic information. Computing of graphic is based on data received by communication computer EC 1011. This computer has separate output to the special processor computing graphical information until the level of an ANSI Standard Software interface.
Computer data are returned to EC 1011 where they are logged on
the disc at a special bulletin. These"graphical" bulletines
are distributed like other bulletines. Points are interpreted to
user by PC software on the colour monitor or printer or plotter. The software interface makes PC independent of actual
type of received graphic - the same PC software can compute all
types of graphic.
The Field Oata Acquisition is based on AHS 02 - the automatic station developed at SHMI. The automatic station consists
of one chip microcomputer, analogue multiplexers, A/0 convertors, casette or RAM or EPROM loggers and switched or leased-line or radio communication circuits. The program of AHS 02 .·
has different applications such as radio rain gauge, water or
air polution station, meteorological station or a field automatic station. As mentioned above the Project uses AHS 02 with
radio communication equipment in 160 MHz band. Each radio relay
station has a joined group of AHS 02 in particular frequency.
Because of low power need consumption the only permanent
powered part of the station is CMOS clock and memory. In programmed time each station is transmitting data to the relay
station where a code conversion occures and data in special
blocks are transmitted to EC 1011 computer. From this moment
computing and transmitting of data is the same as of other GTS
data.
The Project includes communication of different users with
the above described system via nods of the computer network
using leased-lines, telex or switched telephone connections.
The received data are then displayed on PC or they enter the
user~ computer. Smaller size similar systems for data acquisition and regulation will be built in different water-treatment
and agriculture organizations. These systems will be interconnected with the described system to receive global information~·
and forecast.
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AUTOMATIC WEATHER STATION TO BE OPERATED AT
METEOROLOGICAL OFFICES ABOARD SHIPS

Peter Lindner

D eutscher Wetterdienst
Instrumentenamt Hamburg
Frahmredder 95, D-2000 Hamburg 65

1. Abstract

The automatic weather station developd by the D eutscher Wetterdienst
for operation at meteorological offices aboard ships does not only
register data fully automatically but· can also be fed manually with
visual observations. Automatically measured parameters as well as
visual observations pass an extensive quality control, are auto m atically coded and transmitted via a D CP as Synop report. The user interface is menu-driven.
In order to reduce the influence of the ship as far as possible one set
each of sensors is installed at starboard and port. The sensors are
chosen by the station according to the apparent wind direction. A
special pressure entrance has been constructed to measure the statical
pessure. Position, course and speed are determined.
2. Basic requirements of the station
The main function of the automatic weather station is to reduce the
work of the meteorologist or observer aboard ship. In a manned
meteorological office aboard ship this is performed by partly automatic operation, that means the automatically measured data are
supplemented by manual input of visual observations. In case the meteorological office aboard ship is un manned weather reports consist of
automatically collected data only. The reports are stored, transmitted
and registered automatically. Important measured data are additionally
distributed aboard ship by displaying them. In addition the station
recognizes errors and cuts off defect sensors. The station is
controlled by a 16-bit microcomputer system PR 816 of PRODATA. Fig. 1
shows a block diagram of the station
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Fig. 1: B1ock diagram of the automatic weather station

3. Menu handling
The operation of the. station is menu-driven. All processes are working
independently of the chosen menu m ode, which is indispensable f.or data
collection and data output.
The bottom line of the data monitor is devided into eight sections. On
the left the actual time is displayed in the orde.r of seconds. The
next sections indicate which of the menu corn m and is called for at the
time being. A blinking. of ·an error is entered in the "error memory". In .
case the m an ual input has to occur, the section "hand" is blinking •.. At
the same time at the right hand section of the bottom line a second
clock starts to count backward, which m arks the residual time for
manual input. The calling of the menu is performed by function .keys.
4. Data acquisition
· The following meteorological data are measured automatically:
wind direction
wind speed
air temperature
water temperature
relative humidity
air pressure
In order to minimize the influence of the ship on the measured data,
the sensors for wind, temperature and air humidity are installed at
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starboard and port respectively. Dependent on the apparent wind direction the sensors are switched over so that only sensors of undisturbed wind flow are used for measuring. The apparent wind direction is related to the ship's axis and calculated by the true wind
and the additional speed of the ship.
In order to avoid frequent switching over of the sensors, a hysteresis
of the 10 minutes mean of the apparent wind direction of ± 30° related to the ship's axis and a delay of 5 minutes after the last
switching over is considered. This algorithm determines whether the
sensors at starboard or port are used for measuring. The operator, of
course, can turn off the automatic sensor switching mechanism and determine by himself, which sensors are used. The sensors starboard and
port can be selected in any eo m bination.
For data acquisition eo m m ercial sensors are used. The data of the apparent wind, air temperature and water temperature are preprocessed in
the interface to such an extent that they can be evaluated by the computer. In the interface 30 minute means are calculated from apparent
realtim e wind data (the sampling rate of the wind direction sensor is
8 Hz). The microcomputer collects all measured data with a frequency of
10 seconds.
The additional data as course, axis, speed and position of the ship as
well as date and tiro e are collected by a satellite navigator via
serial interface. The satellite navigator is connected with the eo m pass
and the log of the ship. By means of these data traverse navigation is
performed, that means, the satellite navigator calculates the actual
ship position on the basis of the latest satellite orbit and ship navigation data. During a following satellite passage the position will
be corrected and the direction of the ship axis and the ground drift
calculated. The satellite navigator transmits its data every minute.
In order to minimize the influence of the
ship's structure with respect to the air
pressure measurement in the wind field, a
special pressure entrance has been developed, which is mounted on the mast in
rather undisturbed air current conditions.
Fig. 2 shows the principle of the pressure
entrance construction. The errors of the
pressure entrance for rather undisturbed air
current conditions are below 0. 2 h Pa for a
wind speed up to 80 kn. This error limit includes sloping positions in relation to the
wind flow of ± 15 degrees.

-Hose CoupLing

Fig. 2:

Pressure entrance
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Processing of measuring data

5.1 Hardware
The data processing is performed by a microcomputer PR 816, a 16-bit
processor in CMOS-technology which is based on type 80C86. All interfaces have buffer memories for temporary storage of incoming data,
so that no time problems can arise. The terminaLis compatible with VT
220 and serves as a display for . measured data, manual input of visual
observations and system operation. A printer records every output
message automatically. In addition the contents of display and error
messages can be printed out.
The software program is stored in EPROM. The s.oftware has been developed in Turbo-Pascal on IBM PC. The sensors are connected to the
analog:-to-digitaL converter input boards .of the microcomputer, the ·data
display to the digital-analog- output. Switc.hing of sensors (from starboard to port) and- wind senso.r heating are operated by the microcomputer.
5.2 Configuration of the station
After having turned on power· the station enters the "configuration·
menu" mode which allows all important station data to he set and
stored.
These. station data are: call sign of the ship, tim eslot of D CP,
start of manual input, duration of manual
input, height of pressure sensor, switching of
different test m odes.
A special "D CP menu" allows to control the D CP and set the D CP clock.
5.3 Manual input
Once per hour at a setted time the observer is informed by the display
that visual observations have to be entered. At the same time a backward counting clock indicates, how .much time is left for manual input.
In case this time limit is not considered by the observer, the station
turns over to fully automatic operation.
For manual data input, the observer selects the "manual input menu" by
pressing a function key. This menu mode displays a message mask containing the necessary parameters in letter code. The automatically
measured parameters are already inserted in coded form. The observer
has two alternatives for inserting the observed data. The data can
either be inserted by a cursor which selects the appropriate letter
position or by calling a special sub menu m ode as additional assistance
for manual input. Subsequently the inserted data are form ally checked
and, if necessary, a repetition of the data input is generated. With
the help of the menu m ode it is also possible to insert visual observations in uncoded form. In this case the data are coded by the
station itself.
within the limits of the meteorological code clear text can also be
inserted. After the observer has finished the data input, the station
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message will not bt: acc~:pted and has to be correct~:d. Th~: station call.s
th~: obs~:rvt!r • s attention to th~: inconsistent parameters.
On requ~:st an error nu m b(;:!r and a short explanation will be displayed.
Automatically measured par a meters can be . corrected in the way as
manually entered data. In case the eo m puter quality control does not
permit the data input of unusual weather phenomena, the.observer is
able to eliminate the quality control by the menu mode. In case the
input of visual data cannot be finished by the observer in due time, a
message will be generated as in case of the fully automatic operation.
The messages are recorded on magnetic cassette and the printer in
hourly intervals. The DCP transmits messages at the standard times of
observation in 3 hourly intervals. Finally it is possible to store any
text (for example a logbook) on cassette.
5.4 Error handling
,.

A great number of errors is recognized by the station.
Error handling can be divided as follows:
Comparison of two subsequent measurements; that means a comparison of the analog-digital converter after a directly following
measurement, the values have to be identical.
2. '!'est of the range of measured data. Each value has to be within an
accepable range.
3. Variability test of measured data. The variabil.ity of the measured
values in the time sequence (every 10 s) m ay not exceed the given
limits.
4. Variability test at the hours of observation, once per hour.
5. Test
of
the
data
acceptance
at
the
digital
interfaces.
6. Formal test of the code groups.
7. Compatibility of the differt!nt code groups.
8. comparison of the clocks of the satellite navigator and the
station.
9. Errors in the cassette drive.
10. Errors in the DCP.

1.

vJ hen an error has been recognized, the tests mentioned under 1 to 3 do
not directly entail a cut off of the sensor. 0 n the contrary, the
number of errors is summed up and only in case these errors occur m ore
t.han six times in an hour the sensor is cut off. In the place of the
erroneous value the preceding 10 s value is used.
Is an error recognized in test 4, this sensor is cut off immediately.
By another display, the so-called error memory, the observer is informed when and which error has occurred. In case of errors recognized
during the data transmission via V 24 intt!rfaces t.he t.irn e of occurrenct!
of the first and last error is displayed. Besides, a distinction is
possible bt!tween the type of error, e.g. data not reported or erroneous.
As regards the cassette drive, there is a distinction made between
different operating errors and errors in the equipment. Also in cast! of
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several possible errors. Measuring channels cut off can only be restarted by the observer. If the observer himself recognizes errors due
to sensors, he can m ark the sensor data as being invalid. Then these
sensors are not considered in the automatic preparation of the report.
In the event the clock of the automatic station deviates more than a
second or m ore fro m the clock of the satellite navigator, it is
automatically reset and the time marked on the error fram,e. As soon as
the observer has taken notice, the registration is deleted.
The extensive test software has been written in view of warning the
observer in case of measuring and operating errors but also to make
remote diagnoses possible.
So, for example, by switching on the debug m ode it is possible to print
out each error recognized by the station, including the time. This can
be performed even if the error did not entail a cut off of the s~nsor.
This is quite useful in case of. obscure errors.
The two systems described have been in operation in the meteorological
offices aboard the vessels "M eerkatze" and 11 Walther-H er wig" since fall
1987.

Literature:
Bedienungshandbuch T ASS - SEE (has not been published)
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A PARTIAL AUTOMATIC METEOROLOGICAL RECORDING
SYSTEM UNDER EXTREME MOUNTAINOUS CONDITIONS
0. Motschka, E. Rudel and H. Schwabach*)
Central Institute of Meteorology and Geodynamics
*)Austrian Research Centre Seibersdorf

1. Introduction
More than one hundred years ago - on September 2nd, 1886 - a
meteorological observatory wa opened at the very top of the Sonnblick,
an alpine peak of an altitude of 3105 meters.
Meteorological observations and measurements have since been made
without interruption. The design and construction of an observatory in
such a surrounding was at that time certainly a great engineering
success.
Moreover, the uninterrupted observations including extended measurements are outstanding and cannot be compared with similar registrations. A series of continuous and also homogeneous observations is
certainly very important for lowlands and settlements but these
measurements made at an altitutde of 3000 meters are a single event in
the meteorological world.
Attempts have been made from the very beginning to use measurements
techniques, instruments and tools conforming to the current state of
the art. This was certainly not possible in periods of war and economic
crises, but in spite of these facts an enormous amount of data was
collected.
·
The Sonnblick station is not only an observatory but also a research
station for natural sciences. Approximately 1000 publications - written
in the 100 years since the foundation of the station - prove the wide
field of applications.
In the early seventies. the narrow housing and the 90 years old
observatory and its facilities had a negative influence on the routines
of the various research activities. A new construction of the building
started in 1980 and was finished in 1986. The new building is an
electrically shielded steel contruction and offers 300 m2 of working
space (1400 m3). With the installation of a 20 kV power line from the
valley, in combination with solar panels (covering almost 50 %of the
total heat energy consumption) the energy supply allows a pollutionfree operation. This precaution was necessary to allow chemical
measurements in a high mountain atmosphere to find out tendencies of
chemical compounds and to get answers about the spread of pollutions.
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2. The new meteorological station
Since 1981, about 45 climatological systems have been put into
operation in Austria, using almost identical microprocessor and
interface modules (Ref. 2, 3, 4, 5)- In April 1986, a similar weather
and climate measuring system was installed at the Sonnblick: This
station, named METEODAT S, was developed by the Austrian Research
Centre Seibersdorf.
A total of 33 sensors can be connected to the station. More than
460 000 measurements can be processed daily. All signal lines and the
heating of the sensors, which is necessary at this altitude, are
monitored. Measuring values are subjected to a simple checK-up
regarding their plausibility. The smallest time unit are mean or sum
values of minute intervals, which form the basis for further
processing. Measuring values are recorded on tape and printed every
hour. In addition, synoptic messages can be entered via keyboard. All
data can be called by telephone via modern. By serial interface all
measuring data can be transferred to a personal computer for further
processing. This is important above all for environmental monitoring,
especially with regard to the pollution of air.
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Fig. 1: Schematic chart flow diagram
The station has a built-in battery back-up and can also be supplied
with power from a general battery system of the observatory.
Lightning and overvoltage protection is of special importance at this
high altitude. The steel construction of the building forms a Faraday
cage providing an excellent. protection for the electronic equipment.
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All signal and power lines to and from the building therefore are
equipped with overvoltage protection boards, type USS8 or USS4x2,
manufactured by Meteolabor AG. These boards are installed at the outer
sheath of the building and connected to the ground. An additional
overvoltage protection is built into the METEOOAT S station protecting
all sensor and heating lines. This technical configuration has proved
successful for all sensors installed near the observatory. Only the
sensors registering the snow temperature, situated 90 m from and 50 m
below the observatory, were destroyed by a thunderstorm, however
without consequences to the data acquisition system. The reason was the
lack of a grounding line in addition to the signal line.

3. Meteorological sensors and comparison of measuring data
The selection and the siting of the sensors had to be undertaken
without disturbing the continuity of the measuring results achieved
during a period of more than 100 years. Details are outlined in the
following.

3.1. Air temperature
Linear NTC resistors (manufactured by YSI) are used for measuring the
air temperature. Due to the selected measuring method and the
component, a measuring and exchange precision of < 0.1 degree K is
achieved. One sensor was installed at the unventilated screen situated
at the northern side of the observatory, where conventional
measurements had been made previously for a period of 100 years.
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Fig. 2: Comparison of air temperatures measured at the screen and at
the wind mast:
(1) SCREEN (THG) and SCREEN (NTC): n = 665, Correl.coeff.r = 0,92
(2) SCREEN (THG) and MAST (NTC): n = 1076, Correl.coeff.r = 0,91
(3) SCREEN (NTC) and MAST (NTC): n = 664, Correl.coeff.r = 0,90
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The measuring data are influenced by factors inherent in the building,
by icing and by the collection of snow. In addition, there is a
considerable difference between the time constants of the NTC resistor
and of the conventional thermograph. In order to solve the former
problems, a second air temperature sensor was mounted at a mast
towering 7 m above the observatory. It is ventilated at a speed of more
than 5 m/s and protected by a double insolation shield. A heating
system can be operated by hand in order to remove icing. During the
heating period the temperature values are not collected. At low
temperatures temperature differences of 1 degree K were measured by the
two sensors. As shown by Fig. 2, the temperature sensor on the mast
yielded lower values than the sensor located north of the building.
3.2. Soil temperature

Temperature sensors were installed at a depth of -10/-30 and -50 cm in
a mixture of earth, stones and pe.rmafrost. For details of the measuring
principle cf. 3.1. These measurements are important for issues in
connection ·with the consistence of snow cover and avalanches.
3.3. Snow temperature

The snow temperatures are to be measured at depths of -10/-30 and -50
cm. For details of the measuring principle cf. 3.1. The sensors have to
be readjusted according to snowfall. Since the measuring data are the
basis for information for the avalanche warning system, the really
precise measurement of the snow temperature is of second importance for
the time being. Lightning problems could not be immediately solved on
account of the site selected; the technical configuration is therefore
currently being revised.
3.4. Relative humidity and ·dew point

Relative humidity is measured potentiometrical-ly by a Pernix sensor,
made by Lambrecht (100 Ohm linear). This sensor is also installed in
the unventilated screen, following the tradition of the previous
measurements made for a period of 100 years.
The dew point measurement is based on the principle of the dew point
mirror. The dew point temperature is measured as described under 3.1.
One sensor is used in the northern unventilated screen, a second one
located at a height of 7 m is ventilated. The dew point sensors were
developed by the Research Centre Seibersdorf jointly with the Austrian
Military Weather Service, Kroneis and the Central Institute for
Meteorology and Geodynamics.
Humidity measurements are performed mainly under almost arctic
conditions; in addition, the mountain peaks at this altitude are often
surrounded by clouds. This poses a problem, especially if hair
hygrometers are used. In order to overcome these problems of performing
precise measurements in spite of over-saturation - cf. WMO Publication
Guide to Meteorological Instruments and Methods of Observation, WMO
No. 8 - both measurement systems are used simultaneously.
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3.5. Air pressure
The pressure sensor is manufactured by Meteolabor AG. The output signal
(frequency) of the sensor is measured by the data acquisition system
and converted into the relevant technical units.
Based on the measured air pressure data, the data acquisition system
calculates the air pressure tendency for synoptical purposes, using a
similar computation which was developed by the Swedish Meteorological
Service (Ref. 1).
3.6. Precipitation

Autographic systems currently employed for registering precipitation at
this altitude are not working satisfactorily. Therefore a new
measurement system using a weighing method is being tested.
3.7. Duration of sunshine

The duration of sunshine is measured by a sensor, manufactured by
Haenni, type Solar 111B, which consists.of insolated and shaded silicon
cells together with the necessary electronics. The signal "sunshine" is
produced as soon as the intensity of the solar radiation is more than
120 Wfm2. In comparison to the conventional Campbell-Stokes autograph,
several differences could be noted. The Haenni sensor is equipped with
a heating system which prevents condensation effects. Furthermore, in
comparison with conventional systems, the duration of sunshine is
measured with higher precision due to a faster time resolution.
3.8. Radiation

As in previous years, star pyranometers, manufactured by Schenk, are
used for measuring the global and diffuse sky radiation. Both
pyranometers are ventilated and heated in order to prevent the
formation of rime, ice and snow.
To ensure stability, a ring was used for shading the pyranometer which
measures sky radiation. The inner side of the ring is heated·to prevent
the formation of rime. Otherwise errors of measurement would be
extensive. The heating system is controlled by hand.
The configuration of the units has proved successful.
3.9. Wind

Wind velocity is measured on the basis of a light barrier. Wind
direction is measured potentiometrically (potentiometer with 10 k
Ohms). Both housings are heated in areas where moving parts are
located.
Measurements are taken every two seconds; the data logging system
calculates the vectoral average. Velocity and direction of gusts are
registered, including the time of occurrence.
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Deviations, especially in high velocity regions. are mainly due to
influences of rime and ice. The different construction of the two
systems is responsible for vari~tions in the starting velocity. The
sometimes rather high vertical component of the wind speed seems to
have less influence.
The present measuring configurations do not quite meet all
meteorological requirements.
4. Conclusion

The construction of the new observatory and the installation of the
data acquisition system have certainly affected the continuity of the ·
measurement series undertaken over a.period of 100 years. Parts of the
.new building have changed the site in the region of the summit and have
a certain influence on the old measuring system. Modern sensor
techniques and electronics differ considerable in their results from
the traditional systems used so far. It is an important task for the
engineer to assist the climatologist in maintaining this exceptionally·
long measurement series.
This problem, however, does not solely concern the Sonnblick
observatory but is relevant for the wer.k. .of meteorologists all over the .
world.
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USE OF MICRO-COMPUTERS AT SYNOPTIC STATIONS IN ICELAND.
Thorir Sigurdsson, Icelandic Meteorological Office and
Steve Rastrick, Hugbunadur hf.

INTRODUCTION.
first a brief description of Iceland in general. The country
is 103.000 km2 with a population of 247.000. The number of
synoptic stations were 45 at the end of 1987 making 249 observations per day, but only 3 of the stations are manned by professional observers.

THE NON-AUTOMATIC SYSTEM.
Manually calculated and coded.synoptic messages are transmitted by telephone or radiolink to the nearest PTT office, where
they are forwarded to the Meterorological Office on a 50 baud
teletype line. As only one teleprinter is used at the Met Office
for all PTT communications, the messages can be several minutes
delayed, sometimes more than 10 minutes. Transmission and
transcription errors are obviously too frequent using this
method. Transmission costs are now IKR 78.840 (ea. USD 2100) for
8 messages per day per station per year.
Logical errors, both within the synop message itself and
when previous messages from the station are considered, are too
frequent. Another type of error is the computational errors of
various elements, such as dewpoint, sea-level pressure and
pressure tendency. Errors in encoding of various elements in a
message also occur.
The need for automatation in compiling a synoptic message at
ordinary weather stations was therefore evident, provided the
transmission could also be automated, the transmission cost kept
to ea. USD 500 per year maximum and the cost of hardware did not
exceed USD 2000 for each station.

AUTOMATIC SYSTEM SPECIFICATION.
In 1984 Icelandic PTT announced they would start operation
of Public Data Network in 1986. After a feasibility study it was
decided to design a micro-computer system that would meet the
following requirements:
- Calculations of dewpoint, sea-level
pressure etc.
- Translation of basic observations
into a coded message.
- Error and consistency checking.

- 144 - Automatic transmission of messages
through the Public Data Network.
- Easy operation.
- Reduction of transmission costs.
- Transportability of software between
micro-computers of various design.

HARDWARE DESIGN.
The hardware chosen for the synop stations consists of a
mi c r o c o mp u t e r wi t h o n e o r t wo 5 1/ 4 i n c h d i s k et t e - d r i v e s , a t
least 128Kbyte memory, an 80x24 character screen and a simple
asynchronous communications port. There are many types of microcomputers that fulfill these specifications, priced from about
USD 1000 and upwards. The actual choices in Iceland are limited
to those for which a reliable maintenance service is available.
The communications equipment is usually a cheap, manually
operated 300 baud modem connected to the station telephone. These
modems were considered sufficient as the synop message is
normally very short. At stations where no telephone service is
available good results have been obtained by connecting a simple
modem to the radio transceiver. for each transmission the PTT
switch the radiolink to the public data network at a suitable
receiving point.
The equipment at the Met Office consists of a single
physical connection from the Public Data Network to the communi~
cations processor which acts as a front-end processor to the Met
0 f f i c e ma i n f r a me c o mp u t er • Thi s c o n n e c t i o n i s a s t a n. d a r d X• 2 5
link with 5 logical channels, thus allowing receipt af five
simultaneous synop messages. One synop message is received in
approximately 12 seconds.
As the links from synop station to the data network use
asynchronous X.28 transmission protocol, there is the possibility
of transmission errors over these sections.. To detect this and
enforce automatic repeat transmissions, an end-to-end CRC-16
check is applied over each line of text in a transmitted message.

SOFTWARE DESIGN.
As mentioned before, it was essential to be able to use
computers of various design, and therefore the software was all
written in Programming Language "C".
Before a computer is installed on a new station, a unique
program diskette is made for that station by a special program.
There information about such items as station name and WMO-number
is put on a predefined file on the. station-program diskette in
addition to neccesary information on the instruments on the
station (height, type and correction of the barometer and the
local acceleration of gravity). Information on the observation
schedule of the station,i.e. which words in the synop message
should be included and at what hours, is also written on this
predefined file.
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if the observation date and hour is correct and if not, he must
make a correction. After that the measurements are entered on 2
to 4 different screens, depending on the instruments on the
station and observing hour.
l.screen:
- Dry-bulb temperature.
-Wet-bulb temperature (if measured).
2.screen:
(At predefined obsevation hours)
- Maximum temperature.
- Minimum temperature.
- Precipitation.
3.screen:
- Wind direction.
- Wind force.
- Maximum wind force.
4.screen:
(If pressure is measured)
- Pressure.
- Temperature of barometer.
The equation used for calculation of the dew-point is
as follows (published in M.0.265b)
e
e
where:

= e'w= e'ice

0.799 (Td- Tw) for Tw >= 0.0 Co or
- 0.720 (Td - Tice) for Tice < 0.0 Co

Td is the dry-bulb temperature in Co
Tw is the wet-bulb temperature in Co
Tice is the ice-bulb temperature in Co
e is the vapour pressure in mb
e'w is the saturation vapour pressure with respect
to water in mb
e'ice is the saturation vapour pressure with respect
to ice in mb.

The sea-level pressure is computed each time according to
standard WMO procedure. The station's parameters and barometer's
constants are used in these computations.
When all measurements have been entered, the synop message
is displayed on the screen showing the measurements and computed
values in coded form. Values still missing are shown as "_" and
the observer now enters those values. At all points the observer
can correct any value he wishes although to correct values he
must return to one of the earlier screens and proceeds through
all the checking again.
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Allowed values for a in 5appp ai>e 1, 2 or 3 in this case.
Permitted values for "a"' in 5appp derived from the present
pressure and that of the previous observation are shown on the
screen. The observer selects the one most appropiate.
Everywher.e in this prDcedure remarks are made if the
value(s) entered may be wron·g according to criteria in the
pro~ram. In case of doubtful values the observer is asked if his
original value is correct, but in case of a wrong value or an
inconsistency he must alter at least one value to be able tD
continue. Examples of do·ubtful values are a pressure change of
more than 10 mb since the previous observation, or (Td - Tw)
0.0 c· or 0.1 c·. Checking is made on the following pairs of
measurements or values:

=

Dry-bulb vs wet-bulb temperatures.
Maximum temperature vs dry-bulb
temperature since last maximum
tem,perature.
Minimum temperature vs dry-bulb
temperature since last min~mum
te.m;perature.
Maximum wind force vs wind force~
Visibility vs present weather.
Amount of precipitation vs past and
present :weather.
Cloud cover of various cloud types
vs total cloud cover.
Total cloud cover vs present weather.
When all values have been entered and the observer has
checked the synoptic message he can add a free-formated message
which he wishes to send the Met Dffice.
Finally the observer is asked to telephone a number (003)
and when he is connected to the Public Data Netwnrk he pushes a
button on the modem and RETURN on the computer. Then the software
shows when connection to the network and the Meterorological
Office is completed and also what data is transmitted. The
transmission is then terminated in an orderly manner and the
observer is asked to turn off the computer.
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The first micro-computer was installed in December 1986 and
at the end of January 1988 the number of synoptic stations in
Iceland using micro-computer were 14, making 97 observations a
day. The results for these stations can be summarized as follows:
Transmission delays and errors have
practically disappeared.
The Public Data Network is working at
least 99.5 % of the time.
Reduction of transmission costs is 80-90%.
Errors have within the message have almost
disappeared.
The observers have adjusted well to the
system and are satified with it.

FUTURE PlANS.
The Icelandic Meteorological Office intends to install
micro-computers on at least 25 more stations before the end of
1990. The transmission phase of the software will be further
automated later this year by using a program-controlled modemcard in the micro-computer.

(Reference 111.10)

THE PRESENTATION OF METEOROLOGICAL DATA
BY THE METEOTEL SYSTEM
Regis VOIRIN - METEOROLOGIE NATIONALE

SUMMARY: the meteotel terminals which are being used for three years by not only
meteorological research and forcasting services,but also by externals users such
as ELECTRICITE DE FRANCE, roads offices, flood warning offices, ... , are considered nowadays as precious tool for the meteorological analysis and nowcasting.
The meteorological computer can indeed receive a large amount of meteorological
data, the main ones of which are radar and satellite pictures. Thanks to it,
the users have a quick and relativity accurate knowledge of the meteorological
situation,and the derived risks. For instance ro~ds offices or flood warning
offices can make at the right moment,the decisions needed by the weather
situation. After briefly describing the computer, we shall list non exhaustively
the features currently provided concerning the data acquisition and processing.

DESCRIPTION OF THE COMPUTER
The current version is composed of three parts
a alphanumeric keyboard
a rack containing the processing unit
a common T.V.set
The processing rack containing three IEEE 796 standard boards :
board
(8 bits microprocesseur INTEL 8088 5 MHZ
A processing
clock) managing the keyboard and the receive of data coming
from two
serial inputs.(Four in option)
A megabyte memory
256*256 pixels.

board allowing the

storage of 31

pictures composed of

A graphic board allowing the display of colored or black and white pictures
composed of 512*512 pixels. Sixteen colors or gray levels are available.
It is moreover possible to print hardcopies in particular on inkjet calor
printer, and transfer pictures to another computer or digital tape rekord.

DATA RECEIVED BY METEOTEL
METEOTEL was first developped for reception and processing of radar and satellite imagery, issued from the ARAMIS network.(ref 1 2 and 3).
These data processed by a computer called "concentrateur" and located in the
operationnal center in PARIS, are transmitted by dedicated telephone lines
towards the different endusers. It is currently possible to receive :

- 150 RADAR COMPOSITE 512*512 pixels every 15 minutes.
The picture (fig. 1) is composed by the concentrateur with the radar data issued
from the ARAMIS network. (currently·, ten radars are covering almost completely
FRANCE}, and the british and Swess radar composite.
The picture is made on polar stereographic grid. A pixel represents a surface of
3*3 km square, and whole picture extends on a 1500*1500 km square, including
FRANCE and a part of the neighbouring countries.
The reflectivities (between 12 and 72 dBZ) are digitized in sixteen levels and
displayed in e.ight colors. Except for the- lowest level,· a calor corresponds to a
range. of eight DBZ.
METEOSAT DATA {fig 2 and 6}
The processing. made by the G.M.S. in LANNION, provides pictures in a stereographic polar grid, and composed of 256*256 pixels. These data are transmitted
to the concentrateur, which adapt them to the display capacities of the Meteotel
graphic calor boards.
Two areas are been chosen
FRANCE : the same as for the radar composite, but with a lower resolution.
The satellite pixel (6*6 km square} corresponds to four radar composite
pixels ( 3*3 km square}.
EUROPE
covering a surface of 3000*3000 km square containing wall Western
Europe and a part of Atlantic ocean (a pixel represents 12*12. km square}.
Three channels are used :
Visible (0.4 - 0.9 micrometres)
Thermal infra-red (10.5 - 12.5 micrometres).
Infra-red water vapor window (5.7 - 7.1 micrometres)
The radiance values are digitized in sixteen levels.
For the thermal infra-red pictures,
adapted according to the season.

the- correspondance calor temperature is

The visible pictures available during day time are replaced during the night
by "water vapor" pictures f'or the Europe area, and by infra-red pictures
with reduced temperature scale in order to display the low cloud tops.
The FRANCE area pictures are transmitted every 30
pictures every 60 minutes.

minutes,

the EUROPE area

The other datas are
Local radar pictures by a dedicated

or ordinary telephone line.(system SIRCI}

Meteorological surface observations {fig.
6): visibility,present weather,
temperature, dew point temperature, QNH, nebulosity,cloud base altitude and wind
are transmitted every 60 minutes.
Simplified weather maps : (fig 4) are transmitted every 12 hours.
Positions of cloud to ground lightings flashes : every 15 minutes.
Numerical weather prevision fields of Peridot model : (fig 3)
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DATA PROCESSING
For observing and analysing the weather situation, the forecaster first displays
one of the stored pictures . He can then use several commands :
Ground clutter filtering on the local radar pictures.(the process will be taken
off as progressively as the Aramis network radars are equipped with ground
clutter eliminator system (ref. 5).
Removing the colors corresponding to the warmest temperatures on the infra-red
pictures. The process allows the display of only the cloud areas with a top
temperature smaller than a value chosen by the operator.
For the FRANCE or EUROPE areas the program computes the Latitude and longitude
of a point represented by a small cross pointer which the operator can move on
the whole picture.
For the local radar pictures,
point and the radar site.

the

program computes

the distance between the

The pointer defines the center of a zone which the operator can zoom.
composite, thanks to its fine resolution a second zooming is possible.
Superimposition of cloud to ground lightnings flashes locations
area) for identifying the stormy clouds as Cb.

For the

(only FRANCE

- 152 Displaying of the surface observations
successively the user displays the
different parameters
visibility, present weather, temperature, dew point
temperature, QNH, nebulosity, cloud base altitude, winds (speed and direction)
and gusts.
Moreover he
temperature
values, the
grid point
distance to
the surface

can request the computation and display of temperature, dew point
, QNH, analysis and tendance surface fields. From the observed
program computes a grid points field (32*32}. The field value of the
is computed with a mean balanced by the inverse of the square
the stations within circle of 28 km radius. Then the program draws
fields in colours after interpolation.

Estimating of rainfall from satellite data. The hi-spectral method permits the
display of the clouds areas which can produce probabely precipitation.
Superimposition of the PERIDOT numeric model windfield at
HPA over the whole FRANCE are pictures.

level seven

e.g. 700

Superimposition of the composite radar echoes on satellite FRANCE pictures.
The ground to cloud flashes locations are displayed on FRANCE area chart. It is
possible to superimpose several observations at different times on the same
chart, with a different calor. We then obtain schematic display of the stormy
activity and of its space and time evolution.
Looping and computations of the movements. The looping allows
estimate qualitatively the movements and the evolution of the
clouds.

the forcaster to
rainfall or the

Several types of looping are possible :
Looping with four frames of 256*256 pixels.
Looping with sixteen frames of 128*128 pixels.
Combinations of looping and zooming.
In all cases, the operator can speed and slow the looping.
Computation of the movements and short range forecasts.(fig 5)
The process aims at estimating the move speed of rainfall or clouds area by
overlaying method.The computation is realized between the frame chosen by the
operator and the most recently stored frame. The program determines on the
chosen picture, the zone limits and superimposes them on the recent picture. The
forecaster then removes the part limits in order to obtain the best coincidence
with the new ones. The forecaster can then extrapolate the future position of
the rainfall or clouds zone : the program displays the limits on the current
picture and using the direction and speed estimated in the previous step, moves
the picture with a time leap of 5 minutes.
Peridot fields.
In order to have an idea of forcast evolution the forecaster can display any
stored peridot fields. He can also make field loop with possibility of
superimposed 700 HPA wind field.It is possible to superimpose the composite
radar echoes on each peridot picture. For the teta'w and teta-teta'w fields, the
operator can display cross-sections which inform of the vertical forcast
structure of these parameters.
He can also request to computation and display of latent and absolute
instability fields, which allows to foresee the convectives zones.

- 153 Advection process.
It is utilisation of the forecast wind fields applied to any FRANCE area
picture. The program uses the wind field at a given time and computes the
displacements of each grid point for different ranges (+1 +2 +3 hours). The
result is displayed as a loop of four frames, showing the movement and
deformation (convergence and divergence zone}, of different frame elements.

CONCLUSION
This short description shows some capabilities of the Meteotel system and hence
of the microprossor systems for the treatement of meteorological data.
It will be possible to increase the actual datas sent to Meteotel by addition
of altitude meteorological datas (wind, pressure, temperature, moisture ... ).
It will be also possible to increase the resolution of the satellite pictures.
Also, the experience shows that digitalization of radiances in 16 levels is not
sufficient, to represent correctly cloudy zones, especially for low level. It
will be necessary to digitize up to 64, or 256 levels to improve the efficiency
of the system
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WIND PROFILERS - NEW TOOLS TO MEASURE UPPER-AIR WINDS
Ilkka Ikonen
Lie. Techn.
Tycho Technology, ·Inc.
Boulder, Colorado

USA

1.

Background

In the beginning of the radar era many radar observations were documented
that originated from unexplained targets. Returns from bird flocks and
insects were observed. In the fifties and sixties it was discovered that the
atmosphere itself reflects back a small portion of the transmitted energy; in
the early seventies, special radar systems were developed for clear-air
atmospheric studies.
The atmosphere is not a homogeneous mass of air. Small scale changes in
refractivity cause scattering of electromagnetic energy, especially in regions
where substantial changes in temperature or humidity occur. A sensitive
radar can detect signal returns from minor irregularities in the refractive
index. These irregularities are present a significant amount of time through
the troposphere and in the stratosphere.
The usefulness of radar techniques for upper-air wind measurements have
been understood through the increasing use of the experimental clear air
radars during the last decade. Together with the development of
microelectronics, this has contributed to the design of standard wind profilers
that are presently available for those needing high temporal and spatial
resolution upper-air observations.
2.

Principle

Wind profilers utilize the principle that minor irregularities in the refractive
index of the air will scatter the energy of a radar beam. The refractive
index is a function of the density of the air. The irregular changes are
attributable to temperature and humidity. These small irregularities are
called turbulent eddies and are transported by the bulk air movement (wind).
When an electromagnetic pulse is reflected from a moving target, the
frequency of the signal shifts in proportion to the speed of the target.
frequency change is the well-known Doppler shift.

This

The returned signal power is directly proportional to the intensity of the
turbulence anzi can be used to estimate the refractive index structure
parameter C • The variability of the frequency of the returned signal may
be useful innestimating the homogeneity of an air mass.
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A wind profiling radar is a pulsed Doppler radar operating continuously, and
providing complete wind profiles after it has integrated measurements over a
specified period of time. A wind profiler radar sends an electromagnetic
pulse in three or five directions and receives the echoes caused by the
inhomogeneous vertical structure of the refraction index of the atmosphere.
From the backscattered signals the system measures the Doppler shift, which
is directly proportional to the radial speed of the scatterers. From the three
radial components the horizontal and vertical components of the wind is
calculated; the vertical radial component is the vertical velocity of the bulk
air movement (wind).

Figure 1.
3.

Antenna beam configuration

Performance

A few performance parameters describe the most important features of a wind
profiling system, namely; minimum measurable height, estimated maximum
height, vertical resolution, and time resolution. These parameters are
interrelated; there are certain natural limitations to the achievable
performance of wind profilers.

- 159 receiVIng mode. For example, a four bit pulse code that enables the profiler
to achieve 150 meter vertical resolution would have a minimum measurable
height of 600 meter.

Figure 3, Pulse coding
3. 3 Maximum Height
Desired maximum height is a very dominant factor in the system structure
because it defines the requirement for the antenna size, transmitter
performance, and frequency. Two key factors are the power-aperture
product and vertical resolution; the larger the antenna and the longer the
pulse, the more power is emitted and the higher the system is able to see in
similar meteorological conditions. The second key factor is the frequency:
high frequency (about 1 GHz) electromagnetic signals tend to reflect from
hydrometeors and water droplets. On the other hand, the amount of suitably
sized turbulent eddies decreases rapidly with respect to the height. Systems
with longer wavelengths see higher in similar meteorological conditions. Low
frequency systems (about 50 MHz) are used to achieve higher altitudes
because suitably sized turbulent eddies are more abundant. Frequencies
between 400 MHz and 200 MHz offer a reasonable compromise when looking at
the size of system, maximum height, and the impact of weather. The factors
having impact on the maximum height can be listed as follows:
-

existence of suitable size of turbulent eddies
emitted average power
antenna size
power return integration time (time resolution)
receiver sensitivity
meteorological conditions

Prevailing meteorological conditions affect the existence of suitable turbulence
eddies which means that a strict specification of the maximum height is not
appropriate for wind profilers. However, a good specification that describes
the profiler is the estimated maximum height achievable in 9 0% of the
observations. This is defined using an agreed upon model of the atmospheric
refractive index structure.
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3 .1 Minimum Height
Minimum measurable height depends mainly on the following factors:

-

pulse length, minimum height is one half of the distance radiowa ves
propagate during the pulse period,
recovery time of the system after transmission of a high energy
pulse
pulse shape, rise and fall time.

A practical limitation for very short pulses is the allowance for the oocupied
bandwidth, which increases inversely proportionate to the pulse length.
3. 2 Vertical Resolution
The true vertical resolution is half of the pulse length and is a different
concept from range gate spacing. Range gates are time windows used to
sample the backscattered signal. Normally, range gate spacing and vertical
resolution are set the same as this assures that the range gate samples are
independent.

RANGE GATES
TlMF.:F!RST pQSS!_B!,F
~PI.EllME

Figure 2,

Range gate and vertical resolution

When pulse coding technique is used, the transmitted pulse is divided into
short time slices. each having different phases. Pulse coding techniques
improve the vertical resolution compared to uncoded transmission, but the
minimum measurable height depends on the total pulse length because the
entire pulse must be transmitted before the system can be switched to
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T - DATA TRANSMISSION
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• Depends on receiver delay and time to first range gate

Figure 4, Timing pattern of an observation cycle

.. 162 3.4 Time ResoluUon
Time resolution also depends on several factors. The power of the echoes
from turbulent eddies may be below the noise level, which requires time
domain integration in order to detect the signal. Fortunately the turbulent
eddies are stable enough to allow a coherent integration where both the signal
amplitude and phase remain constant enough over the integration period. One
time domain integration cycle typically consists of about 50 pulses taking less
than 0.01 seconds. The current method to detect the Doppler shift is the
FFT (Fast Fouri.er Transform), which requires a time series of signals
integrated in the time domain. The required number of points in the FFT is
typically 64, 128, or 256 in existing wind profilers. The more points in the
FFT, the better resolution of the measured radial wind speed for a given TDA
(Time Domain Averaging). The FFT performs the transform from the time
domain into the frequency domain where the Doppler shift, returned signal
frequency as compared to the transmitted, can be detected. In order to
detect the returned signal reliably, several consecutive spectra must be
averaged (Spectral averaging). These determine the beam dwell time, which
is typically one minute. These steps must be carried out for all three (or
five) beams. If the system uses two pulse lengths: a short pulse to sense
the lower atmosphere with high vertical resolution and a long pulse to sense
higher atmosphere; this computation must be carried out six times for a three
beam system, therefore, the typical time resolution is six minutes.
A question that often arises concerns the ability of a wind profiler to carry
out measurements in a time frame of seconds rather than minutes. There are
no strict technical limitations to require an integration time on the order of
minutes, but the weak signal returns from upper atmosphere require longer
integration time to be properly detected. On the other hand, the returns
from the oblique and vertical beams come from different air volumes and a
very short integration time, even with strong signal returns, may lead to
distorted wind results. If the phenomenon of interest is the turbulent
structure itself and independent measurement in one direction is sufficient, a
very short integration time may be sensible. The technical restrictions of a
very short integration time is the digital signal processing speed and available
memory for the produced data.
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Different Frequencies

The typical frequencies for wind profilers range from 1300 MHz to 40 MHz.
The selection of the frequency is the most important decision when procuring
a wind profiler. It is not only a question of performance, but allowed
frequency allocation as well. The different frequencies have both advantages
and disadvantages with respect to the performance and antenna size. The
higher frequency (1 GHz) profilers are smaller in size, but their all weather
capability is relatively poor and the maximum estimated height is limited as
well. The lower frequency systems are good all weather systems, but they
require large antenna size and large relative band width. The 400 MHz band
allows for the most advantageous compromise when the weather impact,
antenna size, and achievable height are considered. A summary of properties
are given in the figure 5.

1 GHz

400 MHz

50 MHz

0.2-5 km

0.2-14 km

from 0.5-1.5 km
to 18-25 km

100m2

120m2

10,000 m2

PEAK POWER

5 kW

40 kW

250 kW

BEAM WIDTH

20

40

so

RELATIVE BANDWIDTH
OF 1 ).lS PULSE
(250 m RESOLUTION)

0.1%

0.25%

2%

EFFECT OF RAINDROPS

Large

Moderate

Small

RANGE

ANTENNA SIZE

Typical properties of profilers operating at common frequencies. (The
height range shown is representative, but considerable variation
can occur, depending upon meteorological conditions and operating parameters.)

Figure 5,

Properties of profilers operating on
different frequencies
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Radar Arc hi tectu re

In the following text, Vaisala's DO RAT" Model 400 * wind profiler is briefly
discussed.
Figure 6 illustrates the basic structure of the profiler. On command from the
processor, the antenna CMP (controller/monitor processor) sets up the proper
phasing for the desired antenna beam position. The processor sends a pulse
to the receiver, which modulates it into a pulsed signal that is then amplified
by the transmitter and sent to the antenna controller through a circulator to
complete the transmit cycle.

ANTENNA ARRAY

CIRCULATOR

TX-

Transmit Pulse

Oontrollerlmonltor signal

OUTPUT TO USER - PDH
Kf:YBOAAD DISPLAY UNIT - KDU

RADAR SUBSYSTEMS:
-PROOE$SC)R
-RECEIVER/MODULATOR, CMP
-TRANSMiifE'R, CIRCULATOR, CMP
-ANTENNA, ANTENNA A,R,RAY, CONTROLLER, CMP
KDU: KEYBOARD DISPLAY UNIT
For paratn<!ter setting and dfagnos!s
POH: PROFILER DATA HANOLER (WORKSTATIONl
For further data processing, dlspllw, archival; and oe>mmunloatlon

Figure 6

Profiler block diagram

When the system is ready to receive, the circulator directs the weak return
signal from the antenna to the receiver. The receiver amplifies the signal
and extracts the in-phase and quadrature components from which the wind
velocity is derived. The processor performs the necessary data processing
steps including time domain integration, FFT, and moments calculation to
produce the information from which the wind is finally determined.

*

Manufactured by Vaisala's wholly owned subsidiary Tycho Technology, Inc.

- 165 The output from the profiler is three quantities, called moments, and a
signal-to-noise ratio for each range gate of each beam. Figure 7 illustrates
these quantities and explains their meaning.
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6. f -

Power spectral density
Frequency step size

- Zeroth moment

Retu~ed

signal power:
calculations
sPN calculations
Data quality control
C

Averaged Doppler shift:
Radial wind velocity

- First moment
- Second moment

Spectral variance
(square of spectral width)
Mechanical turbulence estimation
Data quality control

- Noise level

S/ N calculations

Figure 7

Profiler data output

The four values are further processed in a general purpose computer called
the PDH (Profiler Data Handler), in order to determine wind speed and
direction. The conversion from the radial velocities (V and V ) from the
2
1
oblique beams ( a 0 off vertical) and vertical beam (V~) to the vertical (w)
and horizontal wind components (u and v) is the solution of a simple
mathematical group of equations.

=u
=V
=w

sin (a 0
sin (a 0

)
)

+ w cos (a 0
+ w cos (a 0

)
)
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Profiler Data Handler (PDH)

The data products from the profiler can be transmitted via telecommunication
line to a hub computer or they can be processed on site by a local PDH;
however, configuration issues depend on the application and user's needs.
The PDH is able to carry out extensive quality control procedures on moments
data delivered from the profiler. Both statistical and phenomenological
methods are used in checking each individual profile; successive profiles are
compared to each other.
The WMO Pilot message is coded for international data exchange.

7.

.Maintenance of a Wind Profiler ·

Vaisala's DORA'" Model 400 wind profiler is designed for three levels of
maintenance and repair: operator, field maintenance, and component level.
Its' design is modular consisting of logically separated subsystems: receiver,
transmitter, antenna, and processor. Each of these are physically modular
and composed of several (line) replaceable units (LRU). Each subsystem has
a CMP (controller/monitor processor), which continually monitors the
performance of the subsystem. The CMP may shut down the system if certain
limits are exceeded. Any detected deviations from normal are rep01•ted to the
operator. The responsible operator or field service engineer can activate a
special diagnosing program to locate the allegedly faulty unit. The component
level repair is intended to be carried out only in adequately equipped
facilities.
The maintenance and repair of the wind profiler is divided into three levels in
accordance with the skills required to carry out necessary maintenance steps
and repairs. The user organization can train its staff to carry out the fii'st
two levels of maintenance and repair, but it may not be sensible to take the
responsibility for the component level repairs locally, unless the user
organization is prepared to support a quantity of wind profilers.
A reliability analysis acts as the basis for spare parts needs. Clear and
logical maintenance and repair schedules enable the user organization to plan
the level of responsibility needed to concentrate on important observation
tasks as well as maximize the effectiveness of human resources. These
factors and the design in which the long MTBF (Mean Time Between Failure)
is an emphasized feature, keep the life cycle costs of wind profilers relatively
low.
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Figure 7, Spatial distance of the sampled volumes
In comparison to radiosonde wind observations it should be noted that a
different air volume is sampled and the observation time is different.
However, comparisons with radiosonde or radiowind systems are meaningful
because radiosondes are the presently accepted standard for upper air wind
observations and the compatibility of these two methods should be well
established.
An accuracy on the order of 1 - 2 m/s is presently suggested for wind
profiler radars, but the meaning of the accuracy concept should be agreed
upon before any specific numbers are issued as specifications.
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Frequency Allocation

When commissioning wind profilers, the frequency allocation should be
arranged. For permanent operational use, the user organizations in each
country should apply for the frequency allocation with their local
telecommunication authorities. The classification of the wind profiler for
frequency allocation purposes is currently "service types" such as
Radiolocation (radar) and Meteorological Aids. Radiolocation, as an
alternative, provides more flexibility for the location of wind profilers. The
optimal allocation for an all weather wind profiler radar with a reasonable size
of antenna is somewhere between 200 MI-Iz and 400 MHz. Higher frequencies
may cause problems with the weather and the antennas for lower frequency
profilers are large.
A common interest in the wind profiler user community is to negotiate
international agreement for the operating frequencies for profilers; one in the
50 MHz area, one or two in the 200 - 450 MHz area, and one in the high
frequency band. The wind profHer is a sensitive and complex system with
matched antenna, transmitter, and optimized receiver. For example, a system
designed to operate at 404 MHz can be adjusted only a few MHz from the
nominal frequency without hardware modifications having impact on the system
cost.
9.

Accuracy and Data Quality Control

The accuracy of the wind profiler is a complex issue. The returned signal
does not have a single Doppler shifted component, but a spread of Doppler
shifts. This spectral width gives valuable information about the homogeneity
of the wind field (turbulence) in the illuminated volume. Currently, the best
estimate for the average wind in the sampled volume is the the mean Doppler
shift; however, other methods may be developed later.
The returned signal power and noise level estimation provide a basis upon
which to evaluate the credibility of the results; although the confidence level
cannot be directly estimated unless experience gives further information about
the issue, but the 8/N ratio may useful as a weighting function in the data
editing.
The detecta.bility of the desired turbulent echoes improves by using a longer
integration time on each beam before the moments estimation. On the other
hand, the wind may change during a longer measurement cycle causing an
increase in the spectral width.
In wind profiler data the spectral width and 8/ N ratio provide unique means
for data reliability estimation, and the possibility of consecutive profiles offer
more information about atmospheric variability during the observation period.
Wind measurements produced by profilers should be understood to be
averages over a period of time in the sampled volume. Too short an
integration time should be avoided since the spatial separation of the sampled
volumes of different beams increases with height.
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10.

Summary and Discussion

Wind profilers are available today as standard production items. They
produce complete wind and power return profiles at intervals characteristic
for each particular system. Typically, one profile can be measured within
minutes, and for each particular application, a suitable data output rate can
be achieved from this basic observation cycle.
Two major issues have to yet to be addressed in order to pursue
standardization. International operating frequency bands must be agreed
upon by the telecommunication authorities to allow the use of profilers on
three or four appropriate frequency bands.
A second important international issue is the observation practice for synoptic
forecasting purposes including suitable telecommunication codes.
WM0 1s Pilot
message can be applied for profiler data exchange because it is internationally
accepted, but more efficient codes should be considered.
The user organization should pay attention to the availability of maintenance
services for profilers. Advanced manufacturers offer high MTBF systems
with clear maintenance schedules.
In order to specify the wind profiler for procurement purposes the user
should be aware of the controversial nature of some common specifications;
occupied bandwidth vs. minimum theoretical height, power aperture product
(required antenna size, and power) vs. maximum height, antenna size and all
weather capability. The theoretical maximum obse2vable height can be
estimated from models depicting the theoretical C
vs. height in the
atmosphere, and thereafter state a requirement r"8r the power aperture
product. However, the true maximum height varies depending on the
meteorological conditions.
Accuracy should not be a procurement specification unless the means and
conditions of verification are clearly defined. For practical purposes the
expected accuracy of wind profilers should be determined in various
conditions through comparisons with accepted references. Consecutive
observations with one profiler may be used to estimate the variability and
repeatability of the profiler measurements and correlation between the results
of two or more wind profilers oper·ating in close proximity to each other can
provide valuable comparison data.
Wind profilers provide the meteorological community with a means of
observation never before available • The temporal resolution, horizontal and
temporal representativeness of observations, and fully automatic operation
make profilers an extremely valuable tool in meteorology.

(Reference IV.2)

THE PROJECT OF ATMOSPHERIC REMOTE SENSING IN CAMS
BY
Ma Da-an
Zhao Cong-long
Cao jing
Zhang Shu-jun
Zeng xia
Chinese Academy of Meteorological Science, Beijing, P.R.C.
1. Introduction
The Project on ground based atmosheric remote sensing is an important part of
the Operational Experiment on Mesoscale Meteorology in CAMS (Chinese Academy
Meteorological Science), which is planned for 1987- 1990 in Beijing, Tianjin
and Hebei province industrial region. In addition there are networks of 5
weather radars (two of them are coherent), automatic surface stations and a
lightening detection system. A 365 MHZ wind profiling radar and a 20.6/31.65 GHZ
dual-channel radiometer work as the equipments for atmospheric remote sensing
continuously providing wind and humidity data over troposphere to the experiment
center which also collects satellite maps and runs a numerical prediction model.
At present the profiling radar and radiometer are constructed under the
cooperation of CAMS, the Institute of Radio measurement and the University of
Science and Technology of Shanghai. Testing for most subsystems and experiments
on softwares were conducted. In 1988 these two equipments will be installed at
the observation site in southern suburb of Beijing, 50 KM apart from CAMS.
2. 365 MHZ Wind Profiling radar

A Doppler radar with an array antenna of appropriate size and an extreme
sensitive signal detection and processing terminals is proved to be able to
extract the doppler information from atmospheric turbulence, also the wavelength
about 1 meter an tradeoff of cost and capability for detecting troposphere
turbulence (Gage el al., 1980) provided any frequency in these bands could be
assigned to use. The radar is basically made of solid elements except for final
amplifier. The 108 element antenna is divided into 16 subarrayes so that it will
be easy to reinstall at other radar sites in the experiment region. The main
charactoristics and signal processing parameters of radar are shown below:
Radar:
Wavelengh
Peak Power
Antenna
Beamwidth

0.82 M
35 KW
108 Yagi elements, 3 beams(One is
zenith, two 15 degrees off zenith)
6 degrees (3db)

Signal processing:
Preprocessing:
time or/and spectrum averaging
Processing mode:
3 (High, Mid, Low altitudes)
Pulse width:
1 - 9 microsec.
PRT:
50-150 microsec.
Spectrum resolution: 16 - 128 points
Number of heights:
30 max.
Estimated parameters: first 3 of Doppler monments
Horizontal wind velocity
Horizontal wind direction
Virtical wind velocity
In fact because of using microprocessor as radar control and signal processing
most of above parmeters can be adjusted continuously to produce a set of optimum
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data terminals.

Fig 1 is the schematic of the signal processor
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of radar signal processor
Processor 80286 and TMS 320 are used to complete time domain
averaging,
spectrum analysis and control of radar trigger and scaning. SNR improved spectra
are output into a PC/AT computer at a rate about 1 operation/4 sec. One
operation means a measurement of a mode at one beam position (about 24 heights
totally).
The computations of clutter canceling, estimation of moments, wind
calculation and averaging are completed in the PC/AT. There is a graphic
softwares to produce a high resolution color display (600 x 400 pixcls) on which
displayed are 12 wind profiles, 3 selected spectra and the table of radar
operation status. Wind arrows are displayed by 7 colors which represents
different scales of horizontal wind velocities.
In addition to application of FFT in spectrum analysis the Maximum Eutropy
Method (MEM) is tested with simulated data for finding a better way to computate
spectra before isolating the weather spectrum from that of clutters. Preliminary
results show that MEM may derive better estimates of moments from shorter time
series than FFT,
In the test only one time series (128 samples long) is used in
computing spectrum and then mean and width. Due to very poor SNR of the tested
signals and very strong clutter FFT is hard to derive useful spectrum
for estimating moments while MEM is. Fig. 2 (a) and (b) are scattergraphs of
estimated vs. true mean Doppler velocity (a) and spectrum width (b) by MEM.
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Fig. 2. Scattergraphs of estimated by MEM Vs. true values of mean (a) and width.
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That means that MEM may be used in processing the data of those few gates which
are severely contaminated by clutters, its disadvantage in longer operation
could be compensated by the requirements of a little input of data. Data of wind
profile can be transmitted to another PC/AT computer at CAMS, which also can
control remotely radar operation.
3. 20.6/31.6 GHz Dual Channel Radiometer
The developed prototype Dual-channel microwave radiometer (DMR) system is for
simultaneous but independent measurement of water vapor and liquid water in the
atmosphere. The DMR is completely passive, employing the natural emission by
water vapor in the atmosphere and by liquid water droplets
in clouds. Data
provided by system will be used in research of mesoscale meteorology of cloud
physics, and weather-modification. The DMR system is capable of continuous,
unattended operation.
Some special design considerations that result in high
and reliability of the system are as follows.

stability,

sensitivity

(1). Two frequencies: 20.6 and 31.6 GHz are used, which ensure the integrated
vapor to be measured on occasions when cloud liquid are on the path. The numeri
cal experiments show that the 20.6/31.6 GHz is an optimum frequency pair
when the noise level of instruments is.below 0.5 k. Methods of linear
statistical inversion are used in the retrieving of total values of vapor for
the dual channel radiometer. The brightness and corresponding total values of
vapor derived from sanding data are used to compute the retrieval coefficients
which are used inversely in retrieving the values of vapor from each particular
brightness. The effects of surface parameters, such as temperature, humidity and
pressure on retrieval precision is taken into consideration. The equation of
atmospheric radiation and propagation by which the brightness is computed at
20.6 and 31.65 GHz is shown as:
Tbv= f~v (z) *T (z) *exp (- J~v (z) dz) dz+Tbb*exp {-'tv)
Jo
o
Forthermore the optic depth~ is calcutated with the brightness:
tv=-Ln({Tmv-Tbv)/(Tmv-Tbb))
The optic

depth~

is used in linear statistical inversion:

V=a., +a, t (20. 6) +a 11:{31. 65)
Surface parameters are added as linear terms.
over each month.

Tmv is the

average

temperature

A data liberary of radiosond data at 0000 and 1200 GMT each day during 1983
1985 at Beijing is built, including standard and paticular isobaric levels.
Primarily data are processed to have the data for each level of 25 mb. For the
absortion of ice crystal cloud is neglectable for microwave, only the clouds of
lower and middle levels are distingueshed by radiosond. The water content W is
determined by cloud thickness H in the numeric experiments.
For

W = 0.4 g/m 3
H > 500 m
H < 120m
W=0.1g/m 3
120 m < H < 500 m W = 0.1 + ( H - 20 ) /1600 g/m 3

- 174 We have calculated the total precipitable water vapor for the four seasons
1985 by using the statistical inversion method.

in

Table 1 is the results calculated for the clear and cloudy conditions which
shows the accuracy in water vapor retrieval is highly improved when the two
conditions are separately considered.
Table 2 shows the results when the three surface parame.ters: temperature,
humidity and pressure are added to the linear statistical inversion. Table 3
shows the effects of surface parameters while Gaussian noise with rms 0.5 k is
added into brightness temperature. That shows the accuracy in vapor retieval is
improved by surface parameters.
Table 1: Accuracy in water vapor retrieval,
percentage error.
Clear + cloudy

s

Winter
Spring
Summer
Autumn

.831
.451
1.051
.480

%

16.959
3.181
2.57
2.656

s

clear

.0445
.173
.204
.208

where S is standard deviation€
cloudy

%

s

1.090
1.617
.597
1.566

1.562
.737
1.J63
.709

%

20.963
3.272
2.949
2.823

Table 2: Accuracy in water vapor retrieval with surface parameters in
where S is standard deviation, % is percentage error.

s
Winter
Spring
Summer
Autumn

.040
.155
.183
.169

Clear

% is

retrival,

Cloudy

%

s

.964
1.436
.526
1.258

.761
.7609
1.379
.710

%

9.851
3.052
2.946
2.• 743

Table 3: Accuracy in water vapor retrieval when Gaussian noise with rms 0.5 K is
added during clear condition where S is standard deviation, % is percetage error

Winter
Spring
Summer
Autumn

s

%

s

.454
.524
.454
.546

11.127
4.900
1.328
4.114

.420
.472
.458
.521

With surface
data
%

10.166
4.364
1.318
3.878

(2) The antenna system of DMR is a steerable dual-offset parabolic reflector
with the scalar feeds. The design incorporates two separate antennas, which
results in a optimum antenna performance at each frequency without the necessity
to compromise between phase centers of feed horn parameters. The antenna,
operate with the similar beams at the two frequencies, this allows for proper
operation when cloud liquid are present.
(3) The DMR uses two reference loads for continuous automatic calibration and
high stability. (See Fig. 3) Comparing with normal design, the noise diodes are
used in stead of the waveguide hot load for gain calibration. These simplifies
xthe microwave circuit, m1n1m1zes thermal control requirements, and leads to
greater radiometric precision.
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I

to coaputer

~to control unit
Fig. 3.

Block diagram of the radiomenter receiver

The DMR uses V/F counters for signal integration combined with Dick reference
subtraction performed by the computer. The digital scheme provides considerable
advantages in terms of simplicity, reliality and flexibility.
A single-board computer which is mounted to the inside of the
enclosure is used for data acquiring and providing them to an
microcomputer.

radiometer
IBM PC/XT

The new prototype water vapor radiometer will undergo a series of tests in 1987
and lasting through 1988. Primary testing will concentrate on the determination
of the long-term stability of the noise sources and radiometer gains. When these
are understood, the instrument will then be tested in side-by-side measurements
with radiosondes. In the end of 1988, the DMR will join into the observation
mesoscale meteorological program.
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ABOUT OPERATION OF HHI-SOOAR-TECHNIQUES AND DATA INTERPRETATION
by
H.-R. Lehmann
Heinrich-Hertz-Institute of Atmospheric Research
and Geomagnetism (HHI) of the Academy of Sciences
of the GDR
1.

INTRODUCTION

Acoustic waves propagating through the atmosphere are a very useful tool
f.or the analysis of turbulent motion in the planetary boundary layer. The waves
are scattered by turbulent fluctuations of temperature and wind velocity. In the
special case when only the backscattered energy is received, no wind fluctuations
are detected, but only thermal fluctuations. An instrument transmitting, rece.iving
and processing an acoustic signal backscattered by the turbulent atmosphere is
called a monostatic acoustic sounder or vertical sodar, where sodar means sound
-detection -and ranging.
.
Since the initial experiments by Me Allister et al (5) a lot of work
has been done to qualify this method for application in different fields: analysis
of thermal stability, the occurrence of inversions, the behaviour of the mixing
layer, the passage of fronts and site studies for power stations.Because of the
importance of inversion analysis for air pollution meteorology the doppler-sodar
development has been directed to construct a low cost vertical-sodar instrument
as a first step.

-

2.

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

A photograph of the monostatic acoustic sounder of the HHI, echo-1,
can be seen in Fig. l. The acoustic wave is generated by a transducer mounted
in the focal point of a paraboloidal antenna and is transmitted downward through
the cone to the mirror surface. The reflacted signal leaves the mirror surface
in the form of a narrow beam af about 10 width. The waves are scattered by the
height-distributed thermal fluctuations. The backscattered echoes from the
different heights are received by the transducer now acting as a microphone. The
antenna system is protected by a shielding truncated cone covered inside with
polyurethane for absorbing the environmental noise.The box contains the necessary
electronic components, represented in the simplified diagram of Fig. 2. The antenna is connected with the electronics via a preamplifier by cable over about 300 m.
Further technical data are the following:
diameter of the paraboloidal antenna
electrical power of LF pulse
pulse duration adjustable
pulse repetition rate
pulse frequency
band-width of receiver adjustable
height ranges

height resolution adjustable

1,2 m
50 w
37,5 ms; 75 ms; 150 ms
10 s or 20 s
1.666 KHz
20 Hz, 40 Hz, 80 Hz
I 12,5 - 400 m
II 25
- 800 m
III 50
- 1600m
6,25 m
12,5 m
25
m
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The echo signals are registered on ~ recorder with spark registration paper; linking to a microcomputer is possible, too. As can be seen in the
block diagram the central part of the electronic device is a 200 KHz quartz
gen£c')rator delivering all pulses which are necessary. The transmitter works at the
frequency of 1.666 KHz generated by a digital sinusoid generator. The signal goes
via cable to the transducer integrated in the antenna system, passing the low
pass filter, the power amplifier and the transmitter - receiver change-over switch.
The backscattered signal is received by the transducer now acting as a microphone. After passing the preamplifier the subsequent signal processing takes
place in the electronic block delivering signals for the analogous and digital
registration. The analogous signal will be registrated on a facsimile recorder.
For special purposes it is also possible to get the output analogous signal and
other control signals on a bus system on the backside of the electronic device.
Included is also a computer interface to connect the electronic device with a
personal computer. With our vertical-sodar eq~ipment we obtain very good
registration results by using a special ambient-noise reducing unit.
3.

EXPERIENCES AND SOME SELECTED RESULTS

As mentioned above, a monostatic sounder detects backscattered
signals due to thermal generations only, which can be deduced from the scattering equation of an acoustic signal as published by Kallistratova (2) and
discussed by Little (4) and other authors. It is well understood that vertically directed sodars only can represent layers with intense temperature
fluctuations, which occur in the vicinity of strong temperature gradients
and wind shears. That means, sound waves are a good tool for remote sounding
of inversions, inversion heights, convection plumes, which is very important
especially for air pollution problems and mesa-meteorology. Fig. 3 shows a
collection of different sections of sodar-grams. Between 0100 and 0300 hrs.,
a multilayer structure can be seen. These layers characterize stable air in which
turbulence is generated by mechanical energy extracted from the mean wind.
The lowest layer is a surface-bound layer which ascends to higher altitudes
indicating transition to a free inversion layer accompanied by a merging of
layers. The formation of bottom layer is a characteristic feature of the lower
atmosphere during clear nights caused by the decreasing of the surface temperature due to radiation. Then turbulent convection transmits this cooling to
the lowest atmosphere.
The stable layer disappears rather rapidly soon after sunrise.
Typical convective structures can be seen between 1600 and 1700 rising up to
heights of about 700 m. After sunset a transition to neutral conditions occurs
with more structureless sodar-grams. More information about the first experiences with the HHI-sodar can be found in Kallistratova et al. (3) and Evers et
al. (1).

Often vertical-sodars are used for site qualifications especially
for the final site selection of nuclear power plants, For this the use of an
automatically recording sodar instrument is more comfortable. As mentioned
above, the HHI sodar can be linked with a microcomputer. Fig. 4 shows a typical
example of a digital sodar record. In principle both registration forms can be
used but the digital sodar-gram can be generated in different formats which is
very useful for obtaining a general view of the stability situation at a selected site.

- 179 In summary, a monostatic acou~tic sounder remotely senses the
boundary layer, if the thermal stratification is other than neutral, that
means heat must be injected in the turbulent atmosphere by surface heating
due to radiation of the sun, condensation heat, or heating by plumes from
a smokestack. In accordance with other experimenters it should be stated that
the interpretation of sodar-grams must be done very carefully. The reason is
that the echo signal is a result of complex meteorological processes superposed by changes of gradients of temperature, wind velocity and moisture.
Therefore a doppler-sodar gives the possibility to gain an important additional information about the gradients of velocity.
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F I GURE S
Fig. 1

Photograph of the vertical sodar echo-1

Fig. 2

Block diagram of the electronics

Fig. 3

Example of sodar registration sections

Fig. 4

Example of a digital sodar registration

(Reference IV.4)

VERTICAL OZONE PROFILES
OBTAINED BY DIFFERENTIAL ABSORPTION LIDAR
K. Wege and H. Claude
Deutscher Wetterdienst
Meteorologisches Observatorium
Hohenpeissenberg
1. Introduction

One of the most discussed problems of air chemistry is the possible reduction of the ozone layer through man's activities (3),
(4), (7). For more than 20 years corresponding research also has
been made at the Hohenpeissenberg Meteorological Observatory. Besides Dobson and Brewer measurements (6) ozone soundings are made
two to three times per week up to 35 km altitude with Brewer/Mast
sondes (2). However, according to computer models, the most extensive decrease of ozone is to be expected in altitudes of around
40 km, a rather difficultly accessible level. With the lidar method, ozone profile measurements can be made up to 50 km altitude
(9). for this reason a lidar system has been installed at the Hohenpeissenberg in co-operation with the Section Physics of the
MUnchen University and the Max-Planck-Institute for Quantum Optics,
Garching (5).
2. The Method

A high energy laser produces UV pulses which are vertically emitted into the atmosphere. The backscattered light from the atmosphere is received by the lidar system. The processes may physically be described by the lidar equation:

• B(R,A) • T2 (O,R,A) • R12

M(R,A)

= Mo(A)

R

= range (resp. altitude)
of a certain layer
= wavelength
= received photons backscattered from layer ~R and mean
range R at wavelength A
= number of emitted photons
= detector efficiency
= receiver area
= atmospheric backscattering coefficient
= transmission of the atmosphere from the instrument to

• E(A) • F •

~R

= thickness

~R

A

M(R,A)
Mo(A)

E(A)
f

S(R,A)
T(O,R,A)

range (altitude) R
Additionally the Beer-Lambert equation

(1)
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T2

= exp

R

(- Z

J

a(r,~) dr)

(2)

0

is used, a(r,l) being the extinction coefficient. It has three
components: Rayleigh scattering aR, Mie scattering aM and absorption aA.

a(l)

(3)

aA (and correspondingly aR and aM) may be replaced by

{4)

aA(l)
~

cr(1)

- number density of the absorbing gas
- absorption cross section

The method of the differential absorption is based on the backscattered signals of two adjacent layers AR of the distances Rr
and Rz of which the ratio q is formed. With (1) equation (5) is
formed:
q

M(R ,l)
2
M(R 1 ,l)

=
~

R2

2

(5)

Thus characteristics of the instruments like emitted energy,
area of the receiving mirror 1 detector efficiency are eliminated
and the transmission is limited to the range R1, R2•
On principle the vertical ozone profile can already be determined with this method. Such a system first was applied by UCHIND
in 1979 (B). Problems arising by aerosols may be considerably reduced by using apart from the absorption wavelength l1 an additional reference wavelength lz where practically no absorption by
ozone is taking place.
Now the ratio of equation (5) of these two wavelengths Q =
q(ll)/q(l2) is computed. If equations (2), (3)~ (4) are applied
and using crR(lr) - crRCl2) = AcrR (corresponding AcrM, AcrA) equation
(6) is formed:
8 21 • 8 12
M21 " Ml2
M
M
- B
B • exp (-2 AR (NR AcrR + NM• AcrM + NA· AaA))(6)
11 • 22
. 11 • 22
(first index = altitude, second index = wavelength)
Now the great advantage of using two different wavelengths is
apparent: instead of the absolute values of the cross sections only the differences cr(ll) - cr(l2) are considered. Both wavelengths
have to be chosen thus that the difference of the ozone absorption
cross section is as large as possible, whereas those for Rayleigh
and Mie scattering are as small as possible:

AcrR

= aA(ll)
= crR(Xl) -

crR(X2)

AcrM

= aM(ll)

crM(X2)

AcrA

crA(l2)

~

«
«

aA(Xl)

(7)

oR(ll)

(B)

oM(ll)

(9)

- 189 The quantity of interest in equation (6) is NA, the ozone number density, according to which the equation has to be solved.
Taking the log of (6) we obtain:
8 21 • 8 12
1
Mll • M22
1
N (R
) =
ln
+
ln
(10)
A 1/2
2~R ~aA
M21 • M12
2~R ~aA
8 11 • 8 22
1

~aA (NR(Rl/2) ~ 0 R + NM(Rl/2) ~aM)
or
ln

1

NA(Rl/2)

= 2~aA

•

M22

Ml2
- ln - M21
Mll
~R
+ S(Rl/2) - E(Rl/2)

( 11)

Mxy are the corresponding backscattered signals. The first
term of (11) yields the ozone value of which the second ratio is
the differential quotient of curve ln MA2/MA1 versus altitude.
S(Rl/2) and E(Rlf2) are correction terms considering the scattering S and extinction E in both wavelengths. The extinction exists
of Rayleigh and Mie scattering only. These corrections are particularly important for low altitudes.
3. Lidar system
The system consists of a transmitter (laser, Raman unit, optic
components), a receiver (telescope, detector unit, receiving electronics) and a computer controlling the system, receiving and evaluating the data. As high altitudes shall be reached where only
Rayleigh scattering is of importance it is useful to work in the
UV band because of the A-4 dependency. The used XeCl excimer laser
emits at 308 nm (absorption wavelength, situated in the HartleyHuggins bands, energy up to 300 mJ, pulse repetition rate 18Hz).
The laser beam is focussed into a Raman cell filled with H2, whereby the reference wavelength in the first Stokes line is generated
simultaneously at 353 nm through stimulated Raman scattering. The
ozone cross section at 353 nm is three orders of magnitude smaller
than at 308 nm. The stimulated Raman scattering with an ozone lidar was first used by WERNER, RDTHE and WALTHER (10) on the mountain Zugspitze.
Fig. 1 shows the lidar system. Via a deflecting mirror, a convex mirror and the transmitting mirror the beam is widened and
vertically emitted into the atmosphere. The beam divergence of
0.23 mrad is very small. The transmitting mirror can be adjusted
computer-controlled by detecting the maximum backscattered signals.
The receiving system consists of a concave mirror (diameter
60 cm, focal distance 240 cm), by which the backscattered photons
are focussed into the entrance slit of the detector unit via a
folding mirror. Fig. 2 shows the unit in more detail. The parallel
beam falls onto a dichroitic mirror B transmitting light at wavelength 308 nm and reflecting it at 353 nm. Via deflecting mirrors
M1, M2, M3 the light is directed to interference filters I1, I2
which reduce the background noise of the sky radiation. Finally
the signals are focussed onto photocathodes of photomultipliers
working according to the photon counting mode. The fast spinning
chopper (24000/min) opens the entrance slit at determined times

.... 190 only as otherwise the photomultipliers would be blasted. Consequently the measurement is feasible at a certain altitude solely.
4. Lidar Control and

Dat?J~tion

Fig. 3 shows a block diagram of control and data reception.
This subject can be handled only briefly. A photorelay at the
chopper triggers the laser, starting simultaneously a clock in the
transient recorder (Camac crate) which is switching the scalers
for the photon counts every 2 ~s. After the 2 ~s have passed the
counted number of photons is stored, i.e. the counting is made along AR of 300 m. As after each laser pulse a background measurement is made, 4 values for each AR are available: backscattered
signal and background for both wavelengths. After filling the memory (32 kB sufficient for 32 laser pulses, corresponds roughly to
2 s measuring time) its contents are transferred to the computer
(double buffering). There the measured background signal is subtracted, the data are compressed and stored on disk for subsequent
evaluation. The computer also controls the status of the laser.
5. Measurement and Evaluation
As from an altitude of 50 km per 100 shots and altitude interval AR only 1 photon is received on the average, data of several
hours have to be accumulated to achieve reliable measurements of
this level. At altitudes below 20 - 25 km, on the contrary, a more
than 1000 times higher backscatter ratio would overload the photomulitpliers. A reducer is therefore installed in front of the detector unit by which the critical backscatter rate is reduced to
such an extent that measurements of about 12 - 30 km are feasible.
Then an accumulation period of 1 hour only is needed to obtain a
sufficiently accurate measurement.
The ozone profile is computed on the basis of a differentiation
(ref. 2). Sophisticated vertical smoothing procedures are required
to obtain reliable profiles. Corrections for Rayleigh scattering
are included, the effect of Mie scattering is normally very small.
6. Results
As far as possible lidar measurements are compared with results
of ozone sondes. Two examples are briefly mentioned. Fig. 4 shows
a measurement made during the night 29/30 December 1987. The ozone
sonde was launched on 30 December around 8 h, approximately 10 h
after the lidar measurement in lower altitudes (15 - 27 km), whose
accumulation time covered a good hour. The measurement at higher
altitudes (26 - 50 km) had an accumulation time of 4,5 h. The observations are close, the main maximum corresponds well in height
(23 km) and ozone contents, the secondary maximum at 20 km was
well determined with both methods. Fig. 5 shows the ozone profiles
of 5/6 January 1988. The sounding was also made about 10 h after
the lidar measurement at lower altitudes. Again there is a good agreement between lidar and Brewer/Mast profile, especially in the
secondary maximum at 14 km. In the main maximum at 23 km the density is 480 ~g/m3, the sonde measures 450 ~g/m3. The sonde profile
shows a broadened maximum and only a reduced vertical increase of
the ozone amount at 21 km below the maximum, where the lidar pro-

- 191 file has a marked minimum. Above the maximum evidently
increase of the ozone content has taken place, because
range lidar profile (lasting to 3.06 h in the morning)
good agreement with the sounding. This profile extends
where the ozone content is very low.

a temporal
the higher
again is in
up to 48 km,

The comparative measurements made up to now show a very good agreement between lidar and ozone sonde on the whole.
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TEMPERATURE DATA STUDIES USED FOR STRATOSPHERIC MONITORING
by Melvyn E. Gelman and Frederick G. Finger
Climate Analysis Center, NMC, NWS, NOAA
Washington D. C. 20233
1.

INTRODUCTION

Stratospheric temperature data are important for providing operational information used in numerical analysis and mid-range forecasts for the
troposphere and stratosphere. In addition, the needs for stratospheric
data have become greater due to recent concerns regarding the possible
depletion of stratospheric ozone due to anthropogenic influences. In
light of the increasing needs for these data, we will review current
methods for providing operational stratospheric temperature measurements,
as well as methods which have become necessary for determining compatibility of data obtained from the various types of stratospheric sounders.
We will also attempt to evaluate future needs for the data considering the
continuous changes in requirements.
2.

RAWINSONDE DATA

Radiosondes have been used for observing upper-air conditions for the past
fifty years and still remain a most useful tool. Data from these instruments are indispensable for operational meteorology, as well as for research and monitoring applications, and have a number of benefits when
compared to information provided by other measurement systems. For example, both wind and temperature measurements are obtained from the same
system. This is important, since the motion and mass fields must be considered by numerical forecast models. Additionally, the fine-scale structure shown in radiosonde measured profiles makes possible highly detailed
meteorological analyses, which can be used as initial conditions for forecasts.
Limitations of the radiosonde are mainly reflected by the Global Observing
System (GOS) network configuration. On land areas, the GOS stations may
attain spacings of about 300 km, which can adequately represent the meteorological conditions necessary for highly skilled forecasts. There are
severe data gaps over ocean areas, however, especially in the Southern
Hemisphere; and even over remote land areas, such as polar regions. For
purposes of stratospheric monitoring for long term trends in temperature,
it is important to have as complete global coverage as possible. But
without knowing, for instance, the conditions over the vast ocean areas,
or over the polar regions, the trends cannot be described adequately.
Another major problem involves the inability of a large number of balloon
borne radiosondes to reach the higher levels of the stratosphere (e.g. up
to about 10 hPa). Typical data receipt from the GOS upper-air network is
shown in Figure 1. It is seen that data from more than 700 observations
are available for the troposphere at each regular 0000 GMT and 1200 GMT
synoptic periods. Only about 100 of those observations penetrate as high
as 10 hPa. Above that level, radiosonde data are clearly inadequate for
depicting global stratospheric conditions.
The international radiosonde network is composed of stations operated by
many countries and it is not unexpected that different instruments and
techniques are used. For example, instruments from about 15 different
manufacturers are now used globally. Each instrument has somewhat dif-
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Finger, 1968). Some of these errors are caused by solar heating of the
thermistor. Long-wave (infrared) cooling also affects the temperature
measurements. In many cases, radiation errors are not officially corrected for at the various upper-air stations. Thus, in order to overcome
this problem, meteorological centers have been forced to develop unofficial corrections, which have been commonly called "data adjustments".
The development of adjustments has necessitated the collection of basic
information regarding radiosonde type and behavior characteristics not
normally included in the coded upper-air reports. It has been very difficult for users to maintain necessary histories of the type of instruments and correction practices for each upper air station. The full knowledge of the radiosonde systematic radiation error is especially important
if decadal trends in statospheric temperature are of the same magnitude as
instrUlilental radiation errors.

A recent studyby McMillin et al (1988) suggests that the magnitude of
radiosonde long~wave radiation errors may be larg.er and more variable
than expected. Variability in the atmospheric temperature, cloud conditions, and land surface conditions may result in infrared cooling errors
of up to 2 C at 100 hPa for some instruments, growing to 4 C at 10 hPa.
Schmidlin (1986), using three thermistor radiosondes designed to determine
radiation errors, finds long-wave errors of 0.4 Cat lOO hPa and about 2C
at lOhPa for conditions at Wallops Island. Tests to determine the varia"
·bility of these errors·are being planned for tropical and arctic
locations.
:3 •

ROCKETSONDE DATA

Rocketsonde data have provided. extremely useful information at the higher
stratospheric levels (above 10 hPa) since the 1960's. Precision and accu~
racy of the 'data have been studied by many investigators throughcmt the
history of these measurements. For example Schmidlin (1981) gives the pre-·
cis!onof the US rocketsonde system for 30 to 55 km as 1 to LS C.
Although rocketsonde data have been sparse compared to rawinsonde l:ep.orts,
they nevertheless have provided important detailed information on upper
stratospheric temperature and wind. Analyses, using available Northern
Hemisphere rocketsonde observations, have been accomplished (Staff, Upper ·
Air Branch, 1967). In addition, rocketsonde temperature trends, have been
evaluated by Angell (1987). lte concludes that since 1973, temperature at
about 40 km has decreased by approximately 1.5 C for all rocket stations.
Thedecrease in stratospheric temperature is consistent with that derived
from numerical prediction models, which take into account changes in trace
atmospheric gases ( i . e. ozone and carbon dioxide) due to attth:ropogenic i.n~
fluences.
Limitations of rocketsonde data are very much analogous to rawinsonde
datai the primary problem being the sparsity and location of the various
observing sites. Currently only about 12 stations take observations of
one or more per month, and the geographic distribution of sites is far
from ideal. As with radiosondes, there have also been design changes in
rocketsonde instrUlilentation over the years that have had a limiting effect
in the usefullness of the data for long~term monitoring.
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SATELLITE DATA

The NOAA of polar orbiting satellites have provided temperature soundings
in support of meteorological operations. The Tiros Operational Vertical
Sounding (TOVS) system is composed of the Stratospheric Sounding Unit
(SSU), the High Resolution Sounder (HIRS-2), and the Microwave Sounding
Unit (MSU). The TOVS on TIROS-Nand subsequent polar orbiters provide
information for continuous monitoring of tropospheric temperatures, as
well as for the entire stratosphere. A strong benefit in using satellite
retrieval temperatures is the uniform quality of this global data base.
Nash (1986) has used the radiance data from the SSU and MSU instruments on
NOAA 6, NOAA 7, NOAA 8, and NOAA 9 to determine trends in stratospheric
mean temperature since 1978. His method of accounting for changes of SSU
channel weighting functions from one instrument to the next depended critically on the good behavior of NOAA 6 SSU because of its long period of
operation which overlapped with other satellites. This system depends
heavily on some form of inter-satellite calibration to evaluate important
changes which occur in the instrument behavior.
The National Environmental Satellite Data and Information Service (NESDIS)
in the United States derives TOVS profiles of layer mean temperature from
the radiance measurements of SSU, MSU, and HIRS. The current operational
system (Smith et al, 1979) uses radiosonde data to provide regression
relationships between radiances and atmospheric temperature from 1000 to
10 hPa. Climatological relationships are used between 10 and 0.4 hPa
since there are not currently enough rocketsondes to provide updated regression relationships. Comparisons of TOVS retrievals from one satellite
to the next make it clear that the biases from 1000 to 10 hPa are kept
very small by the radiosonde regression system. However significant biases are seen above 10 hPa because of a lack of rocketsonde data for updating regression relationships.
The National Meteorological Center (NMC), NOAA places heavy emphasis on
use of TOVS profiles for tropospheric as well as stratospheric analyses.
In the stratosphere, global fields of geopotential height and temperature
at constant pressure levels of 70, 50, 30, 10, 5, 2, 1, and 0.4 hPa have
been produced since 1978. Changes in the analyzed temperature above 10
hPa brought on by satellite to satellite differences are monitored by
comparisons to rocketsonde-radiosonde data. These comparisons (Gelman et
al, 1986) provide an effective method of allowing after the fact adjustments to the NMC analyses so that they may be used for detecting long-term
trends in global stratospheric temperature.
5.

DATA COMPARISONS

The National Meteorological Center maintains a regular comparison of radiosonde data that are coincident (within approximately 150 km and 3 hours)
with TOVS satellite profiles. An example of comparisons for October 1987
is shown in Figure 2. The average differences indicated are less than 0.3
C for all layers and the root-mean-square differences between 2 and 3 C.
This comparison is typical of the magnitude of differences between
radiosonde and satellite data. Of course, a significant portion of the
temperature difference may be attributed to space and time differences between the two sets of soundings. Another portion of the difference depends on errors in the radiosondes. McMillin et al, 1983 estimate that
the random errors attributable to the satellite soundings from 1000 to 50
hPa are between 1 to 1.5 C.
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Figure 3 shows average differences between rocketsonde temperature data
and the NMC analysis values (based on TOVS data) interpolated to the loca··
tions of the rocketsonde data. These comparisons were done for three
different periods, corresponding to the periods that NMC analyses used
stratospheric temperatures from each of three different satellites (NOM
8, NOAA 9, and NOM 10). The relatively large average temperature differences above 10 hPa and the significant changes in these differences
between satellites show the need for continued use of in situ data for
verifying and improving satellite retrieval data.
Lidar data (Chanin et al, 1987) have been compared with analyzed satellite
temperatures interpolated to the location of the instruments at Haute
Provence, (France). The magnitude of the differences are similar to those
indicated for rocketsonde data. Although full analysis of comparisons between satellite and Lidar observations is only now beginning, the initial
results indicate Li.dar to be a useful supplier of comparative information.
6.

FUTURE PLANS

The provision of more accurate and compatible. (in space and time) stratos~
pheric data is a clear challenge for the fqture. There are several. pro~
grams which hold promise for improvements in this area. For example, the.
initial series of WMO International Radiosonde Intercomparisons (Nash and
Schmidlin, 1987) have been c.oncluded; with many new insights gained about
compatib:tlity .of radiosonde data. Plans are progresdng for the next
phase of comparisons with additional radiosonde types being incorporated
into the final results. Corrections to radiosonde temperatures arebeing
derived ba.sed on these intercomparisons and also o.n special experiments
using instrUil1ents designed to determine radiation errors.
A special test is underway (15 January to 14 Jqly 1988) of the Baseline
Upper Air Network (BUAN). The BUAN is made up of a Sl\bset of stations (88.
were asked to participate in the test) from the operating GOS. The hypo~
thesis being tested· is that retrieved satellite temperature profiles now
based on regression from radiosonde data can be improved if fewer but
higher quality soundings are collected from radiosondes and rocketsondes
launched to coincide in time with satellite overpass. This would dlow
the random variability in the satellite temperatures to be. diminis!hed., as
a result of more stringent time colocation and better uniformity of radi<l~
sonde data quality. Further improvements in the current generation.of
satellite data may also be expected in the temperature retrieval method-

ology.
The next generation of operational satellite sounders is the Advanced
Microwave Sounding Unit. (AMSU} , scheduled to be launched in 1991, The AMSU
top channel has its weighting peak between 2 and 3 hPa. The Global Ozone
Monitoring Radiometer (GOMR), to be launched in the mid 1990's, is spew
cifically designed for stratospheric monitoring of ozone and temperature.
Data from this instrument will be obtained for the stratosphere and lower
mesosphere. NASA's Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite to be launched in
1991 has many stratospherio instr1.lillents, which will serve as prototypes
for future operational monitoring of the stratos.phere.
Rocketsonde data will be needed in the foreseeable future for satellite
temperature calibration as well as for obtaining stratospheric wind meas~
urements. Plans by NASA for developing a network of Lidar stations in the
early 1990's will establish an independent system for stratospheric meas~
urements which may be used for satellite calibration.

- 197 The short- and long-term futures
stratospheric measurements. The
all of the data together to take
mize the shortcomings of each of
7.

are filled with many developments for
challenge remains as to how best to use
advantage of the strengths and to minithese systems.
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RECEIPT OF RADIOSONDE HEIGHT AND WINO DATA (1/88)
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(Reference IV.6)
FARLY OPERATICfiAL EXPERIENCE
WITH
GMS STRETCHED VISSR mTA TRANSMISSICNS

R G Humphries, N J Minielly, P D Erickson, L Laba
MacDonald Dettwiler and Associates Ltd
3751 Shell Road
Richmond, B. c., Canada, V6X 2Z9.
The Geostationary Meteorological Satellite (GMS) operated by the the
Japanese Meteorological Agency (JMA) begins transmission of digital
satellite data in the Stretched VISSR (S.VISSR) format in March 1988.
The GMS S.VISSR data is very similar to that of the current
generation of Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellites
(GOES) operating over North and South America and it provides
significant advantages over
the
previous HR-FAX transmissions
especially in the area of accurate numerical analysis of the received
data. This paper describes the early operational experience of the
Brunei Meteorological Service S.VISSR Satellite Data Processing
system. Applications to derive sea surface temperatures, cloud top
temperatures, accurate latjlong registration of images, animate
multiple images, and
to disseminate
digital data to remote
workstations are described.

(Reference IV.7)

DETERMINATION OF THE RADIOSONDE BIASES BY USING SATELLITE RADIANCE MEASUREMENTS
Antti A. Lange
Finnish Meteorological Institute
P. 0. Box 503
SF-00101 Helsinki 10
Finland
, 1.

INTRODUCTION

In the previous WMO Technical Conference on Instruments and Methods of Observation
(TECEMD-1984) the author (2) formulated an optimum mathematical solution for integrating
various tracking sensors into a hybrid windfinding system with a "built-in" sensor
calibration.
All observable variables of the system must be in their raw form as
obtained from operational soundings, intercomparison experiments and/or laboratory tests.
It now turns out that the same statistica~ method can be exploited for solving the
data-incompatibility problem of thermodynamic and geopotential height reports from the
Global Observing System (GOS) of the World Weather Watch (WWW).
The method may
justifiably be called Optimum calibration (0/C) as it leads to the best possible
correction of all calibration errors of the instruments included in a system.
The
obvious
analogy
with
the
Optimum
Interpolation
(0/I)
method used by many
data-assimilation systems is statistical (not meteorological).
Any observing system must be truly overdetermined in order to allow the "built-in"
calibration to be applied i.e. there must be a sufficient degree of overlap between the
coverages of its subsystems. Although intercomparisons and laboratory tests constitute
an overlap mechanism the satellite radiance measurements appear to provide the crucial
extra data-redundancy needed for the determination of the systematic errors of the entire
radiosonde station network of the GOS.
2.

THE RADIOSONDE BIASES

For most radiosonde (TEMP) reports the solar radiation corrections made at stations
are usually too modest or nonexistent (WMO, 1986). The pressure and humidity readings
may also be biased although the temperature errors usually are the main cause of large
height biases. The WMO/CIMO Radiosonde Experiment 1984/85 successfully tackled the solar
radiation errors of eight different radiosonde types (Nash and Schmidlin, 1987).
However, no absolute corrections have yet been produced for any of the about 15-20
different radiosonde types flown operationally around the globe. This is primarily due
to the uncertainty created by infrared radiation errors (McMillin, 1987).
In addition, operational TEMP reports suffer from errors induced by erroneous
station procedures such as: errors in the radiosonde baselining before launch, an error
in the reported station height, incorrect constants or formulae used in the TEMP
compilation, misreading or failed identification of the telemetered radiosonde signals,
and, a false ascent rate of the balloons may also cause a deviation from the assumed
sensor ventilation which results in biased temperature readings.
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3.

THE JOINT EQUATION SYSTEM FOR GLOBAL UPPER-AIR DATA-COMPATIBILITY

Values or monthly means of the observable variables from different sUbsystems obey
the statistical regression model given in the ANNEX. It has already been described by
the author ( 3). This large equation system can be converted to the following sparse
matriX form known as the block-angular structure (cox, 1986):
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This leads to a so called block:...borCiereo-diagonal normal equation system known well in
geodetical and similar problems (GolUb and Plemmons, 1980). !ts exact analytic solution
(1) and a software package for solving the data~incompatibility problem of upper-air
measurements (4) were first reportM by the authOr. This statistical solution of the
calibration problem can be understood as a high-pass filter to suppres the •noise;
indUced by quasi-stationary calibration errors.

4.

:RESULTS SO FAR

A forecast experiment was performed at ECMWF when the first two equation sets (i and
ii} were programmed.
An incouraging improvement was observed in the experimental
medium~range forecast as compared with the operational
one.
However, since the bias
corrections were partly based on information from the ECMW'.F analysis system, a cumulative
error may have arisen from systematic errors of the analysis fields had the filter been
applied operationally from month to month. After the results of the WMO/CIMO Radiosonde
Experiment 1984/85 ( iii) were included the bias
correction
system was still
underdetermined (singular) with respect to the systematic errors of the analysis fields.
The next obvious step was to include the satellite radiance measurements at
radiosonde eo-locations (tl) and possibly at some selected gtid points (Vii) in order to
sort out the error accumulation problem With the analysis fields. The tentative results
are from a preliminary system using the results of the WMO/CIMO Radiosonde Experiment
1984/85 ana the TOVS satellite/radiosonde match data of NOAA/NESDIS for period September
1986 to March 1987. The search radius was 167 km. The TOVS EXport Package of Wisconsin
was used for the synthesized radiance and transmittance calculations of each sounding.
The vertical weighting functions of the HIRS and MSU channels were derived from these
transmittances.
There are five different sets of regression parameters in "the Equations for the
temperature adjustments of the WMO/CIMO Intercomparisons" (iii} and "the Equations for
differences between radiosonde and satellite radiances" (vi) Of the ANNEX. Their
estimation is equivalent to a "statistical" 'retrieval of temperatures from satellites but
free from the usual bias problem of a first guess profile because the biases are
explicitely dealt with.
~he
estimated regression coefficients will describe the
radiosonde biases at all standard height levels (1000 to 10 hPa) as shown in Figures 1, 2
and 3.
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The WMD/~IMO Radiosonde Experiment
1984/85
yielded
the
day-night
temperature difference corrections as
observed.
was not possible to
It
measure the nocturnal biases in an
absolute sense and they were given as
deviations from the nocturnal mean of
VIZ 1392 and Vaisala RS80. Figure 1
shows the "relative" corrections for VIZ
1392.
They suggest that the VIZ 1392
readings tend to be too cold at night
and overcompensated by solar radiation
errors at noon.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

satellite radiance measurements are optimally exploited in the determination of the
radiosonde (TEMP) biases with the help of the proposed new method. However, an accuracy
that can be achieved by using satellite/radiosonde matches alone is crucially dependent
on the availability of large samples. These, in turn, require extensive accumulation
periods.
For many stations a long period is not acceptable because their operational
practices seem to undergo frequent changes ( Radford, 1987). Nash and Forrester ( 1986)
have studied the long-term stability of satellite radiance-measurements Which also sets
an upper limit for the usable accumulation periods.
The solar radiation problems aremore effectivelY tackled by the observed day-night
differences (ii) and the radiosonde intercomparison experiments (iii and j,y) than by the
eo-located satellite measurements.
The infrarectradiation and the other problems .of a station are effectively tackled
through the use of the satellite matches (vi) when a large usable sample is available.
The sample si:z;es and their information. content are enhanced by tl1e "built-in" elimination
of adverse effects of the solar radiation errors (ii, ;i..ii and iv) from the radiosonde
data. A further enhancement is expect-ed through the proposed use of the analysis fields
as a local .transfer reference for both the radiosonde data LU and the satellite radiance
measurements (vii) •
.The reasoning above can.be turned around: Determine first the.systematic errors of
the. analysis fields by using the proposed method Li.. to vii); Use then the adjusted
analysis fields as a reference standard for all observing systems including the
radiosonde station network. The satellite radiance measurements play here~ the role of a
global transfer reference and are by no means an absolute standard.
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ANNEX (Page l of 2)

i)

Equations for departures of radiosonde heights from reference (FG,AN,IA) heights:
radiosonde height - reference height.

dh k,stn,ref,p,hr
bk,stn

=

station height error (barotropic bias at stn).

+ (~,nocrs - ~,nocref)'fp

nocturnal/infrared rsonde bias - noc ref bias.

+ (~,dayrs - ~,dayref)'fp * solarradiation(lat,lon,dat,p,hr)

solar bias.

+ (cwv - cwvref) * watervapourtidalforcing

(lat,lon,dat,p,hr)

tidal bias.

+ (coz - cozref) * ozonetidalforcing
+ (cnm - cnmref) * nonmigratorytide

(lat,lon,dat,p,hr)

tidal bias.

(lat,lon,dat,p,hr)

tidal bias.

(lat,lon,dat,
+ (csd - csdref) * semidiurnaltide
; random error.
+ ek,stn,ref,p,hr
ii)

; ooz radiosonde height - l2z radiosonde height.

= ~,dayrs'fp

* solarradiationdifference (lat,lon,dat,p,OOz,l2z)

solar b.

+ cwv * watervapourtidalforcingdifference(lat,lon,dat,p,OOz,l2z)

tidal b.

+ c 0 z * ozonetidalforcingdifference

(lat,lon,dat,p,OOz,l2z)

tidal b.

+ cnm * nonmigratorytidedifference

(lat,lon,dat,p,OOz,l2z)

tidal b.

; random error.

+ e k,stn,stn,p

iii) Equations for the temperature adjustments of the
dt k,stn,com,p,hr

WMO/~IMO

Intercomparison:

consistency adjustment of a radiosonde.

= ~om,hr'gp/Rd(d/dp)fp
+

~,nocrs'gp/Rd(d/dp)fp

+

~,dayrs'gp/Rd(d/dp)fp

+ ek,stn,com,p,hr

bias of comparison temperature (or 0).
nocturnal/infrared temperature bias.

* solarradiation(lat,lon,dat,p,hr) ; solar bias.
; random error.

Equations for departures of radiosonde heights from precision radar heights:
radiosonde height - precision height.

dh k,stn,pre,p,hr

= ~,nocrs'fp
+

~,dayrs'fp

nocturnal/infrared radiosonde bias.

* solarradiation(lat,lon,dat,p,hr)

+ ek,stn,pre,p,hr

y)

tidal bias.

Equations for OO-l2z (day-night) differences of radiosonde heights:

dh k,stn,stn,p

iv)

hr)

; solar radiosonde bias.

random error.

Equations for acceleration vectors of tidal winds (00,06,12,18z

TEMP/PILOT)~

wind increment I time incr - Coriolis force.

dv~tn,p,hr

= cwv *

watervapourtidalwindforcingvector(lat,lon,dat,p,hr)

+ c 0 z * ozonetidalwindforcingvector

(lat,lon,dat,p,hr)

+ cnm * nonmigratorytidalwindvector

(lat,lon,dat,p,hr)

+ c 5 d * semidiurnaltidalwindvector

(lat,lon,dat,

+ ~tn,p,hr

; random error vector.

hr)
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vi)

Equations for differences between radiosonde and satellite radiances:

dr k,stn,sch,hr

radiosonde ••radiance" - satellite radiance.

= ~,nocrs ·~eh
+

~,dayrs'~ch

.; nocturnal/infrared radiosonde bias.

* solarradiation(lat,lon,dat, ,hr) ; solar radiosonde bias.

- c=sch,vwf 'a.
-'K.,stn,hr
- ~ch,nlr'lradlevel
+ e k,stn,sch,hr

vertical weighting function biases of a sat channel.
biased response of a satellite channel.
; random error.

vii) Equations for differences between reference (FG,AN,IA) and satellite rad.j,apces:
; reference "radiance.'' - satellite radiance.

drk,ref,sch,hr

= ~.nocref'dsch

nocturnal reference bias.

+ !9t,dayref'!:lsch * solarradiationt1at,lon,dat, ,hr) ;"solar" reference bias.

·- ~ch,vwf'Ok,ref,hr
- ~ch,nlr'lradlevel

vertical weighting function biases of a sat channel.
biased response of a satellite channel.

- (cwv- cwvref) * watervapourtidalforcing(lat,lon,dat,sch,hr)
- (c0 z- c 0 .zref)

* ozonetidalforcing

- (cnm- cnmref) * nonmigratorytide
- (csd -·csdref)
+ ek,ref,sch,hr

* semidiurnaltide

tidal bias.

(lat,lon,dat,sch,hr)

tidal bias.

(lat,lon,dat,sch,hr)

tidal bias.

(lat,lon,dat,sch,hr) ; tidal bias.

; random error.,

where the separate (:b) and combined (c) regression parameters and parameter vectors (b
and Q., respectively) to be estimated have been ·subscripted in a descriptive fashion (see
"; comments .u). The other parameters are as follows:
k =1, .•• ,K i.e. total number of radiosonde and satellite sounding clusters 500-1000
stn=l, •.• ,total number of radiosonde stations and comparison sites 700-1000
ref=first guess (FG), analysis (AN) or initialiZed analysis (IA) height
com:o=derived data from radiosonde intercomparisons used as a comparison standard
pre=precision radar (Wallops Island, etc.)
p =1000,850,700,500,400,300,250,200,150,100,70,50,30.-20,10 hPa
hr ""'00,06,12,18z, etc. as available (usually 00 and 12z only)
lat=latitude of a station or a radiosonde experiment site
lon=longitude (as above)
dat=Julian date (1-365)
g =acceleration of gravity
R =gas constant
sch=1,2,3,4,5,6,7,l3,14,15,16,17(HIRS),2,3,4(MSU),l,2,3(SSU) for each satellite
radlevel=radiance level in a satellite radiometer channel (see above)
tlsch

= vector

tp

= vector of vertical basis function values for pressure level p

l.radlevel

of heightbiases-to-radiancebias conversion for a satellite channel

= vector

of values of some basis functions for a radiance level

a.
=vector of Planck's emittances from the pressure levels for radiosonde data
-'K.,stn,hr
a.
=vector of Planck's emittances from the pressure levels for reference data.
""""K,ref,hr

Some estimates of the variances of the random errors are to be used as weights. Variance
component estimation theories can thenbe applied for improved estimates of the random
error variances.

(Reference IV.8)

METEOROLOGICAL INTERPRETATION OF SATELLITE DATA FOR DIGISAT
Podhorsky,D., Dlsina,o., Vlcak,L.
Slovak Hydrometeorological Institute

Summary: On the base of cooperation between GDR and Romania
the equipment DIGISAT for receiving of primary digital satellite
information was developed. The Slovak Hydrometeorological Institute in Bratislava participates in providing the software for
users. In the contribution there is described the METEOTREND
model scheme which is passed over with DIGISAT equipment.
The aim of METEOTREND software, by using the primary geostationary satellite data, is to set up the advective-convective
tendency of cloud field, to make the temperature forecast on the
cloud top height to classify cloud types and phenomena which are
connected with them, on the base of satellite data, as well as
to compute the forecast of selected cloud types and phenomena
for the next two hours I 1,2,3,4 I.
The input data are the primary geodtationary satellite data
from METEOSAT at last in hourly intervals, perfectly in 30 minutes intervals. data of sBnsors IR (infra-red channel -10,5-12,~m)
and WV (channel of radiation absorbing by water vapours -5,7 7,1 ~m) are calibrated to radiation temperatures and data from
all sensors are transformed into selected cartographic projection. The nearest special - interest area is represented by the
matrix 256 x 256 points, i.e. 1024 x 1024 km.
In the topical tim~ t 0 data from IR and WV sensors are
classed with feature vector and the textural feature T is computed from IR sensor. It is computed for every matrix point as
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the

maximum from gradients:
G
1 = /u.

. -

U;

1
1.+.,]

./

1- 1 , ]

G2= /u.,.
. . 1/
1 J+ 1- u 1,JG3

= /ui+l,j-1- ui-l,j+l/

G4

-·

T ij

I u.1- 1 'J. 1
=

max

-ui+l,j+l/

l
{ Gl' G2, G3, G4J

On the base of isotherm of determination from convectove cloudiness
development -25° C and the height of tropopause are interpolated
from aerological data and classed woith all the points of special
- interest area. The differencies of heights of radiometry temperature and relevant isotherm are computed. these two matrices of
differencies are connected as the features with signification F
and G using the data from IR sensor in the topical time t 0 and
the first dreceding time t_ 1 there are estimated by the metho~ of
correspondence of determination isotherms the matrices describing
movement Xto' Yto,zt 0 ; x,y- describe clous movement in horizontal
level, i.e. advection; z - gives vertical development of cloud
field, i.e. convection and Z matrix is added as the sixth feature.
In this way in every time is formed the matrix 127 x 128
vectors of features, i.e. single point of this kind of matrix
represents area above 8 x 8 km.
According to requirements of securing of air traf fie the
following cloud types were set up, which are at the same time
connected with weather phenomena:
- heigh cloudiness (Ci,Cs
C )
-

nimbostratus
cumulonimbus
cumulonimbus
cumulonimbus
cumulonimbus
( Cb with /:::.)

'

c

with precipitations (Ns)
decomposing with precipitations
developing (Cb)
developed with shower and storm (Cb with
penetrating into stratosphere with hail

'\7

~

)

To set the learning sequence in predistion model with time
axis and to make the own prediction, the acquaintance with
correspondence between objeczs patterns in various terms are
necessitated. In the case of METEOTRENO model, the cloudiness
in the square 8 x S.km which is represented by features vector in
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the relevant point of visual pattern, is considered to be the
object. That is why the matrices of movement field Xt and
k

.

Yt

k

can be used in setting up the correspondence between

feature vectors in the time tk and tk-l' the next step in the
model is dete~mination of cloudiness route in trrms t 0 ,t - , ... ,
1
t
and
association
of
feature
vectors
Pto'
Pt-l'
...
,
Pt-m
in
-m
a single sequence.
The model of prediction with time axis has two basic parts
- definition of classes on the base of features values and estimation of features courses as the functions of time. For definition of the classes of clouds and phenomena connected with, we
have chosen the classifier, which works on the principle of
minimum distance from etalons.
Realization of METEDTREND model
The program RDR r2cuces preprocessed data from IR and WN
sensors from the matrix 256 x 256 to the matrix 128 x 128 points
on the principle of minimum. The program TXT computes textural
feature for every point of reduction matrix. TRP program uses
the data combination of aerological outputs and radiation temperatures from IR sensor for computation of differencies of cloud
top heights and the height of determination isotherm, resp.
the height of tropopause .
. The program DEN realizes the algorithm of definition of
motion cloudiness field on the base of correspondence of determination isotherms. The input data are matrices of radiation
temperatures Ita and It-l. In the case of convective cloudiness
the optimum frequency of data receiving from geostationary
satellite is 10 to 15 minutes and by stratified cloudiness it
is at least one for hour. At present, data receiving from
METEDSAT is provided at the Activity centre of the World Meteorological Organization in Bratislava usually in hourly intervals
(for three channels), but the algorithm for DEN and PREDEN
programs allows data processing in arbitrary intervals.
DEN program works in the form of dialogue: meteorologist
- computer. In the first stage it is necessary to eliminate

- 210 pseudomovements, e.i. to eliminate rrtoo little" objects and
"holes r it means to reach certain smoothing of the image.
In this case a metsorologists sets up, according to the existing
type of cloudiness and its expected development , the stage of
smoothing. In other words, using the algorithms of erosion and
dilatation we clear from binary image those objects which could
deformate further progress in model computation. In the second
stage, isotherms are computed by the method of normalized gra~
dient histogram. The meteorolagist has a choice ~.· he can to set
to cnmpute two,. three or four determination isotherms - and
after their computation he has again to choose whether he will
use them or he will set new ~etermination isotherms according · to the characteristics of the relevant air mass. The rffsult ·of
the work of DEN program are the matrices X, Y, Z, describing
the fields of advection and having three types of using.
The first one is an image on an interactive colour graphic tube,
where in the form of vectors the direction and speed of cloud
field movement is expressed in the plane x, y (for every square
32 x 32 km} i.e. advective tendency. By the colour scale in
image form (for every square 4 x 4 km) the movement in z-axis
direction is expressed 1 i.e. convective tendency. Advsctiveconvective tendency expressed in this.way helps the meteorologist
to analyze a cloud field and it can be used in combined processing of data from meteorological radars.
The other way of using the computation of movement field
is the cloudiness prediction of fields by means of extrapolation.
PREDEN program computes on the base of developed algorithm the
cloud field position and temperature on the cloud top height
and displays it on an interactive graphic tube. PREDEN can
compute extrapolation by means of polynomial of the degree
1 = 0 1 1,2. In dep~ndence on the parameter 1 it needs relevant
matrices of motion: from the time t 0 , ftom times t 0 and t_ 1 ,
or t , t_ and t_ 2 . The part of this program is the computation
0
1
of prediction successfulness of the cloud top height temperature.
This concerns the matrix 1024 x 1024 km as a whole or selected
meteorological object.
11
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The realization of prediction model with the time axis for
METEDTREND is represented by the programs RDP and PREROP. ROP
program, according to the data from learning sequence forms,
resp. modifies the set of etalons for classification of cloud
types and phenomena in the space of features and it estimates
the features'course. The set of etalons is format for the classification method according to the minimum distance from etalons
and this is done so, that every new feature vector Pijt is
classified, at first, with hitherto developed etalon set. If the
classification is wrong, the vector Pijt is classed with etalon
set as a new etalon.
Features' courses are processed so, that the course of
every feature is linear approximated by the method of the smallest
squares. To regression coefficients the cluster analysis is applied
and corresponding dependences between courses in two time intervals are found out.
The program PREROP computes the prediction of cloud types
and phenomena connected with them in every point of the matrix
128 x 128 points. Using the matrix of motion field X and Y it
extrapolates the position in prediction time and on the base of
the parameters adjusted by ROP program (etalon set and the tablet of dependences) it determinates the prediction. of phenomenon.
It displays resulting prediction matrix on the interactive graphic
display, too. Presentation of various clouds and phenomena classes
is done so, that certain numerical value is appointed to each of
classes, and this secures appropriate colour distinction of separate classes.
The described program system is programmed in the langu~ge
FORTRAN 77 under the operation system RSX 11M and the time of
their computation on computers of the type POP 11/70 takes about
8 - 10 minutes.
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A DIODE LASER SYSTEM FOR AUTOMATIC MONITORING OF AIR
POLLUTION

Haseloff,R.

(1), Brose,W~

(1),

Bobey, C.

(2), Dudeck, I. (2)

(1) Zentrum fUr Umweltgestaltung Berlin
(2) Humboldt-Universitat zu Berlin, Sektion Physik

1.

Introduction

For a long time optical methods applying conventional wideband
sources of radiation have been used successfully in the field of
environmental measuring techniques, especially for monitoring the
atmosppere. On the other hand it can be found out that certain
laser measuring techniques asserted already, as e.g. the LIDAR
techniques in environmental remote sensing or methods for the ,
trace gas analysis
in atmospheric soil layer by means of diode la.
sers.
Decisively for this was the fact, that on one hand known measuring
techniques as differential absorption spectrometry (DAS), have
been essentially refined what resulted in an improved detection
sensibility. On the other hand classical components as e.g. longpath cuvettes or long-path measuring in atmosphere we~e adjusted
to special measuring tasks and measuring geometries. The taking
over of signal assessment methods out of other fields e.g. derivative speatras6epy deriving from nuclear physics made detection
sensibility for trace gases possible, which are already in the subppb level.
Beside charact~ristics of emitted radi~tion as
- 1 o w be am divergence
_ 4 -1
,
- extremely low spectral band-width (10 cm
(3MH~))
- high spectral energy density
·
the possibility of tuning the wave number of radiation is decisive
for the effective application of laser.
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With pulsed diode lasers this is realized through ·varying chemical compounds, operating temperature and electrical parameters:
current I
pulse width 1
pulse-to-pulse interval T
In the following a measuring system will be described, which has
been developed by using lasers of the lead salt mixed crystal
Pb 8 1 _x Sex for the quantitative CO analysis over an atmos~~i~iial
path of effectively 100m limited by a retroreflector. This measuring system was realized in a modulus way of construction.and may
be converted as a variation for the detection of other trace gases
as e.g. co , 80 , N0 etc.
2
2
2
2. Measuring technique

The optical and mechanical structure was des~gned as a tr~ns
portable unit t,hat may be used both under field o ondi tions and
under testing office conditions. The operating of N -dewar mounted
2
diode lasers and N2- dewar mounted detectors was given preference
in order to minimize the cryotechnical expense. Thus the following demands arose for the apparatus hereafter called long path
system:
- operatirig temperatures of diode lase~s Z 80 ~ 1
_1
tuning rates of pulsed diode lasers - 0,2 .cm ~s
to ensure t~t
detection of pressure broadened absorption lines (about 0.1 cm ]
under standard pressure (98.1 KPa) .
·
- emitted laser power in a mode ~ 10pW.
T'h e 1 as e r c o mp o s i t i on P b S 0 •
8e
.
was us e d to measure CO
68
0 32
..:..1
in the 1-0-a bs orpti on band with a wave number of· 2150 cm . . The ·
princ.iple of wave number-tuning is sho·wn in Figure 1. During the
current pulse (Figure 1a) the active diode laser layer heats up.
Its temperature goes up according to a root like relation ,.,yr
(Figure 1b)/4/. For the time the rise in temperature leads to .a
change from one mzyde to the next (Figure 1c). The spee~ of wave
number variation within one mode describes the tuning rate; which
allows a dete et ion of. an abs or;et ion 1 ine in ·the rot at ional...,v:i brational spectrum of abaut 0.1cm
with a detector/amplifier time
constant of 100 ns.
Applying the low laser.power the absorption follows the law of
Lambert and Beer:

I (L)=I 0 exp (-c-L)
with

intensity in.the centre of absorption:lines
intensity out of the absorption line (no absorp0
tion influence of the constituent)
c - concentration/ppm
_
_
1 "ppm 1
~ - specific absorption coefficient/m
L - effective path length/m
I

r~signal
~ signal
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With known path length and using calibration ouvettes the eoconcentration may be determined diredtly out of the measuring
of transmission. The application of the differential absorption
spectrometry for noise rejection results in the fact that with
small changes in laser wave numbers the absorption varie~ strongly by measuring gas but the absorption by accompanying materials
mostly remains unchanged.
3. Realization. of microcomputer controlled variant of measuring
device
The application of laser measuring techniques is suitable only
then, when an automatic real time analysis of the air constituent
may be realized with possibly small operating expenditures and
when measuring tasks that can not be solved with the help of con
ventional point measuring device can be solved additionally, as
e.g. the spatial concentration recording and the multicomponent
measurement.
The transportable optical unit (See Figure 2) contains both laser and detector cryostats and also an user pleasing optic for
th~ systematic signal search.
Figure 3 shows the whole measuring configuration inclusively
micro-computer unit and measuring path. The operating of laser
diodes and the processing of receiving signals is done with the
help of the micro-computer which is equiped with 4 construction
units and 2 modules (See Figure 4). The receiving signal will be
worked up with a scanning frequency of 20 MHz and by means of
accum~la~ing analogue-digital-converter, which contains a parallel-analogue-converter. A continuous automatic measurement of
concentration r~quires the stability of absorpti~n line position.
The cooling finger in the cryostat, on which the laser_~s situ~
ated, must have a temperature stability of at least 10 K.
In contrast with Zasavitzky /4/ in the presented apparatus we did
not apply any extra cryostat temperature adjustment with the help
of additional reference cuvettes and receiver in order to stabilize the lines. The line stability is achieved exclusively by variation of operating parameters.
Parallel to the laser operating and signal recording and evaluation the micro-computer performs a continuous control of the absorption line position. In accordance with the given tolerance
field for the admissible line drift a correction of the line position is made automatically by defined change of the width of
the laser current pulse for operating L or 6f the pulse-to-pulse
intervall T.
But the Figure 5 shows, that under normal external conditions
(constant room temperature) the changes in temperature at the
diode laser are relatively small even without inserted line positioning automatic mechanism, what is to be seen in correction
steps of the operating parameter T.
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With inserted line positioning automatic mechanism these correction differences
T (Figure 5b) would have been readjusted as
compared with the adjusted optimal value of the laser operating
regime T= 9.0 ms in order to adjust a constant working temperature. The differen~j va!¥es correspond with the line drift of
less than 1.5 · 10
cm
(Figure 5a). From this results, that
there is no influence on the CO recording.(Figure 5o) and this
is a positive criterion for the quality of applied oryostats and
the temperature stability and the cooling finger.
Figure 6 shows a typical detector signal, which forms the basis
of the calibration and the determination of CO concentrations
with long-path measurings.
Figure 7 shows a measuring episode for the CO determination.
For instance the recording of CO emission of the car transpassing
the measuring path shows the very good response and decay time
of the measuring systems relative to the concentration variation~
The presented order of measurement achieve the following parameters:
- CO detection iimit: 15 ppb. 100 m
measuring time with calculation of concentrations (response
time): 1.5 s
- storable measuring values on magnetic cassette: 4096, with
parallel plotter print in full of the concentration course
- relative measuring error 51 (decisively is the accuracy of
the applied calibration-gas)
·
time without service:
24 hours - conditional on. adding
nitrogen of the cryostats

14 days - with application of automatic nitrogen adding mechanism

4. Pinal remarks and view
Most of the trace gases show a multitude of absorption lines in
the infra-red spectral region. The 1981 version of the spectral
atlas of AFGL /1/ only ~~ntains more than 200,000 lines for wave
numbers below 10,000 cm
from 20 trace gases. With normal half
width at atmospheric pressure of .about 0.1 cm- 1 and with regular
distribution these lines cover already twice this spectral region.
Important gases as e.g. HNO , NO and SO show a smaller concentration up to 7 orders of magnitu~e as co~pared with water vapour.and C0 2 and air. That is why the detection of other trace
gases renders more difficult. Theoretically the detection of other
trace gases would be possible by a quasi s~multaneous operating
of several diode lasers with different wave lenghts of emission ih
one cryostat.
In addition to occuring interferences with these air constituents
you find the complicated structure of the rotational-vi~rational
spectra of these gases with line distances smaller than their
line widhts.
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In order to avoid cross sensibilit~es more suitable spectral regions for the ~etection may be chosen by the adjustment of the
laser wave number. In future a time modificated form of the sign~
assessment method by Max and Eng /1/shall be applied to get a
quantitative measurement of these trace gases by means of pulsed
diode lasers.
The detection sensibilty of measuring instruments shall be improved decisively through a
combination of special signal
assessment algorithms, as e.g. the correlation calculation by MAX
and ENG /1/, with- an analogous preliminary processing of the signal and an improvement of the amplitude solution of the A/D converter.
From the previous experimental results one can expect that in the
near future instruments will have that detection sensibilities for
trace gases like so an~ others with similar spectra, over atmos2
pherical paths, to satisfy the requirements of environmental monitoring.
The detection sensibility may also be improved through the application of long-path gas cuvettes /3/, but at the cost of the advantage of a spatial concentration recording.

*

*

*
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Preface and Short Smmary
The present paper should by no neans be considered a carprehensive refX)rt on the hygroneter intercarparison project in Norway. The project is at present less than half-way through and
preparation of a complete final refX)rt will take another year at least. Even if same results could
be given at present ,- and rough results in the form of fingerprints and IlDnthly statistical sumrraries are currently sent to prrticipating rrenbers and m:mufacturers,- we have found it Il'Ore ar::propriate to concentrate on the follCMing subjects in this refX)rt~

(a). Description of the intercarparison site, facilities and expJSure

of the sensors;

(b). Cbjectives of the intercarparison;
(c). Procedures of data sampling, conversion,quality control, linearization, averaging and
storage;
(d). The intercarparison procedures cq:plied (i.e. data processing and presentation of results)
These iterrE should be considered the spine of the project, forming the te:r:ms to what extent the project could be satisfactorily aocarplished and to what extent the results could be useful.
The statistical summaries for each sensor unit should largely give the results of the intercarparison without rrany caments,-~ver, special investigations will be carried out (Re.para. 7 ) •
~ration of the Australian Wylie Reference Psychrcneter in Norway has been carpleted. 'Ihis
instrument will therefore be given special consideration in this rej:X)rt. (Re.para.6)
1. History and Organizational Arrangerrents.

FollCMing up a decision by the ninth session of CIM) to include an international hygrcneter
intercarparison in the Prograrme of VMJ International Crnp:rrison of M2teorological Instruments, the
Norwegian M2teorological Institute (I:lt'IIT) accepted to carry out a hygrcneter intercarparison project
in January 1986.
The recording of data started on the 22nd of February 1987 after procedures, rules and reSfX)ncibilities had been drawn up in a Final RefX)rt during a session in Oslo in May 1986 by an Organizing carmittee,whose rrenbers were aJ:!X)inted fran SWitzerland, the Netherlands, GDR, VMJ and Norway.
The carrnittee decided to divide the intercamparison of humidity neasuring instruments into
tv.o parts: One carprising electronic instruments or sensors preferably designed for autanatic stations (or distant reading) to be carried out in Norway (1986-88) .-the other project;" 'Ihe m:>
Assmmn Psychrcneter Intercarparison" , to be accomplished under laboratory conditions in the GDR
during 1987. - The tv.o projects will be presented by tv.o different rej:X)rtS.- 'Ihis paper deals only
with the intercarparison which is going on in Norway.
As a result of a letter fran VMJ of 19 February 1986 inviting Merrbers to participate in the
intercarparison project, j:X)Sitive replies were received fran 11 countries fran where instruments were
reoeived during the latter part of 1986, and same later in 1987. Due to same difficulties in starting up the project, a short session of the President of CIM) with same rrenbers of the Organizing
Ccmnittee was held in Oslo in Decerrber 1986 during which an ArrEndrrent to the Final RefX)rt of the
first session was issued. 'Ihe refX)rtS are available on request.

All together 20· different humidity sensors have been included in the project,- same with
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three equivalent lllits, so at present outp..1t frcm 33 sensors are sinultanously recorded and included in the calculations. -Products frcm 15 manufacturing fi:t:ms or institutions have been nresented.
2. Site and Facilities.
2.1 Exposure Area.

The exposure area south of the institute buildings is a grass-covered la-.r hill surrounded by
fruit-trees to the east, and birches, firtrees etc. to the south and dCMnhill to the ~st. The area
is limited to the south and the ~st by fences. - Persons not concerned have no admittance to the area.
2. 2 Instrurlent Screens and Exposure Packs.
'1\-.u double standard instrurrent screens (double type MI46 x 2) with double louvered side-walls
and double roofs and floors have been connected with each other by a channel with a chirmey equir.ped.
with a ventilation fan. The screens have been placed in the middle of the exposure area at the top
of the hill.The chimney is terminated awrox:inately 1/2 I!i above the ridge of the roofs.- The double
screen provides space for installation of humidity sensors which have not been designed for J:eing
exposed in open air.- The total area of the screens is awrox:inately 1.2 Eq.m. ,and the total volll!re awrox:inately 1.1 cu.m. - 'Ihe Interim \'ID Reference Psychrateters FAP 1 and FAP 2 with CMn
forced ventilation, are nounted one in each of the screens and exhausted through the chirmey (see

AfPendix

l) •

Exposure racks for installation of sensor lllits which should J:e exposed in open air, are
situated to the south of the instrurrent screens. - All sensors, also those nounted in the screens,
are exposed at awrox:inately the sarre elevation above the ground (awrox. 2 m).
2. 3 cabling System. Installation of Data IDgging and Ccrrputing Fquiprent.
The cabling system -po.ver sug:>ly and signal cables- are irrlicated on a nap attached to this
report. (Afperrlix l).
Sate of the instrurrents' accessories , as bridges, carplters/irrlicators etc., have been installed in a snell insulated and heated hut (The Bouvet hut) to the south of the exposure- site.

Logging of data, included linearization and averaging, are recorded on hard-disc and strearrer
tape by the PC-controlled equiprent installed in a caravan situated dCMnhill to the south-west of

the exposure area.
2.4 Data Analysis and Presentation of Results.
The data recorded (para. 2.3) are further processed, analyzed and presented by a separate PCsystem in the Instrurrent Depart:rrEnt.. (For details, see A}::Jp=rxlix 2).

3. Instrurlents Included.

Recording Forrrat.

Ag?endix 3 contains a list of participating rre:rber countries, types of instrurrents suwlied,
their Device Identification Nos. (DI), periods of operation and names of manufacturers.
Ag:lend:ix 4 is a list containing necessary inforrration concerning the instrurrents' specifications, output,- carputing, averaging and recording prooedures,- and ~ther pararreters recorded.

The recording forrrat is listed in

AfPendix 5.

4. Cbjectives of the Intercarp:rrison.
4.1 The follCMing objectives
session in May 1986:

~e

established by the International Organizing carmittee at its first

(i). To derive perforrrance characteristics on the operational use of hygrareters with electrical output;
(ii). To find out the suitability of instrurrErrts for long-term unattended operation;
(iii). To evaluate the FAP Psychrateter of the Germ:m Delmcratic
Reference Psychrateter for tenJ:eratures above zero;

Re~lic

as an Interim

(iv}. To evaluate the perforrrance of the different Assm:mn-type psychrateters including the
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evaluation as a \O.Orking standard by intercarpa.rison against the Interim W'V Reference Psychrareter;
(v) .

To llBke proposals for the further inproverrents of the \tiD Technical Regulations
concerning the rreasurerrent of humidity;

(vi). To provide guidance naterial for further inproverrents in the field of humidity
measuring inst:rum::mtation.
(vii). To evaluate the Wylie Psychrareter urrler favourable conditionS.
4.2 'Ihe interccnp:u-ison of humidity rreasuring instrurrents in Norway should prinarily aim at a decision what types of camercial hygrareters and psychrareters (of those included in the intercanparison) should be chosen for autaratic stations or for renote reading, based on the follo.ving
qualities or characteristics:
(i). M=asuring range;
(ii). Accuracy , as function of tenperature and relative humidity;
(iii). Stability ,- and prinarily long-range stability;
(iv). Solidity;
(v). Maintenance ,- self-naintaining or frequency of naintenance and caliliration required.
(vi) . Easy handling and exposure.
Other properties like
Response t:ilte , Hysteresis , Repep.tability , Linearity

etc.

which should be measured or controlled in a laboratory, will not be dealt with in this report.
4.3 Why Ccnp3ring Hunidity Sensors.
'Ihe question IIDSt pra:pective users of hygrareters \O.Olild put forward is probably:
Why carrying out an interccnp:u-ison project which for itself requires lots of \O.Ork, facilities and furrls to accarplish, when infornation needed could be taken fran the brochures issued
by the nanufacturers of the inst:rum::mts when they are brought into the narket ? - '!he ~ is:
'Ihe interccnp:u-ison should ,by statistical ITEthods based on frequent observations where hurran

errors are not involved, confirm, control or correct infornation given in the brochures, but \\hat is rrore inportant,- evaluate properties and usability of the inst:rum::mts for long-range
awlication (2 years)
and un:Jer specific corrlitions defined. - The usefulness of a humidity
measuring instruiTEnt will also in nany cases be considered rather different fran an user's point
of view than fran the seller's.
5.

Procedures of Interccnp:u-ison and Data Processing.

5 .l M=asuring Range.
1-bst of the sensors/ inst:rum::mts are1 during the interccnp:u-ison1 being operated only under
corrlitions given in the brochures or in the questionnaires returned fran the participating rrarbers.
A general requirerrent to a ITEteorologicaJ_ inst:rum::mt is that it should be operational under
all or at least rrost of the weather corrlitions at the station where it is used. However, limitations
ex.ist,both for the sensors and for the auxiliary equiprent (as transmitters). -After having· operated the hygrareters during tv.u winter and sl.llliiEr periods, it should be possilile to deduct fran the
results under \\hat corrlitions the instruiTEnts fail to operate satisfactorily (if any) ,or,in case,
\\hat operational rrode should be inproved.
5. 2 Data Sarrpling. Linearizing, Averaging and Storage.
5~2~1

Data Sampling.

In accordance with reccmrendations given by CIMJ (re. Algorithms for Autaratic Weather
stations, CIMJ-IX;tloc.l6) the following procedure \\hen recording signals fran the sensors is being ar:plied (See Control Record, ~ 6):
During a pericxl of one minute, i.e. last minute of every 10 minute cycle, signals are
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received every 6th second,- i.e. all together 10 signals fran every sensor during the one minute
_~:eriod.

For instrurrents containing rrore than one sensor (e.g. p:;ychraneters, hygrotheri!OtEters,
dew-]X)int rreters etc.) 10 signals fran each sensor connected to the carp.1ter will be received during the one minute _~:eriod. In other 'WOrds, all together 44 signals fran 31 sensors are received
every 6th second , or a total of 440 signals or rreasurerrents during a period of one minute for every
10 minute cycle.
In addition, corrected and averaged values fran the two Thygan inst.runents (with own
carplters) - and -weather paraitEters, corrected and averaged in the Sai!E way as for the other sensor signals, are recorded (see belON).
5.2.2 Data Conversion, Linearization and Averaging. Formulae AH?lied.
Every one of these 10 signals fran each sensor (in engineering units as Ohm , Volt ,
Anp§re ) is first converted into rreteorological units (% RH, dry & wet bulli tenp.OC, dew-]X)int
tenp. Oc) and linearized (i.e. corrected in accordance with correction tables received fran the
p:rrticipating rre:rbers - if any). Inst.runents with outp..1t RS232 (e.g. the 'Ihygan) need no conversion into rreteorological units.
After linearization of each record every 6th secorrl during the one minute interval,
relative humidity is carputed for inst.runents based irrlirect rreasurerrents (as T· & Tw for p:;ychrareters, T & Td for hygrothernroeters etc.)
When carp.1ting relative humidity , starrlard formulae are used (see Appendix 7). If,
hONever, special fornulae to be used with an instrurrent have been received fran the supplier (e.
g. those described by Dr. Wylie in the publication "The 'I'M) Reference Psychrareter") relative
humidity values are Carplted ag:>lying both sets of formulae, and both sets of results are stored.
For instruments based on irrlirect rreasurerrent of relative humidity, basic values as
T. and Td are also averaged and recorded,- hONever, not all stored in the raw data file (see
Control Record, Appendix 6) .
5.2.3 Data Averaging and Storage.
The 10 values of relative humidity thus obtained for each sensor connected are then
averaged, recorded and stored in the raw data file continously ,- i.e. with up]ated values every
lOth minute around the clock. The raw data files are then durrped on strearrer tape once a day.
5. 3 Weather ParaitEters.
In addition to ..mat is rrentioned above, -weather paraitEters for classification and for
special investigations are recorded every lOth minute (See Control Record, AH;lerrlix 6):
(a). Relative humidity (UUU,%): Calplted as "test value" when determining RRV (RelatiReference Value , - see belCJN) •
(b) . Air terrperature ('ITI', °C) : Based on signals fran the terrperature elerrent of sensor
DI 310 (Rotronic mw-1000) , average of last minute.
(c). Air pressure (PPPP,hPa) :Sensor CMI,/I:mi aneroid with differential transforrrer ,average of last minute.
(d). Wirrl speed (ff, knots): Sensor SiggelkCJN LISA 120, average of last 10 minutes.
(e) . Precipitation arrount (rrr ,mn) : Sensor .Aarrleraa (OI'A) tig:>ing bucket, ty_t:e
sum of last 10 minutes.
(f). Glcbal radiation (GX,KJ/m2/10 min): Kig:>

&

2890 B,

:ZOnen CM5, sum of last 10 minutes.

(g). Sunshine duration (SS,min): Sensor Siggelkc:J..l Sonie 6.008l,during last 10 minutes.
(h). Precipitation duration (RIND,min) :Sensor Vaisala DROll, during last 10 minutes.
5. 4 Control Record

(AFf>endix 6)

In addition to ..mat is mentioned abJve in paragrap,s 5.2 and 5.3 a carplete Control
Record also contains:
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5.4.1 Special columns for control of psychrareters (second group of records fran arove}, averaged
over l minute (as arove} for 10 consecutive 10 minutes intervals. (Second column to the left (TIT}
contains terrperatures indicated by sensor DI 310 ,- see para. 5.3. (b) arove}.
5.4.2

Thu record groups of rreasurerrents by chemical sensors (i.e. DI Nos. 310, 510 and 540,- see

~

4} for 10 consecutive 10 minutes intervals (as arove},- and for 10 consecutive 1 minute
intervals.
First group (narked 10 min interval} was fran the start intended for being used for
classification and calibration ptn:IXJses. HC!'M2ver, due to change in the original prograrrne, these
records are at present only used for control.
Secorrl group (narked 1 min interval} is being used during LiCl-control record of sensors DI 310 and DI 510 (see AHJendix 4} to study if and when the relative humidity recorded had
stabilized during the test. Relative humidity fran these sensors are also being graphically recorded during the LiCl-control.- 'Ihis control is being rrade to study if a systerna.tic shift in RRV
should occur during the IJ\hole _p=riod of the intercarp:rrison.- 'Ihe LiCl-control cannot be run
during the cold seasons (i.e. terrperature below zero} •

5.4.3 Continous recording and listing of raw data (see para. 5.2.3 above} are for the tine being
nade on hard-disc and streaner ta_p=.
All carputations and recordings described above in this paragraph are being _p=rfomed
by the PC-controlled data equi:r,:mmt installed in the caravan at the expJSure site.
5.5 ~ator's and Controller's Log.
In addition to the Control Record (AHJendix 6} which is studied every \O.Orking day, the
<:perator will keep a log (AHJendix 8} which. should contain:
(i). Visual

~ther

observations;

(ii}. Rerrarks concerning inst.rurnents and equiprent;
(iii). Faults with sensors;
(iv). Assmann psychrareter readings inside and outside the screen (carp:rred with recorded values of the EAP-inst.rurnents, the 'Ihygan inst.rurnents etc.) 1
(v). Technical naintenance and servicing.
(Notes also contained in the Controller's log) .
'Ihese daily checks are carried out every \O.Orking day for control of performance of the
instrrnents and sensors included in the intercarp:rrison.- None of the data entered in the logother than those recorded- are being included in the calculations of statistical swmaries or
other presentations of results.
5. 6

'Ihe Intercarp:rrison Procedure.

5.6.1

Reference Values.
Since no absolute reference is available,

Relative Reference Values (RRV} had to be

defined.
Since corrlitions inside the inst.rurnent screens and outside in open air under certain
corrlitions nay be different (even thOugh the inst.rurnents are suHJOSeci to rreasure the sarre
in the way they are exr:osed), two ~lative Reference Values ,viz. RRVI inside the screen and RR\.D
outside in open air, have been defined in accordance with para. 4.4.4.1.2 of the Final Report which
reads:
'"Ihe RRVI (inside screen} will be the average of a psychraretric value (see next p:rragra}±l} and a dew-point value (see next paragra}±l) .For a ~t bulb terrperature below zero and/or
humidities belo.Y 50 % only the dew-point value will be used. 'Ihe RR\.D (open air) will be derived
fran the RRVI using the two 'Ihygan instrurrents as a transfer starrlard."
- and paragraph 4.4.4.1.3 which reads: " 'Ihe psychraretric value will be the average of the relative humidity readings derived fran the two Interim I'M) Psychrareters (EAP instrurrents}. 'Ihe dewpoint value is calculated fran the average of the relative humidity readings fran the 'Ihygan
inside the screen."
'Ihe procedure awlied when calculating RRV is given in App2ndix 9 • A Flo.Y Chart for
documentation of the calculating procedure is also available.

~ther
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5. 6. 2 Fingerprints. Statistical S\.ll!Il\'ITies. DocLllrentation of Results.
The averaged values of relative humidity for each sensor stored in the raw data file
(see para. 5.2.3) are carpared with the Relative Reference Value (RRVI or RRVO).
5.6.2.1 Fingerprints (bar diagrams,- i.e. adjacent vertical lines indicating deviation fran RRV as
function of t:l!re) are being currently prepared for all sensors or instrUlrents included in ~
intercarparison. (See exartlJle, A];:f:.enclix 10. Other fingerprints (as e.g. RRVI-RRVO) a:r:e also being prepared every rronth.
5.6.2.2 Statistical S\.ll!Il\'ITies for each rronth and for each of t.he instrUlrents included are also being calculated and printed. Statistical data are given in matrix form, grouped according to tenperature and relative humidity intervals. (See exanple, Appendix 11) .-SUimaries for all data included for the l!Dnth in question are carputed as ~an Deviation fran RRV (MEAN) and Starrlard Deviation of Deviation fran RRV (SDEV). (For further information, see explanation to the table,Appenclix
11).
Copies of fingerprints and rronthly statistical surrmaries have been currently sent to
pa:r:ticipating rrerrbers and also to manufacturers of the instrUlrents concerned on request, in order
to facilitate their current., control of the instrUlrents they have supplied. Information concerning other instrUlrent types have not been given.
6. The Wylie Reference Psychrareter
The instrurrent was exposed during July through Septenber 1987 at daytine and urder
favourable weather conditions. A total of 1378 observations were made and carp3Yed with RRVO in
the same way as described in the paragraphs above,- and also with the Interim 'i!M) Reference Psychrareters EAP 1 and EAP 2 (for roth standard and "individual" calculating equations of relative
humidity). A report to the President of CIMJ was prep:tred 7 January 1988. The report is available
on request.
Sare results are given in Ag:lendices 10 and n. These shclw for the totals that~
Deviation (MEAN) in oo cases exceeded 1 % Relative Humidity and Standard Deviation (SDEV) in all
cases was less than 2 %, The Wylie Reference Psychraneter - RRVO: MEAN= 0 %, SDJ!.V '-= 1. 7 %
indicate. that the Wylie Reference Psychrareter rreasures relative humidity in very gocd conformity
with the calculated RRVO.

7. Prop:::>sed Future Calculations Based on r-bnthly 8urrmaries and Raw Data Records.
7.1

Evaluation of

surrmary Results

(a) . Statistical surrmaries in matrix form based on all records should be prepared for each sensor
for the whole intercarparison period. Totals of MEAN and SDEV to be inc.luded. (Accuracy test as
function ofT and U) 1
(b). Graphical interpretation of MEAN and SDEV for all sensors,!lDOth by l!Dnth,for the whole intercarp:rrison period - to study if systematic changes with ti.Jre has occured. (Stability test) •
Results fran groups of 3 identical sensors (as for Fotronic Hygrolyt I:MS-lOOH, Fotronic
Hygrarer HIW-1000, Novasina, SPSI, Humicap, PCRC-11) should be presented on the same graph - to
study i f systematic differences could occur in the production of identical sensors. (Accuracy and
stability -or material test) ;
(c). Graphical interpretation of differences: Thygan outside -Thygan inside ,for relative humidity
during special weather situations - to study influence of the screen on the rreasurenents 1
(d). Statistics concerning frequency of failure in operation for every sensor during the whole intercarparison period . (Solodity test),
7. 2 Special statistics Should be prepared for all sensor types concerning operation during special
weather conditions, as e.g.
(e). Extreme la.v terrperatures and or extreme high relative humidities 1
(f). Heavy precipitation;
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(g). Strong solar radiation under (i). calm =ndition , sl'lO>'r-=vered surface;
(ii). strong wind;
(h). Rapid change in relative humidity, e.g. during instable air =ndition with s~rs,
FDehn-=nditions etc.
(i). Rapid change to dry air after long periods with high relative humidity.
(j). Other

~ther

situations on request or prq:osals fran participants or others.

It w:Juld lead too far to go into rrore details in this interim report. As rrentioned
above, a crnprehensive final report will be prep:rred after crnpletion of the project. ~ver,
the project leaders and the Organizing camri.ttee WJUld a:r;preciate very rruch receiving ccmrrents or propJSa.ls for the further intercrnparison fran anyone who is interested in the project.

DNMI/2/2/88/JS
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WMO INTERNATIONAL HYGROMETER INTERCOMPARISON PROJECT , NORWAY
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Caravan (with data-logger,computers,
indicators, etc,)
CS:InstruMnt screens. (Two ventilated
double standard screens)
H/T:Hygrothnmo..,ters (H083,GE,EGr.G +
psychr.Friedrichs 3010 )
METEOSAT antenna

R: Precip.gauge (Remote record.)
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T: Instrument screen (for ordinary
routine obs. )
TH: THY'GAN sensor
W:

-2

Wylie (WMO)

!lef.Psychrom.

Wd; Mast for wind sensol:'s (28 meters)
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(c). Resistance.
Limits of error for l·year at 20

1. Data Acquisition System
A. SOLARTRON 35951A Analog Measurement IMP:
Number of channels
:
20
Maximum signal measured: ! 12 V
Results from all 20 channels: ( 1 second
Measurement:
Voltage DC
l,~f-V to 12 V
10 nA to 20 mA
Current DC
Thermocouple types: E, J, K, T, R, S
B. SOLARTRON 35951B

Ran~ ____Sensivity

Limits of Error

25 Jl,..
250-Sl.
2.5 k.s2.

:!:c 0.03 'l'. rdg + 6 mJlJ
:!:( 0.03 'l'. rdg + 0.01 'l'. f.s.)
:!:( 0.02 'l'. rdg + 0.01 'l'. fs )

1.25 m..n..
12.5 m..!l.
0.125.Il.

The SOLARTRON IMP-s automatically chases optimum measuring
range.
2. Data Acouisition Control System.
Host Computer: IBM PQIT , 10Mb Winchester drive," one 360 kb disc drice,
IBM-DOS operative system,40 Mb streamer tape. Programre : C.

Analog Measurement IMP:

Number of channels
:
10
Maximum signal measured: ! 2 V
Results from all 10 channels:( 1 second
Measurement:
Voltage DC :
l~V to 2 V
Resistance, 4 terminals: 2 m.ll to 2.5 k~
Temperature:
100 ..Q PRT
Sensor energisation: 0.8 or 4 mA
Dummy supplied : 120J2.! 0.01 'l'. ! 5 ppm/°C
C. SOLARTRON IMP 35954A Interface to IBM PCXT
supplied with I/0 drivers and sample programs in BASIC.
Accuracy of SOLARTRON IMP-s :
(a). DC Voltage:
Limits of Error for 1 year at 20 q:! 3 °C:
Range Full Scale
20 mV
22.000
200 mV 220.00
2 V
2.2000
12 V
12.000

°~:!: 3 °C:

Sensitivity
l~V
lO~V

lOO,.u.V
1 mV

Limits
:!:(0.02
+
-(0.02
!(0.01
:!:(0.05

of Error
'l'. rdg + 5~V)
'l'. rdg + 0.01 'l'. full scale)
'l'. rdg ! 0.01 A. u.)
?;; rdg :!: 0.01 l fs.)

Temperature coefficient of ADC:(0.0015 A. +0.2~V) per °C
(b). DC Current:
Error as for DC Voltage + error of shunt resistor.

Raw data from sensors will be stored on Winchester disc
for further control and processing directly following
every sampling period.
Storing of processed and averaged datas on 360 kb floppy-disc
3. Cabling.
Distance from data-logger to sensors exposure site: 30 meters.
Available cable capacity: Two 50 pair cables of type EEBP
(0.6 mm 2 shielded and reinforced cables).
4. Statistical Analysis System.
I~M-PCAT. 20 Mb~ Winchester drive, 360 kb/1.2 Mb disc
drive,_ 40Mb streamer tape. Canon A2 Laser printer.

Computer~

Software: Lotus 1-2-3, dBase III, Word Perfect, FORTRAN,
BASIC.
This Personal Computer will be used for statistical analysis of intercomparison data and for preparing reports.

~

B.
~-

N

""'w

"'

~

PARTICIPATION IN THE
MEMBER

INSTRtME!'o'T
TYPE

W.;lie (\M:l) Reference
PsycbxCilleter
(Prototype)

DEVICE

Rl!MARKS

130

5

FrOO! 1.7 to 30.9.87
e~:ated at day-time

'weather condi-

t:l.on

MANUFACTIJRER I

INST1Uk!E!;'T DESIGN.

Re. Transcript of
Operator's Ing,Appendix

f~M:JUrable.

6
1\ustralian llure:au of Meteo
rology.- Test and Calibration:CS!RO Div. of Applied
I'hysics.

F-rom 22.2.1987

Vaisala Oy, Helsinki,
Finland

SPSI Hygr001etre Capacitif
001 -5400A
(3)

From 22.2.1987

Direction de la Meteorologie , SETIM, France

380

390

400
410
110

Fran 8.5. 1987
to 2.11.1987

Not to be operated Akademie der Wissenschaften, German Democratic
when Tt is below
Replblic
zero.

140

Fran 22.2.1987

Record interrupted Th. Friedrichs & eo.
fran 2.9 to 12.10. Germany, Federal
87 because instr.
Replblic of
had to be returned
to manufacturer due
CUBtom regulations

Feuchte-Temperatur Geber
800 N 30

210 I
211

Fran 22.2.1987

Defective sensor
Wilh. Lambrecht KG,
replaced ~.12.19&7 Germany, Federal
(new DI 211)
Replblic of

NCIITasins

560

Fran 22.2.1987

Elektr.Aspiration Psychrometer (Frankenberger)
Type 3010

120

Fran 8.5 1987

Rotronic Hygrol yt
IH3-100H

510
520
530

Fran 22.2.1987

Rotronic AG,
Switzerland

Rotronic llygraner
mw-100 o
(3)

310
320

Fran 22.2.1987

Rotronic AG.
Switzerland

650

Fran 22.2.1987

Protimeter PLC,
United Kingdan

NCIITasina

540

Fran 22.2.1987

(2)

550

Democratic Elektrisches AspirationsPsychl:aooter FM' 2
~
r~rman

(1)

Germany, Federal
Ref#lic of

I

Humicap HMP 2l,H-type sensor 360
{3)
370

.

France

AJ?E!"ndix 3
INSTALI..liD (DATE)

IllENTIFIER PERIOD CF L'Pim!ITION
(Dil
3
4

(1)

Finland

OPERATION OF THE IN5'1Rl.JMENI'S

~rERCOMPARISON

(Number of irulttument:a)

~ust~

238 -

Beheiztes Psychraooter
3020.0000 llG
(1)

(1)

11)

NCIITasina AG,
~tzer1and

Not to be operatea
when Tt is below zero

Th.Friedrichs & Co,
Germany, Federal
Replblic of

(1)

Netherlands·

(3)

Protimeter
DP 383 R

330

(l)

Norway

Dl 550:Loose contact at
filters caused faulty NCIITasirul AG,
records 23.3-18.6.1987
Switzerland

220

Fran 22.2.1987

Asnderaa lnstrunents,
Norway

lOO

Fran 8.5.1987 to Not to be operated
2.11.1987
when Te is below zero.

Akadanie der Wisaenachaften der !lOO., German
Ile!oocratic Republic

630

Fran 22.2.1987

General Eastern Instr .Carp
U. S. A.

Rotronic Hygraoot
MP- lOOF

340
350

Fran 22.2.1987

Rotronic N:;,
Switzerland

TI!YGAN -Ventilated
Thermo-Hygraooter
VIP6

610
620

Fran 22.2.1987

Meteolabor AG,

Standard Electralh.Jnidi ty Sensor

420
430

Fran 8.5.1987

P<li.C~ll

440

Phys. -Chemical Research
Corp.
United Kingdan

Aanderaa
Rei. Hllnidity Sensor 2820
(1)

Elektrisches AspirationsPsychraooter EAP 1
(1)

Dew Point Hygraoeter

G.E.

1500 MPS
(1)

~en

m

Switzerland

Not operated satisfactorily during
most of the period

Switzerlar~l

(2)

United Kingdan

(3)

U. S. A.

Hygrotherunneter
(Cooled mirror type)
11083

660 I
661

Fran 22.2.1987.

640

Fran 22.2.1987

EX;&G

670

Fran 19.11.1987

EX;&G

(1)

Temperature and Dew Point
Measuring Set
F.G&G ll(}!CS

Defective sensor replaced 7.12.1987
(New DI: 661)

Technical Services Laboratory Inc.
U. S. A.
International Inc.
U. S. A.

(1)

Temperature and Dew Point
Meter
El;&G lble1 2()(}1 DeWI'rak
(1)

Envir0t111ental
Equipnent Division
U. S. A.

08-.Jan-88

Page 1

Lw-.MlKAN. WJU

OB-J.an-88

LWWMOKAN.WK1

EXPLANATION TO SYMBOLS IN TABLE
TABLE HEAD

WMO INTERNATIONAL HYGROMETER INTERCOMPARISON NORWAY
1986 - 1988
f"~LEI

SENSOR
NAME

NO.

I Ht1'1BER
SI!JUAL jCARD/IPARM.JSIG.I
jCHAH.jMEAS. jTYPE

PARNIETERS

IDt:V.,AVG.jPARAMETERJ FORflniLAEI

TO COMPUTE jiD.

PER.j

TO

I

APPENDIX

R
E

jP!EASURDI. RES-I

I

Value

I

I

----1 "------------------1-----:--1-----l------1----1-~-~~~--1----1----1-~~~~-1----~----1-~:1--~~~~---1~~:1
lEAP
I"' I
l•l
II
I
I
I
lEAP
I
I
I I
I"'
I
I")
I
I
I
I
IFriedricho
I
I I I
I
I
1•l I
I II
1

1

1

2

2

3

1

3010
(Frankenberger)

IFriodricho
(Heated)

3020

I
I

o•s2 1111 1
1/2

Tt
Tv

1 R

4183 11/3
1/4

Tt
Tv

R
R

8146 11/5
1/6

Tt
Tv

R
R

8026 11/7
1/8

Tt
Tv

R

R

lt

TaiR
Tt
U

1

1/9
1/10

1

TTT.UUW

1100

ALL
11.5.6
COMPtrl'ED

TTT.UUW

1110

ALL
11.5.6
CCIMPV'l'ED

TTT.lMJU

1120

U•U•U•Ua

UaUaUaUa

I

UaUaUaUa

TTT.ThThTh 1140
UUUU

UoUoUoUal

LN

ALL

11.5.6

ALL

,1.5.6

COMPtTI'ED

I I
I I
LN

COMPUTED

I

1

1

lb) I

I

I

I

I

SENSOR

IFILEI
NO.,

I
I

NAME

I

Precipitatioo
Global radiation

1~:::~:

I

I
I
I
I I I
I I .. I u I

I
I

Wind
IProoouro

TTT-UUUU

2/2
2/3

P
tf

U
U(I)

21•
2/5

Rll

U
U

ggg

l/6

PPPP
ff

rrr
QQG

1

130

I

ss

LM

ALL

I I
I
I~ I!
LN
10

S

PPPP
tt

11 0

C
Y

Ill

~-

1_5.6

a)

I II

I
I
I

c)

CNW/CHM........

110.354

g)

lg)

I

____ ,~~~;~::~:: ______ 1________ 1 _:~:: 1______ 1_:__ 1~;~;~:_:: __ 1____ 1_ ___j _________ 1 _________ 1___ 1__________
5

Aotronie ll'l"W-1000

I

8606114

I

I1

2/7 1
2/8

Tt

I uuu

'I"''T

1U(I)

IU(l)

1

uuuu

1 Dl
310

Dl

1

--~-,;~;;_:~~:: __ ,;;~~;~~ 1-~~~~ ,_;__ ,~~~~ 1----~---- ~~5

5

jltotrooie
.Rotroni.c

IIP-100F
BTW-1000

5 IRotronic RTW-1000
6 Rotroaic DRS-100B

• ,Jtotrooic DIOS-100ll
5

1

7
8

I

18606127
2/111 UUU
8605266
2/12 UUU
8505285,2/13 UUU
86054.83
2/14 UUU

RotroD.ic MP-100P

186054..
8606128

Nowaaina

1861170/2,2/171 UUU
861170/3 2/18 UUU

JloVaaina

lvai
..
Vaiaala

la llwrlcap
Bwd.cap

198126(1)
98044 (2)

10

I

I

1sPSI
PCRC 11

U

I

71083

U
U

IU(l)
U(l)

2/191 UUU
2/20 UUU

I.

SPSI

9

U(I)
IU(I)

2/151 UUU
2/16 UUU

97. .4(3) 3/1
259
3/2
, SHI
3/3
3976,3/4

Vaiaa1a Hwrlcap
SPSI

Iu

3/5

U
U

I UUU
UUU

U(I)

UUU

U(I}

uuu

U(Il

U

I uuu

u

j

I

I

340

WUU
UUUU

320

UUUU
UUUU

330

UUUU
UUUU

350

520
530

UUUU

I

I

I
I

550

UUUU

560

UUUU
UUUU

1360
370

UUUU

1380
390
400

UUUU

UUUU'

uuw
uuw

_;_

I

I

TrT

uuw

1

I

LN
U1

UUW
UUUU

LN
ut

UUUU
UUUU

UUW

I

I

UUW
1AJIUU

I

I

WUU

LN
tit

LN
Ul

111
LM

I

LN
Ill
ut

___ 1

1
I .,

1 1
I I

180.047 1 7
111.201

I I
I
I

110.620
9
179.753 110

UUUU
UUUU

UUUU

UUUU

luo I"' II uuuu
UUUU

uuuu

1.01

420

I

I

I
I

I

Tt:

3/9

U(I)

s.o. . a,l/8

eOOK30

-~:_,,::::::::_::::______ ,____:::_, j~~~ 1-=--,:~::
13

U

Genera~

Eaat•rn

llOPI-S
11500 Ill'S
~

I

15,Protiaeter DP 383R
16

8083

44.&0

341

A515288

I

8615

Tt

3/15
3/16

Td

u

Tt

U

I 3/14
3/131 Td
Tt

I
I

U

3/12

3/17
3/18
3/19

IU(l)

U

Td
I UU
Tt

211

U1

I

I

I

I

UUUU

il

I

/----=----,1 ::_11_:_,--=---,1 _________ ,1 ___ , __
TdTd'Td
630
111
IU.l.
1 or 2
e)

I

UaUaUaUs

I

TdTdrd
U•U•U•U•
Tdrdrd

1

UaUoUoUa

1

TI!Td'Td
UaUaUBUa

I640

Ul ICOIIPUTED

Ie)

1650

Ill

le)

I660

LN
Ul

U1
Ul

I II

110.921

1

I•I
2

I I

""" 7
ALL
1 or 2
CONP'UTitD
and 7
ALL
11 or 2

ICOIIPUTED
I1"""
ALL
or

7
2
7

U

178.760

:::~:::_

::_,

11

179.137

I

Ie) .,

I

I I

17

IJTHYGAH

11

,R$2321
RS232

Td

17

/nrrGNi
I

12

JRS2321

Tt

I

I RS232f

U

IIITBT
•.....-r.
Td'Td'Td.UUUU

Tt

Td

J

I

IT~~!~~

I

ITITITIT

LM

1610

{620

I

CllPIPV'l'ED

DONE

J

I

~~TR.

a~~~d

I

I

11 or 2
and 7
11 or 2

I •••

7

Jf)

I

I

I

J

I

J

I

PAAAMETERS JD&.V./AVG_fPARAHETERJ F0Rl1UU\Ef R jM~SliREl'l. RES.j
TO
liD.
TO
I
E I Value
1 1
AND STORE
I
I
I AVERAGE I
G
I M.j (Ohm)
jNr.J

COMPUTE

jPER.j

APPENDIX!

UUU:

Dry bulb teaperature (air t-perature).
Wet bulb t~rature.
Air t~ratu.re beated paycbra.eter.
Dew point t-.perature (Proe:t point below zero d•gr. . centigrede).
Beroaetric pr-aure.
Wind foree.
Prec:ipitatioa.
Direct aun radiation. --.entaneoua value (energi per aeeond and aquere . . ter).
Sunabine duratioo . ....,.taneoua value YES or NO (direct aua.
radiation above 120 W/•*•).
Relativ• hwd.dity.

SIG. TrPE •••••••• : Type of aignal trc. aea.aor to detal.ogger.
A:
Aeaietance
U:
Voltage
U(I): Initielly eurrent. Vo.ltage -aaured over a conatant reaietanee.

PIIIIMETIRS TO
C0MPUT& AND STORE: According to Appendix C in Pinel Report.
T'n':
Air t.-perature (tentb or degree centigrade).
Re.lative bu.idity (teatb of pereea.t). Uaing inatru.ent fonM&lae
tor p.ychn.etera.
U.U.UaUa: Relative huai4ity u.ing atandard torau.laa (tenth or percent).
'l'b.TbTb:
Heated air t-.pereture (tenth or degr. . centigred•).
PPPP:
Air preaaure (bPe).
tt:
Wind toree (Jmo.ta)
rrr:
Precipitetioa l u t tea. ainute• (tenth ot ailliaeter).
cor.;;:
Energi au. ot direct BUD. rediatioa. laat t•n ainutee (k.J) •
SS:
SWlabine duratioa (teatb8 of ainutea).
Td!'drd:
Dew point t~ratur. (tea.tba of degree centigrade).
lrriiT:
TRYGNl clock. boura.
IITIIIT:
TIIYGAN clock. ainut-ITI.TITIT: T1fYGNI atatua nuaber.
UUVU:

179.700 113
181.069
6

-~:- i::::_______________ ,____:::_!_~~~; 1--~;--1-~--~--~;~~~~--1
::~-~-~-!~-~
~~~-~---~~L
1----------1---1
I
I
If) I
I I
Td

ggg:

.

_g_, ~;g~~-;~;;~---,-;~~~g_,,_g_,_:--1,-~--~----~----,1 ~~~-~-~-,~--~---~1---------11---~'----------,1---1,
lr.-brecbt
I uuu I u I uuuu
I
I
11

tt:
RR:

I I
I
I I
I

180.001
110.473

I

Solartron datalogger card nuaber and ehannel nuaber.

Ta:
Td:
P:

--~--- ---------1---1--~~~:~~~-1-~-

I
I I
I

I

I"

I

'h":

I12 I

I I
I

S£RIM. fCARD/fPAR:AM./SIC.f

PARM. IIIEAS •••••• : flhtteorological par. . . t•ra . .aaured by inatruaent.

11

d)

I

I NUMBER ICHAH.jMEAS. jTYPEI

I-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------I
PILE NO.......... Identitieation nu.ber on box containing intoraation on aenaor.
SDISOR liNt£...... ..-... uaed in tbe intercc.pe.riaon.
SERIAL JIII.MBER.... Senaor or tran-.itter eeriel nuaber.

-~:-1I::_::~_::____ j____:::_IJ~~:,__§__ ,_LI_-~;;~--1 :::_/_:_1~-1~~;-~---I~LI __________ j___ j
Hy.lie Paycbro.eter

Page 2

·-

ID ••••••••• :

AVG. PElt •••••••• :

D.Yice identifier.
Av•raging period.

TO AVDAGi: .....• :

Referring to accluiaition progr-.

lt.PPDIDU G •.•••• :

bferring to Appendix G to Final. Report (Standard for.ulaa for
~hr.-et era and dew point aell80ra).

ltDINUtS ••••••••• :

e) e'w(Tv) by foraulee 1) witb h aubetituted forT. e'w(T) by for.ulae 1) witb Tt
•ub.tituted tor T. e' trr fonmlae 5) with Tt aublltituted tor T and Tv aubatitut•d
for T'W. P ia air pre.eure f'ro~a chaDnel 2/:l.. U trc. fon.ulee 6 td th proper
aubatitutioa•. U to be COIIpUted for eacb eingle acan. UUUU in racord fonHt i•
..... va.lue or individua.l acan.. UeUaUaU. to be co.puted following . . . . procedure
aa for UUUU. bu.t with apec:ial i.natruaent equ.atioo inateed or for.ulae 5).
b) A.a tor a) except for e'w(T) with Ta aubetitutad for T.
e) 10 .t.nut. . . .an va.lue to be etored.
d) Stored va1u• to be coa~pU.ted uaing aignal d.ifferenee bet-.n .l.aat Minute of two
eonaeeutive 10 ain eycl-.
e) . . (Td) by fonnalae 1) with Td aubatituted for T. ew(T) by tor1mlae 1) with Tt
auba:titutttd tor '1'. If ice Cll airror. ew(Td) frc. for.ula• l) witb T4 (Tf)
aubetituted tor T. U froa for-.a.lae 7). U to be ccaputed tor each aingla acan.
UUUU in record roraat ie . .-.n va1u• of iad.ividual acana.
f) Aa for e) except thet inatnaea.t give• . . . . value directly.
g) ...eaure4 avery 6th aecOD.d. SS and COG by adding all coaputad VB1uea .laat 10
ainut . . .
h) EG5G 200fll connected on cba.D.Dela l/10 and 2/1 nov-ber 17th. 1987.
i) Sen.or ehange dac-tMtr 4tb. 1987.
j) Seneor cbange dec:a.ber 7th. 1987. Seria1 Ru.bera uaed: S•naor head ••ria.l nUIIIber
in•t•ad of aeria.l nuaber on •.l•ctronie uait.

D&V.

-......

LM: Laat ai.aute.

Dl: Every •inute.

"'
"'
c..J

10: Tea .Unutea.

fiiEASURDt. RES .... : Conatant reaiatance uaed. with inetru.ent• initia1.ly giving current eignala.
Va.lue: Reaietanee va.lue in Ohaa.
Mr.: Ideatif'ying nu.ber.

~

~

.

+--

RECORD l"'RMAT FOR AUTOMATIC WEA11lER OBSERVATIONS AND TEMPERATIJRE AND HUNIDITY DATA

Date f. time

Section 2
Autanatic weather obs.

Y'M1DD!lHnm

PPPPffrrrGGGSS

Section
- - -1

Sta~~

Section ~
& classification identifiers

Section 5
value ev~inute during
rep::ate for
3
sensors.

Section 6
Relative Reference Value
(RRV) 1 hunidity.
iiU U1U U iiU u u u
1 1 1 0 0 0 0

I I I i iUUU UUU UUU UUU UUU UUU UUU UUU UUU UUU

Section 8
Repeated for all other
psychrometers

Section 9
for all dew point
sensors , except THYGAN
IIIiisTdTdTdUUUU

Data from THYGAN

Section 7
Heated Psychrometer (DEV.ID.l4)

Section 10
ReP7ated for all other
hum1dity sensors
IIIiiUUUU

~epeated

IIIiisTTTUUUUUsUsUsUs

murute dudi:1g lO m . eye e

sTTTsTTTsTTTsT1TsTTTsTTTsTTTsTTTsTTTs111'

Relative~~idity, avera~e

10 min. eye~

Section 4
averatj valj every

T~rature,

Section 11
, 2 sensors

llr~IIliisTdTdTdUUUUITITITIT IIIiis'Jd 'Jd 'Jd UI.IUU:lr

lr lr lr

LF..GEND:
yy

DD

Year
Month
Day

HH

Hour

mm

Minute

pppp

Air pressure (hPa)
Wind speed, 10 min.average valt~ (knots)
Precipitation last 10 min. (mm x 10)
Global radiation (KJ I 10 min.)
Sunshine duration (i.e. nunber of minutes
of sunshine during preceding 10 min.)

1-M

Section 1

Section 2

ff
rrr
GGG

ss

Time

at ·end of 10 min. cycle

Status identifier (data record)(for identification of special weather situations)
Classification identifier for relative humidity (See matrix below)
Classification identifier for air temperature (See matrix below)

Section 3

Sign character for temperature
Air temperature (Deg. x 10)
Device identifier (DEV.ID.)
Status identifier
Relative humidity (%)
Status identifier
Relative humidity (% x 10)
Relative humidity (% x 10}
Ill
ii
s
Section 7

Automatic weather observations:
Recorded at end qf each 10 min. cycle

(+

or -)

}

}

For air temperature observation
and classification

Re •.Files Nos. 5, 6, 7. Appeooix J2
For identification of special weather
situations with respect to relative humidity.

Relative Reference Value Inside (RRVI)
Relative Reference Value Outside (RRVO)

Device identifier
Status identifier
Sign character for temperature (+ or -}
Air temperature (Deg. x 10)
Dry· bulb temperature in heated box (Deg. x 10)
Relative humidity <% x 10)

Data from Heated Psychraneter
1 mirrute 'average every 10 mirrutes
(i.e. average of last minute of cycle)

- 241 Appendix 5
(Continued)
III
ii

Device identifier
Status identifier
Sign character for temperature (+ or -)
Air temperature (!leg. x 10)
Relative humidity <t x 10)
Relative humidity, using standard formulae (% x 10)

s

Section 8

TIT

IJUUU

UsU U U

8 8 8

ii

Section 9

s

TdTdTd
IJUUU

Device identifier
Status identifier
Relative humidity

Ill

Section 10 ~
{

(% x 10)

Hoor
Minute
Device identifier
Status identifier
Sign character for temperature (+ or -)
Dew point temperature (!leg. x 10)
Relative humidity (t x 10)

¥r

m.rnr
Ill
ii

Section 11

Data from all sensors/instruments
included in the intercamparison
( exept 'lliYGAN) • 1 minute aver age
every 10 minutes (i.e. average of
last minute of cycle).

Device identifier
Status identifier
Sign character for temperature (+ or -)
Dew point temperature (!leg. x 10)
Relative humidity (t x 10)

Ill

s
TdTdTd
IJUUU

Time, special identifiers and data from THYGAN

MATRIX Fffi CI.ASSIFICATION OF RELATIVE HlMIDI'IY AND AIR TEMPERATURE

Temperature
Relative
Hunidity
(Middle of
interval)

-27.5

Iu

95

4

75

3

45

2

20

1

Itit

=

01

-22.5
02

-17.7
03

-12.5
04

(Middle of interval)
-7.5
05

-2.5
06

+2.5
07

+7.5
08

+12.5. +17.5 +22.5 +27.5
09
10
11
12

NOTE:
Section 5,7,8,9,10 and 11

Ill

Device identifiers

First two digits are used for identifying the device
(DEV. ID.). Last digit irxlicates a change with the
sensor which will result in a new data badge,- such
as replacement, change in exposure etc.

.. 242 c:a_\[['fDL REDJRD
~JMO

INTJ::RNATIONAL. HYGROMETER INTERCOMPARISDN NDRWAY

!986 1( 1.5085(J
TTT: +{!191 H: 02 rrr:
DI Tt
Tv
DI
10 +(186 +(174 0852 61
1 l +088 +1:176 08:50 62
12 +088 +075 0842 63
13 +000 H;l00 0000 64
65
1.~ +086 +077 (!J8:56
21
0741
66
22
0885

1988

1

u

000 RIND1
Tt
Td
+062 +(:187
+061 +087
+~66 +085
+064 +088
+083 +091
+079 +093

0(:)

GGG: 022 SS: (10 pppp, 0994

u

0843
0837
0881
0852

0952
0909

u

DI

(:J830
0889
0854
E>864
0853
0826
0861

31
51
54
32
33
34
35

__________ ..,._________

DI
36
37
38
39
40
41

u

DI

0BE16
0794
0820
0851
0846
0853

42
43
44
52
53
55
56

u

1066
0928
0975
0892
0891
0855
0869

--------------------

Operator Message Field
(!:Nor-mal, 2:Psychr·o, 3:Chemical, 4:Raw Record, 5:Print, 6:End)

ComJI14lnd:

>>

15-1E1 08•5(:)108

WMO INTERNATIONAL HYGROMETER INTERCOMPARISON
1986

TTT:

or
·~·

!I'11e:

i:.I?O(l

(:,710
072r!>

073E>
!)740
0750
08f)4;l

081"
(182.
~:)830

084E>
0850

-

+091 Ho 02· rrn 000 R1NDI 00 GGG: ~J22 SS: (10 PF'F'P:
10
11
12
13
TTT
Tt
Tt
uu
Tt
Tt
+(18(1 0902 +082 (19(14
+(185
+(;182 0896
+OEIO 00(:10
+081 0890 +1)82 c:)891) +083 1)885 +000 0(;1(;>0
+085
+(;185 0865 +0(;10 0(;10c>
+086 +082 0876
+083 0876
+087 +(182 <?!881
+083 0882 +084 0870 +(:.10(:') 0E>00
+087 +082 0872 +084 0876 +085 0869 +01~0 000\:l
+088 +083 0868 +084 0869 +085 (.:)856 +01:>(:1 0000
+(101~ 0000
+088 +082 0878 +084 0880 +085 0872
+089 +084 0866 +085 0868 +087 1)857 +000 0000
+090 +085 0860 +087 0858 +088 E1846
+000 0000
+09<:> +085 c;.B55 +087 0856 +088 (~844 +000 (;1000
+09(1 +(:185 0854 '+089 0847 +(;188 1)842 +(:100 0000
+(:191
+086 0852 +(~88 085G +088 0842 +00(:1 0000

uu

Cnmmand:

NORI~AY

1988

uu

uu

1~994

14
Ta.
Tt
+101 +(:179 0916
+097 +081~ 0893
+<~99 +081 <~886
+093 +081 0898
+<~93 +(;181 0887
+086 +082 0877
+087 +082 0898
+096 +(:183 0890
+(:191 +085 0861
+088 +085 0861
+091 +(185 0862
+091 +086 0856

uu

--------------------- Operator Messa9e Fiel·d -------------------<l:Normal., 2:Psychro, 3:Chemical, 4:Raw Record, 5:Pri;nt, 6:End)

>>

15-1(~

08:50:

!(I

WMO INTERNATIONAL HYGROMETER INTF.RCOMPARISON NORWAY
1986 -

DI:
TIME
07(1iEJ
('~710

0720
0730
0740
1:1750
1)8!:>0
0810

08?0
I;'J830
E184E1
085E1

10 MIN INTERVAL
31
51
ULIUU
TTT
(~J937
+085 0878
+085 0872 0929
+(:186 (1862 1)919
+087 0856 0915
+087 (;>85(;1 0910
+088 0845 0906
+(188 (;1850 0913
+1:>89
0843 0904

uuuu

+(!!~()

(1fJ41~

+(/90
+090
+091

0834 . -0893
0832 0891
0830 (;>889

\.c1mm<v1d:

09C~O

1988

MIN INTERVAL
31
51
TTT
+091
083 089
+091
083
089
+091
<:>83 089
+091
083 089
(:183 <:>89
+091
+091
083 089
(~83
+C:I91
089
+091
083 (:189
+091
083 1:189
+091
083 089
l

54

uuuu

TIME

09(;>9
0905
0896
G888
0882
0877

1~841

0842
0843
0844
0845
0846
0847
(;1848
•'•849
c;J850

(~882

t)876
087?
0863
0856
0854

54

uuu uuu uuu
086
086
(;186
086
086
086
086
(;)85

(;185
085

---·---.... ---------·------ Operator Message Field -----------------·--(!:Norm«!, 2:F'sychro, 3:Chemical, 4;Raw Record, 51Print, 6:End)
15-1(;) 08:50:12

WMO INTERNATIONAL HYGROMETER INTERCOMPARISON NORWAY
1986 -

1988

RAW RECORD

87101508500994(~1200(H:u:u;.22f!l0

B308308:'·083083(>8308308351 0
6f:I86(J85085085

00(?10

+091 +091 +(;191 +(:191 +091 +091 +<0191 +091 +tl91 +09131 0
0830830
089089089089E189089089f:l89089089540 086(;186086E18608608

(;1(;101!1

140 +086+09108560856100 +(:>8606520852110 +08808501~850 120 +E18808410842130 +00
01)(:10(;>0(>00630 +066088 10881640 +064(;18520852650 +(;18309520952660 +0790909<)909310
<:>830510 0889541)
0854340 0826
320 0864330
0853520
089253(:1 089135(;1 0861550 0855560
0869360
0806370 {;179
4380
0820390 1:>851400 0846410 0853420 1066430 0928440 0975210 0741220 OB
85085061(;1
+06208430030620 +061<~837(1030
--------------·-----·-- Oper·ator Message F1 e111 --------------------

rommand:

':·>

<!:Normal,

2;Psychro~

3rChemical, 4cRaw Record, 5:Print, 6:End)
15-!C;I 08; 5<~: 2.3

EXAMPLE
!\.Ependix___Z_

Appendix 8
WMO lm-ERNAT!ONAL HYGRCMETER INTER<n1l'MISON , l'KRWAY
YFAR: 1987

DATE:5.6
L OPERATilCs ux;

Formulae to be used for the calculatiop of humidity quantities

INSPECTION AND OBSERVATIONS 10 BE MADE EVERY I.UUCII(; DAY WITI! REFERENCE 10

No.

Formula
e~

1
2

ei

= f(p)
= f(p)

6.11213 exp (17.5043 t /(241,2 + t)]
6.11153 exp [22.4433

t

/{272.186 + t)]

f(p) = 1.0016

tf

=

water(-30 ••• +50°C

222.186- lo f e 'l. f(:el § 1 1112JJ
22.443J- lo Ce'/ f(p) 6.11153]

5
6

U:

7

U=

No. 5

Sunshine: YES I IN'!UlM./ NIL (underline)

Cloud amount CN)(0-8 octas): 8/8

ice (-50 ••• 0°C)

Wind dir.:(O=calm,N,NW,W etc.):~ Wind speed:~ Estim.max.:~Gustiness:_O_ _+:
REMARKS <XJNCffiNII(; ALL INS1R!11ENI'S AND EQUIPMENT arnER TI!AN SENSCRS:
Refilled water reservoir of Heated Psychraneter (DI 140)
FAP 1 (DI 100): Recording interupted 1140-1330 .Wicl<c~ed

water
I

KS
(sign.)

ice

FAULTS WITI! SENSOO.SDI No.

f(p) as iD (1) and (2)

210

e' = e~(tw) - 6.2•10-4 p (t - tw)

VISUAL OBSERVATIONS DURiffi I.UU{II(; lfJURS BE:FCEE INSPECTION:

Weather/Visibility:CLEM, m:;, MIST, HAZE, Sro.IFALL, IRIZZLE, RAIN (underline) +)

~ 3.15•10-Gp - 0.074/p

td = 241.2 lo t: e'/ffn) 6.112131
17.5043- 'lo[ e'/ f(p) 6.112131

4

0720

Hour:

in (1) and (2) is

3

OJN'ffiOL RECOOD

Remarks

psychr ometric
formula

650
660
420-440

Control record indicating:
Approx. 8 '%. too high. Sensor unit defective.

Instrument
Lambrecht

HO 83

-

KS

-·ign

• 100

e'(td) for dewpoiot
temperature
e.;.(t) for dry bulb
temperatW!e

better

e'

= e~(tw)

e'

= e{Ct 1 ) -

w

7 - 15 'Z. too high

PCRC-11

e'te.;.(t) • '100
e.;.Ctd)/e~(t)

-1=>-

10 '%. too high.
8-10 '%. too high

"
"

Protimeter

I'\)

- f(p) 6.46•10-4(1 + 0.000944 tw) p (t- tw)

water

2. CXJNIROLLEECs ux;

OJMPARISON WITI! ASSMANN PSYO!RCI1ETERS:

........._ __

r~lo~<><l
""'·~· 1445
..

----- ··-

30

··~

EAP 1
DI 10

FAP 2
DI 11

TI!YGAN 1

DI 61

Dl 62

H083
DI 66

u

u

u

u

u

63.2

6L5

62.8

3. TECHNICAL SERVICII(;:

TI!YGAN 2

59.6
- -

-

Assmann

psychrometers

OUISIDE

INSIDE
TtT Tw

I

U

6~s_ij13.~ 67

Tt

I fu

~

Tw

16.4!12.sl 64
-

4/7: Wylie Ref.Psy. tested outside. Ventilation and dry

bulb readings satisf~tO!Y- Installation not yet completed.

f(p) 5.70•10-4 p (t- ti)

f(p) = 1.0016 + 3-15

10~ p - 0.074/p

~
~

..._,

a

ice

CO

JS

Appendix 10

EXAMPLES

Appendix 9

FINGERPRINT SEPTEMBER 1987

DEFINITION OF RRVI AND RRVO {RELATIVE REFERENCE VAUJES INSIDE (RRVI)

DIFFE~E.IVCE

AND OIJIS IDE ( RRVO) TilE SCREEN) •
Th~ following procedure has been applied ftcrn the start of the calculations

I

22 February 1987, in agreement with Amendment to the Final Report (December

y:z::"'"''

...
......

R R V r.RRVI-RRVO.J

~

••7

...,o ... T,..,

o

--l

...

ill

1986), paragraphs 4.4.4. 1.2 and 4.4.4.1. 3.

I

Data fran the following sensors are included lolhen calculating RRV:
Inside screen (RRVIl: 1HYGAN 2 (Dl 62), EIIP 1 (DI 10), EIIP 2 (Dl 11),

-12.0

PROTIME:I'ER (DI 65).

Outside screen (RRVO) :1HYGAN I (Dl 61), 11083 (Dl 66), J$&G (Dl 64),

-

___ , -...-.... .....E'A.P...,

.R..R V.T -

. ---·

GE (DI 63).

.

l-l

The following routine is applied for calculating the values of RRVl and RR\10:

<See

Flow~charu

l. Ganpute Mean Value (MV) and Standard Deviation (SDl for all sensors inside
and outside

included (see list above) for every data cycle (i.e. for

last minute average of every 10 min. cycle).
2. Test if SD (

51 RH (YES

I NO)

YFS: Include sensors with
canputed MV in RRV

NO:

(I

.

,..
ili

I

deviation less that 5 1 RH fran

~11"'

......

and Ol .Proceede with point 3.

--"-

r-

--

~

- - -

Exclude the sensor that shows greatest deviation fran MV and

3. If no sensor data are available for either RRVI or RRVO (which may be the
case when air temperature is below zero and no psychraneters are in operation, the missing RRV (I or 0) is cCI!ipUted using the mean difference
between RRVI and RRVO for the last 30 minutes together with the existing
(I

or 0) value.

- ...

r~

,-.

bq_
:lllll' '1f

- - - --

-

. . . - - -. . . .

·--.-

ii

I

. HI"'

't

I""

n

-

ij

-

!\.)
.j:>.
~

~ ......

-

'I

Ill

..!!

.nl

-

_LO_O_O

I

...,;.

r'lf [\AI rr

.E'A..P2

.R..RV.T -

canpute new values of MV and SO.- Start fran 2 again.

RRV

.....

!f"

"

'11

rr' I~ If"' '"

pw'

jlr

.~

~;

RRIIO

Difference (RRVl-RRIIO)

-1.7 1 RH

80.8

87.0
86.1
8!.3

78.1

Missing

1250

RIM
85.3

1300

84.6

13!0
1320

Time

- - - -

-

-

-1.5

..R..R V
YCAAt

-0.5

Missing value for RRVO= 78.1 + (1.7+1.5+0.5)/3 = 79.31. RlJ
NJTE: The test value (5 %RH) is chosen in agreement with the Organizing
cannittee.
4. A "flag" indicating which sensors are included in the RRVI and RRVO is
given in the raW d>lta set,

-

--

WYL.T.E'

t • • .,.. .... ONTMo

~

a-

"'ili

I

•

DAV2

1

I
,,!
IB'

. R

1

.

5. If no data for more than 30 minutes are available, the "flag" in the data
set will indicate missing RRV-values.

c

t

2

.a

"""

•

•

"7

•

8

ta

1 •

,,..

1.$

.o ..

••

'ia

•'7'

••

t'll>

":11:0

#•

:::tS

:t
:.1!.!11

:~

~

iffi

I~

lr

0

WYLIE compared with mean(EAPl,EAP2)

WYLIE compared with RRV (outside)
STATISTICS:.JULY/AUGUST/SEPTEMBER 1987

STATISTICS:.JULY/AUGUST/SEPTEM~ER

Tt<=l-25<1-20<1-15<1-10<1
-5<1 Tt<=
0< I Tt<=
5< I Tt<=
10<1 Tt<=
15<1 Tt<=
20<1 Tt
25<
-25 Tt<• Tt<= Tt<= Tt<= Tt<=
-20 -15 -10 -5
0
5
10
15
20
25
I
--o<-!Noas- ---o- ---o- ---o- ---o- ---o- ---o- ---o- ---o- ---o- ---o- ---o- ---o
RH<= MEAN
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
30 SDEV 1
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
0
-3o<-INoas- ---o- ---o- ---o- ---o- ---o- ---o- ---o- --io- -ia6- -349- -i4i- --44
RH<= MEAN
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
-6
-6
-7
-9 -12
60 SDEV 1
01
01
01
01
01
01
0 1 22 1 18 1 13 1 11 1
9
-6o<-INoas- ---o- ---o- ---o- ---o- ---o- ---o-l ___ o_l __ 47- -33i- -ia7- --3i- ---o
RH<= MEAN
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
11
11
3
-4
0
90 SDEV 1
01
01
01
01
01
0
0
20 1 18 1 13 1 12 1
0
-9o<-INoss- ---o- ---o- ---o- ---o- ---o- ---o-,---o- ---2- --is- ---3- ---o- ---o
RH<= MEAN
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
14
19
15
0
0
100 SDEV 1
01
01
01
01
01
0
01
1 1 28 1 20 1
01
0

--------------------------------------------------------------------Statistics all Records JULY/AUGUST/SEPTEMBER 1987:
NOBS ......• :1346
MEAN .•..... :
0
SDEV ..•..•. :

17

I I

Tt<=l-25<1-20<1-15<1-10<1
-5<1 Tt<=
0< Tt<=
5< Tt<=
10<1 Tt<=
15<1 Tt<=
20<1 Tt
25<
-25 Tt<= Tt<= Tt<= Tt<= Tt<=
-20 -15 -10 -5
0
5
10
15
20
25
--o<-INoss- ---o- ---o- ---o- ---o- ---o- ---o- ---o- ---o- ---o- ---o- ---o- ---a
RH<= MEAN
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
30 SDEV 1
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
0
-3o<-INoss- ---o- ---o- ---o-l ___ o_l ___ o_l ___ o_l ___ o_l __ io- -ia9- -365- -i4i- --44
RH<= MEAN
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
28
19
2
11
6
60 SDEV 1
01
01
0
0
0
0
0
30 1 52 1 16 1 19 1 11
-6o<-INoss- ---o- ---o- ---o- ---o- ---o- ---o- ---o- --47- -33i- -i99- --32- ---o
RH<= MEAN
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
15
0
-7
-2
0
90 SDEV 1
01
01
01
01
01
01
0 1 23 1 17 1 16 1 21 1
0
-9o<-INoss- ---o- ---o- ---o- ---o- ---o- ---o- ---o- ---2- --i5- ---3- ---o- ---a
RH<= MEAN
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
24
1 -19
0
0
100 SDEV 1
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
1 1 25 1 23 1
01
0

I

--------------------------------------------------------------------Statistics all Records JULY/AUGUST/SEPTEMBER 1987:
NOBS •..•..• :l378
MEAN ....... :
4
SDEV .•..... :

STATISTICS:.JULY/AUGUST/SEPTEMBER 1987

STATISTICS:.JULY/AUGUST/SEPTEMBER 1987

I

Tt<=l-25<1-20<,-15<1-10<1
-5<1 Tt<=
O< I Tt<=
5< Tt<=
10<1 Tt<=
15<1 Tt<=
20<1 Tt
25<
-25 Tt<= Tt<= Tt<= Tt<= Tt<=
-20 -15 -10 -5
0
5
10
15
20
25
I
--o<-INoss- ---o- ---o- ---o- ---o- ---o- ---o- ---o- ---o- ---o- ---o- ---o- ---o
RH<= MEAN
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
30 SDEV 1
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
0
-3o<- Noss- ---o- ---o- ---o- ---o- ---o- ---o- ---o- --io- -i86- -349- -i4i- --44
RH<= MEAN
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
7
4
2
0
-3
60 1 SDEV 1
01
01
01
01
01
01
0 1 24 1 18 1 13 1 11 1
9
-6o<-INoas- ---o- ---o- ---o- ---o- ---o- ---o- ---o- --47- -33i- -ia7- --3i- ---o
RH<= MEAN
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
18
17
9
2
0
90 SDEV 1
01
01
01
01
01
01
0 1 20 1 18 1 12 1 12 1
0
-9o<- Noss- ---o- ---o- ---o- ---o- ---o- ---o- ---o- ---2- --is- ---3- ---o- ---o
RH<= MEAN
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
16
21
17
0
0
100 1SDEV 1
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
1 1 28 1 20 1
01
0

--------------------------------------------------------------------EXpLANATION

TO

17

TABLE:

I

Tt<=,-25<,-20<,-15<,-10<1
-5<1 Tt<=
0< I Tt<=
5< Tt<=
10<1 Tt<=
15<1 Tt<=
20<1 Tt
25<
-25 Tt<= Tt<= Tt<= Tt<= Tt<=
-20 -15 -10 -5
0
5
10
15
20
25
I
--o<-INoas- ---o- ---o- ---o- ---o-l ___ o_l ___ o_l ___ o_l ___ o_l ___ o_l ___ o_l ___ o_l ___ o
RH<= MEAN
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
30 SDEV 1
01
01
01
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
-3o<-INoas- ---o- ---o- ---o- ---o- ---o- ---o- ---o- --io- -i89- -365- -i4i- --44
RH<= MEAN
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
41
30
12
21
16
60 SDEV 1
01
01
01
01
01
01
0 1 31 1 53 1 16 1 20 1 12
-6o<- Noas- ---o-l ___ o_l ___ o_l ___ o_l ___ o_l ___ o_l ___ o_l __ 47_1_33i_l_i99- --32- ---o
RH<= MEAN
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
23
5
0
41
0
1
1
1
0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

26
1

3
25

-17
23

Statistics all Records JULY/AUGUST/SEPTEMBER 1987:
NOBS ...•... :1378
MEAN ....... : 12
SDEV ....... :
EXPLANATION

TO

01

0
0

0
0

27

TABLE:

SYMBOLS USED IN TABLE:

SYMBOLS USED IN TABLE:

REF • Rel.ative Reference Value (Outside) or
REF • mean(EA.Pl.EAP2) and
SV • Senaor Value

.j::..

---------------------------------------------------------------------

HEADING ......•• : Temperature Classes. Tt: Pantbient 1\ir Temperature (deg C)
LEFTf'IOST COLUMN; Humidity Classes.
RH: Relative Huaidity ......• (%RH }

NOBS: Number ot. Records used in Computa"tion of MEAN and SDEV ..
MEAN: Mean Devilltion t'rQrll REP ..•.•.•.............••.. (\: RH • 10)
SDEV: Standard Deviation of Devil!ltiona . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . (\ RH • 10)

!'V

-9~~-,~~~;-,---~-,---~-,---~-,---~-,---~-,---~-,---~-,--~~-~--i~-,--~~-,--~6-,l---~

RH<= MEAN
100 SDEV

HEADING ..•.•••. : Te~t~perature Clas•es. Tt: 1\lnbient 1\ir Ten~perature (deg C)
LEFTMOST COLUMN: Hwnidity Cl . . ae•.
RH: Relative HUMidity •...... (% RH )

Deviations computed aB REF - SV where

26

WYLIE (standard eq.) compared with mean(EAPl,EAP2)

WYLIE (standard eq.) compared with RRV (outside)

Statistics all Records JULY/AUGUST/SEPTEMBER 1987:
NOBS ....... :1346
MEAN .....•. :
7
SDEV .•.•... :

1987

NOBS: Number or Recorda used in Comput.ation of MEAN •nd SDEV ..••

MEAN: Mean Deviation from REP • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (\: RH • 10)
SOEV: Stand.ard Deviation of Deviationa •...........•.• (% RH • 10)
Deviations computed as REF - SV where

REF • Relative Reference Value
REF • mean(EAP1.EA.P2) and

SV • Sensor Value

(Outside) or

I
f-'
f-'

(Reference V.2)

WMO ASSMANN ASPIRATION PSYCHROMETER INTERCOMPARISON
D.Sonntag
Meteo~ological Se~vice of the Ge~man Democ~atic Republic,
Instrument Office
Careful handling provided, the psychrometric measuring method
presents.several advantages, such as reproducibility of measurements, no drifting and no hysteresis effects. In view of these
advantages, this method was given the status of a reference method.
A certain insecurity is caused only by the psych.rometer coefficient
used, and a disadvantage of the method is its decreasing accuracy
at temperatures below 0 oo. Calibration is limited to the two·
thermometers, the aspiration velocity has to be controlled.
In result of these properties, of the co.Lnparatively low price
and of a certain insensibility to pollution -since there is the
possibility to change the wick- the psychrometric measuring method
has made its way in the field of meteorology and in other ftelds
as well, which is -last not least- due to tb.e well-made construction of the aspiration psychromete~ by R.ASSM~{N. Thus, for 100
years, Assmann aspi~ation psychtometers have been manufactured in
numerous countries.
However, as a matter of fact, there are constructional
differences with regard to the diffe~ent types of instruments.
Apart f.rom geomet.ric deviations, changes of ·bhe aspiration ~ate
have occurred as well, and, in addition to instruments of the
original size, there are in some oount.ries half sized types or
-as in the USA- even double sized types (Tab.1), and some instruments, as for instance a psychromete.r from Switzerland, considerably deviate from the Assmann type. The wick material used in the
countries concerned is also rather different.
A questionnaire on humidity sensors and instruments, which
was distributed by the WMO Secretariat in November 1984, received
62 replies showing that 40 WMO Members (that is 65 per cent)were
using the Assmann type psychrometer as reference instrument for
in situ control. ~herefore, it turned out to be necessary to
cal'ry out a comparison test,.in which the different Assmann type
psychrometers had to be checked in the laboratory under constant
climatic conditions up to a psychrometrie difference of 10 K
~pd it was a historic event that these ·comparisons could be
carried out exactly 100 years after R.ASSMAm~ made his first experiments and investigations with his,psychromete~ just io the
same town.
The reference instruments used for the present comparison
we~e the Intel?im WMO Reference Psychromete.r EAP (Electl?ical
Aspiration Psychrometer) furnished with platinum ~esistance
thermometers and an Assmaon psych.rometer type 11c furnished

- 248 -

with mercury-in-glass thermometers, called in this paper SAP
(Standard Assmann Psychrometer). Both instruments are manufactured
in the German Democratic Republic.
Table 1 gives a list of the Assmann type psychrometers used in
the intercomparison, a list of Assmann type out-of-production psychrometers additionally used and some information on the Interim
\NIVIO Reference Psychrometer EAP used in the inte.t'comparison as well.
'I' he psychromete.r No. 8 from Switzerland, completely made from
plastic material, cannot be considered as Assmann type psychrometer.
The psychromete.rs Nos. 12 and 13 we.t'e additionally used,because
they were very similar to the original Assmann psych.roraete.r. The
psychromete.r No.13 was furnished with thermo::neters of the same bulb
size as the thermometers used by R.ASSMAJ::irN in the original instrument.
As the p.sychrometer No.1'1 f1•om the USA had the double size of
the original instrument, a psychrometer No.14 with the half size of
the original instrument was included as well.
The aspiration velocities were measured during the whole run
of the aspiration, but table 1 gives only the velocity at the start.
The rner•cury-in-glass thermometers were read f.r am a distance of
1 m by a fortyfold magnifying telescope with an accuracy of 0,05 K.
The platinum resistance thermometers had a four lead connection with
a data logge.t' with built-in mic.roprocessor and printer. The temperatures were directly printed in hundredths of Celsiu,s degrees·. The
thermo,!leters used had carefully to be calibrated according to a
unified method and by means of _reference thermoJJ.ete.rs that had been
calibrated on the basis of the Il?TS-68 scale.
The wick materials used showed no differences with regard to
the readings. The wick length, however, showed a certain influence
on the wet bulb temperature. The wick has to have a length of
> 30 mm (see the measuring results of the instruments 5a and 5b
in table 2. 5a had a wick length of 23 mm. and 5b a wick le~ of
35 mm).
Differences with regard to the readings occurred also if the
inner surface of the inner .radiation shielding tube was made from
polished :ne tal. (See the measuring results of the instruments 4a
and 4b in table 2. 4a had a non-p.olished and 4b a polished slll'face}
The measuring results of each instrument, including parameter
variations, are given in table 2. The following abbreviations are
used:: E.AP and SAP = .reference instruments, D"'f and At = mean
deviation of the dry and wet bulb values from the .reflrence instrument values, s = ~=:tandard deviation, n = number of measurements,
s/10' = standard deviation of the mean deviation from the reference
instrument. In order to avoid an information loss -particularly
with regard to s/l'fl'- one more decimal place as read was given
after the decimal point.
l!'o.r the 12 psychrometers meeting the standards· given below
(Nos.1, 2, 3, 4b, 5b, 6, 7, 9, 10, 12, 13, 14) some important
values are given in ]'igo1.

Li-st of Assmann type Psycb..rometers used in the Intercomparison
manUfacturer
type
--liist.rument aspiiaation
i'ema.rks"
o.r supplier
No.
velocity at
sta.ttt in m/s
812168
Shanghai Meteo.rolo- BM 3
Assmann type
China
2.3
1
gical Instrument
Facto.ry,Shanghai
Czechoslovakia METRA, Prague
Assmann type
2
2.2
N 885
1351046/
11048
Assmann type
German Democra- VEB EAW Elekt.ronik, 11 o
-512350
3.3
3
Dresden
2nd .reference
tic RepublicAssmann type
Germany,"Federal Th.F.ried.richs and Co.3060
2o65
4
7149
Schenefeld/Hambu.rg
Republic of
Assmann type
Germany,Federal W.Lamb.recht GmbH,
3.8
761 e
530787
5
Gottingen
Republic of
6.8
Assmann type
SIAP, Bologna
Italy
I.A/ML-23B 17/1962
6
(UM 6600)
Assmann type
Zootechnika,
544/86
Poland
4.35
TB-19
7
Krakow
no Assmann type
8
Switzerland
HAENNI and Cie.AG,
K 2.205
2.05
(plastic frame)
Jegensto.rf
Assmann type
9
Union of Soviet Hydrometpribo.r,
M 34
12308/1979
2.5
Smolensk
Socialist
Republics
Assmann type
C.F.Casella and Co. MK3
1343/86
3.0
10 United Kingdom
(T 8908)
of Great Britain Ltd., London
and No.rthe.rn
Ireland
Assmann type
- Kahl Scientific In-· 27 AM 300E
11 United States
15.0
(double size)
stru.ment Co.rporation,
of America
El Oajon,California

Table 1
No •. country
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Table 1 continued
List of Assmann type out-of-production psych:ometerf!l
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Results of Measurements

Table 2
1

No.

wick

remar

35

2

mm

30 mm

3

4a

30 mm

30 mm

+0,005 +0.025
0.026
0.037
16
64
0.003
0.009
+0.010 -0.02?
0.03?
0.03?
22
11?
o.oo8
0.003
+0.025
0.015
20
0.003
+0.025
0.034
49
0.005
-0.009 -0.006
0.028
0.023
34
59
0.003
0.005
+0.016 +0.004
0.026
0.031
38
96
0.004
0.003
-0.003
0.015
18
0.004
+0.009
0.020
22
0.004

+0,028
0.034
42
0.005
+0.038
0.03?

mat

~.

4b

5a
23 mm

35 mm

5b

6
35. mm

-0.002 +0.025
0.044
0.010
4
35
0.007
o.oo5
-0.012 +0.0?3
0.030
0.030
4
4?
0.004
0.015
-0.003 +0~030
0.074
0.033
26
25
0.007
0.015
+0.022 +0.105
0.048
0.017
38
49
0.003
0.007
o.ooo
o.ooo
0.028
0.019
12
27
0.005
0.005
-0.020 +0.038
0.016
0.031
18
37
0.004
0.005
+0.005 +0.010
o.ooo
0.005
12
16
o.ooo
0.001
-0.013 +0.090
o.ooo
0.047
16
30
o.ooo
0.009

+0.0J9
0.026
9
0.009
-0.041
0.034
15
0.009
+0.010
o.ooo
14
o.ooo
+0.029
0.020
21
0.004
+0.015
0.034
29
_0. 006
+0.006
0.034
32
0.006
-0.004
0.016
32
0.003
+0.028
0.017
53
0.002

+0.020

30 mm

nolish

7..
30 mm

f
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11
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I
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~
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I
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+0.007
0.020
20
n
0.004
s/Til'
""~w -0.054
s
0.01?
n
23
0.004
s/'VTS'
A."'f
+0.023
s
0.066
n 34
0.011
s/1fi'
.taT -0.012
SW
0.025
n 53
0.003
s/Yfi'
.-,;
+0.003
s
0.025
n
29
0.005
s/'(0'
4-=e-w -0.010
s
0.032
n
30
0.006
s/ytr
...t
-0.002
s
0.012
16
n
s/ffl
0.003
At
-0.007
SW
0.029
n
33
0.005
s/VO'

25

0.007
+0.007
0.066
26
0.013
+0.093
0.027
50
0.004
-0.001
0.021
32
0.004
+0.012
0.030
37
0.005
+0.008
0.021
15
0.005
+0.023
0.046
31
0.008
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+0.038
0.053
11
16
0.016
0.005
-0.069 -0.041
0.029
0.037
29
15
0.007
0.008.
+0.011 +0.005
0.025
0.03?
15
15
0.007
0.009
-0.053 ·. -0.014
0.020. 0.029
25
33
0.004
0.006
-0.002 +0.022
0.022
0.031
21
25
0.004
0.007
-0.032 -0.009
0.028
0.022
32
32
0.004
0.005
+0.008 +0.007
0.031 . 0.027
16
25
0.006
0.0071
-0.025 -o.o1o I
o.ooo
0.050
54
37
0.,000
0.007
0~019
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continued
8a
22 mm
plastic
4t +0.030
s
0.012
n
5
s/l{f5.' 0.005
.;rw +0.364
s
0.022
n
7
s/& 0.008
+0.020
"-=f
s
0.0~3
10
n
s/'{fi' 0.014
Atw +0.401
s
0.033
n
13
s/Vn' 0.009
AlJ
+0.026
s
0.033
18
n
0.008
s/vrr
4-=tw +0.1?9
s
0.035
26
n
0.007
s/Vrr
+0.003
.t
s
0.056
0
23
0.012
s/Vrr
...tw +0.262
s
0.047
n
29
s/ Vfi' o. 009

db
de
10
11
2
40 mm
40 mm
,20 mm
JO mm 1,20 mm
plastic metal
+0 .. 061 +0.016 t'0.037 +0.037 +0.009
0.058
0.009
0.029
0.099
0.119
21
8
5
39
37
0.014
0.004
0.006
0.020
0.009
+0.192 +0.112 +0.022 -0.005 -0.025
o:o24
0.040
0.043
0.056
0.062
10
48
31
74
9
0.014
0.008
0.007
0.007
0.009
+0.023 +0.015 +0.036 +0.010 -0.022
0.081
0.036
0.012
0.133
0.02?
22
6
6
34
25
0.006
0.006
0.016
0.054
0.005
+0.290 +0.140 +0.028 +0.015 -0.043
o.ooo
o.ooo 0.046 0.024 0.051
30
47
7
79
9
o.ooo
o.ooo
0.004
0.005
0.007
+0.02.3 +0.040 -0.003 +0.009 -0.037
0.014
0.031
0.044
0.033
0.03.3
40
10
32
27
13
o.oo6
0.010
0.005
o.ooo
0.004
+0.132 +0.036 +0.003 +0.025 -0.017
0.018
0.040
0.034
0.025
0.029
41
21
18
46
31
0.006
0.006
0.006
0.003
0.005
o.ooo +OoOO? +0.018 -Oo053
o.ooo
0.042
0.014
o.ooo
o.ooo
0.017
28
24
12
12
1?
0.010
o.ooo
o.ooo
0.003
0.003
+0.190 +0.097 +0.022 +0.006 -0~041
o.ooo
0.018
0.030
0.037 ·0.037
15
50
15
49
39
0.004
0.006
o.ooo
0.005
0.005
----

-·-··-~--

12
35 mm

1]
32 mm

14
22 mm

o.ooo +0.005 +0.068
0.020
0.074
0 .. 037
21
17
14
0.005
0.016
0.010
-0.027 -0.022 -0.041
0.039
0.045
0.031
24
24
27
0.007
0.006
0.009
-0 .. 006 -0.002 +0.01?
0.053
0.025 - 0.,06?
16
23
25
0.011
0.,005
0.01?
+0.014 +0.011 +0.021
0.041
0.068
0.025
40
28
47
0.006
0.004
0.013
-0.004 +0.007 +0.024
0.026
0.031
0.034
32
25
25
0.006
0.006
0.005
-0.007 +0 •.013 +0.024
0.024
0.022
0.025
27
30
34
0.004
0.004
0.005
+0.007 +0.010 +0~020
0.012
o.ooo
o.ooo
24
24
19
o.ooo
o.ooo
0.003
-0.003 +0.017 +0.004'
0.021
0.023
0.0131
30 .
2
31
g.002j
0.004
0.004
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Fig.1

Meao deviations 4t of the wet bulb thermometer at wet
bulb depressions ol 10 and 5 K of 12 different Assmann
aspiratioo psychrometers with standardized pa.ttameters
f.ttom E.AP x--- and from SAP• --at ao aspiration .ttate v
measured at the sta.ttt at a temperat~e of t = 25 oo.
Auxiliary scales for mean deviations of vapour pressure
.Ae, relative humidity "'-U and dew point ""td.

With regard to psychrometer No.B, which cannot be considered as
Assmann psych.rometer, changes were made as well (see table 2):
No.Ba: original wick length 25 mm, Nos. 8b and Be: wick length
40 mm, No.8c: additional metal tube around the the.rmo~neter bulbs.
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The laboratory measurements have made it possible to set up
some standards that have to be met so that the Assmann aspiration
psycb....rorneter can be considered as reference instrument for
temperatur•es above 0 oo,
1. The thermometers have to be carefully calibrate~, possibly
with an accuracy of ±0.05 K, but no worse than -0.1 K. ·
2. The grease-free wick has to have a length >- 30 mm.
,3. The inner surface of the inner radiation shi~las (around
the bulbs) has to be nickel or chromium plated and
polished or highly polished.
4. The aspiration r~te has to be between 2.2 and 4.4 m/s.
5. 'There mustn•t be any water droplet between wick and inner
radiation shield.
6. There mustn't be any break in the mercury columns.
An assessment of the evaluation means delivered with the
instruments, such as tables, graphic tables or slide rules, has
been ca.t:.ried out. ~~his assessment, a discussion of the problem of
the psychrometric coefficient and the r~sults of a comparison
with.the WYLIE refe.rence psychrometer were published in the Final
Report "WMO Assmann Aspiration Psychrometer Intercomparison" of
the WMO publication 11 Inst.ruments and Observing Methods Rep.ort"o

(Reference
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WMO SOLID PRECIPITATION MEASUREMENT INTERCOMPARISON
Goodison, B.E., Klemm, S., Sevruk, B.
Atmospheric Environment Service, Downsview, Ontario, Canada
World Meteorological Organization, Geneva, Switzerland
Swiss Federal Institute of Technology, Zurich, Switzerland
INTRODUCTION
The Members of the World Meteorological Organization recognize that it
is of paramount importance to provide high quality and compatible data at an
appropriate spatial density and at a reasonable cost. They also acknowledge
that the WMO Instruments and Methods of Observation Programme (IMOP), approved
by Ninth Congress 1983, has the ultimate aim of steadily improving the quality
of meteorological data and that the activities of this programme are vital to
the success of all WMO programmes. It is realized that it is to their benefit
to support and to participate, as appropriate, in international and regional
- comparisons for evaluating and comparing the performance of meteorological
instruments and new methods of observation and to apply the results of these
comparisons to meteorological instruments and new methods of observation in
their control. The WMO Solid Precipitation Measurement Intercomparison is one
of such international intercomparisons initiated by WMO in 1985.
Results from such an intercomparison will be important not only to
CIMO and CHy, but also to other WMO technical commissions.
Automated
measurements and new methods of observation must be assessed against methods
whose accuracy and reliability are known. Standards may have to change, as
they have done frequently in the last thirty years~ and this may impact on
activities of CBS, CCl and CAgM.
There is a need to have compatible and
consistent time series of precipitation data if scientists are to study the
world water balance (e.g. GEWEX), to address the impact of climate change, to
develop reliable global circulation models (GCM'S) and to develop and validate
remote sensing methods for measuring precipitation and snow cover. Even in
the study of the long range transport of air pollution, true precipitation
is required to calculate acid deposition accurately.
On the basis of the request of CHy-VII and the conclusions of the
Workshop on the Correction of Precipitation Measurements held in Zurich in
1985, CIMO-IX (Ottawa, 1985) recommended that an international comparison of
current national methods of measuring solid precipitation, including those
suitable for use at automatic weather stations, should be conducted in order
to reduce the problems of snowfall measurement.
It is the aim of the present paper to shortly present this project and
to discuss the first results.
PREVIOUS STUDIES
Member countries and
independent studies to assess
particularJsolid precipitation
Rodda (12,13), Sevruk (14, 15),

individual scientists have conducted numerous
and to try to quantify precipitation, and in
measurement errors (Golubev (2,3), Klemm (8,9),
Sevruk and Hamon (16) etc.).

'~
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In North America, specific studies of winter precipitation errors have
been reported and summarized by La.rson and Peck ( 10) and Peck ( 11) for the
United States and by Goodison (4,5) and Goodison and Louie (6) for Canada. In
neither country, however, are correction procedures applied operationally.
In Canada, for example, all measurements of snowfall precipitation at
principal,
synoptic and climatological stations have been with manual
methods. With automation of the observing network, new methods of observation
will be introduced. Studies up to now indicate that there can be significant
differences in measured precipitation using different measurement methods. It
is important to Canada to know the compatibility of data from these different
methods of measurement and observation so that artificial differences in the
precipitation time series are not introduced by this change.
For the same
reason, it is important to know the differences between Canadian and U.S.A.
methods of measurement.
Participation in this intercomparison provides both
countries with a standard procedure for assessing their methods and providing
a basis for possible implementation of correction procedures in the future.
A well prepared intercomparison of precipitation gauges will make a
significant contribution to improving the quality . of solid precipitation
measurements.
A. WMO International Organizing Committee was set up in 1985
[17] to elaborate the. objectives and the methodology of the WMO Solid
Precipitation Measurement Comparison.
OBJECTIVES OF THE INTERCOMPARISON
The intercomparison was designed with the following objectives:
1.
To determine the wind related errors in national methods of solid
precipitation measurements, including consideration of wetting and evaporation
losses.
2.
To derive
measurements.

standard

methods

for

correcting

solid

precipitation

3.
To introduce a refer.ence method of solid precipitation measurement for
general use to calibrate any type of precipitation gauge, including automatic
gauges.
4.
To establish a complete solid precipitation data set with
necessary information for research (and eventually exchange) purposes.

all

All methods
currently
in operational
use
to
measure
solid
precipitation
(primarily snowfall, rather than frost or hail) in the
participating country are to be included in the intercomparison.
These
methods may be manual (e.g. non-recording precipitation gauges, ruler
measurements of depth to estimate snowfall water equivalent) or automatic
(e.g. recording precipitation gauges). This experiment offers the opportunity
to test new techniques being developed in a country to measure solid
precipitation, particularly those suitable for use at automatic weather
stations.
This might include both manual and new automatic precipitation
gauges (e.g. heated, weighing), automatic snow depth sensors or gr01.md based
radar.
Installation and observational procedures would follow national
standards.
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accomplish the
standardization
measurement it is important to know

of

worldwide

precipitation

that the Members of WMO operate at present about 50 different
types of national standard precipitation gauges in various
climatic regions of the world,
that the methods of measurements are changing rapidly allowing for
the introduction of new types of gauges and for automation,
that the systematic error of precipitation measurements depends
considerably on the aerodynamic properties of the exposure site
and of a particular type of precipitation gauge and
that wind effects, wetting and evaporation losses, blowing and
drifting snow contribute to the systematic error depending on the
gauge type, in the case of snowfall measurements up to 100%.

ORGANIZATIONAL PLAN FOR THE INTERCOMPARISON
Unlike some of the other WMO intercomparisons, the one for solid
precipitation will be carried out by Members at a site or sites selected in
their own country. The vast range of physiographic and climatic conditions
throughout the world and the variety of instruments for. measuring solid
precipitation precluded the establishment of a single site for conducting this
international intercomparison. The intercomparison is planned to last five
years. All member countries were invited to arrange for participation in this
intercomparison. Countries which expressed an intention to participate are as
follows: Argentina, Belgium, Canada, Czechoslovakia, China, Denmark, Finland,
France, German Democratic Republic, Hungary, India, Japan, New Zealand,
Norway, Poland, Romania, Spain, Sweden, United Kingdom, U.S.A., U.S.S.R. and
Yugoslavia. The nine countries underlined began their investigations during
the 1986-1987 winter and the U.S.S.R. will provide the data from the previous
investigation (Golubev [3,4] for the final analysis).
The Organizing Committee reviewed in detail the possible methods which
could be used as a reference standard for the snowfall intercomparison (bush
shield, double fence shield, forest clearing, snow board measurement,
dual-gauge approach). Bush shields and forest clearings have been used in the
past as reference methods for specific experiments; however, such sites may
not always be available in all climatic regions.
Thus, the committee
designated the following method as the reference for this intercomparison:
the octagonal vertical double-fence inscribed into circles 12 m and
4 m in diameter, with the outer fence 3.5 m high and the inner fence
3 m high surrounding a Tretyakov precipitation gauge mounted at a
height of 3 m. In the outer fence there is a gap of 2 m and in the
inner fence one of 1. 5 m between the ground and the bottom of the
fences" (see Figure 1).
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OUTER FENCE

.---------

------

INNER FENCE

~

PRECIPITATION GAUGE

Fig. 1 Cross section of WMO Double Fence Intercomparison Reference (DFIR)

Detailed
instructions
for
construction
of
the
Double
Fence
Intercomparison Reference
(DFIR) are given in [17] distributed to all
interested Members. A summary of the performance of double fence shields, and
particularly for the one recommended in this intercomparison, is given by
Golubev (2).
In addition, the Tretyakov precipitation gauge, having the most
complete documentation of its performance for measuring solid precipitation
under a wide range of climatic conditions, has been designated as the Working
Network Reference Gauge for this intercomparison.
Similar to the previous WMO precipitation intercomparison, two types
of stations have been established for use by Members: Evaluation Stations and
Basic Stations.
The Evaluation Station is the most intensively instrumented
for comparison of all national methods of measuring solid precipitation and
the DFIR and the Working Network Reference;
the Basic Station has a minimum
amount of equipment for assessing national methods relative to the Working
Network Reference.
All participating Members should operate at least one
Evaluation Station. An open site is preferred for the intercomparison, that
is one that is flat in all direction for at least 300 m and is as free as
possible from the influence of any obstacle that could cause a disturbance to
the wind field over the site.
In some cases a forest clearing may be used as
an additional test site [17].
It is also realized that in many regions it may
be very difficult (or impossible) to have a perfect site;
in such cases,
selected test sites should be representative of meteorological sites in the
region.
Instrumentation at an Evaluation Station includes a DFIR, one shielded
and one unshielded national gauge, Tretyakov gauge, snow board, recording
temperature and humidity sensing system, anemometers for wind speed and
direction at 10 m and at the height of the gauge orifices, and a double fence
shield with national gauge or recording gauge installed in the centre and any
other equipment being tested by Members for their own purposes.
The Basic
Station is similar, but does not have a DFIR or a double fence shield.
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Recommended site design has the unshielded gauges installed in a row normal
to the prevailing wind direction during snowfall events, at a distance of
7-9 m apart;
gauges with windshields should be installed in a row displaced
15m downwind from the unshielded gauges and located 15 m apart.
The DFIR
would be in line with these gauges or located downwind at least 20 m of the
shielded gauges.
Double fence shields must be at least 75 m apart.
Measurement procedures would follow official national or WMO procedures.
Reporting forms designed specifically for this experiment .were provided to
participants (see Figure 2).
WMO SOLID PRECIPITATION MEASUREMENT INTERCOMPARISON
DAILY AND MONTHLY CLIMATOLOGICAL DATA SUMMARY
STATION _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

COUNTRY _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

TIME

C:s

TEMP

Mf.AN WIND SPEED
(ma-l)

PREP

PRECIPITATION AMOUNT, mm
CORRECTED FOR WETTING AND

DEPTH

TYPE

MONTH _ __

og:·

YEAR _ __

COMMENTS
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Reporting forms

Climatological data are to be provided from each station on a daily (or more
frequently) and monthly basis.
Additional data for individual storm events
are to be provided whenever possible.
In addition, it is necessary to know
the homogeneity of the observing site. Using the same gauge, will the same
amount of precipitation be measured everywhere on the site? Thus, Members are
now being asked to operate at least one additional national standard gauge at
different locations at the Evaluation Station for one year to assess
homogeneity. The procedure of Golubev (3) will be used to compute the measure
of the random error of the initial data, explained by the total effects of
random errors of the measuring device, method of measurements and counting.
I t is also necessaty to check the horizontality of the precipitation gauge
orifice and the angle of the bridles of the Tretyakov wind shield.
The Organizing
Committee
outlined
in
considerable
detail
the
procedures to be used for determining wetting and evaporative losses
associated with different types of gauges. These are cumulative errors which
can be significant depending on the number of precipitation events measured
during the year. For example, Finnish results (Huovila et al [7] show that
wetting loss for the gauges that they are testing (Tretyakov, Wild, Swedish,
Norwegian, Finnish experimental) ranged, on average, from 0.1
0.2 mm per
event.
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INITIAL RESULTS
Initial results have been received from several Members for the winter of
1986/1987. Complete data sets were generally not available for this first season
and results for the second· season are just· being collected. Table 1 gives one
example of results from each Evaluation Station for individual storms greater than
5.0 mm, when random errors are less significant than systematic ones. Conclusions
should not be drawn from these examples as a large sample is, of course, necessary
for statistical analyses. Percentage catch will vary depending on wind speed, air
temperature, snow type and of course on the type of precipitation gauge.

TABLE 1
Preliminary Results of WMO Solid Precipitation Measurement Intercomparison

Wind
speed
(m/s)

Air
temp

DFIR
total

Tretyakov
DFIR

(C)

(mm)

(%)

(%)

3.3

-0.3

8.0

64

93

Canada·

Regina Evaluation Station

3. 3.

-2.2

6.8

82

93

Canada

Kortright Eval. Station

2.8

-5.5

16.8

96

Canada

Trent Evaluation Station

2.3

-8.5

6.1

77

57

Denmark

Wind speed est. from 30 m

2.3

-8.5

6.1

77

75

Finland

Wind speed est. from 30 m

3.3

-6.3

14.8

50

50

GDR

Automatic gauge used
in DFIR, not Tretyakov

2.3

-8.5

6.1

77

70

Sweden

Wind speed est. from 30 m

0.9

-5.5

10.5

96

82

Yugoslavia

NOTES:

Nat. Std. Member
DFIR
Country

Comment

National Standard (Nat. Std) Gauges: GDR - Hellman without wind shield;
Finland - Tretyakov; Denmark - Hellman without wind shield; Sweden - SMHI
precipitation gauge; Canada - Canadian Nipher shielded snow gauge.

- 261 Some Members (e.g. German Democratic Republic, Canada) operated an
automatic recording precipitation gauge in a double fence shield.
Measured
values were on average double those recorded by an unshielded gauge of the
same type.
In one extreme case in the German Democratic Republic the
unshielded gauge measured only 10% of that in the DFIR. The results from
shielded and unshielded automatic recording gauges generally conformed to
results from previous investigations.
In countries where the previously
unshielded national standard was operated with a windshield, the catch of the
shielded gauge was raised significantly (e.g. 70% of DFIR instead of 50%).
However, few large snowfall events were recorded at any of the Evaluation
Stations, and it is clear that the Intercomparison will require five years of
data collection to compile a series of measurements sufficient for statistical
analyses.
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Experiences in the implementation of an
experimental field for the WMO international
solid precipitation measurement intercomparison.
Esko Elomaa
Finnish Meteorological Institute
1. Introduction
Rec. 17 (CIMO-IX) recommends that an international comparison of
current national methods of measuring solid precipitation including those
suitable for use at automatic weather stations should be established.
Rules for the intercomparison were set down by the organizing committee
in December 1985. Finland replied positively to the proposal of the WMO
to take part in the intercomparison.
A meeting of the Nordic hydrologic programme in autumn 1986 decided
that a Nordic field comparison will be organized in Finland only, but
Denmark, Norway and Sweden will submit their national solid precipitation
instruments for comparison and Denmark would even be willing to
participate in data treatment.
A national working group was established in September 1986 with s.
Huovila as a chairman. Another meeting of the Nordic hydrologic programme
held in January 1987 with a WMO specialist B. Sevruk discussed the
details
of
the
measurement
practices
at
Jokioinen,
Finland.
Intercomparison measurements continue in Finland all the year round
because the aim of the study is also to develope operational correction
procedures for measurements of both solid and liquid precipitation.

2. Measuring site
An evaluation of possible intercomparison sites revealed that the most
suitable place might be found in the neighbourhood of the meteorological
observatory at Jokioinen (60°49'N, 23°29 1 E) where also a skilled staff
was available. The terrain of the observatory itself was not open enough
for the intercomparison but after negotiating with the board of the
Agricultural Research Centre an adjoing cultivated lot ( 0.6 ha) owned by
the centre was given (on 11 November 1986) at the disposal of the FMI for
the duration of the intercomparison (till 31.8.1991) provided that the
results will be available for the Centre as well.

The measuring site was selected to be on a fairly flat cultivated field
near the meteorological observatory some 103 m above the mean sea level.
There are, however, some shading forests (up to 10 degrees over the
horizon) in the sector South - West. This is not a big disadvantage for
the measurements because in the Southwestern Finland snow falls mostly
(80 %) with winds blowing from the eastern half of the whole circle and
most frequently (50 %) from the sector East - South - East (Korhonen,
1942).

- 264 As a mean about 30 % of the total annual precipitation falls as snow.
The lasting snow cover, on the average, settles on at a temperature of4.2°C when some 14 mm snow (as water equivalent) has fallen after the
first snow cover. At Jokioinen the lasting snow cover settles on 14
December and disappeares on 19 April from open fields. The last snowfall
occus in extreme cases in May. Table 1 gives some climatological data for
Jokioinen.
Table l

Climatological data for Jokioinen, Southwestern Finland

I

II

III

IV

V

VI

-7.a

-4.6

2.2

a.a

13.7

VII

VIII

IX

X

16.2

14.7

9.7

4.3

Air temperature, C
(1931-1960)

XI

-0.1

XII

-3.5

year

3.9

mean

-7.2

mean daily maximum

-4.4

-4.2

0.3

6.9

14.6

19.2

22.2

20.2

14.5

7.3

1.9

-1.5

a.l

mean daily minimum -10.6

-ll.3

-9.0

-2.5

2.6

7.6

10.7

9.6

5.7

1.1

-2.4

-6.5

-0.4

14.5

24.0

2a.o

3U.5

32.3

31.2

27.0 ·16.7

10.6

8.4

32.3

-33.0 -21.3

-6.a

-4.3

1.0

o.o

-7.8 -13.4

-20.8 -30.7

-36.5

absolute maximum

6.7

9.5

absolute minimum

-36.5

-33,0

Precipitation, mm
mean (1931-1960)
maximum (since
minimum 1928)

35
75
4

27
68
5

25
55
1

33
86
6

39
90
7

42
131
7

70
164
14

74
163
6

61
116
8

Rainy days
mean > l.O mm
maximUm > o.o mm

10
27

8
24

6
26

a
23

a
20

8
20

10
25

10
25

86

8U

73

68

67

73

ao

83

Relative humidity
a9
mean, \
snow depth on the
15th of each month, 21
mean cm.
72
maximum
minimum

61
136
10

51
101
16

41
79
9

559

11

11

112

28

11
27

ll

26

89

92

92

29

31

35

l4

0

l

2

9

85
0

99

94

33

24

29

60

81

3. Construction work
A planning work for constructing Valdai double fences started in
November 1986. Vertical pillars and horizontal ties were planned to be of
metal and vertical laths of impregnated wood. Former experiences of the
staff of FMI in 1970-ies could be used in the planning work.
Pathways were covered with concrete plates because of clay soil which
is very sticky after rain and especially after thawing. The plates
connect the different gauges to the observation cabin and to the other
buildings of the observatory.
An old cabin of some 4 m2 was carried from a former measurement site
and was placed some 10 m NE of the field.

Electrical power for the field is 5 kW with 3 phases (light, warming,
measuring). For lights two 500 W halogen lamps were installed.
Erecting the measurement posts was carried out mainly in January 1987.
After a deep ground frost has thawed in the spring 1987 the Valdai double
fences must be put in vertical position.
In the summer 1987 rye on the field was cut and after putting cables
into the ground (30 cm deep in tubes) grass was sawn on the field. The
field was also surrounded with two barbed wires, electrical wires were
not used because it could have caused disturbances in the automatic
measurement recordings.
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4. Instruments
In all there were 17 posts erected for the instruments (Fig.l).
Tretyakov and Wild gauges were used as Finnish manual instruments,
Norvegian and Swedish as well Danish (Helman) gauges were imported as a
loan and used in the intercomparison from the very beginning. Later on
automatically recording gauges were installed as well: two Geonors from
Norway and a Friedricsh from Sweden. Additionally one modified Helman
gauge was imported from Hungary. It could be used only after having
another gauge of the same kind. For the sununer rain comparison a pit
gauge and a gauge with a tilting bucket were installed as well. A working
group of Nordic Hydrologic programme even recommended that a second pit
gauge must be used too, in a southern part of the field.
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I

location of gauges and other instruments in the intercomparison field.
(1. October 1987). (Huovila et al., 1988)
Tretyakov with windshield
Tretyakov without wirrlshield
Reserved
Reserved
Finnish experimental prototype
Reserved
Wild
Norwegian standard gauge
Tretyakov with windshield

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Finnish experimental prototype with
a Tretyakov windshield
The SWedish standard gauge (SMHI gauge)

Geonor

Tretyakov with wirrlshield
Wild gauge with a Nipher windshield
Hellman gauge (the Danish standard)
Tretyakcv in a Valdai fence
17. Pit gauge
18. Geonor in a Valdai fence.

- 266 Characteristics of the instruments: orifice area, wetting losses and
evaporation from the gauges were and will be measured. The area of each
gauge orifice was measured by using two different methods. First the
orifices were projected on paper sheets and their areas measured with a
planimeter. Secondly, the inner diameters were measured with a precision
ruler at angular intervals of 45 degrees, i.e. by taking four
measurements of each diameter. The areas were then calculated by using
the mean inner diameters. The areas measured with the planimeter were, as
a mean, 1. 75 per cent larger than the same areas measured with the ruler.
Wetting losses were measured using two amounts of water corresponding 0,5
and 5 mm rain and was repeated 20 times for each gauge. Measurements with
Wild gauges was time consuming because of the fairly small hole in the
funnel and spout and same and the leavings in the container: the gauge
did dry very slow. The wetting losses of wind gauges may very much
depending on the cleanness and dryness of the interior, it was also found
that individual observers were draining gauges differently. You must wait
until the last drop. The spout of some Tretyak.ov gauges was found to be
wedded so deep that the gauge did not get fully empty by a single
overturning. Snow evaporation from the gauges were measured using a
digital balance. 1-2 centimeters of light. snow put into the gauges were
kept outside from 06 to 18 UTC. Evaporation. was as great as 1 nmt/12 hours
from Wild and 2 nnn/12 hours from Treyakov gauges in April 1987.
5. Manual obs.ervations
Routine manual observations were started on 1 February 1987 with nine
gauges.. At the end of the first measuring period (April) the number of
gauges in the intercomparison was 12. Observations are made at 00 and 12
in local time, because of the daily routine of the observatory. The
gauges are not changed if observer is convinced of no precipitation or
Pcondensation
occurred
since
the
preceding
observation.
After
precipitation the gauges were replaced by empty ones always in the same
order. A snowmobile is used for moving. All gauges are covered with their
lids during transports and melting period (3-6 hours) in the cabin.
The water equivalent of snow is measured both by measuring cylinders
and by weighing. The measuring cylinder is wetted before starting the
measurements. Empty gauges are allowed to dry thoroughly before buying
them back to the measuring site.
If the amount of snow in a gauge is rather large, at least one third of
the measuring capacity, the observer sketches on the measuring site the
shape of snow surface in the gauge.
Moreover the following instructions were agreed at the meeting of the
Nordic Hydrologic Programme with dr. Sevruk at Jokioinen 28.1.1987:
level checking of the gauges even in fences three timesjseason
especially before and after thawing time.
funnel int.o the gauges 1st of May, funnel out of the gauges 30th
of September
snow on the gauge: cut with the cover, connnents
during heavy rain the exact time of starting and finishing the
measurement must be written down
gauges must not be air thight
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after every winter leakage must be checked
WMO-fonn will be filled with melting values though weighing is
also made.
During the measurements the following problems occurred:
condensation of water vapour onto the gauges. Phenomena will be
studied in more detail with different gauge types
definition of slight snowfall.
T.he following comments are used starting 1st October 1987:
M

no observation made

- : no precipitation
T

trace.

6. Automatic observations
Automatic recordings were not made during the first winter 1986-1987.
Two type of recording gauges were installed on the field later: two
Geonor T-200s and a Friedrichs tilting bucket.
Results are recorded every 10 minutes and 12 hours sum are calculated
and recorded as well. Measurements with Geonor are difficult because
recordings are not stable enough.
T.he data collecting system consists of a PC-microcomputer, a line
printer, interface cards and measuring transducers.
7. Supporting observation
Routine observations of the observatory support the present study.
There are snowdepth is measured at the experimental field at 10 fixed
points using Finnish standard snow stakes. Snow samples are also taken at
5 sites every fifth day to weigh water equivalent of snow cover.
Wind direction and profiles of wind speed, air temperature and air
humidity are measured as well.
on the field there ·is a fixed mast for measuring the profiles. In
addition a movable mast are used during case studies as well as
anemometers even in double fences. On the field there are 8 fixed
anemometers in the heights of 3.5, 2 and 1,5 m.
Automatically measured data can be collected with a normal telephone
line using a data collecting terminal and a 300 Bd modem.
8. Discussion
Preparatory work started too late to get the programme run from the 1st
November 1986. To get a suitable field for the intercomparison took some
2 months. The field is slightly sheltered only from the sector South-
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West. Planning and construction the Valdai double fences and erecting the
measuring posts took some 2 months. Manual measurements started 1st
February 1987. The WMO forms were received before the summer 1987. During
the summer and autumn the automatization of measurements of the recording
instruments and the supporting observations was developed. Fairly
detailed instructions for the observers were given in several meetings of
the national working group. After heavy snowfall the observers find it
tough to get all the measurements done carefully enough because of other
routine measurements of the observatory. There are not extra personnel
for this study.
For the installation work some 62 500 US dollars were invested and
consumed. In addition the work took some 15 man working months.
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RESPONSE OF PRECIPITATION SENSORS TO PRECIPITATION
Peter Winkler
Deutscher Wetterdienst
Meteorologisches Observatorium Hamburg
Frahmredder 95, D-2000 Hamburg 65
Abstract
Precipitation sensors are widely used for rain detection in automatic weather stations or for controling automatic collectors or
other automatic switching devices. An intercomparison of a variety of sensors is presently conducted at the Meteorological Observatory Hamburg. Theoretical studies have been made in order to
find out which drop size as function of rain intensity contributes
the highest proportion to the wetness of a surface. At the beginning of precipitation to sensor's response as a function of precipitation intensity down to intensities of 0.005 mm/h has been
derived from field observations. While some sensors respond to intensities of 0.1 mm in almost 100% of the cases, others are activated only in 20% of the cases. A second problem arises from the
behaviour at the end of the rain events. Improper construction or
use of sealing material hindering water from flowing off the detection grid can cause a delayed recognition of the end of rain.
Many instruments loose sensitivity at temperatures below the f'reezing point due to insufficient heating or because snow flakes do
not settle at the sensor surface. Also at high temperatures sensors can become less sensitive due to improper heating. Some devices respond to dew under certain conditions.
1. Introduction
Precipitation is defined as water in liquid or frozen state falling onto the ground. A variety of sensors which have been developed to detect precipitation is now available. These sensors dif'fer in detection principle, size of the sensitive surface, and
manner of heating to evaporate the wetness on the sensor in order
to detect the end of precipitation events. It is not known, however, if the available sensors are comparable in their response
to precipitation. Even, there is no clear definition: what is precipitation, as for example has been agreed in the case of sunshine.
In this case, we know all transitions from clear blue sky over
haze to slight cirrus and dense cirrus, where the sun is not able
to throw a shadow. Similarly, we know precipitation in the form of
single scattered drops which do not completely wet a surface regardless of duration. Drizzle can be so slight that the droplets
are felt in the face but do not cause wetting of a surface. Again
we know all transitions to slight, moderate and heavy precipita-
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t~on.

~ntens~ty

at

wh~ch

a sensor should re-

2. Theoretical considerations
drop are falling with different term~nal velocit~es. Within
a given t~me interval drops w~th h~gh terminal velocity will reach
a target area i'rom a taller volume than drops w~th small terminal
velocity. We assume the terminal velocity to depend linearly on
the drop radius
( 1)
u = c r + d
Ra~n

OJ

which is up to a radius of 1.5 mm a fairly good approx~mat~on (see
Pruppacher and Klett (1978) Fig. 10-22). c and dare constants.
The number of' drops with radius r, N ( r), per unit volume can be
described by the size distribution of Marshall and Palmer (1948)
N(r)

= N0

(2)

exp(-2o(H)r)

0 21 • Combining
with No= constant, R =rainfall rate, n = 4.1 R- ·
(1) and {2) the number of drops reach~ng the target area per time
unit t .is;
N(r)
N0 exp(-2o(R)r) (c r + d)t
(J)

=

Assuming that the spot wetted by a drop has a radius twice as
large as the drop radius, we can calculate the total area wetted
w~thin the time interval t and dif'ferent~ation with respect to r
gives the radius rm which contributes the maximal amount to total
wetting i.e. wh~ch causes switching of' a sensor with highest probabil~ty.

r

4~

m

2

d

2

-

12o de + 9c

2

-16o cd

(4)

In a log-log diagram (l!'ig. 1) Marshall-Palmer distr~but~ons appear
as parallel lines. If we evaluate eq.(4) for d~fferent rainfall
rates we obtain the line which shows at the points of' intersection
the drop radius, wh~ch causes sensor switching with the highest
probability. At low ~ntensities th~s maximum probability radius is
0.15 mm. Since we have assumed the wetted spot to be twice as
large we can recommend a value of 0.5 mm as opt~mal distance of
the electrodes of a sensor grid.
Fig. 1:
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- 271 J, Principles of precipitation sensing
Most sensors use a grid of electrodes to detect precipi~ation. If
the electrodes are bridged by a rain drop the current which can
flow indicates precipitation. To avoid a signal caused by dew the
sensor is heated. The heating is also necessary to rapidly dry the
sensor at the end of precipitation and to recognize frozen precipitation. The different sensor types which are intercompared in our
test are depicted in Fig. 2. Grid sensors use either alternating
(types A-G) or direct voltage (type I), or pulses (type J). Type H
uses a rotating disc from which drops jump to a ring-shaped electrode,
The types differ also in shape. Some sensors are f'lat (D and
G)' some are pyramidal (E and I) or conical (A) or cylindrical
(B' F and J), where D has electrodes also on the vertical wall.
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Type A has a wind shield, Typ E a cross of pins to improve capturing of' snow flakes, Type B has also some tins for the same purpose.
The heating is realized in different ways. Some types have
permanent heating with constant energy (D,F,H), others use thermostated heating to a constant temperature with variable energy
(A,E). Type B keeps a temperature JK above air temperature respectively fixed at +J °C for temperatures below the freezing point.
Typ G is heated only when the instrument becomes wet; some types
switch the heating energy to a higher level when precipitation has
been recognized in order to accelerate the drying (A,D,I).
Important question::; J.'or the comparability of' instruments and
their response to precipitation are:
- Which design is most appropriate under all meteorological conditions ?
- Is there an optimal sensor size or a minimum size ?
- Which type of heating is appropriate ?
- Is the shape of importance for detection of precipitation ?

4. Sensor response to precipitation
Presently 15 types (A-J and 5 other types) are under test. For
nine instruments response curves have been determined using a distrometer after Joss and Waldvogel (1967) as reference. The distrometer gives the drop size distribution every minute. By integrating
over the size distribution one obtains precipitation intensity.
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Fig. J:
Traces of different precipitation sensors (heavy, when
precipitation is recognized)
and precipitation intensity.
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Fig. J shows an example how sensors response to precipitation.
In the left part of' the figure the traces of 6 sensors are shown.
When the trace is heavy the sensor has recognized rain. In the
right part the course of the rain intensity is depicted. The time
is ind~cated at the right side. We see that sensor 1 and 2 do not
see the first 10-15 minutes. Sensor 1 does not recognize the pause
from 16.30 to 16.50 and sensor 6 does not switch off' at the end
of the rain.
For a large number of rain events the first 10 minutes have
been evaluated with respect to the sensor response. Fig. 4 shows
how often a sensor regognized the intensity as determined by the
distrometer. The differences between the various types are large.
While some of the instruments respond at an intensity of 0.1 rnm/hr
in nearly 100% of all cases, others are very poor and need intensities above 0.5 mm/hr to recognize a rain event reliably. It must
be noticed in this context that the curves in Fig. 4 are valid for
the sensors as they were delivered. Some change should in principle be possible, for example by bringing the setting of the switching resistance between the electrodes to the same values for those
instrument, which evaluate the resistance between the electrodes
of the sensor grid as detection signal. It is expedted that the
response curves of presently poor sensors can be improved by a
change in the resistance setting. The effects will be studied in a
precipitation chamber, which has been developed in order to expose
sensors to low precipitation intensities. Results will become available in next future.
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Response curves of different precipitation sensors to precipitation at different intensities. A certain shift of
some response curves is possible due to optimizing the
threshold resistance and/or heating energy.

5. Experience and general conclusions
Although the experiments and investigations are not yet finished
some experience has been collected. Sensors should have a minimum
size that in cases o.f single scattered drops the probability for
the sensor to be hit by a droplet is large enough. A sensor like
type F is too small. A sensor like type G is also inappropriate
because the cloth connecting the electrodes needs a minimum amount
of water to become wet enough so that a current can flow. The time
necessary to dry the cloth is too long. The sensitive area should
not be bordered by sharp-edges or sealing material over which the
water has difficulty to flow'off (see A, Bin Fig. 5). Wet zones
may form which need a long time to evaporate. In such cases the
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end o£ the precipitation is not recognized correctly. I£ the perimeter of an instrument is not heated, snow settling there will not
melt which also can cause delay in recognition of' the end of precipitation (case C in ¥ig. 5). Types G,I and J suffer from this
ef':fect.
Fi~.

5:

Water drops not flowing
over a sharp edge (A) or a
silicon sealing (B) can
cause delay in recognizing
the end of precipitation.
In case C snow resists
melting when falling onto
an unheated perimeter outside the sensor grid.
Increasing the heating power to a higher level during precipitation seems not to improve the reaction of an instrument to such a
degree that the technical expenditure is justified. Heating with
constant energy has two important drawbacks.
At low temperature
or strong wind or both,heating can become insuf'f'icient to melt
snow. ~now i'lakes bounce oi'f' and the contact time becomes to small
:for melting. Many sensors become poor at temperatures below 0°C.
On the other hand constant heating energy causes a high sensor temperature at warm periods. The sensor becomes so hot that is losses
sensitivity because drizzle droplets evaporate immediately or do
not settle due to convection above the sensor.
Any DC portions of the voltage applied to the electrodes
should be avoided because corrosion of' the electrodes is induced
ear~ier or later.
Flat sensors which are tilted to only one direction do not
seem to be much poorer in detection of rain than conically or pyramidally shaped instruments. In case of snow no information is
available presently.Electrodes at the vertical walls (type B) frequently give the first signal in conditions with f'ine droplets and
strong winds. Such an arrangement seems to be of' advantage. The
sensor with the rotating disc (typ H) is not optimal. However, at
special places it mig·ht be superior to other types e.g. at a site
near the sea shore where see spray settles onto a sensor. Since
sea salt is very hygroscopic and even absorbs water at relative
humidities down to 35~ grid type sensors would give permanent
signal. The rotating disc instrument is not sensitive to such a
pollution.
The detailed results of this intercomparison will be published
elsewhere.
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COMPARISON OF RADIANCES SYNTHESIZED FROM RADIOSONDE OBSERVATIONS WITH COLLOCATED
RADI,ANCE MEASUREMENTS FROM THE TIROS-N SERIES OF NOAA SATELLITES
J.Nash and P.R.Edge
Meteorological Office,Bracknell,U.K.
1.
Introduction
Compatibility between radiosonde temperature measurements to better than
± 0.2·c is desirable for a variety of meteorological services which include
operational numerical weather prediction, retrieval of temperature profiles from
satellite radiance observations and upper air climatology.
When the observations from the global radiosonde network are compared with
collocated values of short term forecast fields <or analysis fields> generated
by numerical weather prediction models ,incompatibility between the observations
of different national networks can readily be identified,see Hollingsworth et
al(l) and Radford <8>. The model fields do not represent absolute truth since
they are also subject to systematic errors.In some regions, these systematic
errors may be identified and compensated by comparison with measurements by
radiosonde types of stable performance which participated in the WMO Radiosonde
Intercomparison ,see Nash .and Schmidlin (6) and Nash (4), The measurements of
neighbouring radiosonde types may then be r~lated to those from the WMO
comparison using the forecast fields.The radiosondes of China ,Japan and the
U.S.S.R. were not ~epresented in the WMO comparison and so the systematic errors
of the forecast fields in east Asia cannot be identified by this method.
However, radiosonde temperature measurements may also be related by
comparison of simulated radiances synthesised from the radiosonde observations
with collocated satellite radiometer observations from the TIROS-N series of
IOAA satellites.Interpretation of comparisons between collocation data in
different regions is discussed in the following sections.Radiometer and
radiosonde comparisons, including examples from Asia, will be presented.
2.

Comparison between pbseryed and simulated radiances.
The computatfons in this study were derived from procedures initially used
to collocate rocketsonde and Stratospheric Sounding Unit <SSU) observations from
IOAA satellites in Pick and Brownscombe (7).0bservations by three channels of
the TIROS-N Vertical Sounder <TOVS> system,channels 23 and 24 of the Microwave
Sounding Unit <KSU) and channel 25 of the Stratospheric Sounding Unit <SSU>,were
chosen .These radiance observations offer the highest vertical resolution for
layers centred between 300 and 10 hPa.The use of microwave observations also
allows the study to be performed without the application of the cloud clearing
procedures required by infrared observations in the troposphere.
The simulated radiances for a channel m which observes emission from the
upper troposphere and lower stratosphere and does not observe radiation from
the land or sea surface or clouds can be synthesised from the temperature
profile, TJ<lnp>,measured by a radiosonde type j at station location x,using
lJm(X)

=

'Tm (pt.e>J::o:o-c)

J

Bm(T.,t).d'rm

'Tm(po)

+

f1

Bm<Tcot"'lt..~:).d'rrn

(1)

Tm<pt.opM)

where B... <T> is the Planck function describing the blackbody emission at
temperature T for the radiation observed by channel m.
Tm is the
atmospheric transmission through the vertical path from a
pressure level,p,to the satellite radiometer for location x.This is computed
for the frequencies observed by channel m using a method which takes into
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temperature structure ,see Pick and Brownscombe (7).
po is the pressure of the lowest layer from which radiation is detected by
channel m and is always lower than mean sea level pressure for the channels
considered ,see Figure 1 where typical values of the weighting functions for
these channels , Cd1,.,/dCln p>>, are presented.For high altitude locations MSU
channel 23 may see some emission and reflection from the ground,but this would
not constitute more than about 3 per cent of the total radiance observation.
pt,.<,. 1::.:•< is the pressure of the highest level reported in the radiosonde TEMP
message which is used in the simulated radiance computation. As this pressure
is not always low enough to allow satisfactory completion of the simulated
radiance computation,temperature observations which provide an upwards
continuation of the vertical profile at location x must be added.These are
indicated as Tc"',..,t,,.,, in equation (1) and are provided from the statistical
regression scheme described in Pick and Brownscombe (7). Temperatures at levels
between 8 and 0.01 hPa are derived from radiance observations by SSU channels
25,26 and 27.A linear interpolation with height is then performed between the
temperature from the regression scheme at 8 hPa and the temperature from the
radiosonde at pt. "'''""'•· The current software dictates a minimum value for pt.'"""'< of 8
hPa even if the radiosonde ascent provided observations at pressures less than 8
hPa.Operational radiosonde balloon perfromance is such that in practice this
has led to minimal loss of radiosonde information at the stations considered.
The satellite radiance measurement at location x,Im<x>,can be expressed as:I,.,(x)

=

J~m<T:..,).d't',.,,..., + e,...,.c~
1' rto><

(2)

Cpc;,)

where L.,and ,..,,., are respectively the true values of the temperature profile
and transmissions at x and where e,..•,.c~ is the radiometer error . This radiometer
error may vary from instrument to instrument and also between the different view
positions of the radiometer,and cannot necessarily be assumed to be constant
throughout an orbit of the earth.
The difference between the simulated and satellite radiances becomes:-

.<~~=F~i:.,) I oT. d't',+r;

d'l'mHr~"'

d'l',.,-J~rn

'""'n. t.><. oBrn CT,,.,) I oT.
CT,.,).
<T,..,). dr,,,J +e racl
) '!',., Cpt,op:.• )
'l'rto <po)
T,,, Cpo)
(3)
where Ej and Ec:ont.><: represent the variation in the vertical of the error in the
radiosonde observation and the continuation temperature profile respectively at
location x.
Equation (3) demonstrates that the information on t.j in the radiance
difference is weighted not only by the weighting functions indicated in Figure 1
but by a further factor oBm<T,,.,)/oT.For the microwave channels oB,.n<T,.. )/oT is,to
a good approximation, independent of T,.,, In contrast in the infrared channels
,for example at l5J.lm wavelength, oB,.<T;.,)/oT <::! 0.6 radiance units. ·c- 1 at -ao·c
but <::! 1 radiance unit. ·c-·- 1 at -5o·c. Thus, if the temperature drops to a very low
value at one location (e.g the lower stratosphere in the tropics) but not at a
second location (e.g. midlatitudes), t.Ijrn for an infrared channel will differ
between the two locations purely because of the change in the vertical
temperature profile.Hence, comparison of
radiosonde temperature measurements
between midlatitude and tropical sites in the lower stratosphere should be
more readily achieved using microwave rather than infrared observations.
The terms in square brackets in equation (3) represent the radiance
difference introduced by errors in the transmission computations used to
generate the simulated radiances . This difference again depends on T,.. and with
current knowledge can only safely be considered to be insignificant where the
atmosphere is isothermal in the vertical in the layers under observation. Thus,
the possibility of computational errors requires the collocation data sets at

t.I j h'<::!j;:··

1., Cpo)
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vertical temperature structure.
3.

Interpretation of collocation comparisons
When the difference in equation (3) is subtracted from a similar
di'ff~rence for radiosonde type k at another location y , where T,..,t:!Tv and so it is
assumed that Eco•,t.xo.:e c:.::o•... t..v 1 the resultant radiance difference will be related
to the errors in radiosonde temperature measurements from types j and k,by :'Tm(pt.oF=•v>
J'l'rt,(Pt.cop:•<)
J'T,.,..(pt..o:::.py)
t.ll<n> - l'.l.:Jm !>: €1<, 6'Bm (Ty) /6'T. d'Trr,- € .:1. 6'Brn (T,,..) /6'T, d'l'.,..- € c:o::ont.>~· 6'B.., (T,.,) /oT, d'Trn+ AE,..,...::t
'Tm(po)
'l'm(po)
'l'rn(p·l'~'F''''')
(4)
where pt.opx ~ pt..c:opy.
For those channels where 'l'rr.<pt.op><) ~ 0. 98 the term involving the continuation
errors can be safely neglected in equation (4). The transmission computations
indicate that this requires pt..~•F=•>< to be less than 40 and 15 hPa for MSU
channels 23 and 24 respectively, and less than 2 hPa for SSU channel 25.This
latter value is impracticable given operational radiosonde balloon
performance.Collocation data sets for SSU channel 25 considered here are
characterised by minimum average values of pt.opy of about 10 hPa even at
stations with good balloon performance. Consequently 'Trr.<pt.c:•pv> is at most 0.7.
For the purposes of interpretation ,both satellite and simulated
radiances will be cited in terms of an equivalent brightness temperature which
is derived from the inversion of the Planck relationship appropriate to the
frequencies observed by the channel.If the radiometer errors are the same at
the two sites and pt.op at the two sites is low enough for continuation
temperature errors to be ignored, the difference between the brightness
temperatures associated with (AI ....., - AI .'I,,) in equation (4) for MSU channels 23
and 24 will correspond to the difference between the radiosonde temperature
measurements averaged in the vertical with weighting functions similar to those
in Figure 1.
For SSU channel 25 ,errors from the continuation temperature profiles will
be minimised if the collocation data sets are chosen to have similar pt.c:•t=• at
both sites.When this is the case ,it can be be deduced from equation <4> that
if the radiance difference < .t.I...:n' - Al.:~,,) for SSU channel 25 is divided by
'Tm <pt..cp) it can be· inverted to provide a brightness temperature difference which
corresponds to the difference between the radiosonde temperature measurements
averaged with the
relative weights indicated by the weighting function
located at pressure· levels ~ pt..c•r.:o 1 see Figure 1. For pt..opo.: 10 hP a the average of
the relative radiosonde performance in the vertical will be centred at about 25
hPa and will be equal to approximately 1. 4. (A!~,2s - Al,12e:•>.

J

4.

Collocation criteria
The criteria for a satisfactory collocation match between radiosonde and
radiometer observations were chosen as a maximum horizontal displacement of 150
km and a maximum time difference of ±1 hour between the radiosonde and
radiometer observations.Initially radiosonde ascents at 0000 GMT and 1200 GMT
were considered separately because of the systematic biases which exist
between daytime and nighttime observations in many radiosonde types , see Nash
and Schmidlin (6). Furthermore 1 collocations with radiosonde ascents with pt.<=•r-:o >
20 hPa were rejected since with the higher burst pressures the increase in
interpolation errors in Ec:•=•nt. increases the scatter between the simulated and
observed radiances of MSU channel 24. In addition, when the radiosonde TEMP
message does not contain significant level data the collocation were rejected.
With these stringent collocation criteria, the typical minimum standard
deviation associated with
AI,iu• at a given station was found to be 0. 5•c for
both MSU channels and 1·c for SSU channel 25.Kitchen (2) has quantified
representativeness errors
introduced by subsynoptic scale motions in the
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these are generally larger than any flight to flight variation in-the
instrumental performance of the better quality radiosondes. Representativeness
errors are larger for temperatures at specified pressure levels than for the
mean layer temperatures to which the brightness temperatures of the TOVS
radiances approximate.However ,these errors are still considered to be primarily
responsible for the 0.5"C scatter between the simulated and satellite radiance
observations in the MSU channels. In SSU channel 25 the errors in er.:.:::o,.,t. from the
temperature retrieval scheme become significant and increase the scatter between
the simulated and observed radiances.
The collocation criteria listed above limited the list of possible
stations for which satisfactory collocations could be obtained to less than 10
per cent of the total global network. When a systematic time offset of up to
two hours, centred on a 2 hour window, was allowed between radiosonde and
radiometer observations,the scatter between simulated and satellite radiance
observations did not increase.Collocation statistics can therefore be obtained
from radiosonde types ,such as those in Japan ,for which no data could be
obtained when the original ti.me difference criteria were applied. A systematic
timing offset will introduce an additional systematic bias in 6Ijm because of
tidal temperature variations ,but these were probably small enough to be
neglected in this study.
5.

Comparison between radiometers on different spacecraft
Comparison of zonally averaged radiance observations between
NOAA
spacecraft in operation at the same time has identified significant differences
in radiometric performance,see Nash and Forrester (5).The differences were
largest in the case of MSU channel 23 ,where the difference in brightness
temperature between the instruments on NOAA-9 and NOAA-6 was 1.7"C in northern
midlatitudes.The brightness temperatures from SSU channel 25 on NOAA-9'were
also high, by 0.7·c,relative to the instruments on other NOAA spacecraft.
Table 1 contains a summary of collocations at stations using the VIZ
radiosonde in the U.S.A .. NOAA-9 collocations were obtained at sites on the
western seaboard whilst NOAA-6 collocations were at sites on the eastern
seabord. Combination of OOOOGMT and 1200 GMT collocation results together
produced data sets in which flight conditions were similar on average.The
radiometric differences between NOAA-9 and -6 for channels 23 and 25 are readily
identified in Table 1.VIZ radiosonde errors are small in the troposphere <Nash
and Schmidlin, (6), so NOAA-6 MSU 23 observations were clearly too low.
rovs-cha~~e1 ____ fvrz<us!~w>-=-io!!=9] ________ fvrz<us!:E>=io!!=61 ____ _
<OOOO + 1200 GMT)
(0000 + 1200 GMT)
± 0.2
0.1
1.9
± 0.2
± 0.15
0.4
± 0.15
0.5
± 0.2
± 0.2
3.0
4.0
ssu 25
rab1e-1--6r;:.-with-standard-errar-e6timate6-iar-io!x=e-ana-=9-In-autumn 1986,
presented as brightness temperatures in ·c.

MSU 23

:MSU 24

6.

Comparisons between radiosonde temperature measurements
Table 2 contains estimates of radiosonde temperature differences obtained
using equation (4) in winter and autumn 1985 and 1986.The solar elevations for
the daytime observations were about 5o· for VIZ<Hawaii) and about 12• for
Vaisala <Finland).The estimates of day-night differences for the measurements by
the VIZ and Vaisala radiosondes and the similar observations in the WKO
Radiosonde Comparison are not identical but could be reconciled given the
standard error estimates in Table 1.This indicates that any day-night
inconsistency in radiometer error must be small.
The nighttime temperature differences between Vaisala measurements in
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TOVS Channel

VIZ <Hawaii)
day - night
Autumn/winter

Vaisala<Finland)
day - night
Autumn/winter

Finland-USA CW>
nighttime
Autumn/winter

xsu-23----------o~6-±-o~2-----------=o~3--±-o~2----------o~5--±-o~2---------

xsu

~4

ssu 25*

1.3 ± 0.3
2.4 ± 0.4

-0.3
-0.8

± 0.2
± 0.4

1.7
4.8

± 0.3
± 1.0

Table 2
Estimated differences in radiosonde temperatures using brightness
differences <•c> obtained using equation (4) from observations by NOAA-9.
(f weighting function limited to pressures higher than 10 hPa).
Finland and VIZ measurements in the U.S.A. from Table 2 are
plotted in
Figure 2 along with the equivalent results from the WMO comparison.The
differences between Finland and the USA were based on about 100 collocations,but
the variation in the results between different years and seasons has led to
standard error estimates which are larger than were originally expected from
the scatter between simulated and observed radiances found in section 4
The temperature differences from channels 24 and 25 in Table 2 appear too large
in comparison to the WKO comparison results and require further investigation.
Given the large halfw1dth of the radiometer observations, the rapid increase in
the <U.S.A. -Finland) difference between channels 23 and 24 suggests that a
rapid increase in the differences was located at levels above the maximum of
the channel 24 weighting function.Part of the problem may be a mismatch
in
P~=P between the two locations with p~op in Finland systematically higher
than
in the U.S.A .. Errors from infrared cooling of the VIZ temperature measurements
may also have been more pronounced than in the WMO comparison.
Figure 2 also contains an equivalent comparison plot for the same time of
year from the study by McMillin et al (3)in which the operational statistical
temperature retrieval scheme at NOAA-NESDIS was used to generate radiosonde
temperature bias profiles from the differences between simulated and observed
radiances for the complete set of infrared and microwave radiances used in
operational temperature sounding.Evaluation of McMillin's results is
problematical since observations from Vaisala stations using quite different
nighttime temperature correction procedures ,see Nash(4),appear to have been
treated as identical. In general,XcMillin's <Vaisala -VIZ) profiles do not
provide a correct variation of the temperature differences in the vertical with
values in the lower troposphere too large and with the rate of increase in the
differences with height much too small at 20 hPa relative to that at 50 hPa.
TOVS Channel

USA<E>-Japan
day+ night
Autumn

China-Japan
day + night
Autumn

-0.1 ± 0.3
-0.6 ± 0.4

9.8
-1.4

-------------------------------------------------------XSU 23
-0. 3 ± 0. 2
1. 4 ± 0. 3

xsu
ssu

24
25f

± 0.4
± 0.7

-------------------------------------------------------Table 3
Estimated differences in radiosonde temperatures

using brightness
differences <·c> obtained using equation <4> from radiance observations by
NOAA-6<• weighting function limited to pressures higher than 10 hPa).

Table 3 con~ins estimates of the difference between temperature
measurements by the Japanese and Chinese radiosondes.The Japanese measurements
were obtained under a similar mixture of nighttime and daytime conditions to
those in the U.S.A .. The comparison data indicate that systematic differences
between the measurements in Japan and the U.S.A. were small.In contrast,there
was a very large .temperature difference between the measurements of the Chinese
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and Japanese radiosondes in the upper troposphere.This was much larger than the
temperature difference derived on the assumption that the systematic errors of
the ECMWF short term forecast field were the same in China and Japan ,see Figure
3.This requires further investigation ,preferably supported by insitu comparison
tests between Chinese,Japanese and other radiosonde types.
7.

Cgn,clu~>iom~

Investigations have indicated that the method described here can provide
useful information on the relative performance of radiosonde types.
However,agreement with WMO Radiosonde Comparison measurements was less than
perfect and inconsistencies in the collocation data sets from year to year and
season to season were larger than expected.Further investigations are required
to establish whether these discrepancies were the result of radiometer or
radiosonde errors or purely poor collocation techniques.
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A COMPARATIVE INVESTIGATION OF THE VAISALA
MICROCORA AND DIGICORA GROUND SYSTEMS
W.A.A. Manna and K.H. Annema
Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute
De Bilt, The Netherlands
1.

Abstract and conclusions
The performance of a Vaisala DigiCora and MicroCora ground system was
compared in The Netherlands. The standard DigiCora system was extended with a
Personal Computer with Vaisala software, enabling a graphic display of the
sounding as well as editing of the selected significant levels. Routine synoptic
flights were registrated on'both systems, and the results compared. Special
attention was given to DigiCora's special features. The main conclusions are:
1. The ground check corrections are such that a pre-flight ground check
should not be omitted.
2. DigiCora multifrequency windfinding is superior to MicroCora. During poor
VLF propagation conditions MicroCora fails more often than DigiCora.
DigiCora produces smoother profiles than MicroCora. No radar was available for absolute comparisons.
3. Pressure, temperature and computed height of both systems are comparable.
4. Significant level detection by DigiCora compares well with the result
from MicroCora. However, the selection procedure is such that the fine
structure of the profiles is insufficiently preserved, although the
results are always within the WMO limits. The graphic display showed that
inversions were frequently smoothed; their tops were often selected
higher than the real level. This is not in accordance with WMO regulations. For automatic systems, reformulation of the WMO specifications
should be considered. Editing of the significant levels was considered
necessary in about 50% of the flights. The use of a PC with these
facilities is highly recommended, provided that the system is used by a
skilful operator.
5. To our surprise small differences in temperature and pressure were found;
we expected the systems to process the data from one radiosonde in the
same way. The reason for these differences is not known.
Introduction
Since January 1985 a Vaisala MicroCora radiosonde system is in use at the
Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute (KNMI) for the daily synoptic flights
(Annema et al., 1984 [1]). At the time of the purchase it was decided that in
due time MicroCora would be replaced by DigiCora, which was still under development at the time. The main reasons for this replacement are:
In DigiCora the latest technological developments are incorporated.
DigiCora multifrequency windfinding is superior to MicroCora windfinding
(Ikonen, 1985 [2]).
With an additional personal computer the data can be displayed in
graphical form on a screen; editing of the significant levels is
possible.
During a first test at De Bilt in April 1986, DigiCora windfinding did not
2.
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problem has not shown up again. In this paper the results of the fin~l comparison in December 1987 are reported. In addition to the relative performance of
the two systems, some specific features of DigiCora are discussed.
3.

System configurations
DigiCora was installed by Vaisala prior to the comparison. Except for some
minor software modifications the MicroCora system has not been changed since its
installation in December 1984. The configurations are given in the Appendix. The
antennas are ·positioned on top of an 18 m high building. The system parameters
were the default values, except for the wind integration times, which were set
at 190 s. The same radiation correction tables were used in both systems.
4.

Procedure
At KNMI four synoptic radiosonde flights are carried out each day. No
special wind sonde is used at 06.00 h and 18.00 h; at these times a complete
TEMP message is produced. During the comparison the routine synoptic sondes were
registrated by MicroCora and DigiCora. A pre-flight ground check was carried out
with both ground systems. In this way a double registration was made for 26
flights, regularly distributed over the four synoptic times. No selection was
made for special weather conditions. An independent check on the wind measurements was not possible, no radar being available.
After the flights we have compared wind, pressure, temperature, geopotential
height and the significant levels. Lack of time forced us to pay less attention
to a comparison of the humidity measurements. The correspondence is satisfying,
but will not be reported here in more detail. In addition to this comparison,
the specific performance of DigiCora is discussed, namely the significant level.
selection, the graphic display with the editing facility for significant levels,
and the ground check procedure.
5. Results and discussion
5.1 9r2~~9_9b~9~_2r29~9~r~l-~~rfe9~_QP~~rYe~!2~~
A ground check procudure is carried out before each sounding, resulting in
corrections for pressure, temperature and humidity. Except for humidity, these
corrections are not applied in a linear way, but their influence gradually
decreases as the sonde gets higher.
The averaged corrections for 63 ground checks with MicroCora were:
~P = + 1.55 ±1.19mb; ~T =- 0.22 ± 0.13 K; ~U = + 2.5 ± 1.3% RH. The magnitude
of these corrections is such that a ground check should not be omitted. DigiCora
shows similar corrections. Moreover, the limits for these corrections, above
which a sonde is rejected by DigiCora, are 6 mb, 2 K and 7% RH, which indicates
that large corrections do occur.
An automatic ground check is to be preferred; erroneous readings of the reference instruments have been observed. Automatic reading of the surface observations at the start of the sounding would also reduce the risk of erroneous data.
During the comparison it was observed that the corrections found by the two
systems showed differences of up to 0.6 mb, 0.1 K and 1% RH. The difference in
temperature and humidity could be caused by rounding. The difference in pressure
correction, which was randomly fluctuating around zero for various sondes, is
not understood. Repeated ground checks for one radiosonde showed fluctuations of
a few tenth mb, both on DigiCora and on MicroCora. As far as we know the systems, their integration procedures are similar. In case these fluctuations have
a noise-like character they would limit the overall accuracy of the pressure
measurement, and have some influence on the standard deviations given in section
5.3. The origin of this phenomenon is subject of discussion with the
manufacturer.
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DigiCora uses a multifrequency windfinding system (Ikonen, 1985 [2]). In
addition to the 8 VLF stations used by MicroCora, it receives 3 Russian VLF
stations. Moreover, all 3 frequencies, transmitted by the 8 Omega stations, are
used instead of only one. This improves the accuracy of wind data, and
simplifies the internal synchronisation procedure. The higher data density
increases the change of successful windfinding during periods with poor Omega
reception. During the comparison the wind integration time of both systems was
set at 190 s.
At a total of 126 flights we noticed at 9 occasions that MicroCora was
partly missing wind data, while DigiCora produced a complete wind profile.
However, during heavy showers DigiCora fails completely, just as MicroCora. In
this case, soundings of the preparation phase of the comparison, during which
some modifications of the PC-software were made, are included.
In table 1 the averaged differences in windspeed AU and the corresponding
standard deviations o for the North and East component are shown for 6 standard
pressure levels. The number. of soundings is n. The differences correspond to
DigiCora minus MicroCora.
mb
850
700
500
300
200
100

AU(N) (m/s)
-0.06
-0.08
0.02
0.10
-0.25
-0.07

o {m/s)
AU(E) (m/s)
o (m/s)
0.81
-0.26
0.83
0.87
0.36
1. 27
0.74
2.49
0.95
-o·.44
0.81
L 17
-0.02
0.76
1.15
0.67
-0.03
1.07
Table 1 • Comparison of wind.

n
25
25
25
25
25
23

The mean biases, though larger for the E-component than for the M-component, are
smaller than the standard deviations (- 1 m/s) found while comparing MicroCora
with the UK-radar during the WMO International Radiosonde Comparison 1984/85
(Nash and Schmidlin, 1987 [3]). The standard deviations are much larger than the
mean biases. Moreover, the standard deviation in theE-component is larger than
in the M-component. This asymmetry probably originates from the geometry of the
direction of arrival of the strongest Omega signals. This phenomenon has also
been reported by Nash and Schmidlin (1987) [3]. Because no independent wind
measurements were available, no conclusions can be drawn on the relative contribution of the two sy.stems to this asymmetry.
DigiCora clearly produces smoother wind profiles than MicroCora, in contrast
with the results from the WMO Comparison 1984/85 (Nash and Schmidlin, 1987 [3]),
when DigiCora wind was more variable than MicroCora data. At that comparison the
integration times were set at 4 min for MicroCora and 2.5 min for DigiCora. It
was then concluded (Nash and Schmidlin, 1987 [3]) that the gain in vertical
resolution resulting from the shorter integration time was outweighed by the
decrease in accuracy. We have not carried out flights with these integration
times. However, none of our DigiCora results shows a variability similar to the
examples given by Nash and Schmidlin (1987) [3]. Since the 190 s integration
time we used is close to the 2.5 min of the 1984/85 comparison, the performance
of DigiCora probably has been improved since~
5.3
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At any moment during the flight both ground systems should compute the same
pressure value, since they receive the same radiosonde signal. When we compare
the pressure values, we suppose the two internal clocks are running at the same
speed. In table 2 the mean pressure difference (P(DigiCora) - P(MicroCora) (mb))
and standard deviation o for the 26 flights is given for three elapse times.
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t
t
t

15 min (P "' 500 mb)
30 min (P "' 200 mb)
45 min (P "' 100 mb)
Table

Po-PM = -0.33
Po-PM = -0.23
Po-PM = -0.07
2. Comparison

a
1 • 16 mb ("' 16 m)
mb ( .. 5 m)
mb (= 7 m)
a 0 • 4 2 mti ( "" 1 3 m)
mb (== 4 m)
a= 0.21 mb ( .. 13 m)
of pressure.

No significant difference in pressure measurement if found. The mean bias is
smaller than the estimated reproducibility (0.5 mb) for this sonde at the WMO
Comparison 1984/85 (Nash and Schmidlin, 1987 [3]). The standard deviation is
larger than expected. It seems unlikely that a difference in rounding between
the two systems could lead to these pressure differences. The standard deviations in terms of height would correspond to a (random) difference in time of
about 3 s between the two systems at a rate of ascent of 300 m/min. The time of
start of the systems is computed automatically by both systems after detection
of a decrease in pressure. The DigiCora Manual specifies the accuracy of the
computed release time as :t 5 s, so that this procedure could easily lead to a
difference of a few seconds in the time of start between the two systems. For a
normal sounding this is of no importance since the time scale is not used afterwards. However, this means that a direct comparison of the data of the two systems at seemingly corresponding times is not allowed. The pressure fluctuations,
found in the ground check procedure (5. 1) will also contribute to the differences in table 2. Some additional remarks on the pressure measurement will be
made in section 5.4.
5.4 f2~2e~!~2~_Qf_t~~E~r~~~r~-§~9_g~QQ2~~~~!§!_ll~!sh~
In table 3 the averaged differences in temperature ~T and geopotential
height h.Z, and the corresponding standard deviations o are shown for the
standard pressure levels. The number of measurements is n. The differences
correspond to DigiCora minus MicroCora.
mb
850
700
500
400
300
250
200
150
100
70
50
30

L1T(K)
o(K)
-0.18
0.07
o. 12
-0.13
0.1 0
-0.15
-o. 11
0.07
o. 11
-0. 11
0. 12
-0. 15
0.08
-0.12
0.06
-o. 14
0.10
-0.12
-o. 11
0.10
-0.04
0.18
0. 10
-0.08
Table 3. Comparison

l1Z (m)
a(m)
n
26
- 2.0
1.4
26
1.6
- 2.9
26
2.4
- 3.5
26
- 4.4
2.6
26
- 5.1
2.7
26
- 6.0
2.9
26
- 7.7
3.3
26
- 9. 1
3.2
-11 • 0
23
3.7
-13. 1
4.7
19
14
6.0
-13.9
-14.3
1o. 6
5
of temperature and height.

n
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
20
17
8

At the upper three levels n is different. for ~T and ~z. The reason for this is
that when a certain pressure level is nearly reached, the height of that level
is extrapolated. DigiCora systematically shows lower temperatures than
MicroCora. The mean difference is slightly smaller than the estimated reproducibility (0.2 K) at the WMO comparison 1984/85 (Nash and Schmidlin, 1987 [3]).
The difference in temperature can explain the difference in geopotential height,
which itself roughly corresponds to the estimated reproducibility found at the
comparison already mentioned. The difference found in the pressure comparison
(5.3) would cause a difference in temperature of roughly+ 0.05 :t 0.15 K. This
is not in accordance with the results in table 3, so this supports the assumption that these differences in pressure are not "real", but caused by different
start times as stated in section 5.3. The reason for the temperature differences, which lie within acceptable tolerances, is not known.
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Both ground systems select significant levels automatically. No significant
differences have been found between the results of the two systems. In addition
to this relative comparison, the graphic display of the DigiCora system enables
a .more absolute verification of the results of the selection procedure. Doing
the same for the MicroCora data would have been much more time consuming. For
short-time forecasting it is important that the original structure of the
profiles is well preserved by the selection procedure. The following features
were observed regularly:
1. Fine-structures, especially inversions, are frequently smoothed. In
particular the top of an inversion is often given above the level at
which the prominent change of the lapse rate occurs.
2. In most cases a better merging of the significant levels of temperature
and humidity would have been possible, reducing the total number of
levels.
The results were always within the tolerances given in the WMO Manual on Codes,
but when the position of an inversion is not given at the real height, this is
not in accordance with section 35.3.1.3 of this manual in which it is stated
that the real turning points must be selected. Originally, the WMO regulations
were formulated for a manual data reduction procedure, to be carried out by a
skilled operator, who is well aware of the aim of radiosoundings. The increasing
use of automatic sounding systems leads to the necessity to reformulate the WMO
specifications. The loss of fine structure during the significant level
selection procedure has also been reported by Nash and Schmidlin (1987) [3], who
recommend tightening of the fitting limits. An elaborate discussion on the
selection procedure, including the features mentioned above, is also given by
Hooper (1986) [4].
Two other features that occur from time to time have drawn our attention:
3. At low wind speeds (< -3 m/s) many wind direction levels are selected,
e.g. 10 levels in the upper part of a sounding.
4. In layers where RH > 85%, in general no significant levels are selected
since the WMO criterion of 15% RH is not exceeded.
The features 3 and 4 are in accordance with the WMO regulations. As for 3 we
doubt whether the large number of wind direction levels in a situation with very
low wind speeds contains valuable information. It might be considered to use
less stringent selection tolerances at very low wind speeds. Feature 4 can lead
to the loss of information about the base and top of a cloud layer, which is
embedded in a layer with RH > 85%. A solution might be to select always a
significant level at the base and top of layers close to 100% RH, in case their
thickness exceeds a certain minimum.

6.

Graphic display; editing
DigiCora is designed to function as a stand alone unit. We decided to
purchase an additional personal computer with a calor display. With software
developed by Vaisala, this system produces a graphic representation of the
measured profiles with a delay of about 10 min. This display enables a quick and
thorough quality check of the sounding. Moreover it is possible to edit the
result of the significant level selection procedure. As can be expected after
the discussion in section 4.5, this feature is found to be very valuable. In
about 50% of the soundings we found significant levels that had to be corrected.
It is important to state that this editing should only be done by a trained
operator with a fair insight into aerology.
7.
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Appendix: System configurations
MicroCora
-Receiver UR12
- Correlator COC12
-Computer CCN14 (NOVA4)
- Monitor COM12
-Omnidirectional antenna RAG22, Amplifier RAA11
- VLF-antenna CA11, amplifier CAA11
- Cassette recorder MFE2500
- Teletype TTY43
- PTU-processor PP11, Analog recorder AR20
- Ground check set GC22
-Software release 9.14D

---------

- Rawinsonde Set MW11
- Personal Computer TATUNG TCS-7000 with high resolution screen;
IBM AT compatible, MS-DOS 3.2; EGA interface for graphics
display
- Directional antenna RB20
- VLF-antenna CA11, amplifier CAA11
- Microdisc recorder MF12
-Printer FACIT 4514
- Ground check set GC22
-Software releases 7.10 (DigiCora) and 1.92 (Personal Computer)
Radiosonde

----------

- Vaisala RS80-15N
- TOTEX 350 g balloon, parachute

(Reference
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A Comparative Test of a Set of
Eight Automatic Digital Barometers
Jitze P. van der Meulen
Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute
Instrumentation Division
Wilhelminalaan 10
3732 GK de Bilt, Netherlands
1. Introduction
New sensor technologies and the help of advanced microelectronics
make it possible to manufacture barometers, other than the traditional
ones, which can measure atmospheric pressure fully automatically. These
barometers can also.transmit the data to computer controled dataacquisition systems without the need of any human effort. However, the
advantage of automatic and digitized recording will be of minor
interest if the quality of the new generation of barometers would
be poor compared to the traditional ones, like the mercury and the
aneroid barometer. In order to learn about the qualities of today's
modern automatic barometers one must look especially to 1) the accuracy,
reproducibility or short term stability, 2) the hystereses, 3) the drift
or long term stability and 4) full proof performance. Cases 1) to 3) can
be tested under lab-conditions in any calibration site. Knowledge of 4),
however, can only by obtained in full practice and over a rather long
period- In this article we will restrict ourselves to the first three
cases, because of lack of sufficient experience of 4). For four years we
have tested several different automatic digital barometers. It turned out
that the quality of these devices has been improved quiet seriously.
Therefore we started a comparative study of a number of automatic digital
barometers at the end of 1987. It is our intention to test not only by
means of calibration techniques but also to put these barometers to tests
like shock proofs, temperature dependency tests and disturbed power
supply.
2. Test procedures
All barometers are calibrated by connecting the devices to a underground 1.8 m3-tank. The pressure in this tank can be regulated via an
inlet and an outlet by means of a computerized control system. The
pressure at the devices height is measured with a high quality reference
barometer (Dr A. MUller Mercury Barometer 2k no. 030 & no. 049). The
absolute accuracy of each pressure determination is, taking the necessary
corrections into account, better than 0.05 mbar. In turn, the reference
barometers are regularly calibrated using a high precision standard
barometer.
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and a pressure downward run. The pressure range choosen is from 950 to
1050 mbar, since pressure measured at ground level in the Netherlands
never exceeds these limits. For practical reasons we select 11
calibration points, thus with a mutual distance of 10 mbar. To get
informed about the the long term stability these calibration runs are
repeated regularly during a 12 months period.
3. Test results
A survey of the barometers tested is listed in table 1. Results of
the tests are indicated in this table. Because at present some devices
are not tested for more than 12 months we do not give information about
the long term stability of these barometers. For clarity we indicated the
barometers, presently under study with an asterisk.

Table 1. Survey of the barometers tested.
Manufact- today
urer and
under
typenumber study

----------

Nakaasa
F451
Druck
DPI 140
AIR
DB-lA
Paroscientific
1015A
Transamerika
CEC2500
Fuess/Mueller
EBlla9
Rosemount
1201F1B
Vaisala
AP 11
Casella
W2112
Meteolabor
GB1

*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*

output
[ 1]

Accuracy
(mbar)

------ --------

Hystereses
(mbar)

Drift
(mbar/year)

Correction
(mbar) [2]

---------- ----------- ----------

DA I

< 0.1

[ 3]

< 0.1

- 0.2

DS I

0.1

[ 3]

< 0.1

- 0.3

R T P

0.1

[3]

[4)

+ 0.25

R

0.1

0.1

[4]

+ 0.1

DI

> 0.4

0.3

> 0.4

+ 0.4

D A

0.3

0.5

> 0.3

+ 0.1

A [5]

0.1

0.1

[4]

+ 0.1

DS

0.15

0.1

[4]

- 0.1

DAS

0.2

< 0.1

[ 4]

- 0.6

D A T

< 0.1

< 0.1

[ 4]

- 0.6

Notes:
[1] Output: D = digital display, A= analog output, I = IEEE-bus,
P = Centronix parallel, T = TTL (ascii), S = serial RS-232C (ascii).
[2] Positive correction: Current value - stated value.
[3] No significant hysteres observed.
[4] No data available at present.
[5] No digital output.
* Barometers, which take part in the simultaneous comparative test from
dec. 1987 till dec. 1988.
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studied, have a rather similar and good accuracy. Nevertheless we found
that almost each barometer has to be recalibrated after receipt from the
manufacturer.
A brief idea of the quality (accuracy, hystereses) can be obtained
directly by considering the calibartion graph. Such a graph presents the
positive corrections to be taken into account when measuring at a
specific pressure. To be objective we always take the original calibration data, as provided by the manufacturer as the standard data set to be
compared with. Thence a calibration curve shows the differnces between
these standard data and the actual data points as a function of pressure.
An example of such a graph is illustrated by fig. 1. The average
difference of the data points of the upwards and of the downwards run
gives a good impression about the hystereses. The degree of zigzag of
these data points is a good indication for the accuracy of pressures
measured after calibration. The change in time of the deviation from the
0 mbar line will inform about the long term stability.
0.5
(mbar)

0.0

-------------···----··~

·------------·- ··-·· .... - -·····---- ---

positive
correction

AIR DB-lA
-0.5
950

1000

pressure

1050
(mbar)

Fig. 1. An example of a calibration graph, with the positive correction
versus pressure. The filled dots are from the upward run, the open dots
from the downward run.
4. Discussion
We note that a number of commercial automatic digital barometers,
which meet the Wl"'O requirements is available at present. The prices we
payed for the devices under study make them an advantageous candidate for
future replacements of obsolete barometers. However we found that it is
strictly necessary to recalibrate these barometers after receipt, since
for most of them the companion calibration dataset was not correct within
a tolerance of 0.1 mbar.
In fact there is knowledge of, and good experience with automatic
barometers from the aviation. However, there is no sufficient experience
with the long term stability of these devices, since this is of minor
importance when using barometers as altimeters. When choosing for this
new generation of barometers we seriously recommend to be aware that a
long term stability of the pressure sensor is guaranteed.

Session VI
OBSERVING METHODS AND DATA QUALITY

(Reference VI.l)

DATA OBTAINED FROM RADIOSONDES ON DESCENT
by
X Kitchen, J Nash and A Baker
Meteorological Office, Bracknell, UK.
1. Introduction.
Radiosonde measurements of temperature and relative humidity not only
sample the atmospheric variations on the mesa- and synoptic scales, but
variations on much smaller scales as well. Hence, when the measurements
are compared to those from satellite radiometers <which are derived from
radiance measurements with large areal cross-sections in the
atmosphere), the small scale variability introduces representativeness
errors which produce more scatter between the two types of observation
than would be expected on the basis of the reproducibility of the
radiosonde measurements cited in Nash and Schmidlin': 4 ) for example.
Tbe aim of tb,e project described here was to investigate whether the
radiosonde representativeness errors could be reduced by utilising
radiosonde measurements made after the balloon burst as the instrument
descends by parachute. The feasibility of the method has to be tested
and then the utility of the descent data assessed.
2. The Experiment
Radiosonde'measurements on the Ocean Weather Ship 'Cumulus' are made
using a Vaisala RS80 radiosonde system . The temperature and humidity
sensors on the Vaisala RS80 radiosonde are both mounted on an outrigger
from the side'of the radiosonde body. Both sensors have a time
constant of response which is adequate for the sampling of
meteorologically significant structure in the profiles and provide
highly reproducible measurements <see Antikainen and Hyvonen ': 1 ) and
Section 2.2 below). Thus this radiosonde type is suitable for the
purpose described above.
The normal program when the Cumulus is on station Lima (57"'N, 20"'W)
is 4 radiosonde ascents per day. For this experiment, a data logger was
connected to the Vaisala PP11 processor to record the full data stream
d,erived from the radiosonde signals. This data stream consists of values
·of pressure, temperature and relative humidity at approximately 1 second
intervals. The data are in meteorological units but have not been
subjected to the groundstation quality control, smoothing or
radi_ation correction procedures.
In order to limit the rate of descent, standard UK Meteorological
Office paper parachutes were added to the flight rigs. The rates of
descent were typically 12ms··-l through the stratosphere but fell to about
7m9-- 1 <similar to the recommended rate of ascent) in the troposphere.
Parachutes were used for most of the operational flights made during
December 1986 and January 1987.
The weather conditions encountered on the December voyage of the
Cumulus were very stormy. During the most severe weather conditions,
the trial was suspended because of the extra difficulty of launching
flight rigs that included parachutes. The very strong winds also
resulted in most of the radiosondes descending through the troposphere
at ranges >150km from the ship. Consequently, few descents could be
tracked below the 700hPa level. During the January voyage, the winds
were generally much lighter and descent data were obtained from most
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flights to within a few hundred metres of the surface. Data were
recorded on a total of 142 flights altogether.
2.1 Examples of Temperature and Relative Humidity Profiles.
Examples of profiles recorded on ascent and descent are plotted in
Figs. 1 and 2 <temperature and relative humidity as a function of
pressure respectively). These profiles have been selected as being
typical of the dataset in general. The features of note are described
below.
a) Temperature fluctuations of several degrees amplitude on a
vertical scale of order 1km commonly occur in the stratosphere. Some of
the fluctuations observed on the ascent are well correlated with
features on the descent but others are not (see Fig 1). Regions of poor
correlation suggest that such features are associated with space and/or
timescales less than the separation between the ascent and descent
trajectories. Differences in the detailed temperature structure around
the tropopause can also amount to a few degrees C
b) In the troposphere there are usually small differences in the mean
temperature of layers a few km deep <typically several tenths of .a
degree C) between ascent and descent profiles. Larger differences are
sometimes observed over shallow layers around the level of marked
temperature inversions <see e.g. Fig 1 and also Section 2.2.1). These
larger differences are not due to lag in the temperature sensor
response and often reflect slight changes in the structure or height of
inversion. Cooling from evaporation of water off the suri'ace of the
temperature sensor ('wet bulbing') shortly after the radiosonde has
emerged .from a cloud layer can often be identified, but .this is not
present in the ascent illustrated.
c) Large differences in the relative humidity profiles over at least
part of the troposphere are almost always present. In the example shown,
there was clearly considerable difference between ascent and descent in
the depth of the cloud layers above 450hPa <see Fig 2).
d) The time constant of response of the humidity sensor is only "' 1
second at low levels but increases rapidly to ~1 minute at 300hPa and
~5 minutes at 200hPa <Nash et al .: ''~ :>).
The lag at high levels commonly
introduces an easily identifiable systematic difference between the
relative humidity profiles recorded on ascent and descent near the
tropopause; e.g. around the 200hPa level in Fig 2.
e) From exa.mination of the complete set of profiles, there is no
obvious evidence of systematic displacements in the heights of turning
points which could be indicative of hysteresis in the pressure sensor.
The small mean. differences between ascent and descent profiles also
suggest that any hysteresis effect must be small in the troposphere.
Hysteris may contribute to the mean temperature bias observed at higher
levels in the stratosphere <see Section 2.2)
2.2 Statistics of the Differences between Ascent and Descent.
The 1 second datasets recorded on each flight were first passed
through a quality control procedure to remove any noisy or suspect data.
The pressure, temperature and humidity data recorded on the descent were
then used to interpolate values of temperature and relative humidity at
pressures corresponding to measurement points on the ascent. The exact
time difference between each pair of points was computed and the
horizontal separation between them was estimated from the wind profile.
The differences were grouped into pressu.re ban9,s and according to the
horizontal separation. Mean and standard deviations of the differences
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December 1986 were treated separately from those obtained in January
198'7.
2.2.1 Temperature
Statistics of the temperature differences <ascent-descent) are
plotted in Fig 3a for horizontal separations up to 50km <generally
conditions of light winds) and in Fig 3b for large separations <strong
winds). For most pressure bands, the mean differences are much smaller
than the RMS differences, indicating that systematic effects due to
sensor lag for example are small compared to the random variations
between ascent and descent profiles. Nash and Schmidlin <:. 4 :' cite the
time constant for the RS80 temperature sensor reponse as 2-3 seconds in
the lower layers of the troposphere. This can be expected to rise to 4-5
seconds in the upper troposphere. Typical lapse rates for temperature
measured on ascents through the upper troposphere are 2 deg Cmin····l so a
time constant of this magnitude would be expected to introduce a mean
difference of no more than about 0.3 deg C (ascent-descent), The small
positive mean differences between '700 and 250hPa in Fig 3a are probably
a result of the sensor lag.
At higher ,levels in the stratosphere, the sensor time constant
increases to N20 seconds at the 10hPa level <4 ) but the lapse rates are
generally much smaller. The mean differences computed-for the pressure
band 30-10hPa were all negative. Insufficient information is presently
available to establish the cause of this, but it is expected that data
recently recorded in the summertime <when temperature lapse rates in the
stratosphere are characteristically different from wintertime) will
assist in the "interpretation of the differences.
For measurements separated by <50km <Fig 3a), theRMS temperature
differences were largest (2 deg C) for the pressure band centred at
850hPa. This is probably due to the presence of strong subsidence
inversions around this level in the light wind conditions. Small
variations in the inversion height on these spatial scales cause
relatively large temperature differences at a given level (see also
Section 2.1). In the upper troposphere, theRMS differences fall to ~o.5
deg C and the standard deviation of the differences are as low as 0.4
deg C. The consistency of RS80 temperature measurements in the vertical
<over layers of uniform lapse rate) suggests that the precision of the
temperature measurements from an individual radiosonde is
0.1 deg C
Therefore the contribution to the standard deviations from the random
measurement errors is < 0.2 deg C and so even the smallest ascentdescent differences measured here contain some information on the
atmospheric variations and are not dominated by instrumental effects. In
the strong wind conditions with the ascent-descent separation >50km
<>BOkm for the January dataset>, the RMS differences in the troposphere
~re smaller than for the light wind conditions at the lowest levels but
up to a factor of 2 larger in the upper troposphere <Fig 3b). In the
stratosphere, theRMS differences are in the range 0.'7-1.'7 deg C
<discounting the pressure band 30-10hPa where the mean differences make
a significant contribution),
N

2.2.2 Relative Humidity.
At levels below 300hPa, the mean differences in the relative
humidity are all small <Fig 4) compared to the RMS differences. However,
in the upper troposphere, mean differences of nearly 10% are caused by
the lag in the humidity measurements at these levels <see Section 2.1)
If the effects of the lag are excluded, the overall reproducibility of
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should be compared with the RMS ascent-descent differences which are
all >8% below 300hPa <Fig 4). At low levels RMS differences are up to
25% showing that significant changes in relative humidity structure
occur on the small scales resolved here. From examination of the
individual profiles, it is evident that the small lag in the sensor
response at low levels (see Section 2.1) does not contribute
significantly to the RMS differences in this region.
3. The Utility of the Descent Data.
3.1 Satellite Collocation Studies.
Consider a set of radiosonde temperature observations located at the
centre of a corresponding set of satellite scan spots of circular areas
of radius 55km. The RMS difference between high quality radiosonde point
measurements of temperature at a given level and the areal average over
the circle has been estimated by Kitchen •: ~~ :• to be between 0. 4 and 0. 9
deg C (depending on the pressure level). The collocation error is
dominated by the representativeness error and the radiosonde
measurement error makes only a small contribution. If radiosonde data
are also obtained on the descent, then in carefully controlled
collocation experiments <such as those associated with the proposed
Baseline Upper Air Network, see Neilon •:-~;) >, two radiosonde measurements
may be located within a scan spot <albeit not simultaneous
measurements). Averaging together of the two observations should
significantly reduce the representativeness error. When the dominant
spatial scale of atmospheric variations within the scan spot is much
smaller than the separation between ascent and descent trajectories (as
is likely to be the case when the temperature structure in the
stratosphere is dominated by small vertical scale features) then it is
expected that on average, the representativeness error would be 1/ ~of
the value based on ascent data only. In the vicinity of very strong
horizontal gradients <around fronts), the descent data will allow a much
improved def,ini tion of the gradients.
Another role for the descent data could be in the rejection of
individual collocations if the differences between ascent and descent
measurements exceeded a threshold. Data from situations where strong
horizontal gradients were present <likely to give rise to larger than
average collocation errors) could thus be excluded or given low weight.
3.2 Additional Data for Meteorological Analysis.
Numerical analysis models are soon likely to have the ability to
attribute radiosonde data with precision to the time and location of the
observation. It has been demonstrated in Section 2 above that the
differences between ascent and descent measurements are significant and
therefore the descent data should provide useful additional information
for such models. This is particularly true for mesa-scale analysis in
regions where the radiosonde network is re.lati vely dense such as in the
UK <station separation distances ~300km). The descent profiles could
then significantly reduce the observation spacing in the troposphere
during strong wind conditions.
4. Conclusions.
a) This project has demonstrated the feasibility of collecting data
from Vaisala RS80 radiosondes descending by parachute. The descent data
are valid measurements and the differences between ascent and descent
profiles in general reflect real atmospheric variations.
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b) The additional data can reduce the collocation errors associated
with comparisons between radiosonde and satellite temperature
measurements. This is particularly relevant for radiosonde ascents flown
as part of the Baseline Upper Air Network<: !iil :> which are specifically
designed to minimise collocation errors.
c) In order for descent data to be available routinely, modifications
to existing groundstation procedures are required. Extra facilities in
the TEMP message code are also required to allow the coding and routine
transmission of both the extra measurements and exact position at which
they were made. Alternatively, the positions may be estimated from a
knowledge of the wind profiles and the radiosonde .ascent/descent rates.
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DEVELOPMENT AND APPLICATION OF CORRECTIONS TO THE US RADIOSONDE
ROD THERMISTOR TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS
F. J. Schmidlin
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center
Wallops Flight Facility
Wallops Island, Virginia 23337 USA
and

J. K. Luers
University of Dayton Research Institute
Dayton, Ohio 45469 USA
1.0

Introduction

For many years now, reports have appeared in the literature
pointing out deficiencies in the upper air observations used for analysis
and forecasting.
Teweles and Finger [12] discussed the serious problem
of large differences between daytime and nighttime geopotentials derived
from United States radiosondes. Mcinturff et al. [7] extended this study
and provided adjustments to temperature and geopotential measurements for
the worldwide set of reported radiosonde data.
More recently,
Hollingsworth et al. [ 4] reported on the ability of a modern data
assimilation system to monitor its own performance and that of the
observational network. Such a system is capable of depicting bias in the
observed height field relative to a model height field such as shown in
Figure 1.
It is obvious that the observ.ed day-night difference in geopotential results from a lack of temperature measurement corrections for the
United States radiosonde.
The recent WMO International Radiosonde
Intercomparison [8] confirmed and demonstrated the need for these
corrections. Lenhard [5;6] estimated the accuracy of the rod thermistor
as 0.2°-0.4°C but did not address bias error due to radiation.
The
estimate given by Lenhard more nearly represents measurement repeatability, however.
Ballard and Rubio [2] reported that the daytime
thermistor error due to radiation is largest, reaching 1.8°C at 10 hPa.
Talbot [11] suggested that nighttime temperature errors reach negative
values of -1.6°C at 10 hPa (i.e., measurement colder than ambient).
Earlier, Badgley [1] indicated that the radiational error at 11 hPa was
negative both day and night, being -0.9°C and -2.0°C, respectively.
Although radiosonde temperature measurements contain errors from many
sources this report only discusses corrections for bias errors resulting
from short- and long-wave radiation effects on the thermistor.
2.

Experimental Procedure

Radiation errors may be determined using three thermistors having
coatings with different spectral response [ 3].
This method was tested
successfully at Wallops Island in the early 1970's with small bead
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thermistors flown on meteorological rockets [10].
By simultaneously
solving the radiative heat transfer equation for the three thermistors
one obtains the true ambient temperature and the radiation error.
This
procedure was adapted for the US radiosonde instrument [9].
Values of each sensor coating's emissivity and solar absorptivity
were determined in the laboratory and used in a standard form of the heat
transfer equation to determine the temperature error.
White-, black-,
and aluminum-coated thermistors were used with an 8-channel radiosonde to
obtain the measurements.
The white thermistor was the same standard rod
thermistor flown on the operational US radiosonde. The thermistors were
match calibrated to within ±0.05°C at the same resistance value. A data
set of 90 balloon flights was obtained with about 15 percent flown at
night to establish the nighttime long-wave radiation error.
The remainder of the observations was made in daylight at solar elevation
angles up to 80 degrees.
Attempts to structure the temperature correction vs solar elevation angles into clusters every 10 degrees resulted in
poor resolution between clusters, probably from the small sample size.
After smoothing individual observational profiles and redistribution into
a smaller number of clusters we were able to derive the temperature
correction curves shown in Figure 2 for the four solar angle bands during
the day, and for nighttime.
3.

Application of Corrections to Improve Geopotentials

The data obtained from the WMO radiosonde intercomparison are used
to demonstrate the applicability of the temperature corrections.
This
data set contains about 100 US radiosonde observations and includes
measured heights obtained from precision radar tracking.
The radar
measured heights serve as an independent source of comparison.
Once the radiation error (temperature correction as a function of
solar- elevation angle) was obtained from Figure 2 it was possible to
calculate new geopotentials for the US radiosonde measurements that were
then averaged for the nominal observation times (i.e. , 1400UT, 1700UT,
2000UT, and 2300UT) .
These mean geopotentials were compared to mean
geopotentials derived from radar.
In this test the radar heights, while precise, must be used to
calculate pressures after which the standard level pressures are obtained
by interpolation.
On the other hand, radiosonde pressures are measured
from an aneroid cell-baroswitch assembly.
The difference in heights
between radar and radiosonde were found to be relatively small.
Thus,
qualitative agreement clearly exists.
The applicability of the derived corrections to reduce (hopefully,
to remove) the day-night height bias is discussed for the radiosonde
instrument and contrasted to results when radar heights are used and,
also when a set of surrogate pressure measurements are used when another
radiosonde type is available.
The most obvious characteristic of the uncorrected day-night mean
difference is that the daytime geopotentials are always higher than those
at night, corresponding quite well to the information given by Figure 1.
Figure 3 shows that the magnitude of the mean difference at 100 hPa is
about 42 meters while a 57 meter difference is shown in Figure 1. At 10
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hPa the day-night mean difference is approximately
Figure 1 indicates about 170 meters difference.

120 meters

while

Analysis of the corrected radiosonde data indicates that the
daytime atmosphere is higher than that of the nighttime between the
surface and 70 hPa, with the largest difference of about 42 meters
occurring at 250 hPa. However, the daytime geopotentials at levels above
70 hPa are now lower than nighttime with an apparent difference of -42
meters at 15 hPa.
Contrasted to the uncorrected data, the day-night
difference at 100 hPa is only 7 meters.
Day-night differences depicted by the radar data show nearly the
same magnitudes as the corrected radiosonde data.
The small differences
come from 1) errors in radiosonde pressure measurements [ 8] and, 2)
interpolations required for standard pressure levels when radar measured
heights are used.
One feature of importance of the derived temperature corrections
is that daytime corrections reduce the magnitude of the measured temperature values while nighttime corrections increase the reported values.
Therefore, daytime geopotentials are lowered and nighttime geopotentials
raised when corrected temperatures are used.
An independent check was made of the day-night differences
resulting from using corrected US temperatures with surrogate pressures.
Pressure measurements from the Finnish radiosonde flown in the WMO
intercomparison were married to the US radiosonde corrected temperatures
and geopotentials were then calculated.
The results show that day-night
differences are the same magnitude as shown for the US radiosonde data.
By way of comparison, the day-night differences obtained from the Finnish
radiosonde reported data are shown.
The similarity between the US and
Finnish day-night geopotential differences for levels up to 30 hPa is
important because it indicates that two radiosonde types used at a major
portion of the world's upper air sounding stations can give nearly
similar results and can be used for analysis with confidence.
4.

Conclusions

Different thermistor coatings (white, aluminum, and black) with
emissivities and absorptivities known from laboratory measurements were
used to determine the US radiosonde's temperature sensor radiation error
as a function of solar elevation angle.
These corrections were applied
to the large set of US radiosonde temperature measurements obtained
during the WMO International Radiosonde Intercomparison.
Correcting the
measured temperatures for the radiative error makes nighttime measurements higher and daytime measurements lower.
Comparisons using uncorrected and corrected US temperatures with radar measured heights, with US
radiosonde measured pressures, and with surrogate pressure measurements
from the Finnish radiosonde indicated consistency in the geopotentialpressure relationship.
Comparisons showed that when the US standard temperature measurements (uncorrected) are used, large day-night geopotentials exist with
the daytime atmosphere higher than the nighttime.
Reported US temperatures are not now accepted at the analysis centers as being correct since
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model results differ from measurements. It has been shown that corrected
temperature measurements result in significant reduction in the day-night
height differences.
Comparisons of corrected radiosonde derived heights
with radar measured heights show excellent agreement.
When day-night
height differences determined from the Finnish radiosonde and US corrected radiosonde are compared differences are present at levels above 30
hPa.
Additional measurements to insure the stability of the temperature
correction calculations are necessary.
More effort also is required to
examine the day-night height differences between the Finnish and US
instruments above 30 hPa.
The discussions herein dealt with mean geopotentials, it is
realized that corrections should be derived for individual observations.
The three thermistor technique used at Wallops goes further than just
determining a mean correction; this method permits the actual environmental, or ambient temperature to be determined during the observation.
Perhaps this technique may satisfy the temperature requirement of the
long- sought international reference rad.iosonde.
5.
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A NEW DEVELOPED ALGORITHM FOR COMPUTATION OF VERTICAL PROFILES
FROM RADIOSONDE MEASUREMENTS
E. Asseng
Meteorologischer Dienst der DDR
Aerologisches Observatorium Lindenberg
DDR - 1231 Lindenberg
Stepping forward from manual to computer aided evaluation of radiosonde data some difficulties arise determining the vertical profiles from primary data.
Manually an operator draws with a ru~er
straight lines through the given scatter diagram of measqred points.
Thes8 lines join in the so called "special points" (Fig. 1).
This
procedure
includes subjective and therefore more or less variable
influences,
which we tried to avoid by seeking for objective rules
and expressing them in mathematical formulae in order to develop
algorithms and programms.
The edge of the ruler represents a straight line in a p,tsystem (p: any meteorological parameter, t: time). Therefore each
timet. we have both a measured point (t. ,z.) and a
1
1
point 5n the straight line (t. ,p.).
1
1
We found two ways an operator uses:
Sometimes he displaces the ruler without restriction varying
simultaneously its position and its slope. Mathematically formulated: He constructs a straight line
( 1)

p.1

= m . t.1

+ n

varying the straight line parameters m (slope) and n (position).
In other cases however the operator holds the ruler in one
point swinging it around this point. The origin can be accepted as
swinging point. This means, that the straight line
(2)

pi

= m ti

is varied by varying the parameter m (slope).
, In both cases the purpose of variation is to minimize the
distances z.p. between the straight line and the measured points.
1
Considering k pBints.there is found the mathematical formulation
k

(3)

S = ~

t=1

I z.

1

- p.
l

I

---> Min

The restrictionless disposition of the straight line (1) leads to
the classical regression found by GAUSS, namely to the two partial
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conditions
~S/~m"" 0

and

~S/cn"' 0

The consideration of eq, (1) gives 2 equations for m and n:
m"' CLz 1L t i - ki:ziti) I (Lt 1 £ t i - kLtiti)
n =
z1i: t 1 t 1 -i::t 1 i:z 1 t 1 ) 1 c k!:t 1 t 1 -i: t 1 i:ti)
The straight line (2), swinging around a given point,
leads to a manner of regression we want to call "swing regression".
If the variation of the straight line (2) is formulated a~alogously
to the GAUSSian regression, it is written

er

6 S/c5 m = 0,
and considering (3) and (2) one
m

= i:

z .t .

1

1

~ets

I'<"'
t. t.
(;,_ 1 l.

These mathematical relations have to be joined with further instructions in order to serve as a base for the determination of
special points.•
In one of these instructions there is demanded, that 3
points are at least needed for regression, 3 points are called a
triplet. If their distances from their awn regression straight line
are smaller than a given limit, these 3 points represent a "goad
triplet''· A good triplet appears as the base of each certain
profile section. The given limit (VG, RG in Fig. 4) determines how
extensively the random and incorrect values are included into the
profile determination; therefore this limit can be regarded·as a
smoothing parameter.
A further limit has to be given for the determination of
the permissable distance between the measured points and the upward
directed extension of the regression straight line. This smoothing parameter (VGO, RGO in Fig. 4) determines the number and the
position of the special points: if it is exceeded, a special point
has to be fixed.
The downward directed extension of the good triplet
straight line is adjusted by the Jrd smoothing parameter (VGU, RGU
in Fig. 4). This extension is avoided in the case of swing regression, if the straight line is swinged around the preceding
special point.
Two smoothing methods result from the analysis of the manual treatment: the linear GAUSSian regression and the swing regression. Following this there were developed 2 programmes. Each of
them uses both methods, in one programme however the swing regression is prefered, in the other the GAUSSian one. The concerned programme is finding most of the special points using the prefered
method.
The Figs. 2 and 3 show the partial steps up to determination of a special point in both programmes.
The smoothing parameters were varied during the test of the
programmes in order to find their optimal values. The Figs, 4 and 5
include the optimal values of the smoothing parameters and examples of wind profiles obtained by the use of these parameters.
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THE MEASUREMENT OF GUSTINESS AT ROUTINE WIND STATIONS
A.C.M. Beljaars
Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute
P.O. Box 201, De Bilt, The Netherlands
1 . INTRODUCTION
More and more classical wind recording devices are replaced by automatic
micro-computer based sytems. Also the capacicity of meteorological databases is
increasing continuously. These modernisations enable the measurement and
archiving of new parameters and ask for a reconsideration of specifications. In
this paper we discuss gustiness observations in view of the possibilities of new
technology.
There are two reasons to formulate new specifications. First of all,
considerable differences exist in the actual practice of wind extreme
measurements (e.g. 3 s peak gusts in some countries and the fastest mile in
other countries) and secondly, more and more. applications ask for gustiness
observations. An example of the latter is the use of wind speed or wind
direction standard deviations in air pollution studies.
In a review on the subject, Beljaars [4] proposes a data reduction scheme
for micro-processor based wind measuring systems, where the mean value and the
standard deviation is measured of the horizontal wind speed and the wind
direction over the last 10 minutes of each hour. Also the 3 second peak gust
over the hour has to be measured and archived. For sytems with sufficient
capacity, it is proposed to measure the standard deviations and extremes over
all 10-minute intervals.
In this paper a short summary is given of the background of the choice for
the proposed gustiness parameters. Data from the 200 m meteorological tower in
Cabauw in The Netherlands are used to illustrate the importance of standard
deviations at routine wind stations.
2. PEAK GUST OBSERVATIONS
The observation of peak gusts is common practice at many windstations. Peak
gusts are important for wind load studies and warning purposes. Archiving of
peak gusts is particularly important in areas with severe thunderstorms. Because
of the short time scale of convective storms, the wind extremes can not be
derived from averages.
It is well known that the magnitude of extremes depends on the response
time of the measuring system. Slowly responding systems measure lower extremes
than fast-response equipment. Until now, no specifications exist with respect to
the response time of wind measuring systems. In some countries, extremes are
recorded with fast-response anemometers; other countries use e.g. the fastest
mile. Some sort of standardization is urgently needed here.
The first question that has to be answered is: what type of gusts are
needed by the users of wind data? An extensive review is given in [4]; here we
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limit ourselves to the statement, that gusts only have full damaging impact on
structures when the length scale of the gusts is at least of the same order as
the size of the structure. In other words: the gust has to engulf the entire
structure to exert its full load. We choose length scales of the order of 100 m,
which correspond to a few seconds gust duration in strong wind conditions.
So far, order of magnitude arguments have been given only. To arrive at
compatible results from different stations it is necessary to specify a
particular value for the gust duration. An appropriate definition of "gust
duration" is also needed. In [4] the gust duration is defined with help of an
idealized measuring chain viz. a fast-response anemometer followed by a running
average filter. If such a filter takes the running average over e.g. t 0 seconds,
we say that the extremes observed with the system have a duration of t 0 seconds.
Real measuring systems usually have a number of filtering elements viz.
anemometer, transmission line, recorder etc. In [3,4] it is shown how the gust
duration can be computed as if the gusts were measured with the idealized chain.
In this way a gust duration can be computed for any measuring chain. The gust
duration can be seen as a characteristic of the chain. Slowly responding systems
measure gusts with a long duration; fast- response equipment is characterized by
a short gust duration.
With the definition given above it would be possible to specify an exact
gust duration for all routine windstations. A particular value is however
difficult to justify. We therefore recommend to select the filtering in the wind
measuring chain in such a way that the gust duration is between 2 and 5 seconds.
It is essential now that the sytem is well documented and that users of data
know exactly what the filtering characteristics of the wind measuring system
are. With this information, users can rescale gust observations with a given
duration to the duration required by their application (cf. Fig. 1 and [3,4]).
3. STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF WIND SPEED AND WIND DIRECTION
One of the main shortcomings of wind observations at land stations is the
lack of representativeness. This is due to the fact that the standard
observation height of 10 m is of the same order as typical surface roughness
elements as trees, buildings etc. To illustrate the problem we quote from the
research manual of the ECMWF-operational model: "Winds from ships are used,
winds from land stations are not used". On the other hand, with the increase of
computer power and the reduction of the grid size in weather models, the need
for high resolution and high quality wind data is growing [6]. To arrive at
minimum quality, corrections for local disturbances are absolutely needed. We
will show that the standard deviation of wind speed and wind direction can play
an important role in this. More generally, it can be stated that the measurement
of standard deviations enlarges the possibility to put wind observations in the
framework of Monin-Obukhov similarity. Furthermore, air pollution studies can
benefit directly of the availability of wind standard deviations.
To show the importance of standard deviations we analyse data from the
200 m meteorological tower at Cabauw in The Netherlands. We derive a station
specific table of roughness lengths as a function of wind direction and season.
The wind observations at 10 m height are used as if we are dealing with a
standard 10 m station. Wind data from levels up to 200 m are used for
verification.
In the neutral atmospheric boundary layer, the Monin-Obukhov similarity
forms of the mean wind profile and the standard deviations reduce to
(1)

o /u* = 2.2,
u

( 2)
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Model computation of the normalized extreme wind (Umax-U)/o in a 10minute interval as a function of the gust duration tG (or tHe averaging
time t 0 of a running average filter). U and o are the mean and the
standard deviation of the wind speed. The depgndence of the model on U
is weak and can be neglected for most applications.
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Roughness length as a function of wind direction, derived
from o /U (x), from o (+) and from the U(140)/U(10) according to eq.
8
(5) (~~. The top figure represents the summer situation; the bottom
figure corresponds to winter. One symbol represents the average of all
selected (near-neutral) data in a 30 degrees wind direction sector. The
errorbars indicate the standard error of the individual half hour
measurements relative to the sector average.
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( 3)

where U is the mean wind speed at height z, K is the Van Karman constant (0.4),
z 0 is the roughness length, u* is the friction velocity, and a , a are the
standard deviations of the longitudinal and lateral componentsuof ~he wind
speed. The derivation of a from observations of the standard deviation of the
wind direction a is suffi6iently accurate in practice. The empirical constants
8
in (2) and (3) depend weakly on the way a and a are computed. Trend
correction, the integration interval and ~he response characteristics have
effect on the exact ratios of a lu* and a /u*. The constants in (2) and (3) are
taken from [1], after correctioM by 7% tovaccount for the omission of trend
correction in the present analysis. The present values are typical for 10 minute
averages with negligible filtering in the measuring chain (cf. [3] for filter
corrections).
The expressions (1 ), (2) and (3) can only be applied to the near-neutral
atmospheric boundary layer. The stability corrections in (2) and (3) are known
to depend on zi/L, where zi is the boundary layer height and L the Obukhov
length [8]. These corrections are smaller than 5% for zi < 2000 m and ILl >
500 m. The boundary layer height was not measured here but it is unlikely to be
larger than 2000 m. We therefore select cases with ILl > 500 m. For the present
analysis we apply two additional selection criteria : U(10) > 6 m/sand a
minimum temperature decrease of 1.7 K between z = 10 m and z = 200 m (to remove
cases with low level inversions). At ordinary wind stations we recommend to use
U > 6 m/s as only criterion.
By elemination of u* in (1) and (2) or (1) and (3), z 0 can be expressed as
a function of a IU or a • Since z 0 depends on the wind direction and the season,
8
we average a /Uuand a per wind direction sector of 30 degrees and per season
8
over all theuselected data. The averaging helps to reduce the uncertainties in
the results. The final result of this procedure is shown in Fig. 2 for the
Cabauw site. Measurements in the summer season (may - october 1986) are used for
Fig. 2.A; Fig. 2.B shows results for the winter months (november 1986 - april
1987). The roughness lengths derived from a -and a - measurements are not very
8
different, although the a - method shows a Yittle more scatter.
8
The roughness lengths as derived above can be seen as characteristics of
the station and can be used in any application where wind profiles or surface
momentum fluxes are needed. When the station is moved or when the vegetation in
the surroundings changes (tree growth) or when nearby buildings are added, a new
roughness length analysis will be necessary.
We will evaluate these results now by comparing with wind profiles up to
200 m. The wind profiles, averaged over the same selected data points, are
reproduced in Fig. 3 for 6 wind direction sectors. Since the measuring heights
are large, we can not omit the stability corrections here. From the similarity
profiles we derive
U(z)
ln(z/z 0 ) - wm(z/L)
( 4)
uc 1o) = 1i1T1o;z _) _____ ·
0

ln(z/z ) = U(z) I U(10)

o

+

wm (z/L)/ln

(10/z ),

o

( 5)

where the stability function Wm at 10 m height has been neglected. The stability
correction up to 200 m is less than 25% for our near-neutral data set (stability
derived from the temperature profiles). By plotting the right hand side of (5)
we plot the wind profiles as if they are exactly neutral. By taking eq.(5) for z
= 140 m it is again possible to derive z 0 -values. The results are shown in
Fig. 2. The different methods agree reasonably well although the scatter in the
profile-z 0 is much larger. It is obvious that the roughness lengths derived
from a -measurements are very suitable to extrapolate the measured wind from
u
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Wind profiles averaged over all near-neutral data for all wind
directions (summer months only). The solid line indicates the model
extrapolation according to (4) with measured 0(10) and z 0 from Fig.2;
the crosses are the averaged measurements. The errorbars indicate the
standard deviation of the individual half hour observations.
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10 m to larger he.ights. This is shown in Fig. 4, where extrapolated wind
profiles are compared with data after averaging over all selected data points.
The only reason we limit to near-neutral data here, is that we want to check the
accuracy of the z 0 -table derived from au and a 8 • Extrapolation of wind profiles
is not limited to neutral situations; in [7] it is shown that stability
corrections as derived from routine weather data are very effective.
4. CONCLUSIONS
With regard to gu'Stiness observations, two parameters are considered to be
important namely, the peak gusts and the standard deviations of wind speed and
wind direction. The_height of peak gusts depends on the response time of the
measuring system. It is suggested to design the measur~ng system in such a way
that the gust duration is between 2 and 5 seconds. This appears to be an
appropriate value for wind load applications. A precise documentation of the
filtering elements in the measuring chain is essen~ial for . a proper
interpretation of the recorded gusts.
The standard deviations of wind speed and wind direction are of direct use
to air pollution studies.' Moreover, standard deviation.s turn out to be very
useful in estimating station-specific roughness· lengths even in less uniform
terrain (cf. [2, 5]). These roughness lengths are ·crucial for· exposure correction
[9], but are also needed in any application where wind data are used in the
framework of similarity theory. EJttrapolatlon of the wind profile with help of
the roughness length, as derived froin a -measurements, turns out to work very
well for the Cabauw .site.
·· .,
u
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WIND SPEED ESTIMATION AT PRECIPITATION GAUGE ORIFICE LEVEL

Boris Sevruk
Swiss Federal Institute of Technology, ETH Zentrum, CH-8092 Zurich,
Switzerland

ABSTRACT: Wind measuring instruments at meteorological stations
are usually installed well above the level of all other instruments.
A reduction procedure has recently been developed to estimate
wind speed data at lower levels on the basis of experimental data
from flat lands an.d anemometers ideally installed on masts. It is
shown that this procedure gives good re suits also for stations
where anemometers are installed on . roofs of nearby houses and
on uneven ground.
The correction of the wind-caused error of precipitation measurement
Is based on wind speed data at precipitation gauge orifice level (Sevruk [3] ).
Such data are generally not available at meteorological stations where wind
is regularly measured at a height of at least 10 m above ground. In open locations the variation of wind speed with height generally obeys a nearly logarithmic law and depends on the parameter of roughness, z 0 , as follows:
log (h/z0

)

uh = - - - - log (H/z 0 )

[1]

where:
uh
uH
h
H
z0

1s
1s
is
in
is
is

the
the
the
[m]
the
the

wind speed at precipitation gauge orifice level, in [m]
wind speed at anemometer level, in [m]
height of the precipitation gauge orifice above ground,
height of the anemometer above ground, in [m]
roughness length, in [m]
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This means that the plots of wind speed versus the logarithm of height lie on
a straight line. For examples see Hilckarna [2], who gives an excellent short
description of the problem.
However, most precipitation gauge sites are not open, showing a different degree of protection against wind. Such wind profiles are therefore not
identical with those of open areas; hence, the equation [1] does not fit. To
allow for the reduction of wind speeds also in such cases, Fedorova [1] developed a procedure introducing a new variable a., which is defined as the average vertical angle of surrounding obstacles at a distance from the gauge of
less than 300 m, measured along the 16 points of the wind rose. Consequently, equation [1] takes the following more general form:
log (h/z0

)

uh = - - - - log (H/z0 )

(1.0 - 0.024a. ) UH

[2]

To derive the above-mentioned procedure, Fedorova [1] used data
from 60 flat land stations situated in various climatic regions of the USSR
where the wind measuring instruments were installed on masts at heights
between 10 and 20 m above ground. In Switzerland anemometers are installed on roofs of nearby houses rather than on masts, with the exception of
the new automatic meteostations.
Since the ground is moreover seldom
level, the question arises how accurate Fedorova's procedure is under such
conditions.
Investigations were therefore carried out at 10 Swiss stations
with various values of angle a. and different kind of protections such as
buildings or trees during the summer and winter season (Table 1). Each
station with a standard anemometer approximately 6 m above the roof top
was equipped with an additional anemometer installed at ground level near
the precipitation gauge at orifice level, i.e. 1.5 m above ground. The angle a.
was measured using an optical instrument and the parameter z 0 was estimated to be equal to 0.03 m for all stations in summer and 0.01 m in winter.
The 30-day average of the observations of the roof top anemometer as reduced according to equation [2] was compared with the corresponding value
of the ground anemometer.
The results are summarized in Table 1 and
plotted in Figure 1.
The average of 10 gauge sites and the 30-day values for each (Table 1)
reveal that the reduced wind speeds amounted to 1.11 m/s and thus agree
well with the measured values amounting to 1.14 m/s since the difference is
only three per cent.
Furthermore, Figure 1 shows that the deviations of
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Table 1
Comparison of measured and reduced wind speeds at the level of 1.5 m
above ground at 10 Swiss stations.

*

Abbreviation:

Abbr.*

Station

The letters refer to the plot in Figure 1, below.
Wind
protection

Period
of
observ.

Height
of
anemom.
[m]

Vertical
angle
a
[360 ]

Wind speed at the
level of 1.5 m
measured reduced
[m/s]
[m/s]

A

Aarau

buildings, trees

Dec.

15

15

1.40

1.32

D

Delemont

buildings

Oct.

12

18

0.74

0.67

F

Frauenfeld

tower trees

Sept.

44

10

1.15

1.00

M

Muri(AG)

buildings

Dec.

12

12

1.61

1.43

St. Gallen

buildings,

June

15

18

0.84

0.78

w

Winterthur

build., meadow

Nov,

12

4

1.14

1.03

z

Zurich

buildings,

Dec.

25

21

1.30

1.10

B

Basel

trees, park

Sept.

12

11

0.97

1.25

0

Oeschberg

trees, park

June

11

13

0.96

1.20

s

S chaffhausen

trees, park

July

11

4

1.27

1.30

1.14

1.11

park

trees

AVERAGE:

1.5
u

r

B

(m/s)
Figure 1: Plot of measured versus reduced
wind speeds urn and ur for 10 Swiss
stations. The averages of 30-day values.
The letters indicate the stations (see Table
1). The height of reduction is 1.5 m. The
stations 0, B and S are protected by trees
and bushes and all other stations are
protected also by buildings.

0

1.0

S'

0.5
0.5

1.0

u

·m

1.5

(m/s)
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individual gauge sites may take positive and negative signs and therefore do
not seem to be systematical. Strictly taken, however, the reduced wind
speeds are larger than the measured values for gauge sites protected by
trees and bushes only (e.g. Basel, Oeschberg and Schaffhausen) and smaller
for sites protected also by buildings (all other gauge sites).
Nonetheless, taking into account both the simple procedure and the
rough assessment of the unit roughness length z 0 for all gauge sites to be
equal 0.03 or 0.01 m for the summer or winter seasons respectively, the
average deviation of 3% shows clearly that Fedorova's formula could
generally be applied also for uneven gauge sites near buildings in cases
when anemometers are installed on the roof tops of buildings.
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CERTIFICATION DES MATERIELS METEOROLOGIQUES
Par P. VITON
S.E.T.I.M. - 78190 TRAPPES - FRANCE

La reduction des couts des systemes modernes de collectes de donnees meteorologiques et la facilite de leur mise en oeuvre ont incite divers organismes a
installer des reseaux de mesure afin de connaitre les parametres climatiques
necessaires a la conduite de leurs activites. Rapidement, ces organismes se sont
rendus compte des avantages qu'ils pourraient tirer d'un rapprochement avec le
Service Meteorologique National (D.M.N.) en lui demandant, dans un premier
temps, de controler les donnees acquises par leur soins, puis dans un deuxieme
temps, de les archiver dans les banques de donnees Meteorologiques Nationales
(B.D.M.). De son cote, la Direction de la Meteorologie est tout a fait favorable
a une telle demarche. Car elle peut ainsi peneficier de donnees climatiques
sans avoir a financer des equipements de
mesure correspondants,
mais
aussid'accroitre le patrimoine climatologique national dans l'interet de tous
les usagers. Or, la satisfaction de ces demandes souleve un bon nombre de
difficultes dues essentiellement a l'heterogeneite des equipements utilises
mais aussi aux differentes consignes d'exploitation en vigueur.
Devant ce
constat, la DMN a decide de mettre
en place une procedure de certificaiton
des materiels meteorologiques afin de s'assurer que les equipements fournissant
des donnees, dont la charge lui incombe, repondent a des caracteristiques
metrologiques bien definies.
Pour faire aboutir une telle entreprise, les services techniques de la DMN,
charges de conduire les operations de certification ont du effectuer un certain
nombre de demarches administratives et d'actions prealables. La delivrance d'un
certificat d'homologation implique :
1 - Un agrement du service certificateur.
2 - l'existence de documents normatifs de reference.
3 - Des moyens d'essais et de controle adaptes.
4 - Des personnels competents aptes a conduire des essais
et des procedures normalisees et codifiees.

suivant des methodes

1 - ASPECT REGLEMENTAIRE - AGREMENT DES SERVICES TECHNIQUES DE LA DMN
Selon la legislation fran<;aise, un service d'etat ou prive,
des appareils ou dispositifs de mesure que s'il a re<;u,
autorisation delivree par le Ministere de l'Industrie.
appelee "Agrement" est fournie a l'issue d'une enquete pour
service demandeur a les
moyens materiels et
humains
prestation. Une demande officielle d'agrement des services
cours et devrait aboutir a breve echeance.

ne peut homologuer
au prealable, une
Cette autorisation
s'assurer que le
d'effectuer cette
techniques est en
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Ces documents sont etablis par les services techniques de la Meteorologie a
partir des recommandations de la CIMO. Ils precisent les caracteristiques
metrologiques et fonctionnelles des materiels : Precision, gamme de mesure,
domaine d'utilisation, rapidite, frequence d'echantillonnage, algorithme de
traitements, format d~ sortie etc ... Ces specifications se rapportent a un type
de
materiel bien determine,
destine a
un
usage
defini (synoptique,
climatologique, d'enquete .. } mais aussi exploite dans un environnement bien
prec1s (climat tempere, arctique, tropical, milieu marin, haute montagne
etc ... ).
On distingue deux niveaux de normes de certification :
Le premier traite exclusivement des criteres metrologiques a l'exclusion de
toutes fonctionnalites ou caracteristiques technologiques. La certification
d'un materiel en prenant pour reference ce niveau de specifications est une
garantie que les donnees fournies ont une qualite suffisante pour etre acceptees
dans un BDM.
Le deuxieme, plus complet, prend en compte, outre les normes prevues au premier
niveau, des specifications et des fonctionnalites touchant a la maintenabilite
et a l'exploitation des materiels (interchangeabilite des sous-ensembles,
normalisation des entrees/sorties, formats de sortie etc.). Les materiels
homologues a partir de ces normes sont conformes a ceux qu'ulitise
la DMN dans
ses reseaux. Et dans le cas precis d'une station automatique, cela signifiera
qu'elle peut etre raccorder
aux concentrateurs
reg1onaux qui re~oivent
automatiquement les messages unis par chacune des stations.
Actuellement,
disponibles.

la plupart

des

documents

normatifs

ont

ete

rediges

et sont

3 - LES MOYENS D'ESSAIS
Les essais de certification necessite des equipements de simulation telles que
des enceintes dans lesquelles on peut faire varier et ajuster les principaux
parametre (pressions, temperature, humidite ... ), mais aussi tout une serie
d'appareils de reference ou de tres grande precision capables de mesurer des
grandeurs physiques usuelles. La plupart des equipements necessaires sont en
place et servent deja a faire des essais d'evaluation ou a mettre au point des
materiels de mesures
meteorologiques
dans le
cadre
de developpements
intrumentaux. La prise en compte de la certification des materiels par les
services techniques de la Meteorologie n'induira pas de depenses importantes.
Il s'agira simplement dans quelques secteurs tel que celui des mesures de
visibilite de completer les moyens de controle et surtout d'amenager une aire
experimentale instrumentee capable d'accueillir tous les appareils a tester,
quelle que soit leur gamme de mesure.
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4 - METHODES ET PROCEDURES D'ESSAIS DE CERTIFICATION
La verification de la conformite des materiels aux specifications contenues dans
les documents normatifs s'effectue au vu des resultats d'essais. Pour mener a
bien ces essais et tests, les personnels qui en sont charges, se referent a
une serie de documents intitules "Methodes et Procedures d'Evaluation". Ces
documents fixent pour les principaux equipements meteorologiques, les modalites
de deroulement des essais. Ils donnent la liste des appareils de controle a
utiliser, la severite et la duree des contraintes a appliquer, les temps
d'exposition, la chronologie des epreuves,
la
presentation
des resultats
etc ... Les methodes decrites sont le plus souvent normalisees afin que les
resultats obtenus puissent etre reproduits en cas de necessite.
Pour les materiels courants, la plupart des procedures d'essais existent, un
certain nombre sont en cours de redaction. L'etablissement de ces procedures
represente un travail important qui doit tenir compte du materiel soumis aux
essaix mais aussi des moyens d'essais disponibles.
La reconnaissance des Services Techniques de la Meteorologique comme organisme
certificateur des materiels meteorologiques est sur le point d'aboutir. Les
dispositions techniques ont ete prises pour pouvoir delivrer tres prochainement
des documents de certification. Les premiers equipements soumis a cette
procedure seront sans doute des stations automatiques
car, c'est dans ce
secteur de l'instrumentation meteorologique qu'un besoin de rationalisation et
normalisation se fait le plus sentir. Ces materiels facilement realisable avec
des systemes microprogrammes modernes ont souvent
des performances tres
eloignees des exigences de la DMN . La technique de la certification devrait
permettre d'eliminer les materiel deficients, et sur un plan plus general
devrait faire cesser un gaspillage de ressource en n'autorisant plus la mise
en service de materiels qui n'ont pas les caracteristiques prevues par les
normes.

TRAPPES, le 12 Fevrier 1988
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TECHNICAL CONSTRAINTS IN SURFACE MEASUREMENTS
OF MICRO CLIMATIC PARAMETERS AND ENERGY FLUX
by
Christian de P~scara, Eng~neer (1),{2}.

Patrick Poullain, Engineer (1).
Jacques Cacbau, Marketing Manager (1)

ABSTRACT
Meteorology and agriculture are highly concerned with evapotranspiration
knowledge in order to know water needs of crops.
Examination of the formula ETr (AET) computation shows the importance of
high precision micro-climatic measurements.
Strict technical choices in hardware, electronic and data processing has
allowed to solve the problems of the design of accurate and reliable systems
for evapotranspiration measurements.
Ten years of experiments and comparisons done by various institutes
universities, meteorological services and companies under various climates
show that these systems can now be used on large scale areas (HAPEX MOBILHY).
INTRODUCTION
The computation of hydrological budget of a region requires data on
evapotranspiration flux. Meteorological data given by classical or automatic
weather stations do not allow to obtain an accurate and reliable estimation of
evapotranspiration.
Examination of the formula ETr (AET) computation shows the importance of
accuracy in the measures of physical parameters. The design of outdoor
computerized measuring systems working on Penman formula, Energy Balance,
Bowen Ratio and Simplified Aerodynamic Method requires to take precautions for
physical measurements, electronic and software. Moreover, these systems must
deliver continuously accurate data, independent of weather conditions and
ageing of electronic.

(1): INFI-ADOUR- Av. L. HEID- 64320 BIZANOS- FRANCE
(2): I.B.E.A.S.- Campus universitaire de PAU 64000- FRANCE
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To keep in good order the sensors, the maintenance of the systems must be
done at regular periods. This maintenance must be cheap. Users must be trained
on working and maintenance of the systems.
PRESENTATION OF THE FORMULAE
ESTIMATION OF ACTUAL EVAPOTRANSPIRATION

~

The two methods, below described, are based on the equation of the Energy
Salance {in W/m2).
Rn + G + H + LE + PS + M = 0
with:

Rn: net radiation, G: soil heat flux, H: sensible heat flux,
LE: latent heat flux, PS: energy used in photosynthesis,
M: dry matter production.
In most of the cases, PS and M are negligible so Energy Balance equation

is:
Rn + G+ H + LE

=0

A) BOWEN RATIO METHOD
Actual evapotranspiration (ETr) is calculated according to measurements
of differential of dry temperature (bTa) and wet temperature (bTW) between two
levels above the canopy, solar net radiation and flux of heat at soil surface.

Etr

= <Rn

+ G> (1 - __

r__ _

P'+~

I)

Ta

-----)
~

Tw

An error of 0.1 °C on temperatures measurements involves an error of
0.1 mm of water on ETr hourly computation.
The previous method had allowed the design of a prototype (Perrier & al.,
1975 INRA) and this prototype had been industrialized since 1979 by IFMEFlambeau - 64320 Bizanos - France (system called BEARN: U.S patent n° 4 599
889) .
B) SIMPLIFIED AERODYNAMit METHOD
This method is the simplification of the combined aerodynamic method and
was done by Mrs Itier & Riou of INRA (Itier, 1980; Itier & Riou, 1982). It
allows to determine the sensible heat flux from differential of wind speed (
AU) and dry temperature (~Ta) between two levels above the canopy.
The formula H = f (A U, A Ta) depends on thermal stability of . the lower
atmospheric layer (4 cases are distinguished depending on bTa and A Ta/ bU).
This formula used in Energy Balance equation allows to estimate actual
evapotranspiration (ETr).
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designed in 1981 (!tier, 1981; !tier & al.,1985).
The performances of the two methods of determination of ETr have been
compared several times (Grant, 1975~ Peterschmitt, 1987).
DESCRIPTION OF THE MEASURING SYSTEMS OF EVAPOTRANSPIRATION
Accurate and reliable systems of measurements of micro-climatic data and
computation of evapotranspiration must be designed with the following
specifications:
- reliable working of electronic under all types of weather.
- processing of differential measurements.
- adjusting coefficients of sensors to be preset by user.
- taking into account the drifts of electronics due to variation
in external temperature.
- checking by software of the ageing of electronic
- right connection of the sensors.
BEARN and SAMER systems use an acquisition and computation electronic box
called PATERAS based on above specifications.
These ''in field" systems, manufactured in stainless steel and duralinox
are protected against weather changes and irrigation.
OUTDOOR ELECTRONIC BOX FOR MEASURE AND COMPUTATION: PATERAS BOX
In response to the problems of measure of physical parameters, PATERAS
box had been designed as an accurate voltmeter with processing and computing
micro-processor.

11/.P Carel

/here ere t..-t~

commvnlct~fltM cht:uMels: f?S lJl.C. or Cvrrenf Loo!'·

PATERAS BOX DIAGRAM
The electronic is enclosed into a waterproof and dustproof Faraday
shield. A protection cover allows natural air circulation.
Each input channel is isolated from all the other sensors channels. The analog
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measurement chain uses an instrumentation amplifier with a programmable gain
(gain: 11, step: 2") controlled by software. The smallest values measured is
2.5 ~v with an accuracy of +/- 0.6 ~v.
Solar radiation measures are more accurate than 1 W/m 2 and differential
temperature measures are more accurate than 0.005 °C.
A higher resolution measures only noise and do not give better accuracy
along the measurement chain.
User disposes of an easy "menu" allowing to select logical action and
suitable for bioclimatology and agrometeorology:
- test programme of input channel.
- offset of each sensor.
- choice of the gain of each input channel.
Almost all the parameters are introduced by programming. After training,
user can easily modify them when he wants.
The software takes into account:
- continuous checking of the offset and a tension of reference.
- programme of calibration for differential measures.
- specialized routine for the formula used by the system.
In order to ensure the validy of the measures and computations, software
takes into consideration the inserted errors along the measurement chain as:
- ageing of components.
- temperature variation bringing an influence to electronic.
- electric contacts resistances.
- length of connection cables.
- electromagnetic disturbances.
To take into account the problems of connection, special terminals are
used for proper and differentiated connection of sensors.

EXAMPLE OF CONNECTION OF A NET RADIATION SENSOR
Due to the low electrical levels measured (Rn: few ~v/W /m ) the
measurement chain is protected against electromagnetic disturbances.
Pateras box is designed to make 10 measures per second per sensor
(through a multiplexer). Every 2 minutes, an average per sensor is calculated.
Every 15 minutes, the exact values of the sensors and the bioclimatological
formulas are computed. Data are given in International System of Units (SI).
Also errors in measures are given. Same working logic is used for each
system.
The Energy Balance is computed only after scrutiny of data, verifying of
meaning of physical measures (Ta >= Tw, •.. ) and checking of the good working
of electronic (memory, reference voltage, ••. ).
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A) system B.E.A.R.N. (Bilan d'Energie Automatique Regional
Numerique; Lie. INRA, Maker IFME, marketed by INFI ADOUR
64320 BIZANOS FRANCE).

1: Rn; 2: G; 3:

Ta & Tw; 4: Pateras box; 5: PS; 6: U.

B) system SAMER SM (Systeme Automatique de Mesure de
l'Evapotranspiration Reelle Special Meteorologie;
use INRA Formula, Maker IFME, marketed by INFI ADOUR
64320 BIZANOS FRANCE)

1: Telecom and electric supplies, 2: Protect box, 3: Rain-gauge
4: Thermodifferential, 5,6,7: Radiometers, 8: anemometers,
9: Humidity sensor (platinium probes), 10: PATERAS box,
11: Ground fluxmeter, 12: Mast, 13: Sensors holding frame,
14: Winch, 15: Modem, 16: Data Storage box, 17: electric charger
18: Batteries
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CONCLUSION
Strict technical choices in hardware, electronic and logic of data
processing had allowed to solve the problems of the design of industrialized
systems for evapotranspiration measurements.
Thanks to quality of the systems, computation of Bowen Ratio can be done
between 0.2 and 0.65 m above the canopy. Error due to advection is lower for
this method than for the Simplified Aerodynamic Method. That later method
involves measures up to 2 m above the canopy and can be only used for crops
not higher than 1.2 m.
These systems are used by agronomic research institutes (Institut
National de la Recherche Agronomique/INRA; ... ), rural development companies
(Compagnie Nationale d'Amenagement du Bas-Rhone Languedoc/ CNABRL; .•• ),
universities or engineers academies (Ecole nationale du Genie Rural des Eaux
et Forets/ENGREF; ... ), and meteorological services (Direction de la
Meteorologie Nationale/DMN; ... ). An another example of use is the
Hapex/Mobilhy experiment {1985-86) where a network of 12 SAMER SM systems and
1 BEARN system had been installed at the ground-atmosphere interface at a
scale of 10 000 square Kms. This network was the most important part of the
experiment and had allowed the automatic computation of turbulent fluxes of
heat and vapor.
The accuracy and reliability of the measures and computations and 10
years of experiments allow now to consider the installation of these systems
on a lot large scale areas. The knowledge with a good accuracy of crops water
requirements will imply an optimal water management and improve the
profitability of irrigated agriculture.
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DETERMINATION OF PSYCHROMETER COEFFICIENT
Dr. rer. nat. Gunter Scholz
Amt fur Standardisierung, MeBwesen und Warenprufung,
Fachabteilung Normalproben und Stoffdaten,
Furstenwalder Oamm 388, 1162 Berlin
1. Int reduction
The Assmann type psychrometer is one of the eldest and most
reliable instruments for the measurement of air humidity. Since
about 100 years it has served as working and reference instrument
in the general practice. But because of its high aspiration rate
and its disturbing influence on the humidity, comparison with
other types of hygrometers and the introduction of the psychrometer into a hierachy scheme of hygrometry are difficult.
Tracebility of hygrometry needs the determination of the correct
value of the psychrometer coefficient A. But in spite of dozens
of determinations of A in the past there are up to our days discussions on the correct value of A. Particularly Wylie /6/ and
Schurer /4/ demand a by 8 per cent smaller value than the traditional used value. On the other hand Sonntag /5/ and Fritschen /3/
give a theoretically based value that is only about 2 per cent
smaller. In this situation we needed in connection with national
standardization work a well-assured value of psychrometer coefficient for our standard-type Assmann psychrometer and we decided
to make a new determination using our two-pressure humidity generator. These determinations were repeatedly done in the last years
using different methods and equipments.
2. Principle of determination

The determination of vapor pressure by the psychrometric method commonly is based on the equation
e = e w (t w) - A • p (t - tw)
(1)
e
e
tw
t
pw
A

-

vapor pressure of moist air
saturation vapor pressure of water in pure phase
temperature of moist air
temperature of wet bulb
pressure of moist air
psychrometer coefficient
If, for example, on the basis of a hygrometric standard or reference instrument, the vapor pressure is known, equation (1) may
be converted into an equation for the determination of the coefficient A:
e (t ) _ e
A

=

w

w

p • (t

(2)
-

tw)
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Electrical sensors of resistive type (producer VEB Feutron
(GDR)) were calibrated in the test chamber of humidity generator.
After that, the vapor pressure is measured by these sensors, then
t and t are determined with the psychrometer (p is measured separatlywby a mercury barometer) and A may be calculated by equation (2) ..
These determinations are relatively easy to realize in rooms of
greater internal volume such as laboratories. Fluctuations of
measured values may be compensated by a greater number of measurements. But it is very difficult, efficiently to vary the absolute
humidity under these conditions. For that purpose the sa~e measurements were curried out in a climate chamber of about 1 m volume
filled with moist air from the humidity generator. Now it was
'
possible to vary the vapor pressure in an intesval equivalent to
changes of wet bulb temperatures from 8 to 22 c. But because of
the reaction of the psychrometer on the humidity it was necessary
to work with corrections for the wet-bulb temperature.
2.2 Direct connection to the exit of the humidity generator
The Assmann psychrometer was fixed directly on the exit of the
humidity generator, the flow rate of which was chosen so that a
velocity of about 3 m/s on the wet bulb was guaranteed. The wet
and dry bulb thermometer were alternatingly introduced in the air
stream. The result was the same if the ventilation was forced by
the ventilator of the psychrometer or by a small overpressure in
the generator.
The vapor pressure e was known by the parameters of humidity generator and additional gravimetric determinations. The coefficient A again was calculated after equation (2).
Summary
Determinations of A after both metgods described above were
made in the range of t from 8 to 22 c. The results are given
in the figure. It is v!sible that the results scatter in a relative broad range. This is caused by the high sensitivity of the
value of A against errors of the wet bulb temperatur (an uncerta!QtY_~f t
of 0,05 K leads to an uncertainty of A of 0,15 •
3.,

10

I<

)• w

However, there is no hint that there are systematic deviations
from the value after Sonntag /5/ e.a. (full line in the figure).
Consequently this value
4
A= 6,46" (1 + 0,000944 • tw) • 10- 1<- 1
will in the future be the basis of national standardization in
the field of Assmann psychrometry in the GDR. The values proposed by Wylie and Schurer are not confirmed by our results. But
it must be added that our results are valid only for the standard Assmann type presently used in the GDR. Even small changes
in geometric dimensions and flow conditions may lead to other
values of A. So we found considerably lower values of A using a
psychrometric device with original Assmann double tube but another
construction of thermometer fixation and air exit. So we believe,
that the differences of the values of A given by some authors
will be caused by differences with regard to geometrical .dimensions, ventilation and other factors.
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It is inevitable to determine the coefficient for each given type
of psychrometer separatly and there is no sense in a search of a
psychrometer coefficient of universal validityo
References
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Results of the determination of psychrometer coefficient
+ mean values of more than 10 measurements by electrical sensors
• single measurements by electrical sensors
A measurements by direct connection to the humidity generator
o additional measurements by direct connection using a new model
of humidity generator (carried out in 1987/88)
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PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE OF THE OPERATION OF QUALITY EVALUATION PROGRAMMES FOR
AUTOMATED SURFACE OBSERVATIONS BOTH ON LAND AND OVER THE SEA
M. Field and J. Nash
Meteorological Office, Bracknell, U.K.
1. Introduction

Centralised evaluation of the quality of observations from automatic weather
stations <AWSs) on land and at sea around the British Isles was first introduced
in 1982 following a long period of data loss from the automatic stations which
were in use at the time. This action demonstrated that it was not only necessary
to identify the initial failure of equipment, but also to design reliable
procedures to ensure that rectification of failures was performed in a timely
fashion.
The purpose of the present paper is to indicate the extent to which the
responsibilities and procedures used by a centralised Quality Evaluation Cell
have developed since the earlier report of Panting and Sarson (5).
2. Organisation of AWS faUlt reporting
.
The basic requirements for a successful quality evaluation scheme have
recently been discussed by Nicholls(4). Figure 1 presents a schematic
representation of the current fault reporting links between the Quality
Evaluation Cell and the authorities responsible for the maintenance and repair
of the AWS equipment.
The activities of the Quality Evaluation Cell since 1986 can be split for
simplicity into three time scales.
(i)
Each day the observations from all the AWSs are checked to identify gross
errors and mdssing data .
(ii) Each month checks are made on weekly data summaries. These are used to
identify systematic errors and to identify performance which falls outside the
limits of acceptable quality.
As a result of the monitoring 'fault messages' are telexed to the responsible
area maintenance authorities as soon as significant proble1ns have been
identified. Furthermore, a monthly network status report is issued in which the
current status of all the stations is summarised. In this report all significant
faults which occur are listed and the time scale for rectification is identified
on the basis of information provided by the maintenance authorities. Similarly,
the reasons for all missing observations are identified. Significant changes to
equipment are also described. The monthly status report is circulated to the
senior management responsible for the administration of the observing networks,
instrument design and maintenance, as well as to the staff who are responsible
for the day to day administration of these functions.
Ciii) Each year the performance of all systems of a given type, e.g. land AWSs,
marine AWSs, moored buoys, are examined to establish system deficiencies. The
system evaluation reports are used to initiate actions to rectify such
deficiencies.
Whilst the Quality Evaluation Cell has the primary responsibility for data
monitoring, this does not preclude the regional Collecting Centres <which are
directly responsible for the interrogation of the AWSs) from issuing fault
lD8ssages to the central cell and the maintenance authority, particularly at
weekends when the Quality Evaluation Cell is not manned. When the observations
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from a given sensor of an AWS are grossly in error, the Quality Evaluation Cell
authorises the Collecting Centre to suppress the offending output until the
sensor fault has been rectified,
Since 1986, the maintenance authorities within the Meterological Office have
consulted the Quality Evaluation Cell to establish station status, e.g. the
apparent systematic offsets in the various sensor measurements, prior to any AWS
servicing visit, even if the vJsit was not in response to a fault report.
Details of any Nark carried out are supplied to the Quality Evaluation Cell
after each visit is completed.
Maintena11ce and repair of the telecommunications links to the AWS and also
the maintenance of some of the m..01.rine AWS is often the responsibility of
a.uthori ties external to the Meteorological Office. In these cases designated
routes for liaison have been established, usually either via the relevant system
manager or the Meteorological Office Maintenance Organsation.
3. Identification of possible AWS errors
The mainstay of the centralised quality evaluation procedures since their
inception has been the assessment of the observation quality against a surface
fitted in the least squares sense to observations from all the synoptic
stations, both automated and manned, in and around the British Isles, see
Moores(3). A surface is fitted independently at 00 GMT and at successive 3
hourly intervals to each of the following variables - pressure, temperature, dew
point, wind component and wind speed, see Panting and Sarson (5).
Each variable observed is deemed 'useful' if the difference from the analytic
surface is less than the appropriate predetermined value of the random error
check limit in Table 1. The originaL choice of these limits was empirical, based
on experience with the behaviour of the analytic surface . The limits ne.ed to be
tight enough to indicate as many faults as possible without generating too :many
false alarms which would require unnecessary investigation by the limited
manpower available. It has proved possible to tighten the limits for pressure,
air temperature and windspeed over the sea since Pouting and Sarson (5). and it
is also recognised that the current limit of 25 knots for wind speed over land
is too large and requires adjustment.
Each week the percentage of 'useful' reports is computed for each of the
variables observed by each AWS. The number of polynomial coefficients used by
the. analytic surface far each variable is chosen so that it is relatively smooth
and will not fit in detail in synoptic situations where there are sharp
gradients in a variable. Thus it is expected that the percentage of 'useful'
reports vi± 11 not al Nays be 100 per cent for a correctly functioning station. AWS
performance is only investigated in detail if the percentage for a given
variable falls below 95 per cent for a land station or 85 per cent for a marine
station. Typical 'usefulness' summaries can be seen in Table 2 where the
'useful' data loss associated with two sensor faults at the Little Rissington
AWS is illustrated. This AWS is located at an inland site in southern England.
Similarly the mean difference betNeen each observed variable and the analytic
surface is computed weekly for each station. These values are plotted as a time
series for each station. When the difference exceeds the appropriate systematic
error limit specified in Ta.ble 1, the observation is flagged and must be
investigated to determine Nhether an unacceptable systematic error exists. The
temperature error limit has been reduced by more than a factor of 2 since
Panting and Sarson (5).
The use of these limits is illustrated in Fig.2, with time series of
(observation - analytic surface) for temperature at two AWSs located south and
north of the Thames e\:otuary and for pressure on two platforms in the North Sea.
In the case of t.he teJ!lperature observations at East Malling, the dtfference
relative to the analytic surface tndicated a trend towards the error limit in
early Juue which 1'/CIS also pre13ent at Shoeburyness. However, in late June it
bE•came clear thEtl a fault had developed at East Mailing which was not present at
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Shoeburyness. A visit by a maintenance technician identified the origin of the
fault which was in the electronics associated with the temperature measurement;
this was rapidly rectified. In the second example, the long term stability of
the difference between the pressure observations and the analytic surface was
similar at both locations, varying about the mean by at most ± 0.3 hPa for a
given sensor. The data from the Viking platform were used to brief the
maintenance authority that a replacement pressure sensor was required prior to
the servicing visit in September. The subsequent replacement of the pressure
sensor proved effective and the systematic pressure error at Viking was
eliminated.
4. Confirmation of AWS errors
Once data flags are raised the source of the error is identified by the staff
of the Quality Evaluation Cell before a fault report is issued to the
maintenance authorities.
Experience has shown that the primary source of errors in the analytic
surface over land arises from mesoscale meteorological effects which are induced
by local topographic features ,and which often occur an space scales less than
those of the station spacing, far example (i)
In strong easterly winds the surface pressure at Warcap, a station in
northern England which lies to the west of the Pennine hills,.has been observed
to be up to 3 hPa lower than the analytic surface from the development of a lee
law in its vicinity.
(ii) Wind directions will often differ by more than 35• from the direction
derived from the analytic surfaces because of local topographic features. A
detailed review by Brewerton (1) has shown that this problem can be eliminated
by only evaluating comparison data when wind speeds• are larger than 10 knots at
lowland sites and. 15 knots at most upland sites. There are however a limited
number of sites in the valleys of the Scottish Highlands where the wind
directions have such a large scatter relative to the direction derived from the
analytic surfaces, because of the complexity of the air flaw through the
valleys, that evaluation of wind direction measurements relative to the analytic
surface may not be viable.
The analytic surfaces are also prone to error where very large gradients in
the fields occur. Sharp gradients in temperature in coastal regions are commonly
found. In autumn the land temperature at night may be -5"C and the adjacent sea
temperature may be about 1o·c. This results in errors in the analytic
temperatures in the coastal regions and has proved a problem in the evaluation
of measurements from automated towers and moored buoys.
In data sparse regions, which exist from time to time in areas to the west of
the British Isles and in the southern North Sea when there are no ship
observations, the analytic surface tends to fit too closely to the observation
under consideration, even if it is in error. Hence a valid error estimate cannot
always be guaranteed.
As this is the case, the suspect observations must also be checked by (a)
examination of the time series Qf the observations from the station. This
allows improbable changes in the observations to be identified and is
particularly useful for identification of intermittent errors.
(b)
examination of the statistics of the difference between the observation
and the analysis or the short term forecast <background) fields of the
Meteorological Office Numerical Weather Prediction Model, e.g. see Smith and
Ashcroft (2). These statistics were first made available in 1987 and have found
increasing use in the evaluation of the observations in data sparse areas, where
the background fields provide an improved level of discrimination of
observational error.
(c)
examination of the surface analyses covering the area around the British
Isles which are generated manually by the duty forecasters in the Central
Forecasting Offic.e, Bracknell, These charts are made available routinely to the
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Quality Evaluation Cell and provide valuable guidance i.n the meteorological
interpretation of specific observations, for example the presence of a sea
breeze circulation in coastal locations with the attendant modification of
pressure, temperature, relative humidity and wind direction .
The performance of the a.nalytic surfaces has also been checked by comparison
of AWS measurements with those of a human observer at the site. This has proved
most effective when observations have been performed by a maintenance technician
during a servicing visit. Most land AWS sites are also visited twice-weekly by
caretakers who are responsible for the condition of the site. However these
observations have not proved sufficiently reliable to date to be of benefit in
fault investigation.
5. The efficacy of the Quality Evaluation procedures.
The Quality Evaluation Cell has been manned since 1983 by two junior staff
who have been responsible for the routine aspects of the procedures under the
supervision of a scientist who has also been repsonsible for the development of
other quality evaluation procedures.
The availability of data which have been obtained from the AWSs has been
summarised for 1.987 in Table :3. Sensor and system failures in most land AWSs
were often rectified within a week and the majority of data loe.s was
attributable to telecommunication faults. The response to fault messages
generally took much longer in the case of failures on the marine AWSs and buoys.
Thus sensor failures in marine AW.Ss were more significant, although data loss
through telecommunications weaknesses was also larger than for land AWSs.
The use of centralised quality evaluation procedures has enabled persistent
observational errors to be correctly identified and rectified in the long term,
e.g. systematic pressure errors of up to 1.5 hPa were identified on marine AWSs
of the OBOE (Offshore Buoy Observing Equipment) type designed by the
Meteorological Office. These errors persisted despite repeated changes in the
sensors. Subsequently an error in the A-D converter electronics has been .
identified and the equipment is at present under modification.
The annual System Evaluation Reports have led to the identification of the
weaknesses which have caused a significant degradation in system performance,
e.g. the failure of many of the caretakers to fill the wetbulb reservoirs with
sufficient frequency to sustain good quality relative humidity observations for
land AWSc3 and the failure of the batteries used with OBOE equipment to sustain
operation over the six month period between servicing visits.
6. Conclusions
In the last four years the products of the Quality Evaluation Cell have found
increas;j.ng use within the Meteorlogical Office as the evaluation procedures have
been refined and the links to the maintenance and repair authorities have been
better defined, It has proved possible to cope with a nearly doubled workload
(about 30 stations in January 1.984 increasing to over 50 stations in February
1913.8) Nithout an increase in the number of staff involved. In the future an
increased use of observational statistics from Numerical Weather Prediction
Models is expected to provide further benefits.
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ELEMENT
Pressure
I Temp/Dew pt.
IWindspeed
!Wind Dirn.*
I

I
RANDOM ERRORS
LAND
I
SEA

------

2 hPa
5 deg C
25 kn
35 deg

1. 5 hPa

3 deg C
10 kn
35 deg

S¥STEMATIC
ERRORS

-------0.3 hPa
2 deg C
5 kn
20 deg

--------

* for windspeeds above 10 kn
only

Table 1. Meteorological variables and limits for differences from analytic
surface.

I Period

I
I
I

116/3-22/3
123/3-29/3
130/3- 5/4
I 6/4-12/4
113/4-19/4
120/4-26/4
127/4- 3/5
I 4/5-10/5
111/5-17/5

I
dew I wind I wind I
Comments
I
pt I speed! dirnl
I
1 ____ 1____ 1 ____ 1 ____ 1 ____ 1
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
j 100 I 100
97 I 100 I 27 I faulty wind vane exists
100
25
100
100
100
30
100
100
100
76
pressure system develops a fault
100
11
100
100
100
wind system repaired on 6/4/87
100
100
100
90
0
0
100
100
100
93
<waiting for spare part)
0
100
100
100
94
100
100
100
64
pressure system repaired on 6/5/87
100
I 100 I 100 I 100 I 100 I 100 I data from AWS of acceptable quality I
I ____ l ___ l ___ l ___ l _____ l ____-_____________________ 1
I press I temp I
I
I
I

Table 2 .. Percentages of 'useful' data in 1987 for Little Rissington AVIS.

Comment
AWS Type
Percentage INumberl
1______________ 1 availabili tyl of AWSI
I
I
I
3
AWS with remote display
< CARD
I
97
I
I
Primary land AWS
95
I 25
ILand < SAWS
5
Met Office Weather Observing Systeml
I
<MOWOS
91
<most have been superseded by SAWS)I
< Platforms,
I
!Marine< Rigs, Towers
10
I
<& Island AWSs. I
86
Buoys.
I
4 I ODAS 10,11, & 20 and Lyme Bay Buoy I
I
71
I
I

I __________

I _____ I - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - '

Table 3. Percentage availability of data at Bracknell during 1987 for various
types of. AWS.
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OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCES WITH THE METEOR-2" AWS:
COMPATIBILITY OF SENSORS AND PRODUCTS
11

Dr. V. Gall6 - M. MezBsi - Dr. A. Simon
Meteorological Service of the Hungarian People's Republic,
H-1525 BUDAPEST, P.O.B.38
Abstract

The Hungarian Meteorological Service is executing a
pilot project since late 1985 with three prototypes o~
METEOR-2 automatic weather stations, installed in the
national observing network with VHF communication, under real
circumstances. The aim of the proJect was to determine the
compatibility of sensors and their algorithms with those of
conventional sensors, to compare the SYNOP, SPECZ and CLIMATE
messages generated by the AWS & with those produced by the
observer, to verify the quality of special algorithms like
that one generating automatically the present/past weather
codes. The paper presents the main results of the project,
with the conclusion that the algorithms fulfilled the
expectations and the reliability o~ the METEOR-2 has been
considerably improved.

INTRODUCTION
The Hungarian Meteorological Service has initiated in
the late 60'-es the partly automation of the national
observing network, although with economically limited modest
steps. Firstly a wind telemetry system with VHF
communication was installed around Lake Balaton, consisting
of 6 stations, to serve the storm warning service there.
Borne years later a rain telemetry network was put
into operation with 5 telex- ~ 5 VHF-stations, to provide
rainfall data for calibration of weather radars. Several data
ac: qui sit ion systemr.s. W£-llr·e al SHl d~wt;~l c:>ped 8( 'tlwsted; !sc.1me~ o·f
them are still in use for agrometeorological field
researches, where 40-60 sensors have to be dealt with.
On the basis of experiences in connection with the above
systems a new project has been emerged: the development of a
multipurpose, intelligent AWS, being able to produce
complete BYNOP, SPECI ~ other standard messages in WMO-code,
with or without operator intervention, transmitting the data
on VHF ctHi\1111el. Tht~ f:Ln:iit ·t:hn:.~•~ "pr&1"··pr·c:~duc:tic:m" sets~ elf
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this METEOR-2 AWS ware installed in the national observing
network within the framework of a pilot-project.
Details of
both tha sytam L software architecture, tha optimization of
hardware & software ratio as wall as the generation of
m fkl lii>1::; .-:,\ <;;J e:·l m; ;,,.. ~:.·l p <::l r· t ~:; o:\ n c:l t h f:.·l ,;,\ 1..1t 1::1 m i:':\ t :i. c c: <::1 d :i. n <;;J r.:> f
'' p f" f-"l lE> f.,\)n t 8t. p r.~ s.; t:
wf.w···~·t:.heill'" '' gr'"<::>up!;; w«,'ll'"<i:~ d<i~~al·t: w:l th :in Pl'"~i?v:i. <::lt..tm> pi:ilp<i·~f"11il, [ 1, 2].
Tha davalopmant was carriad cut by the Budapest Technical
University with the financial support of the National
Board for Technical Development with tha GAMMA WORKS as
pctantial manufacturers.

INTERPRETATION OF REPRESENTATIVENESS

~

COMPATIBILITY

The validity of measured data & products (cede-table
values) can be verified by comparing them with data L
products obtained by conventional methods, observers.
Two
prcblams have to ba claared for such a comparison:
tha
representativeness of the given conventional & new
tachnologias and tha compatibility of thasa tachnologias
t: <:) e».;:~c: h cJthe?r·.
In this c:cnt:axt the raprasantativaness maans a
judgement of data,as dafinad by Nappo et al [4] in
1981 at the Bouldar Workshop: #Representativeness is the
extent to ~hich a set of meaurernents taken in space-time
domain reflects the actual conditions in the same or
different space-time domain taken on a scale appropriate for
a specific applicationu. This judgement c:omparas the
measurements, takan in the time L space domain, to the real
circumstances.
Thus the measuring procedure is in the
practice a modelling, with the aim to obtain a model
which should be as similar as possible to the ideal medal of
the system to be measured.
The measuring procedures c:an be realized by the
following two structures: explicit- (direct, nonrecursive> and implicit- (iterative, recursive>
structures, [6].
The meteorological measurements are
mostly carried cut by the explicit method, assuming that the
information&, concerning the parameters of the ideal
H(aJ medal, born by z observations at a given
u change of atmospheric: phenomena.
The criteria of
similarity will be the C(z~u~~J function. The
concrete form of the similarity criteria depends on the
charactar of the measuring task, the a-priori kncwledges and
- in a certain extent - subjectiva factors.
The necessary
condition of achieving the minimal error is to fulfil the

to all parameters of tha model. Let us assuma that the above
e~qt.tiat :i <:Jn C<JII"l b~? s<::>l ved i7.o o<.1..
p<lf"i:i'lm!:tr~r1s, tht.t1S Albt.;a:i n:i n<.~ the
direct mathematical exprassicn of the optimal ~~ parameter
values. Tha independent variables of this expression are the
observation& carriad cut during the experiment, while tha
dapending variables ara the parameters themselves.

- 343 In our c~sa tha comp~tibility is intarpratad in such ~
way that the conventional system is regarded as a real
condition to which tha d~t~, obtained by the naw sensors,
ara compared. Tha tast of compatibility was carried out on
both tha data <sensors) and tha products Ca.g. codas of
present L past weather, SYNOP L SPECI messages).

SENSORS
Tha sensors connected to tha METEOR-2 automatic
stations are listed in T~ble t.
Tab 1 f.~ .1.

N

::

wa~thar

§.~.D..§.9t:. §L. . .P.:f:. . . . tb.g......tt~;.nT:.PB.::::.~t:. . . .O..W..~

P a r a ma t a r
Tan~ar~tura,

~ir

Temperature, gr~•• min.
Tamparatura, soil
P!l'~ yctl1•· oma·l: •;~I'"
Ral~tiva humidity
Wi nc:l c:H rf::ct i cm
W:Lnd speed
Atmospheric pressure
Pr·eci pi t.~ti on
Precipitation detector
Radiation, glob~l L reflax
Sunshine duration
E!::v~por·c~'t:. ion
Thunderstorm activity

GAMMA WORKS, Pt 100
GAMMA WORKS, Pt 100
GAMMA WORKS, Pt 100
Hung. Mataor. Service
VAIBALA, HMP 14 U
C~AMMA

WOH~~S

GAMMA WOF<I<B
ROSEMOUNT, 1201 F1
LAMBRECHT, 151 8H3 and
VAISALA, P 501-1
W\1 SALA, DPD 12
KIPP-ZONEN, CM 6, CM 11
RIMCO R/S G
Hung. Meteor. Sarvica
Hung. Meteor. Sarvica

Tha choica of sensors of the thraa prototype AWBs,
installed in the conventionl network, is different from
station to station, in accordance with tha concrata task.

INVESTIGATION OF APPLIED SENSORS
The investigation is aimed at tha determination of similarity
between the ideal atmospheric modal M(a) and tha preliminary modal MC~). Tha condition of similarity includes that
the physical parameters of sensors are alae equivalent to
aach other. If tha condition of similarity can ba pravad,
than the data, obtained from tha aanaora, dalivar the
physic~l p~r~meters of the ~tmaspheric medal under given
circumstances, thus tha condition of reprasent~tivenaas is
f Lll f i 1111\'i'd, t OC).
14i r

t'her mometli!l" s

The regression aqu~tion of camp~risan of the conventional
<mercury-in-glass) thermometers installed in the Stevenaon
screen ~nd th~t of the Pt-100 thermometers with r~di~tion
shields are .shown on Fig. t. The summary of statistics
is as follows: y = -0.092 + 0.984 x; where y and x ma~n
the data of the conventional L alactrical sensors, respec-
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Fig.!. Regression curve of a Pt 100 electrical thermometer Cxl
and a conventional, mercury-in-glass thermometer Cyl
compared in Stevenson screen

tively. The residual sum of tha squares is 3.840, tha variance fer 30 degraas of fraadcm is 0.128 1 while the standard
error of estimate is 0.357. Tha air thermometer thus fulfils
the conditions of raprasantativanass & compatibility at tha
givan laval of ccnfidanca. <A linaar ragrassicn proved to ba
tha bast approximation.)
Soil thermometers
Tha alactrical tharmomatars wars compared with tha conventional sensors, both of tham placad in tha sama structure of
soil. Table 2. shows the results of tha statistical
analysis & the in-situ investigation. Tha considerable
deviation of tha 20-cm thermcmatar was caused by an undatact<~d
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0. B9t.~E~ 0. 91T:$
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1.0425 . . . 0. 1.~66'7
1 .. 0424 . . . 0. 40~~'7

0. 9f:leaf3
0 . 992:::~
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1 04:$ ( 2f:3)
0.499 ( 26-J)
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H

1 021
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tha temparature rang• fer which tha calculation is done
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In th~ pras~nt paper just the investigation of different
thermometers are shown as an example. During the test all the
sensors, listed in Table 1., ware also compared & analysed by
similar method, [3,5].

EXPERIENCES WITH AUTOMATIC CODING
The METEOR-2 AWS is able to compile automatically the
SYNOP messages in the FM 12-VII cede, incl. the present- and
past-weather group, [2J. However, this feature has a limited
capability, mainly due to sensor deficiences, in providing
16 present- and 9 past-weather codes by the combination of
sensor outputs from air thermometer, precipitation detector,
raingauge and lightning counter.
Without going into more details, it was found that
principally this algorithm meets the users' expectations,
reporting correctly the following phenomena:
-thunderstorm C17, 9, 92, 95 and 97 codes>,
-.. squalls C18>,
-precipitation C21, 27, 29, 51, 61, 63, 65, 71, 73, 75)
There are obvious cases when the observer's judgement and
intelligence cannot be replaced by the microcomputer's logic,
e.g.: the AWS is unable to make a distinction between continuous & intermittent precipitation, between rain L snow when
the temperature is fluctuating around freezing point, neither
to characterise showery rain nor report fog or ice.
For the generation of the 7wwWW group the AWS executes
every 5 minutes this algorithm and issues a warning CSPECI
report>, when rain commences or wind speed suddenly increases
by more than 8 m/s. We found only one deficiency of the
SPECI···generatirH;} prcJcedun~: r.:\'fb:r· lc:~nger· per·i<Jd the prec:ip:l·m
t~tion detector's surface becomes polluted c:~using unreliable
op•~r·ation.

CONCLUSIONS
a/ The softw~re of the AWS, specified by the authors of
this paper and prepared by the computer experts of the
Budapest Technical University, proved to be excellent, after
having corrected the minor faults found in the initial test
period. <Especially the taleccmmunic:aticn segment of the
program required in-situ corrections according to the real
circumstances in the VHF network).
b/ The reliability of the hardware was unacceptably low
in the first months because of electrical transients <spikes,
interferences), resulting a stop in the program-run, thus
requiring a reset L restart by operator. Tha situation has
been dramatically improved •fter building-in the se called
11
Wci~ t: c:: h ""'Ck)~;J" 1..\f'l it. f C:lf" ci\l.l t: t':lmci1\ t: i c::: l'"f'.l1S t: r.'l\1'' t i f'l ~~l.IC:: h c::: ti:\1liie)li:i • Ely 1 ci\\t. f.f)
1987 we could achieve a reliable, non-stop operation of the
AWS of more than 3500 hours, without any breakdown or failure.
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cl The test on the sensors' performance gave various
results: some of them behaved quite well (anemometer, thermometer, raingauge>, others may require same improvement <soil
thermometer, precipitation detector>, and there are sensors
<psychrometer, rel. humidity transducer) with unsatisfactory
performances in their present forms.
d/ The long-term trial has demonstrated that it has been
a conceptual mistake constructing this AWS as a purpose-built
microcomputer with limited CPU capacity around a display
terminal as an optional device fer interactive operation.
The right way would have been to apply a PPC with suitable
sensor interface, thus achieving higher flexibility, easier
p r" C:) ~~ r· c\':\ ITHII i rH~J 81. mt:) c:l i f i c:: .::\'t:. i cm f.) f i mH v :i c:ll.1 ,;~ 1 p r· c:H;.~ r· •~ m se:~ g me r·1 t. s:; •
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In,troduction

ifhe employment o:r automatic meteorolOfG:ical stations in
densely populated regions is progressively inerea$ing. In thi.a
situation, it has become evidep_t that a high reliabilit.y of tb.e
Q.evice alone is not sufficient. Assurance of data qUality is of'
equal. significance particularly because the observer is taken out
of the process og data. collection an.d processing.
The term ''data quality' has aeen in use with respect to ·the
resuJ.ts. Qf automatic me.t.eorologieal ~stems tor some years •. Recentq. :Jinger ~lman, and Thomas IV presented a definition of'
t:tte term r quality control' but without defining the :forementioned
term. Cont:r.ary to the term •reliability• , being related to hard...
w~ or so:f"tware, the term t data quaLity' refers to quantities
4latll.ered by automatic stations as well a$ observers,. Data quality
~st not be oonf'use.d with the term "accuracy' which is characterized "by the measuring error .. On principal, each :measured parameter is erroneous but a deficiency of quality is only given it
the amount o:f the er~or exceeds a given limit. The following consideratio:Q.s shall proceed from the p~eliminary definitiont
·
Data quality marks the confidence level and completeness of

collected data .. Data q.tality is high it, on one ha,nd,
measured data. are frequently checked wi tn regard to gross

errors and are mcu"ked accordingly, but., on the other hand,
missing of processed results in consequence of invalid data
is avoided as far as possible.

To each measured information an additional status word is
needed for marking data quality. In general, the followingdemands
must be regarded:
- Gross measuring errors and disturbed data have to be recognized
with high probability ..
- Failures ought to be localized and the kind of them identified
in the status word.
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- Thussing data, caused by instrumental misbehaviour, must be
signalled to the operators to facilitate default:i.ng activities
as soon as possible.
- At manned stations there must be a capability to overwrite
erroneous measuring values in data lists manually and to mark
this kind of· input within the status word belonging to that
information.
- Sporadic missing of measuring g_uantities must not result in
the missing of compressed data of the parameter concerned.,
It is feasible to 1)erform q11ality control at the stage of
both data acg:uisition and data usage., Modern means of on-line
data :processing open up possibilities of quality assurance at the
site of data collection with adeguat'e expenditure that has not
existed in former generations of automatic stations. Today, some
measures of quality control at the stage of' data collection and
sometimes, at later stages of the data flow are customary in automatic stations and automat;ed networks.
of data gualit~ ...:!.i thin the automatic station AFW.iS-2
The automa:t-ic remote--transmitting meteorological station
A.FM.S-2 is a microprocessor-based system and has been developed
for the Meteorological Service of the GDR by the Oentre of
Scientific Instrumentation o:f the Academy of Sciences of the GDR
£37. ~~rhe employment of microprocessor systems in this device enabled the introduction of techniques :for quality assurance at each
stage of the data flow including data collection, data preparation,
data processing, and formatting of messages in real time. For this
purpose all measured values, manual inputs, and processing results
are stored in data lists forming interfaces between consecut·ive
stages of .data flow f3./. :ffiach element of a data list contains a
status byte, a variable o:f 1 byte or 2 bytes word length, and
sometimes further information. Generally, the status byte consists of an invariable and a variable part.
2.

Assu;:~~9~ ..

'l'he arrangement of bit.s within a status byte is slightly different in the diverse lists. Fig. 1 shows the contents of sta·t-us
bytes in the lists of raw data, primary data, and secondary data.
Abbreviations used are explained in table 1. The bits of a status
b~yte are not fully independent of each other.

For proper operati·on several sensors permanently or temporarily need additional control signals. Within the device AFMS-2
faulty control states are recognized by monitoring of' attached
status signals. In such cases an error record is generated and
printed out. At present, these special s·l:;atus bits still are. not
talmn into consideration when the validity bit is determined.
2.1. :Flaus;j,b_ilit:v checks w;i, thin the ure:garation of measure<,l O:e:tg.
Each device AJ?MS-2 contains monitoring circuits ~~'dthin its
interface boards by which - as far as possible - failures in the
sensors or interface units are recognized and discriminated. The
term 'interface' comprehends all parts of the measuring equipment
between sensor and system bus of the prime computer controlling
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all data acquisition [3]. lVIal:functions are signalled either by
generation of a quantity beyond the measuring range or by
evaluation of illegal signal sequences in conjunction with data
collection,.
For delimitation and identification of different error
sources a sequence of' self-checks is accomplished within pre:processine; by call of diagnostic subroutines. In this wa:y the sensor
status and the interface status are inserted into the status byte.
Only, i f neither the sensor nor the inte~"face unit are disturbed,
the validity bit is set. Then the plausibility check is attached.
Its goal is to detect erroneous values, mostly induced by transient hardware failures, and to mark such data to be invalid. Such
ef'feets are ma.il';J.ly eaused by noise in the sensor cables or in the
supply mains and result in sporadically corrupted values.
A plausibility check may be carried out according to different methods:
a) out-of-range cheJ~k
b) redundant sensor equipment
c) check of temporal change.
In the device A.E'.MS-2 chiefly the third technique is applied. In
this wey 1 gross errors are recognized surely,. Smaller errors,
still eJteeeding the permissible amount, are made inefficient by
averaging or summing. A single erroneous value, not detected by
the plausibility check, therefore is not able to falsify the
result of data compressions noticeably.
A drawback of the applied technique is the impossibility t·o
detect drift errors. Thus the usage of highly stable sensors in
conjunction with periodic control measurements and recalibrations
in given time intervals is a matter of high concern for data
integrity. In measuring analog signals not only sensors but also
other parts of the measuring equipment may be influenced by d.rif't.
With regard to our installation most of such r·aults are eliminated
by comparison of all analog measuring signals with a highly st;able
reference signal produced in the attached transmitter.
2.2~ RetrieviB& of S£oradicalbz mi?sing ~at~

Nearly all parameters, t;o be collected in the device AFMB-2,
are submitted. to some data compression or reduction. Calculations
of totals or ari tbmetic averages as well as evaluations of maximum
and lllinimu.m values and frequencies within given classes are provided~ All samples belonging to the processing periods a:re to be
included. For each processed data a status word must be derived,
too, charae~erizing its da:b:a quality. Compressed and reduced data
can be valid only, if all individual data are valid. In this way 1
corru:pted processing results are prevent:ed from further usage.
I f sporadic missing of measured data is noticed, the calcul&tion o:f compressed or reduced data seems to be possible in most
cases without corrupting the results in an inadmissible fashion.
Yet, invalid collected data are mostlY detected by a plausibility-
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check routine and thus the processed data a:ee also marked invalid.
Jecause sometimes large amounts of samples are included in a
processing result, the percentage of invalid compressed or reduced data would be much higher than that of measured values.
Besides a redundant sensor equipment the following capabilities are conceivable to get valid results in spite of sporadically invalid individual values:
a) 'llhe mea~mrement of invalid q1.7.antities is immediately
repeated.
b) Invalid measuring data are omitted.
c) :&Jrroneous measuring data are retrieved.
Only the last-mentioned technique is suited for all kinds of
clata compression and reduction. In the device AF~J!B-2 this method
is applied. The alsorithm used is demonstrated by fig. 2. It ensures that only sporadically invalid data in the stage of' pre,proces~.:dng are completed. If two or more invalid values o:f the same
parameter succeed one by one, the second and the following data
are not retrieved. In the stage o:f postprocessing retrieving is
not a_upropriate, for most of initial data are already compressed
or reduced.
2.3.

~alit;z:

control of pr·ocessed result·s
J?roblems similar to those occuring in da"'ca compression
appear in other procesr:;ing pl"'ocedures, too. If more than one
parameter are tied together the status of the result has to be
evaluated wi"tih consideration of the status bytes of the input
variables. By defining the values of status bits according to
table 1 the variable parts of all status byt.es are to be joined
corresponding to a logic conjunction.
In order ·t;o enhance ·che data q:t ality of compressed and re.,..
duced data an am.ount o:f permissible retrievings may be predetermined :for a given 1)rocessing period. This amount is stored
within a byte of' the parameter table of prelJrocessing • .At preseni;,
amount;s of 0 to 7 permissible completions are possible. According
to the algorithm. depicted in fig. 3, a special routine at first
checks t;he processing stage. In preprocessing the amount o:f retrieved data is counted and compared with the ma.x.i.mum perimissible
amount for ·the calculated result. If this ·tihreshold is exceeded
the result will be marked to be invalid.
To avoid constant or slowly drifting errors it is possible
to correct data by adding a constant. I f this value has been
inserted once previously by an operator, t;he correction is applied
automatically to all following information generated by the same ·
sen·sor but not to data inputted by hand.
Drift errors changing considerably in short time intervals
are not e;overed with the technique used. In such situations a
redundant sensor equipment is necessary. 'I'he results o:f the di:f-
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:ferent sensors must be intercom.pared .. In the automatic station
AF.MB-2 ·this metihod only is applied to humidity measurements fi+j.
Quality control of message§
All data necessary for messages are gathered from the secondary data list £2} and thus the status of each in:forma:tion is
mown. In all messages, output-t;ed by the device .AFM.S-2, invalid
data are replaced by slashes. Unfortunately, the irrteruational
code FM12 possesses merely limited possibilities f·or further
status information. But it is generally not possible to mark the
cause of malfunctions. This information would be very useful for
the maintenance teams. Beyond this, in the message code Fl\112 no
check sums are provided for recognizing errors caused in the
transmission channel.
2~4.

This i.s one reason wby a remote request of the actual contents of the display RA.M via telex has been provided in the device.
Information on the display screen is able to give some hints to
potential troubles.
The non-real-time message contains in its first group a
digit which is destinated to express peculiarities during the
last hour and their causes (especially restarts). Each group
beg.ins with a ~oup number (2 digits) anq. terminates with a group
status (1 digit) evaluated from the data-status bytes of each information, contained in this group, in a worst-case fashion. As a
consequence, the group status is able to give reference to the
cause of malfunction also, if an invalid measuring data has been
replaced by manual input. The figures, used in group sta~s, are
explained in table 2.
For short-time archiving all non-real-time messages are
stored onto magnetic-tape cassettes. To that purpose each message
is divided into several data sets forming data blocks on magnetic
tape delimited from each other by block gaps. Data integrity of
each block is assured by check sums used in conventional manner.
2. 5. :Manual inputs
At manned s·t,ations manual inputs are set two different tasks.
The capability is used, on one hand, for entering parameters at
present being not measurable which must still be gained by observations and on the other hand. for input of data tha:t has been
noticed to k erroneous or could not be measured due to sensor or
interface malfunctions.
Keyed in data are written into the secondary data list without
exception. Contents already stored in this list at the places in
question are overvJritten by manual inputs without taking into
acco~t whether the information already stored has been gained by
an automatic measurement, a processing procedure, or a manual
input previously performed. Also the content of the validity bit
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which have been keyed in could never be overwrit-t;en by measured
or processed data as long as the input-status bi·IJ remains reset.
r.eherefore it is necessary to mark all data, gained by manual input,
to be invalid after the message has been formatted at fuJ.l hours
by setting ·che input-status bit and resetting the valid1py bit in
the status word. Then the memory places in qtLestion are enwty for
storage of newly measured or calculated data.

3.

Conclusions
The explanations have illustrated the attention wbich had
been :;;aid to assurance of data qualit-y during conceptual design
and development o:f ·che a-u.tomatic station AFMB-2. Teclmiques outlined are based !ilainly on soft:vfare. The detailed characterization
of the a:oplied methods shall be a contribution to actual discussions concerning the standardization of quality-control procedures in microprocessor-based automatic stations.
1

Although the use of real-time methods for quality assurance
at automatic stations do not make unnecessary further efforts at
the centres, ex_pendi·cure and extend of such additional work will
be diminished substantially by real-time tec.hniques, already
ap:;_)lied in automatic stations.
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2
6
4
bit position:
1
3
7
5
acquisition status in the raw data list (RL • .AST):

I ~I
I

m!

0

I IF r ss lvn]

I

processing status in the raw data list (RL.PST):

jnsl

lrP.I!Fjss

:Ro:

VB

data status in the primary data list (Ut.DST)::

I I I ~:~ I I I I ss ] ~VB I
WL

SB

IP

IF

data status in the secondary data list (DL.DST):

IEI~I~J~I~Inl~lo]
Fig~ 1 - Status bytes in the raw data list RL, the primary
data list IL, and the secondary data list DL
(Explanations o:f symbols are given in table 1)

Table 1 - Explanation of symbols far status bits
~~VB

ss
IF

s~cification
~
bit

bit designation

bit value

validi-t.;y bit
sensor-status bit

invalid data
sensor missing
or defective
interface
defective
manual input
variable
observation
value~~
1.byte
correction not
taken over

interface-status

bit
IP

~ut-status

DB

GB
SB
WL

data bit
gathering bit
sign bit
word-length bit

OT

bit marking the

bit

RS

taking-over of
correction
reset bit

RT

retrieving bit

RC

retrieving counter

value 1

valid data
sensor operating
undisturbed
interface
operating
acquired data
constant
measurement
value~~

2 bytes
correction
taken over

reset (of ~races
sing block) prepared
original data automatically retrieved da·ta
account of retrieved data, ~con
tained in a compressed or reduced quantity
no reset
necessary
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( START
acquisition status RL.AST
actual measured data
:processing mark
.

yes

actual measured
data valid ?
no

.

-..

:preceding data
valid ?

no

~~es
yes

preceding data
already retrieved ?
no

preceding data
Iactual
data
actual AST .··-- preceding AST
'set retrieving bit within the
acquisition status RI1.AST to 1
(two-byte information

.,

?

no
'reset more significant byte
of actual data to 0

~es

I

...

-

actualized RL.AST
actual res:p. retriev ed
measured data

( STOP )
Fig . 2 - Algorithm for self-retrieving of sporadic
missing measured data
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(s~)

acquisition status AST resp.
processing status PST
data status DST

processing mark
~------n-0--~-{preprocassing ?

yes
_

no

~----~~--~

actual. data
retrieved ?

yes
permissible amount of
retrieved data exceeded ?

:ves

no
increment
I
retrieving oounterl

I

-

l status

~tualizOd

PST

reset validity bit
VB in processin5
status PST
processing

( STOP )
Fig. :; - Algorithm f'or checking the admissibility to use
retrieved data in procedures at data ~ompression
and reduction
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Table 2 - Specification of the figures of group status S
attached to each group of' non-real-time messages

s

sensor

interface
unit

data gained
by

information

measurement
measurement
measurement

valid
invalid
invalid
invalid
invalid

undisturbed
undisturbed

measurement
no manual
input
manual input
manual input

valid
valid

disturbed
disturbed

manual inputmanual input

valid
valid

95 undisturbed undisturbed
1
2

3
4

5
6

7
8

9
9

I
I
I

undist;urbed
disturbed
or missing
undisturbed
disturbed
or missing
undisturbed
disturbed
or missing
undisturbed
disturbed
or missing
disturbed
or missing

undisturbed
undisturbed

undisturbed

disturbed

undisturbed
disturbed
or missing

disturbed
disturbed

undisturbed

disturbed
undisturbed

} manual input

calculation
"'I

~measurement

r--

invalid •)
valid
(systems
error)

+)-Remark: The group status S = 9 is only possible in groups
. wit·h more than one informa·!:iion, if one data is invalid and another is gathered by manual input.

(Reference VI.l2)

POSSIBLE APPLICATIONS OF THE MODULAR WEATHER IMAGE RECEIVING STATION WES-3 FOR THE SUPPORT OF ANALYSIS AND FORECAST TASKS IN THE
OPERATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE
Hellmuth,O.
Humboldt-University, Department of Meteorology
Muggelseedarnm 256
Berlin
1162
Vajen,H.-H., Grundmann,H.-J.
Academy of Sciences of the GDR
Institute for Space Research
Satellite Ground Station Neustrelitz
Kalkhorstweg
Neustrelitz 5
2080

German Democratic Republic:
Bispectral cloud classification
The foundation of the bispectral cloud classification are bivariate frequency distributions of grey values respectively radiation
temperatures of METEOSAT-images in the infrared and water vapor
channel. The co-ordinates of mode centres in the two-dimensional
histogram represents specific attributes of different cloud types.
The assignment of modes to different cloud types are realized by
an interpreter in an interactive manner with consideration of climatological radiation properties of clouds (Tab. 1). The mode separation takes place through the application of different classificators: EUKLID-, MAHALANOBIS-distance, MAXIMUM-LIKELIHOOD-,
BAYES-classificator. In case of the MAXIMUM-LIKELIHOOD- and the
BAYES-classificator two-dimensional Gaussian distributions are
accepted for the conditioned probabilities /1//4/. The cloud specific parameters of these standard distributions (elements of eovariance matrixes) are calculated out of adequat learning areas
around the mode centres in the two-dimensional histogram (3 x 3
neighbourhood). The a-priori occurence probabilities of different
cloud classes, needed for the BAYES-classificator, are in the
first approximation derivable from a coarse estimation of partial
area portions of identified cloud types, if there are no other
informations available.
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Symbols
- relative respectively absolute frequencies of feature combination (i, j) E u..
lJ
-absolute frequency of feature combination (i,j)e u.j,
1
belonging to mode m,(m='1, ••• ,M)

h, H

m
lJ

H ..

- number of grey value classes in the IR- respectively
WV-channel

I, J

- covariance matrixes of the entire scene respectively
for a 3 x 3 neighbourhood limit around the mode
centre m in the two-dimensional histogram
- number of classified pixels

N

c

ulJ
.. =

t

(i,j)/

um
..
lJ

i='1, ••• , I ; j='1, •••

,J}

- multitude of all feature combinations (i,j) E Uij'
belonging to mode m,(m=1, ••• ,M)
m

b,..

- .fviAI-IALANOBIS- respectively EUKLID-distance between
the feature combination (i,j)E:U1.. and the centre
co-ordinates (im,jm)EUij of the J mode m,(m=1, ••• ,M)

'J

- conditioned occurence probability for the feature
combination (i,j)EUij' belonging to mode m,
(m=1, ••• ,M)
- a-priori occurence probability for the cloud class
of the mode m,(m=1, •• ~,M)
a) EUKLID-distance :

E>;j = 1/-(-i.--i-m_)_:z.._+_·_(j-.--j-m-)~.,;

(i,j ), ( im .j,., )e U,j

; m= 1, ... , M

b) MAHALANOBIS-distance:

y. ~

=

lll,j - II,j Jr IK _.., lli,]- rr;; J
m=

1, ...,M

> > (i- T J

h(,·,j)

(i,j),{,".n,jm)sU0

j

)

JI,1= f/,j)

K = (k.,., k..,2. )
kJ.1

k..,.., =

1

k2.2.
J

2.

i=-1 j=1

k1l

I

J

•='1

J::.1

-

= k:t1 = ~ ~ (i- i Jfj-JJ hf,',j)

j

Il,] =r,-, .J~ J
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kll= L

i=1

-

;

I

J

L

j= 1

J

=L
L
i=1 j=1

lj- Jl'" hli,j)

; h ft',j } ;
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;rab. '1 Cloud type decision matrix, constructed for data from
NIJ\lBUS-3 Medium Resolution Infrared Radiometer /3/.
Key to cloud types: '1. Cirrus. 2. Cirrus with lower clouds.
3. Cumulonimbus and/or cirrostratus. 4. Cumulonimbus. 5. Middle
clouds. 6. Middle clouds with cirrus above. 7. Stratus or stratocumulus. 8. Cumulus. 9. Clear. '10. Cumulus or stratocumulus
with chance of cirrus.
cloud type

equivalent blackbody temperature EBT (K)
'10 - "]"] .)LID
272 ~ EBrr
265 < EBT
EBT < 245
EBT ~ 225
26'1 .6:. EBT S. 282
245 ~ EBT ~ 265
279 ~ EBT
279 ~ JI]BT
290 < EBT
279 < EBT

'1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

9
'10

6.5 - 7-0JI..m
EBT
J:TIBT
EBT
EBT
240 < EBT
225 ~ :EBT
240 < EBT
240 < EBT
240 < EBT
235 < EBT

< 235

<. 235
233
6 223
< 245
< 235
< 245
< 245
~ 245
~ 240
~

Estimation of the water vapor content in the middle troposphere
Between the arithmetic
the tropospheric layer
gauged radiance in the
exponential dependence

mean of the relative humidity values in
from 600 to 300 hPa and the satellite
HETEOSAT water vanor channel exists an
/2/:
~

U 600-300(96)= '14.6•(R (Wm-2sr-'1))-2.5
.
wv
On this foundation each count of the water vapor picture is re•
placed by the corresponding mean relative humidity value using
both the calibration of the WV channel and the empirical relation between radiance and relative humidity. The relation can
be used for the analysis of water vapor fields in the cloudless
middle troposphere under midlatitude summer conditions. As long
as there is no cloud formation, the isolines for the count are
associated with the isolines for mean relative humidity. l'1aps
of these values and also the relative humidity values at each
point, are produced. The geographical humidity distribution in
the middle tronosnhere are renresented in the following intervals: 0-20 ;&, 3o-4o }6, 50-60 %, cloud.
Variance filtering of NOAA images
In mathematical terms, an image can be described by a discrete
function f(k,l), k="l, ••• ,N, 1='1, ••• ,N, where (k,l) are the spatial video co-ordinates and f(k, 1) the grey value of the image
at the point (k,l). f(l{,l) can assume only one of a finite set
of values. For each noint (k,l) of the image, the variance operator ...:f" (k, 1) is defined in the following manner:

k+1

..ttk, L) = ( 5

L+1

>

p=k-1 lJ=l-1

-

(ftp,~) -f(k,L )}

2

)1.. 2. ;

k~1

{tk,L) =~ >
u

r"'k-1

L+1

~ {fp,~)

fiT
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The variance operator at each point will involve the eight immediate neighbours. The operator works on the principle, that at
the boundary of two different classes there is a large mix of
pixel values, and therefore the variance is high. It is also less
sensitive to isolated noise than other operations: for example,
the maximum gradient. In addition to separating different classes,
the variance operator is also a measure of the textural features.
A smoother class will h.ave a smaller value of r\r (k, 1) within its
range. Therefore some spatial properties of the various classes
can also be related /5/. Variance filtering allows a better recognition of gradients in the areal grey value distribution of
multispectral images: accentuation of coast lines and stratiform
clouds over water, visualization of SST-gradients (oceanic fronts
and vorticities) and thermal gradients in the cloud field, distinction between convective and stratiform cloudiness.
References:
/1/ Phulpin,T.; Derrien,IVJ.; Brard,A.: A two-dimensional histogram procedure to analyze cloud cover from NOAA satellite
high-resolution imagery.
J. Clim. Appl. Meteor., 22(1983), p. 1332-1345
/2/ Poc,M.M.; Roulleau,M.: Water vapor fields deduced from
METEOSAT-1 water vapor channel data.
J. Clim. Appl. Meteor., 22(1983), p. 1628-1636
/3/ Shenk,W.E.; Holub, R.J.; Neff,R~A.: A multi-spectral cloud
type identification method de~eloped for tropical ocean areas
with Nimbus 3 ~ffiiR measurements.
Mon. Wea. Rev., 104(1976), p. 284-291
/4/ Simmer,C.; .Raschke,E.; Ruprecht,E.: A method for determination of cloud properties from two-dimensional histograms.
Ann. Met., Neue Folge Nr. 18, Offenbach 1982, S. 130-132
/5/ Tsonis,A.A.: On the separability of various classes from
the GOES visible and infrared data.
J. Clim. Appl. Meteor., 23(1984), p. 1393-1410
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Q)

Fig. '1 HETEOSAT, 06,.06.85, '13:00 local time, image enlar'gement,
sector centre at 10°E, 50qN.
a) IR ; b) ltfV
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Fig. 2 Bivariate frequency distribution of grey value groups,
shown in fig. 1, number of grey value classes: 32 x 32.
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a)

.

,

""'

C)

d>

Fig. 3 Classified images, shown in fig. 1. m=1
cloud
(blue); m=2- cloud type 6 (green); m=3- cloud
(red); m=4- cloud type 2 (~rey).
a) EUKLID- , b) MAHALANOBIS-distance , c) fv!AXIfvlUM-LIKELIHOOD- , d) BAYES-classificator
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Tab. 2 Classification results on the base of the bivariate frequency distribution, shown in fig .. 2. (Cloud top heights z are estimated with the application of radiosounding data from t'Ieiningen, 06,.06.85, 42 GI·1T).
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Fig. 4- NOAA-9, 28.07.86, 44-:13 local time. Stratiform cloudiness
over the central narts of the Baltic Sea.
a) Channel 2 ; b)- after variance filtering and histogram
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ASSISTANCE TO THE MAINTENANCE OF METEOROLOGICAL RADARS
Marc GILET et Jean-Pierre MUSIEDLAK
Meteorologie Nationale - France

1. INTRODUCTION
The French weather radar network ARAMIS has now
years. During that time, the number of radars
well as the number of remote displays, named
draw conclusions about the choices which were
reliability of the overall system.

been operational for more than 4
has been steadily increasing, as
METEOTEL. It is now possible to
made, especially regarding the

For many reasons, the ARAMIS network was not built in ideal conditions. It was
almost completely made of already existing equipments, of which some were
rather old. Four of the radars (three OMERA and one PLESSEY) had to be digitized, and even the more recent ones (THOMSON) had to be modified for automatic
scanning and remote surveillance. The telecommunications had to be made through
already existing lines, and in many cases, these lines where shared with other
data. However, the disadvantage of not building a system from completely new
equipment was largely compensated by the fact that the maintenance personnel was
already familiar with most of the equipments. The Meteorologie Nationale has a
long experience in radar and telecommunications development and maintenance,
and can rely on a concentrated and well equipped facility for these purposes in
Trappes.
In this paper, we shall evaluate the reliability of the ARAMIS network, and
assess the relative importances of the different possible reasons for non availability of data. The failures can come from the radar station infrastructure
(including power availability), the radar mechanical parts, the analog electronics, the computer, the modems and associated interfaces or from the telephone
line. An important factor of non availability of data is also the time needed
for repairing faults ; this time depends in particular on the quality of the
test equipment, the organization of maintenance personnel and the availability
of spare parts. After a few years of experience, some conclusions can now be
made about the reliability of the overall system, by using the statistics of
the data received at the radar concentrator in Paris and the reports made by
the regional maintenance units which are in charge of the radars.
We cru1 also
propose the most effective actions for improving this overall reliability, which
is the main request of most users.
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2. THE FRENCH ARAMIS RADAR NETWORK
national radar
network
has been
developed by the French Weather Service,
with the main objective of giving access
to radar data to all weather stations,
in
order
to
improve
the
global
understanding of meteorological events
and the capabilities of very short term
forecasting.
A description
of this
network can be found in GILET (1984) and
GILET ( 1985) . It includes 10 radars, .and
shall expand shortly to 14. The data
from the British ans Swiss networks are
also included in the radar composite
pictures. Figure 1 shows the locations
of the radars, except for two radars
whose locations are not decided yet.
Four of the radars are S band (Bordeaux,
Brest, Nimes, Calern) of MELODI type,
and the 'remain are C band of RODIN type,
except for Grezes which belongs to the
hydrological service of Perigueux and is
made by PLESSEY. The main characteristics of the MELODI and RODIN radars are
shown in table 1
A

Figure 1 : Locations of the radars
of the ARAMIS network. The circles
have a radius of 150 km.

Although a large amount of research
was done and is still being pursued
in France in the fields of Doppler
radar (GILET et al. , 1984, TESTUD
and CHONG, 1983, HAUSER et al,1984)
and of polarization diversity radar
(CORDESSES et al, 1983), the ARAMIS
project utilises only reflectivity
data at present. The radars perform
one PPI every 15 minutes,and transmit the data to a central facility
in Paris. However, radars which are
used for specific hydrological purposes have a shorter scanning period. In this case, and in other
cases when there is a need for direct data transmission, the data
can be tr.ansmi tted directly from
the radar to any local user.

Manufacturer
Wavelength (cm)
PRF (Hz)
Pulse width (ps)
Power (kW}
Antenna diameter (m)
Beamwidth (degrees)
Minimum detectable
signal (dBm)
Digitization system
Maximum range {km)

MELODI

ROD IN

OMERA
10.7
250

THOMSON
5.3
330

2

2

700

250
3

4
L8
-106
SAPHYR
256

1.3
-112

MT750
200

Table I.
Melodi and Rodin radar specifications
The radar data are transmitted through dedicated telephone lines to a computer
located in Paris, which makes a radar composite. image every 15 minutes and
handles it to the central computer of the Weather Service. This radar composite
includes also now the data received from the Swiss and British networks. The
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are described
below, and transmits it to the COMETE telecommunications
computers, which perform the transmissions to the METEOTEL terminals, through
dedicated or dial up telephone lines.
The METEOTEL hardware and operation are described elsewhere (GAILLARD et al.,
1986, PIRCHER, 1987). Eight types of products can be received on these termi
nals :

1. Composite radar pictures, every 15 minutes
2. Data from any radar, received directly

3. METEOSAT visible and infrared images over France, every 30 minutes

4. METEOSAT visible and infrared pictures covering Europe and the North Western
Atlantic, every 3 hours

5. Simplified weather maps, every 12 hours
6. Ground synoptic stations data, every hour

7. Forecasts from the PERIDOT fine mesh numerical model, every 24 hours
8. Lighting locations, every 15 minutes
All these data are displayed at the same scale and can be superimposed or mixed
for weather analysis. A total of 197 METEOTEL terminals are now in operation,
many of them outside of the Weather Service, in organizations such as the road
traffic agencies, the power company or hydrological authorities.
Specific developments have also been made on the use of radar data for short
term forecasting and hydrology. Short term forecasting of rain areas is done on
the METEOTEL terminal using a semi-manual method, by superposing past and
present echoes ; the METEOTEL terminal computes then the advection velocity and
displays the rain forecasts at any specified time. Hydrological applications
have also been developed in relation with urban hydrology agencies. DAVID et al
(1986) have confirmed the usefullness of the radar network and discuss sampling
problems, calibration and simulation of a raingauge network for the radar of
Trappes, near Paris. The data from this radar are transmitted every 72 seconds
to the central facility of the
district of Seine Saint Denis, which uses it on
an operational basis for monitoring the sewage control systems, following work
of ANDRIEU et al. (1985).
Many improvements of the ARAMIS radar network are now in progress. These
developments are relative to the reliability of the system and to the quaiity of
the data. These developments are described below.

3 - MAINTENANCE OF THE RADAR NETWORK
The french radar network depends mainly for maintenance and supplies on the
Trappes Meteorological Center (SETIM*) where a department of eighteen persons
works" 'on Meteorological radars. This department includes tree engineers (one of
them works only for a radar
development called CASTOR**),nine electronicians,
tree mechanics workmen
and tree workmen. Among these eighteen persons, four
work on the seven tracking radars of the french radiosounding network. At the
radars stations, one on two electronicians assume the two first degrees of
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usual maintenance. These technicians depend on the Regional Meteorological
Services (SMIR)***. They have also to keep in good conditions the telecommunication network which is an essential part of the ARAMIS system and which is the
key for the transmission of the data (telephone wires, modems ... ).
Some current spare parts are available on the radar sites, such as fuses, 'bulbs
and electronic components liable to ageing (like magnetrons, thyratrons ... ). The
remaining of the spare parts (boards, electronic components, mechanical parts,
motors ... ) is stored and maintened at the central radar department which sends
them to radar stations in case of failure. The value of the spares
which is
stored in Trappes reaches about twenty
percent of the total
cost of
purchase-price of the radars.
Every month, or after a failure, the radars are checked and tested by the
technicians of the radars stations. They have to send to the SETIM* a written
report on the condition of the radar, including its mechanical parts, the values
of the measurements (power, noise, calibration ... ) and on the failures during
the last month.

4 - THE RESULTS
Much information can be obtained from the data received at the central radar
computer in Paris and with the help of statistics elaborated with the monthly
reports from the regional maintenance units.
Figure 2 shows the percentage of images received every month
to the ideal for :

in Paris compared

- the worse radar in the month
- the average of the radars
- the best radar in the month
1985

100%---BEST
~~~

1986

-~~--

95%

MONTH

90%

I

1

Jan. 86

Jan. 85
Month

1985

~li~ .... -,' ~
I
IN THE

MONTH

... ,
Jan, 85
Month

-

I

~L-

Jul. 85

1987

It can be
bility of
all year
improving

seen that the average availadata in Paris is close to 90 %
round, and that it has been
with time.

As it will be shown later, a large proportion of failures is due to telecommunication misfunctions. The telecommunication failures are often related to bad
synchronisation of clocks in the modems,
which would be resolved by using more
recent equipments. These problems should
desappear by 1989 with the
reconditionning of the French Meteorological
telecommunication network which is already started.
The more reliable radar on a year round
basis is the radar of Trappes, which is
operated by the personnel of the national maintenance center and for which
there is a procedure of intervention on
all the days of the year in case of failure.

Figure 2
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On figure 3, we can see in percent the proportion of failures caused by :
a) voluntary interruptions due either to preventive maintenance (done usually
during fine weather periods) or to the fact that no precipitation is forecasted, in which case the operation of some radars is interrupted in order to
save equipment.
b) radar breakdowns, including
including modem breakdowns.
c) telecommunication failures,
themselves.

breakdowns

of

the

radar

computer,

but not

wether it is linked to the modem or to the lines

Data "'"';ved at the oootffit oomputec ( o o o 7

Figure 3
has
been
established by
analysing the detailed reports sent by
the regional maintenance units.
In a final analysis, it appears that :
a) A ·radar network is a very complex
system where each unit is critical.
Telecommunications failures 5%

Voluntaries and unknows interuptions 0,5%

b) The telecommunication network is the
most sensitive part of the system.
c) The sensor
frequently
lity.

(radar) must be checked
to keep a good reliabi-

Computed averages between october 1986 and
october 1987 with 6 radars (Trappes, Toulouse,
Brest, Bordeaux, Nancy, Lyon)

5 - MEANS TO IMPROVE THE DATA AVAILABILITY FROM THE FRENCH RADAR NETWORK
The analysis of the different types of failures shows that many improvements can
be made. for obtaining a better reliability of the radar
network. The
developments listed below are already started and should all result in
installations at the latest in 1990.
First of all, the global telecommunication system must be improved. At present,
most of the radar data are concentrated in Paris using previously existing
dedicated telephone lines, which were and are still used on the other ways for
disseminating coded fac-simile and METEOTEL informations to the network of
meteorological stations. In a very short time from now, this data dissemination
will be done by satellite and the complete ground communication system shall be
simplified ; this shall certainly result in a much better reliability of radar
data transmission. It is also planned on a longer term to use the X25 protocol,
and the new format BUFR defined by WMO, when it will be extended to radar data
transmissions.
Efforts are also being done on the radar equipment mostly by increasing the
quantity of spare parts and by installing radomes on the sites which are subject
to high velocity winds.
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developed now at the SETIM. Among other reasons, including data quality and
telecommunications flexibility, the CASTOR computer has been defined in order to
improve the reliability of the radars and to permit an efficient detection of
failures. Its functions will include the monitoring of the hardware and
assistance to the maintenance, like :
- check of radar parameters of interest such as power, high voltage, backswing,
overintensities and overvoltages, AFC, antenna rotation speed.
- checks on the environment such as
radar building, intrusion, fire.
- checks on the
bration.

radar calibration,

outside wind velocity,

temperature in the

including transmitted power, receiver cali-

- automatic resetting of radar operation
- remote control from an external terminal through a telephone line, with action
on the power generator, antenna rotation, emitter/receiver operation and triggering of test sequences.
- edition of a permanent log-book of all problems encountered.
Besides monitoring the reliability of the radar system, the CASTOR computer will
also bring decisive improvements on the monitoring of the radar calibration and
on the production of the radar outputs.
It is expected that the installation of these developments will improve the data
availability to 97 % of the time or better on a yearly average.

6 - CONCLUSION
The experience gained with four years of operation of a growing weather radar
network has shown that the availability of data is most dependent on human organi.zation, and that, once this is obtained, only a few and relatively inexpensive
modifications can be added to the radars. The solution of a central maintenance
facility well manned and well equipped, with regional maintenances for fault
detection and simple repairs works well. The fact that important gains in
reliability can be obtained with modifications relatively inexpensive compared
to the total system cost confirms that moderm equipment
are basically very
reliable, so that the most frequent failure causes are relatively few.
The users of radar data, such as hydrologists, road authorities or power
companies are very insistent on the necessity of obtaining a good reliability of
the network. The results obtained by the analysis of the different types of
faults encountered in the past years has permitted to identify the best actions
to be taken for improving this reliability. The principal improvements now
undertaken are relative :
a) to the telecommunication system
b)

t~ the sensitivity of some of the actual
radars to high
installing radomes in the more exposed sites.

wind velocities, by

- 373 c) to the general monitoring of the radars, by using a new radar computer
developed with the experience gained in the network maintenance and capable
of checking all the parameters of interest of the radar.
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SET IM
Service des Equipements et des Techniques Instrumentales de la Meteorologie.

**

CASTOR
Chaine d'Acquisition,
Radar.

***

SMIR
Service Meteorologique Interregional
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et

de

Traitement des Observations
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TROUBLES OF THE USE OF THE AUTOMATIC
STATIONS IN DEVELOPPING COUNTRIES
BY
MOSTAFA ABD-ELHAMID AMER
METEOROLOGICAL AUTHORITY,CAIRO,EGYPT
1.

The Existing Network of Surface Meteorological Stations
in Egypt.
There are about lOO stations of different categories
established in Egypt for various purposes of surface

ob~

servations.The instruments used in these stations are of
conventional types.The meteorological observations taken
in these stations are either sensory,or by the help

of

the used meteorological instr.urnents.Exarnples of the sensory observations are the observations of cloud heights
and Runway Visual Range.Several attempts have been done
to establish an aeronautical automatic station at Cairo
Airport.Recently an automatic hydrorneteorological station has been installed and put into operation in the
High Darn Lake in Abu Sirnbel.

2.

The Technical Reasons of the Necessity of Invading the
field of Automatic Stations in Egypt.

2.1

Accuracy of Measurements
Assuming that conventional meteorological instruments
and automatic stations measuring the same meteorological
parameters are of the same order of tolerance,it is found
that the response of the automatic stations to the changes in these parameters and their precision of readings
are better than that of the conventional instrurnents.Also,
the use of automatic stations,elerninates the observer's
personal error to a large extent.
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2.2

The location of the Meteorological Stations.
In order to achieve correct exposure of the sensors,
stations should be located in places of appropriate distances from the buildings. In the case of some stations
using conventional instruments an observer has to cut
a large distance to take his observations in severe
weather conditions.This problem is completely eliminated
in the case of using automatic stations because of the
remote indications of the different meteorological parameters by using either telephone Lines or radio.

2.3

Some Meteorological Parameters Cannat be Measured by the
Conventional Instruments.
An example of the above mentioned parameters is the
Runway Visual Rang(RVR) which is measured in aeronautical

stations

_.In measuring the RVR by colJnting

of

runway lights by and observer,he has to cut long distances in severe weather conditions.Also,the above mentioned method is not accurate enough and may cause some
troubles to the airline companies,and hazards to aviation. Recently,a number of Airports in Egypt have been
changed to precision approach Airports that requires
establishing some sort of aeronautical automatic stations
which incorporate transmissometers according to international regulations.
2.4

Local Communications between

the Synoptic Stations and

the Main Forecasting Centreo
The System used for the communications between

the

network of the synoptic stations and the main forecasting centre is the single side band

r~dio

sets.

Because

of the noise on the allocated frequencies used the data
may not be received at the proper time.
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3.
3.1

Troubles of the Use of the Automatic Stations in Egypt
Preparation of Technical Specifications.
The specialist constructing the technical specifications for the autamatic stations must take in his cosideration the local ambient weather conditions,the electric power necessary for operation, telephone lines
required for communications between different components of the station,the type of the frequency if radio is
used,spare parts required for continuous operation

for

a ccauple of years and the layout of the data.
3.2

Training
The develepping countries should prepare their own
technical staff to be able to operate,maintain and repair the automatic stations.

3.3

Calibration
The Specialists and technicians of the meterological
services of developping c:ountries should know how to
make the periodic calibration and the necssary adjustments of the automatic stations.

3.4

Periodical Maintenance of the Autometic Stations installed in Remote Areas.
It is found that it is not easy to visit such stations for doing the necessary cleaning of the sensors and
solar panels and recharging the batteries.

4.

Conclusin.
It is concluded that in spite of the troubles of the
use of the automatic stations in developping countries,
the Meteorological Services in these countries shoud go
ahead and more deeply in this field due to the numerous
benefits of these stations.

(Reference VII.3)

MICRO-COMPUTER PROGRAMMES FOR THE
~OLOGICAL STATION NETWORKS

EF~ICIENT

MANAGEMENT OF METEO-

Dr. Joachim Kolbig, Meteorological Service of

the GDR

In the network of meteorological stations micro-computers are,
at

the present extent of automation, operated at the stations for

data

acquisition~

at

the telecommunication hubs for decentra-

lised data collection and automatic transmission to the central
computer network. The operation of

these micro-computers is

subject to a close supervision in such a way providing a steady
and continuous operation of

the station network, which has in

recent years been extended by a number of additional programmes
for environmental monitoring and by data acquisition specifically
for purposes of

the national economy.

Two micro-computers are operated in the second-generation remotesensing meteorological station (AFMS), one of which, i.e. the
main computer, implementing the central control functions of the
automatic station,

the interrogation of the sensors,

the checking

and processing of measured values and the dialogue with the
observer who, inter aiia, is responsible for visual observations
which can so

fa~

micro~computer

not be replaced by automatic means. The second

is responsible for

the various communication tasks

to be covered by the AFMS, e.g. for making available the hourly
S YN 0 P me ss a g e s ( n1 12 ) •
Automatic remote-sensing precipitation gauges (AFN), likewise
micro-computerised, at an increasing rate supplement the messages
from the meteorological stations. The AFN are preferably operated
in the flood areas or at places where precipitation data are
needed for

the computerised runoff- and retention control in

river basins.At the national network-management office in Potsdam
and at the regional Offices for Meteorology personal computers
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(PC) ora used for

th0 prLsentation of

the meteorological data

acquired in the network and transmitted in real-time by the

abcvs-mantionad (micro-message-switching-systems (MMSS).
specific structure of

Tha

stations, all of
them

still with

the

network of primary and secondary

them equipped with AFMS but a mojor part of
first-gener-ation ones intruduced in 1969 - and

supplemented by AFN

(the latter will in the 90s amount

to 100

stations} requires hardware solutions which particularly meet
the conditions of

the elements of

the data chain (i.e.

acquisition,transmission, processing}. Quite apart from this
computerised station network,
c o mm e r· c i a 1

PC f or

th& decentralised operation of

n c t w o r· k m a n a 9 e m e n t

ha s r e c ~;> n t 1 y g r o vu1 r a p i d 1 y •

They have contributed to an efficient
management of

the part-time

improvement of

the

network which includes about 1500

precipitation posts from which

the diur-nal

values of precipi-

tation are mailed monthly to the Regional Offices for Meteoro-

lDHY•
The decentralised data acquisition of observational data stored
on disks and their

transfer

to the central nrt

computer by the

PC. temporarily on-line with the nrt central computer, is oJ
major

concern.

Using specified data acquisition programmes long observational
series -which on account

of the quality of the originals {i.e.

deviations from

format.

not yet
be

been

the

usual

tran~ferred

poor

readability, etc.} have

to machine-readable data carriers -

transferred to large data archives of

Service. The decentralised operation of
documentation is of

can

the Meteorological
the PC for network

particular significance.

The network documentation uses any available sources of information of
primary,

the Meteorological Service (i.e. meteorological
secondary and recording stations, measuring posts

with AFN, meteorological supplementary stations at
outside

institutions

the Meteorological Service, part-time precipitation

stations,

and phenological observers) and includes data on the
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location of stctiona,their working programmes, methods of
observation and instruments used, and information on changes
and/or interruptions of observations. Reflecting the historical
development of the station network and of the institutions
responsible for its management'

the data for the network

documentation were rather inhomogenous (as regards: descriptions,
files,Tables, graphs) which, additionally, included substantial
redundancies.
The PC project "Network Documentation" at present includes the
following descriptive data files:
- ELNAME

designation of meteorological parameters {elements)

- GENAME

designation of meteorological instrumentes

- MSNAME

names of stations

Master data files include:
- GDATEI

data file of instruments {Station Reference File,
Part B, as of 1984)

- ECATEI

supplementary data file,supplements to the
Station Reference File Part B, after 1984

This is the structure of the data sets of the master data files:
Name of the field

desi9nation of

SNR

International station number

KL

meteorological parameter

MG

measuring instrument

AG

extent of automation

GN

number of instrument

HH

height of installation

BST

hour/day

Bt-1

month

BA

year

1{SST

EM

EA

hour/day
month

th~

field

of the

r

t

beginning
of the measurements
of the cessation
of the measurements
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At

the same time

there are data files carrying the names of

part-time observers,

the agreed programmes, and the allowances

for part-time work. These data files can be used to automate
for

the accounting of observers'

payment, a task that

used to

require much administrative work.
By menu routine the following

tasks can be solved by automatic

means:
-

printing of

those parts of

the Station Reference File that

frequently undergo changes
~

up-dating of

the network data hy evaluating tha informatipn

about any changes
- archiving of
By

retrieval

the obsolete network data.

routines a rather wide s.cale of data .can. b,e selected

and summarised or new data files can be compiled.
These are permanent

tasks for the updating of

stations stored in the data ban-ks
Service of

RE~1IS

the descriptions of

o.f the Meteorological

the · GO R •

. T h e f o 11 o w-i n g d a t a f i 1 e s a r e b e i n g o r g a n i s e d :
- reporting programme of
-

contents of

~h~

meteorological stations

the nrt messages of

the AFM&

-measuring posts and the surveys of

river basins- precipitation

measuring posts.
The data files which are required to be compatible with further
tasks of

the network management,

be envisaged,

or for which major changes can

can be managed by the inter-related data-file

system REDABAS.

(Reference VII.4)

INSTALLATION AND MAINTENANCE OF THE NEW GENERATION
ELECTRONIC MEASUREMENT SYSTEMS

Pekka J. Kostamo
Vaisala Oy
FINLAND

The recent trends of development are based on a broad technological
change involving an increase in the level of integration and automation,
new means of telecommunications and new sensing techniques. Major
challenges to the established strategies for maintenance of systems are an
increase of system complexity and the need for a higher training level for
service personnel. On the other hand, a decrease in the cost of instrumentation, greatly improved reliability and more powerful tools help to
provide timely solutions to the problems. In many cases, however, a
review of the maintenance strategies of the user organizations can
improve efficiency and economy of data collection.

1. GENERAL DEVELOPMENTS

The meteorological measurements systems are no exception to the development of electronics technology. The same trends of increasing integration, improvement of reliability, diminution in equipment size, introduction of new features and better performance can be seen.
The meteorological systems must, however, meet special needs in many
respects:
They must
operate in more varied environments than
oriented electronic products.

the office

- The systems have an unusually thin geographic distribution
- Meteorological instrumentation is manufactured in small quantities, and
economies of scale are seldom achieved.
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High reliability 1s expected as the systems are m many cases safety
related.
The operational requirements strongly emphasize a need for reliability
and maintainability. Low market volume makes this difficult to achieve
as the cost must be spread over a small number of units.
2. THE INSTALLATIONS CHANGE
System integration and automation have changed radically the infrastructure requirements of meteorological stations. Needs for land area,
buildings, living quarters for personnel, means of transportation have
been greatly reduced, or eliminated completely.
This provides a new flexibility for network design. Functions of climatology and operational applications can now diverge.
There is an increase of specialized small stations, with just 1 to 5 sensors,
and intended for short term usage, at times literally mounted on any
suitable telephone pole in the area of interest. They will be moved to
another location when operational needs change. Networks can change
readily with needs.
The change is equally notable on the major stations, such as the upper-air
or airport installations. Needs for personnel have been reduced drastically over the past 10 years. Automation makes it possible to carry out
the full observation programs by part-time personnel. Equipment has
become so small that it can be installed in spare office space, or small
containers, and operated remotely.
Small equipment is quickly installed. Setting up a complete upper-air
station is a matter of a few days, or just a couple of hours if containerized
systems are used.
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3. MAINTENANCE STRATEGIES
The tendency towards system integration has introduced new thinking m
the area of maintenance. It can now be seen as a composite of three
essential functions:

*

Corrective maintenance, or repair. This activity restores
system to previous full operational status after a failure. It also
includes preventive maintenance.

*

Adaptive maintenance. This activity is driven by changes
in user needs. New data formats are requested, or better
performance is necessary, or availability of personnel changes,
and these can be satisfied by system modifications.

*

Technology maintenance. It ensures system operation in face
of changes in the basic technology. Transferring data from one
recording media to another, programs from one computer and
operating system to new ones, introducing modular changes for
system reliability or to ensure continued maintainability,
connecting with new telecommunication systems are typical
operations of this nature.

The general trends are quite clear: Corrective maintenance is decreasing
and the adaptive and technology components tend to increase. The
pressures on maintenance organizations, and on their personnel are
considerable.
4. CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE

Corrective maintenance work has generally decreased due to improvements in equipment reliability. Better environmental protection and all
solid state components have contributed to this.
Major systems, like upper-air equipment, have now Mean Time Between
Failure (MTBF) of several thousand hours, and require corrective
maintenance at 2 to 3 year intervals, or even less frequently. AWSequipment has achieved MTBF-values reaching 3 to 5 years, though
sensors still require yearly verifications.
At the same time, maintenance work has become more demanding
because of increased system complexity. It is seldom possible to do field
maintenance at component level. Work is normally organized on the
principle of modular replacement. This must be taken into account in the
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equipment design phase to ensure good modular standards. As a rule,
plug-in units requiring no alignments on installation are available.
Repair of the modules is best carried out by the manufacturer. Repair
requires in many cases automatic analyzers and special software, which
tend to be specific for each manufacturer. Without these supports, the
diagnosis work can be very time consuming.
Some manufacturers provide either on-site analysis tools (Built-in Test
Equipment (BITE)), even down to component level, or alternately remote
diagnosis aids. On-site BITE is the more effective, as it allows direct
observation of the system under test. It requires some investment in
equipment. Remote diagnosis depends on availability of good quality
telecommunications. It can involve transmission of fairly high data
volumes, hours of line time, and can consequently be costly to use.
The key to corrective maintenance economy is high reliability of the systems. Special protections against the environmental factors are often justified, even at slightly higher initial cost. Solid state memory elements
have. in particular, proven a major improvement in system reliability.
5. ADAPTIVE MAINTENANCE
The goal of good service to society is generating considerable pressures
on the meteorological organizations. The society at large is becoming
more skilled in using meteorological information for its productive purposes, and consequently the needs for service change. A forecast twice a
day, read over the radio, is clearly not enough.
This network development is a major function of the technical sections of
the meteorological services. Ever more stations, parameters, message
formats, transmissions at more frequent intervals to an increasing list of
users, is the general trend.
This type of activity can be carried out only if the system is well planned
on modular basis. Of particular importance is the software.
Adaptations and tests are often more complicated than expected.
A well planned system includes pre-tested options, which within ranges
of adjustment allow changes of parameters. Many other desirable features can also be listed: spare power capacity, space in installation
frames, spare communication interfaces, spare processing capacity, good
documentation and a flexible software environment are all desirable.
The key qualification is integrity of system design. Testing is a major
factor, and a well planned system minimizes this cost in particular.
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6. TECHNOLOGICAL MAINTENANCE

A very pronounced aspect of maintenance today is the rapid change of
technology, particularly in areas like computers and communications. This
is driven by rapid evolution on the major markets of information technology and electronics in general. It has technical basis, but also strong
commercial aspects, as success for any given technology, supplier or
product is the result of free competition.
This development is mostly
beneficial, but also a source of problems for many users.
The production life of a small computer today rarely exceeds 2 years.
Basic supporting software (such as operating systems) are replaced at 5
year intervals. Interface standards are also replaced from time to time by
more advanced versions, though more slowly. It frequently happens that
costs for repair and components increase quite rapidly after a sub-system
is not in active distribution.
Technological maintenance involves replacement of modular system
parts. Modifications and extensive testing ·are particular features, as exact
replacements are seldom found. Measurement software tends to have a
real time orientation, and is even today poorly supported by transferable
standards.
There are two methods to reduce the cost of this type of maintenance.
One is to apply strict standards on equipment and interfaces. There are
two difficulties with this approach: there are few established, widely
accepted, rigorous standards in existence that are applicable and efficient.
In addition such standards tend to freeze the system too much, and be
obstacles to all changes, including the desirable ones.
The other way to reduce technological maintenance cost Is to build systems from component level. The large volume items stay in production
for 15 to 20 years, as is demonstrated by the current microprocessor and
memory components. This is a major factor for better stability. This
approach is well combined with improved reliability in general, as the
designer has then full freedom to use the best suppliers available. When
the modern aids of circuit board design and manufacturing are available,
the costs are not higher than in designs using modular components.
Review of several recent requests for proposal demonstrates that the
meteorological services expect a trouble free field life of at least 15 years
of their new equipment. To avoid technological obsolescence for such
period of time is a challenge. It can, however, still be met at reasonable
cost, and there are many modern systems that have already achieved this
performance.
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7. REMOTEMONITORING
The question of monitoring of data quality is closely related to maintenance. Growing communication and computation capacity has made it
possible to carry out a large number of verifications of data quality and
technical performance.
This can reduce the cost of maintenance substantially, as most fixed
schedule maintenance visits can be replaced by visits on a need basis.
Savings are then directly related to system quality and performance.
8. A VIEW OF THE FUTURE
There are broad outlines of development that appear reasonably clear.
The increasing need of meteorological information, increasing efficiency
of personnel, integration of measurement and telecommunications
networks are trends that will continue.
We can also expect to see an improvement of equipment reliability, possibly to a point where corrective maintenance will become a marginal
activity. We all work towards to same goal: systems that work reliably
throughout their lives, until the change of user requirements have made
them obsolete.

THE RESULTS OF THE OPERA1'ION AND COMPARABLE OBSERVATIONS
OF THE STATIONS 11 MIS~"'RA.L 11 (FRANCE) AND M-1061\[ (USSR) ON
METEOROLOGICAL STATION 11 BEREZINSKY RESERVE" OF THE BY.ELQRUSSIAN REPUBLICAN ADMINIS~'RATION FOR HYDROMET.EOROLOGY
I.M.SKURATOVICH, A.A.FUT.RIN (USSR,BSSR)
According to the Programme of mutural work in the framework
of bilateral cooperation between the USSR and France in the field
of meteorology comparable observations of the stations "Mistral"
(France) and M-IOGM (USSR) have been carried out on the meteorological station of "Berezinsky Reserve" of the Byelorussian re publican administration for hydrometeorology and control of natural environment.
In September 1985 the station "Mistral" was put into operation by French specialists L.Lepin and G.Testa. Comparable observations were being carr~ed out during the year and were finished
in September 1986.
In accordance with preliminary agreement on the meeting of
the Soviet and French experts (France, Trappe, September 1984)
methodics of comparable observations was defined, according to
which it was agreed that the comparable tests would be carried
out by the following way:
- the observations will be done simultaneously in synoptic
hours on the station "Mistraltt and on the Soviet AMS by the
Soviet observers;
- the observations, done ·on the usual methodics, will be considered during the comparison as reference ones;
- mean values will be calculated monthly and the equipment
will be adjusted only in those oases when maximum errors will
exceed the following meanings:
- air temperature .t o,J°C;
- dew point ± 0,4°C for humidity 70 + IOO% and 0,6°C for
humidity 50 + 69%;
- air pressure .t 0,2 mb;
- wind speed ± 0,6 m/sec;
-wind direction± 22,5°;
- as concerns synoptic data it was agreed that they would be
considered as unsatisfactory, when maximum errors would exceed
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the following:
parameter
temperature
dew point

range
-35
lOO
89
69

0

' +40°C
+ 90%
+ 70%
+50%
50~

air pressure
mean and maximum wind
speed
wind direction
precipitation

0 + IO m/sec
II + 20 m/sec
21 m/sec
0,4 mm
0,4 +I mm
I, I + 5,0 mm
5,I + ro,o mm
ro,o mm

error
±ro
:!:ro
±r,5°
:!:2,0°
±J,oo
±o,6mb
±2m/sec
.::!:Jm/sec
:!:4m/sec
.:tr2o 0
+
-o,Imm
+
-0,2
mm
+
-0,4mm
+
-0,6mm
+
-I,Omm

Comparable observations were carried out on the following
meteorological parameters:
air temperature ( t);
relative air humidity (U% );
air pressure ( P );
- mean wind speed ( for IO min. ) ( f mean );
- maximum wind speed ( f max );
mean wind direction ( for IO min ) ( f mean ) ;
soil temperature under natural cover on the depth 20 cm, 40 cm,
80 cm, I60 cm;
liquid precipitation ( R ).
Mean wind direction was defined by the station 11 Mistralll as
vector direction and by the station M-I06M as numerical. The station "Mistral" observed solid precipitation with the temperature
of the environment up to -5°C and was compared with standard observations of the meteorological station.
Comparative observations were carried out for all synoptic
hours (8times per 24 hours).
On the results of comparable observations special tables
filled in with data measured by the stations "Mistral", 11 M-I06M 11
and by an observer. The copies of these materials have been sent
to the French side.
hvery month mean arithmetic error was calculated and measures
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were taken to adjust the equipment, if the error exceeded the
agreed values.
Notes were made in the tables of comparable observations about
all occured faults. There is an information in the Table I on the
elaboration and reliability of both stations for each month of the
whole period of the experiment.
For the period of the comparison the following faults have
been found
and removed:
I.

ON THE STATION "MISTRAL":

I.I At the result of bad contact of the transformer plate the
typing device did not work (TD - JOL).
I.2 The typing device T.D - JOL did not work because of selfrelease of the looking screw of the feeding roller of the diagram
tape.
I.J Self-stopping because of the malfunction in the programme.
After the second start of the programme the capacity for work
renewed.
!.4 There was no periodically listing of air humidity, air
pressure, some parameters of wind because of contact faults in
joints of the corresponding transformers' plates of meteorological parameters.
!.5 The typing device was out of work because of the hole in
the transistor BDV - 65 in the block-feed.
I.6 Output of the synoptic chart and 6 minute information in
sections with big intervals.
2.

ON THE STATION

11

M - I06M 11 :

2.! Malfunctions in wind speed and direction because of the
block fault of wind parameters conversion CB - 9.
2.2 Misrepresentation of the information because of the fault
device of registration and typing.
2.J There was no synoptic telegramme because of the fault of
the main switchboard.
2.4 Refusal of the telegraph typing device T - 5I.
2.5 There was no information because of the defect of the initial electric clock.
2.6 Refusal of the sensetive element of the absorbtive hygrometer GS - 2IO.
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2. 7 1·1a.lfunotions in the measurements of atmospheric :pressure
of the measuring bridge fault of the pressure sensor.
2.8 Refusal of the air :pressure sensor.
In the Table 2 data are given in percentage to the total
number of measurements, when divergences (malfunctions) have taken place on meteorological parameters exceeding standard values.
The analyses shows, that the numbers of malfunctions on meteorological :parameters in the Soviet station "M - I06M" were gteater
excluding soil temperature on the depth of I60 cm. The sensor of
the French station which was installed on the same depth was rejected by checking work during finishing station mounting. The
greatest numbers of malfunctions for both stations were found for
soil temperature parameters.
The smaller indexes of the Soviet station on the reliability
and numbers of malfunctions are explained by long working period
of the station itself and its sensors by the moment of the test;
the station has operated more than IO years. It is necessary to
note, that the French station had less malfunctions on :
air temperature o,2%;
mean wind s:peed o,J%;
- soil temperature on the depth of 40 cm 0,7%;
- soil temperature on the depth of 80 cm 0%;
Mean arithmetic error has been calculated for every meteorological parameter for each month of the comparison.
I.

WIND PARAMETERS.

It is shown on the diagram (Fig. I) the change of the mean
arithmetic error of maximum wind s:peed, on the diagram (Fig.2) the change of mean arithmetic error of the measurement of mean
wind speed and on the diagram (Fig. J) - the change of mean arithmetic error of the measurement of wind direction.
The values of the station "Mistral" are shown on the giagram
by figure I, and by figure 2 - the values of the station 11 ll/I - I06M".
It follows from the mentioned graphic dependenoes, that mean monthly arithmetic dependences are considered as permissive values.
Greater :positive errors on fm and dcp of the station 11 M - I06M 11
in September 1985 were caused by the fault transformer device of
wind parameters. It was noted, that in winter period the station
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"Mistral 11 underestimated maximum and mean wind speed.
2.

TEMPERATURE PARAMETERS.

The change of mean aritrunetic error of air temperature measurement is shown on the diagram (Fig.4), on the diagram (Fig.5) soil temperature on the depth of 20 cm, on the diagram (Fig.6) soil temperature on the depth of 40 cm, on the diagram (Fig. 7) on the depth of 80 cm, on the diagram (Fig. 8) - on the depth ofi60cm.
The soil temperature sensors were installed on the place
with natural cover. It follows from the diagrams that the error of
air temperature measurement has permissive range excluding July I986
for the station "M - I06M". As concerns soil temperature on the
depths of 20, 40, so, I60 cm the same tendency of error change of
the measurement was noticed for both stations (excluding the sensor of the station "Mistral" on the depth of I60 cm, which was considered as defective one). The diagrams showed essential growth of
error during the cold period of the year. Non-uniformity of the
error for different sensors of soil temperature could be caused by
different level of their placing because of the earth fill of their
site.
J. AIR PRESSURE.
It is shown on the diagram (Fig. 8) the variation of mean
monthly error of the measured air pressure. 1~e diagram shows that
the error of the station "Mistral" essentially exceeded the permissive value. The error of the station 11 M - I.06M" exceeded the permissive value too for the longer ~eriod of work. A contrary directivity of the tendency of the error change was found for both stations. It may be explained by different sensors of pressure • .A membrane box is used in the station tlfdistral" and in the station
"M - I06Mn - mercurial barometer.
4.

RELATIVE AIR HUMIDITY

The diagram (Fig. 9) shows the change of the monthly mean
error of the relative humidity measured by the station "Mistral"
The comparison with the Soviet instrument of air humidity GS - 2IO
is not given because of its refusal in January I986 and its repair
for the long period of time. The diagram shows good concidenoe and
the error of the measurement doesn't exceed permissive values (there
was no change of sensitive element).
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5.

LIQUID PRECIPITATION.

1'here was no comparison as the Soviet station had experimental sensor and its discrete measurements differed from French.
CONCLUSION.
It should be noted good coincidence of the comparable meteorological measurements and satisfactory reliability of the comparable automated stations at the result Qf work for the long period
of time and comparable observations of the French station "Mistral"
and the Soviet station "M - I06M 11 •
Having received results show the principal possibility of
using of the meteorological information received from automated
stations by different users.
It should be noted high reliability of some sensors of the
station 11 Mistral 11 on the whole during the cold period of time when
minimum temperature is about
26°C.
In conclusion it should be said, that the received material at
the result of comparable observations would be used in Meteorological Services o:f :&"'ranee and the USSR, it would be processed more
carefully and used for qualitative estimation of the automated sta-tions, some measuring canals and sensors too.
The results of this .estimation will be used for modernization·
of existing sensors and for the constrUcction of new sensors and
automated meteorological stations.

TABLE I
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INFORMATION ON THE ELABORATION AND RELIABILITY OF THE AUTOniATED STATIONS

---------------------------------------------:Number :Number o£ hours with-: Number of refusals: Elaboration
.Month

______________________ ________________
.
..
:Mistral :M-I06M
:Mistral :M-I06M
------------------------------------

.of sy- • out information
·noptio
--:hours
Mistral :M-I06M

--~--

.._

64

12

0

I

I

98,2

October
85

248

0

57

0

6

IOO

97,7

November
85

240

0

8

0

.)

lOO

96,7

December
85

248

26

14

.)

.)

89,5

94,4

January
86

248

10

2

4

4

96

99,2

February
86

224

6

7

I

4

97,J

96,9

Mar oh
86

248

0

2

I

2

IOO

99,2

April
86

64

9

4

I

2

86

9J,7

July
86

II2

0

0

0

0

IOO

lOO

August
86

248

I

I

I

I

99,6

99,6

September
86

187

40

0

I

I

78,6

IOO

Septembell'
85

----------------------------- ~OTAL:

2DI

95

104

D

27

lOO

--------

TABLE 2
DIVERGENCES ON THE METEOROLOGICAL PARAMETERS EXCEEDED PERMISSIVE VALUES IN %

Month

Air

~rempera.tur.

Relative Humid.Air Pres.

Wind m/sec

-------------------------------direction

mean speed max. speed

------------------------------------------------------------------------------~-

Mist M-I06M
Mist. M-I06M Mist M-I06M M. I06M
M. I06M
M. I06M
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Sept.
0
0
5,8
J,8 II;5
0 I,9
I,9 J,8
7,7
5I,9
85
Octob. 0,8
0,5
I,2
I,6
4,0
8,9
I,2 I,6
0,4 2,6
85
J,4
0
0
4,2
J,4
7,9
I,7 I,7
0
Novem. 0
85
6,0
0,4
6,8
I,4 0,9
0
9,6 2I,4
Decemb. 0
0,4
85
6,4 I0,5
J,6 2,0
0,4 0,4
4,8
Januar. 0
0,4
86
0
0
5,4
5,4
0,9 0,4
Februar.O
IJ,8
J,6
86
0
2,8
5,6
0,4
4,4 2,0
March
0
6,9
2,8
86
0
0
0
0
0
0
I,6
0
J,I
April
86
May 86 Typing Device o:f the Station "Mistral" was being Changed
June86 Typing Device o:f the Station ".Mistral" was being Changed
July
0
0
2,7 2,7
86
0
5,4
5,4
0,9
J5,7
o,8 o,8 J,6 J,6
4,0
I6,5
August 0,4 20,6
2,0
86

Sept.
86
Mean

I,o

2,7

6,4

2,7

24,6

0,5

0,5

2,I

J,2

5,6

7,9

I,7

6,5

II,7

5,6

6,0

6,9

0,9

J,I

2,4

2,8

J,I

6,2

I6,0
6,0

Ll,J

I7,8

J,7

8,6

---------------------------------------------·
----------·
--· 5,6
a,s o',J o,-6 2,J- 2,5 6,5
a,8
D,O
6,2
0,2
6,7

w

-o

"'

TABLE J
It.lliAN MONTHLY DATA DIFFERENCE OF THE AUTOI\ilATED STATIONS "MISTRAL" AND M-I06M
WITH AN OBSERVER
_...,.

__________________________________________
Month Air Temper.
Mist M-I06M

_________ ________
..;....__

Wind m/sec
Relative Humid. Air Pres.
mean-speea_____ma:X:speea______ uirectionMist. M-I06M Mist.M-I06M M.

M-I06M

M.

M-I06M

M.

M-I06M

sept.=cr;oJ-=rr;crs-----4;~---=-----u;II--=cr~;-=o;'o~u;~4--I7o---o;y-------,----~--

85
oct.
85

-o,o -o,r

-J

2

-o,I

-0,2

-0,2 -0,4

0,2

o,J

2

o

-5

J

-O,I

O,I

-O,I5-0,2

+0,2

0,4

:.I

6

0,0

-6

8

-0,2

0,2

-O,I -0,0

0,2

0,4

IO

6

0,0

-J

-0,2

0,2

-O,J -O,I

-O,I

0,6

4

-2

Novem
85

-o,r -o,o

Decem

85 -O,I
Jan.
86 -O,I

Febr
86

0,0

O,I

-5

-O,I

0,2

-0,3 -O,I

0,0

0,4

2

-5

86

-O,I

0,0

-2

-O,I

0,2

-0,2 -O,I

O,I

O,J

I

-4

O,I7

0,2

March
April

0,07 O,I6 -0,03-0,I
86 -O,I5 o,or
-2,7
May
86
The Statio.n "Mistral" did not Work
June
86
The Station "Mistral" did not work
July
-O,I -O,I
86 -OI
0,4
4
-0,2
0

August
86 -O,I
Septem.
86 -O,I5

+0,3 -9

-O,J

-0,2

2

-5

0,7

5

-O,J

-O,I

-O,I

-0,2

-0,5

-0,4

J,O

7,0

O,I8

5

-0,2

-0,28 -0,2

-0,2

-0,6

-0,6

I,I +4,8

w

'()

"-.1

CONTINUATION OF THE TABLE 3

-

..

.._......._._._

___

Month

__...._

_____________________ ___________________
_.....

.

Liquid Preqipitation

Soil Temperature

__

,_,..,..

oc

~

.....................

----:--mstrai ·· J~;.;roor---Mis!--xor>i · IV1Is:c--Iot;M"""'Mrst-rob'M--*Mrs "E-'""Iobi-__......._ __ , .....
---

September
85
October
85
November
85
December
85
January
86
February·

_ _ llliiioll _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ......_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

..

o,oo4

0,05

86

li'Ia.roh
86
April
86
May
86
June
86
July
86
August
86
September
86

-O,J6

0,2

-0,5

O,I

-O,I7

0,05

-I

0,2

-O,I

0,5

-O,J

0,4

-O,I

0;2

..::o,7

0,5

0,4

I,O

o,o

0,9

O,J

0 6

'

-I,2

o,7

0,5

I,O

o,r

I,O

0,4

0,7

-0,8

o,e

o,J

0,9

o,o

0,8

0,2

0,7

-0,8

o,a

o,o

0,6

-0,2

0,6

o,I

0,5

-0,7

o,a

o,o

0,4

-0,2

0,2

o,o

-O,J

-0,6

O,I

-!,4 -0,9

-0,5

-o,8

-0,4

o,IJ

-I, I

-I

The Station
"JI.tlstra.ltt did not· work
.
'-"

The station "Mistral" did not Work
•

~<"'

-O,I

-0,2

-o,J -o,J

-0,5

-0,4

.-O,J -O,I

· o,o·

--o,7

-0,2 -0,7

-0,5

o,o

o,2 -o,J

-0,15

-1,0

-0,!6-0,8

-O,J

-O,I

-0,5 -0,6

'. '

w

"'00
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